Curtains so enchanting you'll wish you could hang them on the outside.
Panels or pairs, a style to fit every window size—all originals and all washable.
Curtains, 4.50 to 12.95
Valances, 1.95 to 3.95 Booklet on request.
Lord & Taylor, 424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18, N.Y.
Choose your glass by the Viking label... Viking makes
good glass to live with... Select American favorites,
like this set of handsome, hand made Swans... for graceful entertaining
and grateful friends... Browse around in your store's exciting
collection... in all the many colors...
at the usual low Viking prices.

The Smart Set Will Always Say....

Treasured American Glass

HAND MADE BY VIKING GLASS COMPANY • NEW MARTINSVILLE, WEST VIRGINIA
AGNES ROGERS, who is also Mrs. Frederick Lewis Allen, specializes in documentary photographs (her latest is *Women Are Here to Stay*) and the light touch in writing about modern mores (pp. 110-112). Now editor of Reader's Digest book department, she loves games, plays the zither.

EDGAR KAUFMANN, JR., served his aesthetic apprenticeship in Europe and with Frank Lloyd Wright, gained practical know-how in his family's Pittsburgh department store. Author of many articles, he is consultant at MOMA's Modern Art. pp. 162-163.

ROBIN DAY and CLIVE LATIMER, both English, both 34, jointly carried off a Museum of Modern Art $5000 prize (House & Garden, April 1949) for their ingenious, handsome storage units (p. 134). Mr. Latimer has designed aluminum sheet furniture. Mr. Day is a display technique expert.

ALBERT GALLATIN, Secretary of the Treasury from 1801 to '13, is less familiar as the man who started the westward shift of glass-making in America (see article on page 122). This portrait by Gilbert Stuart hangs in the New York Historical Society (photo courtesy the Bettmann Archive).


ON THE COVER: House & Garden's June bride and breakfast-for-two, photographed by Horst. Complete shopping information is on page 232.

FOR THE BRIDE
How to choose silver. 22
Notepaper for the bride. 30
How to marry well by Agnes Rogers. 110-112
Bride's table. 114-115
Cooking for two by Mary Grosvenor Ellsworth. 116
Kitchen equipment. 117
12 kitchen plans. 118-121
Set for entertaining. 120-129
Six ways to arrange furniture. 135
Living room furniture on a budget. 136-139
Wedding presents. 140-141

DECORATING
Summer chinns. 113
You can't do without cottons. 138-134
Open season for good design. 162-163
Venetian design in furniture. 164-165
How to build a table. 184

GENERAL
Insure your sleep. 102
How to recognize American glass. 122-125
Contemporary American glass. 126-127
Mr. and Mrs. George Greenhalgh's Virginia farm. 146-149
Mr. and Mrs. Reeve Schley's New Jersey farm. 150-151
Canada, coast to coast. 152-153

GARDENING
Plants for pavings. 142
Bramham Park, England. 143
Windsor Castle spring gardens. 144
Rock plants for beginners by M. L. Coonan. 145
Cannas and gladiolus. 154
Gladiolus by F. W. Cassebeer. 155
Annuals for summer bloom by Jean Hersey. 156-157
French gardens. 168, 172
Vines by Ruth Gannon. 229

BUILDING AND ARCHITECTURE
Your house walls. 158-161
We are no longer Colonials by Joseph Hudnut. 166-167

SPECIAL DEPARTMENTS
Shopping Around. 32
Travelog. 106
Household short cuts. 170
Turns with a corkscrew. 178
Mechanics of living. 182
Terratable. 234
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The incomparable Capehart phonograph-radio

With its renowned...

Capehart Symphonic-Tone System

Traditional Capehart Quality at the Lowest Price in Capehart History!

Listen to Capehart's glorious true-timbre tone! Let Capehart transport you to a new level of musical enjoyment!

Here is the exclusive Capehart Symphonic-Tone System — giving you your true-timbre tone that has made the name Capehart world-famous for a generation. Here is the ultimate in faithful musical reproduction. And here, too, is Capehart's authentic styling and luxurious master-crafted cabinetry!

Yes, be glad you've waited. Now —today— Capehart is yours at an amazingly low price. Now today you may enjoy the musical pleasures which only a Capehart can bring to you. The distinction of owning a famous Capehart.

You can have television with your phonograph-radio or television alone—in any event, be sure to see the Capehart—the instrument with incomparable tone and sensational Polatron picture.

The world's finest instruments for home entertainment

Capehart-Farnsworth Corporation, Fort Wayne, Ind.
An Associate of International Telephone and Telegraph Corporation

Western prices slightly higher.
... our distinguished new group of furniture that reflects all the graciousness of fine period design, yet is uniquely, elegantly adapted to your home of today. See these superb pieces, each made with all the painstaking care of the master craftsman, all exquisitely done by Williams-Kimp, a division of Baker Furniture Inc.

Federal American

5th Floor, Lexington at 59th, New York
You can tell a perfect hostess
by her Kensington

For yourself or for the bride, there's nothing so distinctive as Kensington. The smart simplicity and heirloom quality of this beautiful, silvery metal have made it a universal symbol of good taste.

Your Kensington hostess pieces are famous, too, for a soft, platinum-like lustre that never wears off. They never tarnish, never stain, never need polishing. Use them every day for every imaginable purpose...they'll always look brand new.

You'll find Kensington featured at good jewelry, gift, and department stores near you...or write and we'll tell you where.

Versatile Buffet Server . . . lets you put all your party fare on one wonderful tray. Clipper Ship Tray with separators, $20.00. Tray alone, $15.00.

Distinguished Compass Platter . . . 13" plate for sandwiches, cake, or canapés; $12.50. Large 18" plate with zodiac design; $17.50.

Smart Whitfield Double Serving Dish . . . can be used as two dishes; $10.00. Also available . . . oval-shaped Winchester Double Serving Dish, $17.50.

Elegant Canape Plates . . . with good-looking cockerel or stag design, or plate; $4.50 each.

Lovely Raleigh Salt and Pepper Shakers . . . 2½" high, distinctively designed; $3.75 pair.

Famous 14 oz. Coldchester Tumblers . . . the smart way to serve your favorite drink; $4.50 each.

Spacious Dover Bread Tray . . . 14½" x 6½"; to set a pretty table; $5.75.

Classically simple Maryhill Pitcher . . . holds two quarts, pours easily; $15.00.

Stylish Ring Bowl . . . timeless design, holds flowers, fruit or candy; $5.25.
MEET

Rebecca Davis

Whether this chair is the one fine hand crafted piece in your home... or a perfect accent to your whole collection of beloved and beautiful furniture... you will derive endless pleasure from its beauty, its elegance, its comfort and multi-usefulness. Entirely hand carved of solid mahogany, hand upholstered with foam rubber cushioning and luxury fabric, the Rebecca Davis chair is an authentic, original design from Victorian's Registered Heirloom group.

Victorian Furniture Corp.

MONTGOMERY 3, ALABAMA

"The Cradle of the Confederacy"
Easy way to improve your Indoor Climate

You'll find it much easier to keep rooms cooler in summer and warmer in winter ... when your windows have Thermopane® insulating glass.

In Thermopane, a blanket of dry air is hermetically sealed between two panes of glass. This helps control indoor climate the year 'round.

In winter, Thermopane's room-side surface stays warmer. There's no "low-comfort zone", no chilly feeling ... the entire floor space is usable right up to your Thermopane windows or walls.

The insulating air space cuts heat loss and saves fuel in winter. You never have to bother with storm sash ... Thermopane stays in all year.

For building economy, Thermopane is made in over 80 standard sizes for use in fixed, casement or double-hung windows. Your L-O-F Glass Distributor will be glad to advise you.

Or write for our Thermopane book.
The praise which comes to us from women who drive Cadillacs is heart-warming indeed. For women take such pointed notice of the many, many superlative details which—taken together—make Cadillac the matchless creation it is. True, they are deeply appreciative of Cadillac’s magnificent performance. But they have a special understanding of the innumerable niceties that set the car so completely apart. Have you seen the new Cadillacs? If you haven’t, please do so. You will find them incomparably finer in every way.
DON'T SKIMP ON COMFORT!

THIS HOME NEEDS 4 THERMOSTATS

Your home, too, may require more than one thermostat for maximum comfort. By dividing your heating control system into two or more zones, you can compensate for different weather exposure. For example, you might have one control area for the cold, windy north side of the house and another for the warmer south side. And the recreation room area should be separately controlled so a lower temperature can be maintained without cooling off the rest of the house.

In larger homes, and particularly those of the rambler or ranch type, it is desirable to provide two or more heating zones in order to maintain uniform temperatures throughout, or selected temperatures in different areas. It costs very little more to establish different zones of heating in a new home — and the results will pay big dividends in greater comfort and fuel economy.

Consult your architect and heating contractor about the proper location of controls and control areas for your new home. Or, mail the coupon for the interesting and informative booklet — "10 Ways to Heat Your New Home."

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company
2728 Fourth Avenue South
Minneapolis 8, Minnesota

Please send free copy of booklet "10 Ways to Heat Your New Home."

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City__________________ Zone______State

CHRONOTHERM
Electric Clock Thermostat
Completely Automatic...

Automatically reduces to lower fuel-saving temperature at night. Automatically restores daytime comfort temperature in the morning.
Introducing

Lily of the Valley

a new conception of sterling beauty by Gorham

THIS IS NEW! A sterling pattern designed by Nature itself, fashioned in solid silver with striking faithfulness to its inspiration—the delicate flower of spring, Lily of the Valley.

Here is a delightful combination of modern simplicity and delicate grace, designed to blend equally well with modern or traditional decor, formal or informal table-settings.

Gorham "Lily of the Valley" is so gracefully slender, you must see and feel it to believe that it has such luxurious weight and pleasing balance. And once you see it at your silver store, you will want it for your own. You will know that Gorham's Lily of the Valley is sterling to live with and love forever. Write for a Gorham Lily of the Valley price folder. The Gorham Company, HG-55, Providence, R. I.

Gorham
STERLING ®

ALUMA'S LEADING SILVERSMITHS SINCE 1833

Also Makers of Gorham Silverplate, Gorham Silver Polish, Gorham Bronze, Gorham Ecclesiastic Wares
Photographed in the home of Miss Claudette Colbert

WOODARD
...style authority in wrought iron

The Orleans Group—a favorite from the beginning...for its old-world charm...its flowing design of oak leaves, acorns and scrolls...its versatility. On your porch, on your terrace, in your garden...the Orleans Group is sure to be the pivotal point of your gayest-at-home activities. Parkerized, like all Woodard furniture, for rust protection. See it at your favorite store...or send 10¢ for complete color catalogue showing settings.

LEE L. WOODARD SONS, General offices: Owosso, Michigan
New York · Chicago · Boston · Los Angeles
CASTLETON—first to commission famous artists to create patterns for dinnerware—presents Ma Lin by Ching-Chih Yee. Ma Lin will inspire you to create a table-setting reminiscent of the classic elegance of Cathay and keyed to the dramatic modern mood.

Five piece place setting, 12.75

VIN ROSE by PICASSO

painted on service plates by the Castleton Studios is being exhibited in the Castleton Collection by Famous Contemporary Artists now on tour through leading stores.

CASTLETON CHINA, INC.
212 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

"Things You Should Know About China" an interesting booklet with illustrations of 31 Castleton Patterns awaits your request. Enclose 10 cents for mailing please.
Choose Century

FOR TIMELESS BEAUTY

The clarity of sparkling Century is enhanced by diamond dewdrops swirling in carefree harmony around the magic of purest crystal. Century has everything in open stock for complete dinner settings at the better stores everywhere.
Let's make every home a summer home! One way to capture the essence of happy "vacation living" is to decorate with genuine rattan furniture and correlated accessories by Ficks Reed. It's summer in your house all year 'round! At your favorite furniture or department store or through decorators.

Ficks Reed Living Room Group of Rattan Furniture

Lamps, No. 88A. Sectional Sofa (Corner Chair, No. 9008CU).
Corner Chair, No. 9007CU. Center Table, No. 9360.
Coffee Table, No. 9308.

Floor covering of woven hemp squares! A naturally lovely setting for your Ficks Reed furniture, this material is long wearing and easy to keep clean.

"Matchstick" draperies of solid bamboo. Strikingly translucent (light comes through, but privacy is assured), they're dramatic accents for large window areas. Wonderful, too, as room dividers.

Ficks Reed Co.
CINCINNATI 14, OHIO
Dear Helen:

Of all our friends who have come and stayed and left pleasant memories in their wake, no one has ever made acknowledgment of our hospitality so promptly and graciously as you.

Your thank-you letter sets you apart for what you say and for the paper you use, so expressive of you and your good taste. Certainly it gives good voice to your words, which to me is the part that paper plays in the art of correspondence.

I wish you could school some of my sweet, young friends, especially those who write their thanks for wedding gifts. I know it is easy to become stereotyped when there are so many notes to write, but there is no excuse for poor paper and hasty scrawls. You see, the perfection of your letter makes comparison inescapable.

We are already looking forward to your next visit and shall count the calendar a sluggard if it does not bring you here apace.

Affectionately,

Ruth

Good paper is the beginning of a good letter. Its quality and texture speak for you as you would speak for yourself. Crane's Fine Papers give your letters that added grace and distinction that you covet and your friends instantly recognize and appreciate. No other paper is made from such choice materials, with so much care and skill as Crane's. For your own letters... for gifts (and no gift is more appreciated by your hostess)... Crane's Fine Papers.
you're right... so right... with

Frank M. Whiting

for those discriminating women whose own infallible taste dictates the very finest...

Frank M. Whiting
STERLING

110 YEARS OF GOLDSMITH AND SILVERSMITH TRADITION

At better jewelers everywhere... or write for brochure
There's beauty and good living
in a CONCRETE HOUSE

Your family will enjoy a lifetime of security and comfort in a house built with sturdy concrete masonry walls, concrete floors and a firesafe roof.

Concrete imparts beauty and character to any house because concrete masonry can be laid in a wide variety of pleasing and distinctive patterns. The walls can be left natural, painted any color with durable portland cement paint or stuccoed in beautiful textures.

A concrete house, properly insulated, provides year-round comfort in any climate. It's warm in winter and cool in summer. Being weathertight, it stays clean and dry in all seasons.

HOW TO GET YOUR CONCRETE

Phone a local concrete masonry manufacturer for names of architects and builders experienced in concrete house design and construction. They know conditions in your community and can answer your questions about plans and costs. Take any plans or sketches you have obtained.

A concrete house also is economical to own. Its first cost is moderate, it requires little maintenance and it gives long years of service. That means true low-annual-cost shelter.

A concrete house provides maximum resistance to storms, decay, termites and vermin. It's also firesafe. Concrete can't burn! There's no better protection for loved ones or prized possessions.

Before you turn a spadeful of earth investigate the many advantages of owning a concrete house. Write for a free copy of the illustrated booklet, "Why People Like Concrete Homes." Distributed only in the United States and Canada.

HOUSE . . . and what will it cost?

from any source to an architect. Have him show you how your home—of any size or style—can be built economically with concrete walls and subfloors and a firesafe roof.

Architect-Designed Houses Stay Young Longer

A national organization to improve and extend the uses of portland cement and concrete...through scientific research and engineering field work.

You can build a charming concrete house in any architectural style or size on any floor plan.
IN THE KITCHEN OF YOUR NEW HOME

Andersen Casement Window sash swing out, away from sink and work area.

Andersen Casement Window sash swing out, away from sink and work area.

Above: Andersen Casements. Below: Andersen Gliding Units.

Your kitchen becomes more than a room for work when its walls are opened with Andersen WINDOWALLS. It becomes a room of beauty, where WINDOWALLS competently perform their dual function. As windows, they admit sunlight, fresh air and a view. As walls, they place a tightly weatherstripped barrier between you and winter's cold. There are hundreds of ways these factory-built window units of lasting, insulating wood can give beauty to your kitchen ... thousands of uses in your new home. Mail the coupon today for free window ideas.

Andersen Corporation
Bayport, Minnesota, HG50

Send me booklet on Andersen WINDOWALLS.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

SEND COUPON FOR FREE LITERATURE
GARDENING

The Rusticraft Booklet describes a complete line of wooden fences: woven picket, tight screen, imported French, English hurdle, post-and-rail and prefabricated farm and field gates, horseback gates and children's outdoor portable play yards are included. Photographs and erection instructions are helpful. Rusticraft Fence Co., 8 King Road, Malvern, Pennsylvania.

Write for these booklets

HOUSE & GARDEN

Furniture

Woven Wood Fences provide beauty, durability, protection and privacy. An attractive wooden fence includes Dubois fencing and illustrates its use. Made of cypress and red cedar, the fences, such as the illustrated sampler, can be set anywhere desired. The three styles—close-woven, cleft and open—cleft—come in five different heights, give variety to your landscape, and can be set anywhere desired. The three styles—close-woven, cleft and open—cleft—come in five different heights, give variety to your landscape, and can be set anywhere desired.

Perennials, among them Sir John Falstaff, a new English phlox; Wizrul's Pride, a Shasta daisy; Baden Gold coreopsis and many other lovely flow- ers. One deep-shelfed binder shows the unique Totyy catalog includes accurate flower descriptions, prices and cultural information. Send 25¢ for catalog. This changing catalog is updated from your first order. Totty's, Dept. GD, Madison, N. J.

Endoweed, an improved lawn control, kills over 100 different weeds. Dilute Endoweed with water and apply it with the Endoweed "Side-Spray" applicator. The weeds disappear in approximately one week. Companion plants, aids, Vigoro—the balanced plant food—and Endopest—an insect protection—make a lovelier garden. Pamphlets describe Roseone and Rootone. American Chemical Paint Co., HG 5, Amble, Pennsylvania.

A Blue Brochure contains historical notes on Booth's fine English tableware. Displayed in 18 accompanying folders the co-ordination of Dirlwey flatware, Dirlwey hollow ware and linens. This gold-colored alloy solves the delicate problem. The patterns are illustrated and illustrated. There are some excellent paragraphs on buying glassware. Table accessories, mechanics of table setting and photographs depict the accepted forms of staging a dinner. Cleaning and care of glassware is described. Fostoria patterns are shown. Fostoria Glass Co., HG 5, Moundsville, West Virginia.

Garden Planning

"Serveing Winfield Style" is a fine little house. Basic steamwork pieces are sketched. 10c. A. H. Heisey & Co., HG 5, Newark, Ohio.

"A Beautiful Table" set with golden-brown Dirlwey would be a perfect background for a bride's first dinner party. Displayed in 18 accompanying folders the co-ordination of Dirlwey flatware, Dirlwey hollow ware and linens. This gold-colored alloy solves the delicate problem. The patterns are illustrated and illustrated. There are some excellent paragraphs on buying glassware. Table accessories, mechanics of table setting and photographs depict the accepted forms of staging a dinner. Cleaning and care of glassware is described. Fostoria patterns are shown. Fostoria Glass Co., HG 5, Moundsville, West Virginia.

"Let Tables Glisten" has a dual purpose. First, it is a handbook on choosing and using glassware. Second, it teaches the fundamentals of table setting. The making of glass is described and illustrated, and there are some excellent paragraphs on buying glassware. Table accessories, mechanics of table setting and photographs depict the accepted forms of staging a dinner. Cleaning and care of glassware is described. Fostoria patterns are shown. Fostoria Glass Co., HG 5, Moundsville, West Virginia.

"Beauty Moods in Silver" is an impressive blue and silver book, written by Wm. S. Warren, designer of the Wallace Third Dimension Beauty patterns. Mr. Warren's writing has a particular charm, and you will be fascinated by his descriptions of the heritage of silver. The Wallace patterns are shown. 25¢. Winfield China, American Ceramics Products, Inc., HG 5, South 12th St., Philadelphia 7.

"Choosing Your Crystal Pattern" is an observation on the evolution of contemporary furni- ture. Interchangeability, design and construction are highlighted in pages of furniture groupings and arrangements. Dunbar furniture is shown in relief and in attractive room settings. Accent pieces, reproductions, lamps, wallpapers and doll furniture are shown. Dunbar Furniture Mfg. Co., HG 5, Berne, Indiana.

"What is Modern?" is an observation on the evolution of contemporary furni- ture. Interchangeability, design and construction are highlighted in pages of furniture groupings and arrangements. Dunbar furniture is shown in relief and in attractive room settings. Accent pieces, reproductions, lamps, wallpapers and doll furniture are shown. Dunbar Furniture Mfg. Co., HG 5, Berne, Indiana.

Old Colony Company has designed an impressive portfolio entitled "New Styling" for the furniture. This portfolio analyzes construction and upholstery of basic pieces. 25c. Heritage Furniture, Inc., HG 5, High Point, N. C.

MISCELLANEOUS


"Choosing Your Crystal Pattern" is an observation on the evolution of contemporary furni- ture. Interchangeability, design and construction are highlighted in pages of furniture groupings and arrangements. Dunbar furniture is shown in relief and in attractive room settings. Accent pieces, reproductions, lamps, wallpapers and doll furniture are shown. Dunbar Furniture Mfg. Co., HG 5, Berne, Indiana.

The Heritage Booklet is full of sketches and photographs of furniture and describes for lasting usefulness. The furniture is adaptable to many decorative styles, and the fabric patterns allow you a variety of color combinations. An additional feature is that Heritage pieces may be special-ordered, covered and fitted to the decor of your house. Important are the crystal pattern suggestions suitable for a town house or country mode of life. Nine Heisey patterns are illustrated, adaptable to the decor of your house. Basic steamwork pieces are sketched. 10c. A. H. Heisey & Co., HG 5, Newark, Ohio.
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM WATER CONDITIONING HEADQUARTERS

AMAZING NEW AUTOMATIC
PERMUTIT WATER SOFTENER

—at the LOWEST price in history!

NOW at last... an amazing new home appliance that gives soft water automatically at every faucet, at a price everyone can afford! The Permutit Electro-Matic softens as much water as comparable pre-war models, yet costs about 40% less!

Backed by 36 years of water conditioning experience, the Electro-Matic is far ahead, in design and construction, of any softener you've seen or heard about. It's the only home appliance embodying all the latest water-softening techniques!

Ask any one of thousands of Permutit owners... they'll tell you they couldn't do without Permutit.

And now this revolutionary softener brings you a new high in comfort, convenience, and real economy!

FEATURES OF THE NEW
PERMUTIT®

Electro-Matic®

New, compact softener can be simply installed in cellar, utility room, or kitchen!

New, exclusive Permutit Q has up to 10 times the water softening power of other minerals... lasts longer, too!

Amazing automatic operation... just add salt and turn a switch once every week or two!

Attractive, durable, baked-on enamel finish... inside and out... assures long life of tank.

Permutit-softened water leaves your skin fresh... makes bathtub ring a thing of the past. Water is delicious and good to drink, too.

Just a little soap makes mountains of suds. Laundry comes out white without hard rubbing. Your clothes last longer and you save up to 80% on soap. Dishes dry sparkling clean without wiping.

Soft water protects piping from severe damage caused by hard water scale... saves you 1/4, your plumbing repair bills. The average family saves 16¢ of every heating dollar that used to go for wasted fuel!

Distributors and Dealers!

Some valuable franchised territories are still available.

Wire now for full details!

THE PERMUTIT COMPANY, Dept. D
330 WEST 42nd ST., NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

□ Please send me free descriptive bulletin about the Permutit Electro-Matic.

□ Please send me full details about available Permutit franchise in my territory.

NAME ____________________________

ADDRESS _______________________

CITY ____________________________

COUNTY __________________________

STATE __________________________

Act today! Send Coupon for Full Information about the Revolutionary PERMUTIT ELECTRO-MATIC!
HOW TO CHOOSE SILVER

Study the distinguished patterns below in relation to your decorative scheme and the way you live.

ONE OF THE MAJOR DECISIONS a bride must make is what silver pattern she will enjoy living with all her life. So think ahead as you study the designs above. Prices include Federal tax, are for six-piece place settings in dinner size.

1. "Princess Elizabeth," a traditional pattern by National Silver, $23.56.
2. "Stradivari," a formal, sculptured design by Wallace Silversmiths, $29.35.
4. Williamsburg reproduction, pistol-handled design by Steiff is $33.90.
7. "Windsor Castle" by Tuttle has a charming Gothic motif and costs $34.50.
9. "Fiddle Shell" is in the great Georgian tradition, by Frank Smith, $37.50.
10. "Château Rose" has a French elegance and grace, by Alvin, costs $26.75.
11. "Old Colonial," is a stately, impressive pattern by Towle, costs $27.80.
14. "Francis I," a design in the grand manner, by Reed & Barton, costs $30.75.

All prices approximate.
No other automobile in the world is better identified with America's most fashionable places than the new 1950 Lincoln Cosmopolitan. For its exclusive styling unquestionably establishes it as being not only the most distinctive but the most fashionable of all fine automobiles as well. Lincoln Division of Ford Motor Company.

All Lincoln cars equipped with improved HYDRA-MATIC transmission at extra cost.

Lincoln...Nothing could be finer
THE ALEXANDER SMITH FLOOR-PLAN RUG above cost only $167.00 in the 12' x 15' size that fits this living-room nearly wall-to-wall. A made-to-measure rug, in this broadloom quality, would cost you many dollars more. All Floor-Plan Rugs are priced at a comparable saving to you, because they are ready-made. Forty broadloom patterns, in five fine qualities, assure you of a wide choice at your price.
You can afford broadloom!

Floor-Plan Rugs
are ready-made to fit... priced easy-to-buy

Price the Alexander Smith Floor-Plan Rugs in your favorite store. You'll see how you save when you buy your broadloom ready-made to fit your room... just as you always save when you buy anything ready-made instead of made-to-measure. Choose from forty beautiful broadloom patterns, in twenty room sizes. Roll out a Floor-Plan Rug in your home, for the beauty of broadloom nearly wall-to-wall... without the bother or expense of custom installation.

Alexander Smith
FLOOR-PLAN RUGS & BROADLOOM CARPETS

9 x 12 prices for the Floor-Plan patterns above are about $74.50 to $119.50 in most localities.

CLARA DUDLEY, Dept. HG-550
Alexander Smith & Sons Carpet Company
285 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y.
I enclose 25c for your new 24-page color-scheme book, "Colorama," showing me how to use color in my home.

Name
Address
City
State
NEW CHATHAM BLANKET COLORS

The very idea...to dramatize the beauty of your twin beds with a pair of Chatham blankets—in different colors. It's high style, so easy to do. Choose a new Chatham color for his bed—another for yours—in shades that complement each other and the color scheme of the room. (Imagine the subtle harmony of Chatham's yellow and green in the room pictured above.) Your favorite department store has fine all-wool Chatham blankets in vivid new decorator shades and pretty pastels, in many styles and prices.

CHATHAM MAKES GOOD BLANKETS
FOR ALL THE FAMILY

CHATHAM MANUFACTURING COMPANY, ELKIN, NORTH CAROLINA
She sleeps in Utica Beauticale Sheets, distinguished preference of women who are accustomed to greater luxury, greater elegance. For Beauticale has the gleaming lustre and refined texture of choicest cottons, combed and combed and combed, and spun to fine, lasting threads. Such exquisite percale is woven only with the skill of many years. Regardless of price...you can buy nothing finer.


UTICA Beautilcalle® Sheets

Fine Combed... Fine Count Percale
For you—the incurable romantics! You who like harmony, mellow tones, possessions that grow more precious with use and age. You who enjoy dining at a table planned for hospitality...who will use, again and again, your Candlewick crystal table service, so like an unending melody. Candlewick's original, 'round-the-edge beaded design is point and counterpoint for color symphony on the table. Its clear, bell-ringing quality, as well as the praises sung of its simple, lyric beauty will always be sweet music to your ears.

Hand-crafted by the makers of Cape Cod and Cathay Crystal at Imperial Glass Corporation, Bellaire, Ohio and sold in leading stores everywhere.
A Small Home Bedroom Grouping for the Growing Family...

A concession to modern small home floor space, this bedroom grouping in typical Stickley "American" style offers the convenience and comfort of standard twin-size beds in a form that permits bunk arrangement now, and separate use later. Dresser, mirror, chest-on-chest, desk, chair and bookcase are all standard Stickley "American" pieces that can be used in this or other room groupings.

Made in solid cherry, in the Cherry Valley tradition. Matchless finish and softly gleaming surfaces, superimposed on a rugged and graceful structure.

Send for this Guide to American Furniture
"A DEVELOPING FURNITURE STYLE"

The fascinating story of the development of a American native furniture art from the "Pilgrim Century" down to the beauty, elegance and convenience of today's Cherry Valley homes. 52 pages, 49 illustrations, by postpaid mail for only $1.

L. & J. G. STICKLEY, Inc., Fayetteville, N. Y.
Every bride needs a notepaper trousseau

For wedding present thank-you's now, general use later

Bride's gift book is gold-tooled ivory leather, $12.50, her calfskin desk pad with brass medallion, $40, both by Eaton at Georg Jensen. Box of 24 sheets of white notepaper and envelopes, 60¢, and box of 24 white double sheets and envelopes, $1, both Eaton at Saks 34th St.

"Dignity" paper, left, is ivory color, embossed with a gold and silver crest. Box containing 24 notes and envelopes by Montag is 75¢ at Lord & Taylor, N. Y.

"CABAÑA" paper, right, is made in white, blue, gray and blush pink by Kellogg. A box of 30 sheets with 20 envelopes costs $1 at The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit.

"Parchmont Billet" cocktail informals, left, $16.35 for 100; "Orleans" paper at the far left, $5.25 for a box of 50 sheets and envelopes; paper at foot of photograph is $6 for box of 50 with envelopes. Engraving extra. All by Crane, at Cartier, N. Y.
Service all the way... comfort all the time
when you go—and stop—Canadian Pacific

For relaxation see Canada's thrilling scenery. Smooth-rolling Canadian Pacific trains take you comfortably from Canada's picturesque "down East" playgrounds—through 600 miles of Canadian Rockies—on to the North Pacific Coast. Tempting meals...soft berths...roomettes...modern accommodations...gracious service all the way.

For fun sail to Europe Canadian Pacific style. It's a 7-day "holiday cruise" all the way on White Empress ships. Large, airy bedrooms...deck sports...cosmopolitan dining, dancing...personalized, interested attention in the Canadian Pacific tradition. And you sail the restful, picturesque St. Lawrence River route—1000 miles less open ocean!

For hospitality choose a Canadian Pacific hotel. Courteous, polished service...staffs trained in the friendly Canadian Pacific manner. Marvelous menus...every comfort, every convenience in Canadian Pacific's nineteen modern hotels and resorts across Canada. Plan a holiday high in the Canadian Rockies at luxurious Chateau Lake Louise.

For information see your local agent or Canadian Pacific in principal cities in U. S. and Canada
HOSTESS
TEA CART
Chippendale Styling in
Solid Honduras
Mahogany With
Genuine Leather Top

IDEAL as a server in the dining
room—as a dinette table for
small apartments—for tea and
cocktail parties. Made with care­ful
cabinetmaker's skill and hand
rubbed to a beautiful finish. You can
have plain solid mahogany top or solid
mahogany with handtooled, gold embossed, top grain leather top. Full length
drawer, removable serving tray, mounted on 3" ball bearing casters.

Size open: 42" wide, 28" long, 30" high.
Closed: 18" wide, 28" long.

Solid mahogany $57.50
Top grain leather top $67.50
No C.O.D.'s.

F.O.B. Johnson City, Tennessee

SHOPPING

All merchandise shown on these pages, editorially or
in advertisements, may be ordered by writing directly
to stores. Most prefer not to handle c.o.d.'s, so please
close check or money order. All firms, except those
selling personalized services, agree to refund full
price of any item returned by unsatisfied readers.

Something to pour over,
like maple syrup, hot chocolate
sauce, melted butter or jelly is
beautifully served in this little
ejug. Of Wallace silver plate, it
has an attached, drip-catching
base, stands 4" high. $9.25 in­
cluding postage from Nelmor
Jewelers, 901 Bergen Ave­
nue, Jersey City, New Jersey.

File your memos, phone
messages, etc. until they are
taken care of, in the new Side
Kick Jr. It has a built-in note
holer, comes with 700 4" x 4" sheets and is permanently mag­
etized to hold pencil. Of good­
looking, washable material in
brown, royal blue, deep green,
mau­oun, gray, red, aqua or
lime. $2.95. Post. 20c. Lord &
Taylor, 425 Fifth Ave., N. Y. 18.

Designed for Atmosphere

SLEEP SHADE

The Original Sleep Mask
Hundreds of Thousands Sold

Sleep Shad...a boon to restless sleepers...help rest tired eyes, relax edgy
nerves, promote sounder sleep day or night. Weight less than 3/4 oz. Design medically
approved.

Only genuine Sleep Shad...es held in
place by patented elastics over and under
each ear and a soft adjustable tape around
back of neck...assure full sleeping com­
fort without slip or pull.

Black Satin Sleep Shade $2.00
Deluxe Pastel Satin Sleep Shade $2.50

Shipped prepaid if cash with order
Since 1932. Full refund if not satisfied.

FOR SOUNDER SLEEP

DAY OR
NIGHT
SLEEP SHADE

The Original Sleep Mask
Hundreds of Thousands Sold

Sleep Shad...a boon to restless sleepers...help rest tired eyes, relax edgy
nerves, promote sounder sleep day or night. Weight less than 3/4 oz. Design medically
approved.

Only genuine Sleep Shad...es held in
place by patented elastics over and under
each ear and a soft adjustable tape around
back of neck...assure full sleeping com­
fort without slip or pull.

Black Satin Sleep Shade $2.00
Deluxe Pastel Satin Sleep Shade $2.50

Shipped prepaid if cash with order
Since 1932. Full refund if not satisfied.
AROUND

Crystal-handled canapé knives or butter spreaders are unusual and beautiful accessories for a cocktail or dinner party. Made in England they have silver-plated blades and ferrules. A set of 8 is $16.50 postpaid from Fosters of Westwood, 1101 Glendon Avenue, Los Angeles 24, California.

Clowning at meals can sometimes be a help to parents in stimulating disinterested appetites, so try this appealing clown composed of an egg cup, cereal dish, drinking cup and 9" plate. Of Italian pottery in pink, blue, yellow or green, $5.50 postpaid. The Piazza—House of Italian Handicrafts, 217 East 49 Street, N. Y. 17.

Coffee by the gallon is served in this handsome copper pot—perfect for barbecues or any large-scale entertaining. It is hand-wrought, with cast-brass handle and spout, and silver lined. Stands 11½" high, $15.50. Smaller, 2-quart size, $10.50, postpaid, from Bert's, Staten Island 2, New York.

Send for our new 1950 Quaint American Catalog
80 pages — bigger than ever a fascinating adventure
More exciting than a trip through dozens of old stagecoach inns, and historical homesteads, our new 80-page catalog is a treasure trove from the Forslund collection of "Quaint American". Solid Cherry furniture—chests, tables, chairs, cabinets, mirrors—unusual custom upholstery, milk glass from reproductions of the original moulds, documentary wallpaper, old-fashioned carpeting, and authentic lamps and accessories. You will rarely find any of these pieces in any store because they are exclusively from our collection, available only from us by mail. Our largest catalog, of rare interest. Please send 25 cents today for your copy.

Carl Forslund
EAST FULTON
GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICHIGAN

Folding Tray Stand
of wrought iron in black finish. The heavy spun steel tray, alcohol and heat proof, will not buckle and comes in choice of green or red hammertone enamel baked on both sides. Can be used as a tray stand or, tray reversed, fits snugly as a table. Stand 20" high overall; tray 18" in diameter. Complete postpaid $9.45
Send check or money order. No COD's.

THE OLD MILL
3835 S. W. 8th St., Miami 35, Florida

visit Canada's leading jewellers
See our large collection of English Bone China dinnerware patterns . . . Birk's own Sterling Silver tableware in more than 20 patterns . . . at advantageous prices. Your U.S. currency is worth 19% more in Canada. Stores in Principal Canadian Cities.

BIRKS

This season well-dressed beds will wear a cool, crisp look in our own "Candytuft" bedspread of crinkle crepe trimmed with fluffy pompoms. Rounded corners not only look, but fit better. Easy to launder, needs no ironing. In gay pastels and new dork shades—pink, blue, yellow, chartreuse, Kelly green, cherry red, brown, and white. Single and double-bed sizes, an unusual value at 7.95

LORD & TAYLOR
424 Fifth Avenue, New York 18

A pleasant harmony is achieved by filling this planter with flowers or ivy. Shaped like a bar of music, with G-clef and sharp symbols, it is made of copper wire. Complete with three shiny copper bowls, lacquered to prevent tarnish, it is $2, postpaid, from The Copper Shop, 9 W. 42 Street, N. Y. 18.

Lots—for your money. A wallet of fine leather includes a notepad, gold-plated pencil, comb and nail file. And the feature that makes it a very special gift is the facsimile signature in jewelers' bronze. Black or brown morocco or pigskin, $11.85, postpaid, from Selden Cooper, Hotel George Vanderbilt, Asheville, N. C.

WANT $1,000,000? It's easy if you follow the instructions that accompany this "gold brick" bank. All you have to do is save 10 cents a minute for 19 years and one week. The information alone is worth the full price of $2.25, postpaid, from Edith Chapman, 50 Piermont Avenue, Newark, N. J.

Rainbow Box of Soap
Bath, Hand and Guest Soap in a combination of lovely Mary Chess fragrances. $4.00
MARY CHESS
334 Park Avenue • New York 22, N. Y.

PETRAY
Petray is a neat, economical feeding and drinking table for your pets—dogs or cats. Two removable crystal glass bowls in each PETRAY keep food and water where they belong. Saves work and mess—reduces your stooping. PETRAY is an attractive, sturdy, wooden stand finished in choice of Jade Green, Chinese Red or Gloss Black. A joy for your pets and an excellent gift for your friends. Postpaid in U.S.A. only.
$3.50

THE Lillian SHOPPE
AROUND

Honeymoon dish—a handsome covered vegetable server—is a present a young couple will enjoy using. The cover may be used as an extra dish. Of silver-plate, it holds generous portions for two, measures 8 1/2" long. $14.95 including tax and postage. Carla Stevens, Bay Shore Road, Villas, N. J.

Hospitality flowers—useful ornaments for a lawn or terrace. These black-eyed Susans hold two glasses in spiral, leaf-tipped rests and the flower itself tilts to become an ash tray. Of metal, 24" tall, with durable finish to resist weather, a set of two is $3.95, postpaid, from Bar- tons, Ridgewood, New Jersey.

Arabian mocha mill, for making Turkish coffee, which custom requires should be ground in guests' presence, is made by Zassenhaus, the original pre-war maker of this type of grinder. In brass and nickel finish or all brass. $2.95 postpaid. To C.O.D.'s, please include $1.75 for postage.

SALTINE SERVERS
Serve all your snacks and hors d'oeuvres in them. It's that fascinating imported Tonala Pottery again that withstands any amount of heat, even a direct gas flame. Bake in them whenever you want a small dish for two, with that delicious flavor of earthenware cooked food. Size, about 7 x 3. We send you each in a different color; Cream, Terra Cotta and Cinnamon, and each ornamented differently. Delivered postage paid to your door within forty-eight hours. Set of 3.........$3.75
Write for free catalog of imported merchan­dise.

The old MEXICO SHOP
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

COOL CRINKLE CREPE
BLANKET COVER
Your initials appliqued in Everglaze chiffon to match the shiny-smooth piping. Pastel blue, grey, pink, mauer or aqua . . . piped in white; White piped in light green, Kelly green, rose, light blue, royal blue or red.

Twin bed size $6.95 - Double bed size $7.95
12 inch, 2 letter monogram $2.95
Indicate main initial in monogram
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

SALVITORE VITTORIO
Bay Shore Road, Villas, N. J.

the "BAVARIAN" CUCKOO CLOCK
Here's the clock you're always wanted . . . an American Cuckoo Clock with an imported movemen­ment made by the finest clock maker in Europe. Life-like bird comes out to cuckoo the hour and gives a simple spong on the half-hour. In natural wood, the "Bavarian" has a weight-winding chain and driven . . . Comes with life-time guarantees. Size 4' x 12'. $250 minimum purchase included.

"PINE FOREST" A little bit of America in your own home . . . Made by the finest clock makers in Europe, this two-pained wooden clock is completely hand­turned in natural wood. Bell cuckoo gong every 15 minutes . . . Single weight-winding chain . . . UL­timate guarantee. $90.00 minimum purchase included.

ESPADRILLES Genuine Basque Rope Soled
These practical playshoes from Mexico . . . durable, hand-made rope soles with gay lined canvas tops in a rainbow of colors—red, yellow, green, navy, black or white. In sizes 3 through 8. $2.95 postpaid

COOL CRINKLE CREPE BLANKET COVER
Your initials appliqued in Everglaze chiffon to match the shiny-smooth piping. Pastel blue, grey, pink, maize or aqua . . . piped in white; White piped in light green, Kelly green, rose, light blue, royal blue or red.

Twin bed size $6.95 - Double bed size $7.95
12 inch, 2 letter monogram $2.95
Indicate main initial in monogram
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

SALVITORE VITTORIO
Bay Shore Road, Villas, N. J.

Wash Stand
Hand made in India, of wool and bedrolls. Hand made of mul­tiple colored Battens, pure wool. 15", high, 25", wide, 14", deep. $47.50

EXTRA CHARGES are added by the retailer. For further information write to the manufacturer: The Lennox Shop, 38 East 57th Street, New York.
A Tonic for Marred Furniture

REVIVA
by Jackson of London

NO NEED to worry if you have rings from alcohol, heat or water on your table—nail polish, perfume or lipstick on your dresser—dirt or paint on your desk—incense or paint on your hardwood floors. Just apply REVIVA and surface spots vanish like magic. Revives original color and grain of wood. For all varnished, shellacked, lacquered and waxed surfaces, dark or light.

Half Pint 1.20 • Pint 5.50 • Quart 9.50

The "Patina" Jackson of London

English Triple Wax (Patina)

A decorator's polish to restore and retain the patina of precious pieces. For all wood and leather. Special BLOND for light woods. 1/2 1.75 double size.

Plus postage, Sorry, no C.O.D.

JACKSON OF LONDON PRODUCTS

Mrs. Mark Jackson's Studio G
68 West 58th St., New York City 19

DECORATE THIS CART

SOLID MAHOGANY FOOTSTOOL
with the solid mahogany seat of approval

For your own fireside, for that gift with the delightful touch... this solid mahogany, empire-style footstool covered with petit point tapestry in a bride enhanced by delicate embroidered flowers. Only old Cape Cod craftsmanship can give you such charm and quality at this low price, 18%/" long and 9½" wide.

Postpaid anywhere in the U.S.A. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money refunded. Write:

Falmouth Nook, Box 48E
Testicket, Cape Cod
Massachusetts

$9.95

SAMA STAND

with SAMA CANDLESTICKS

Using the same design as the STAND our candlesticks can also fashion matching CANDLESTICKS. Approximately 15" high. Made of imported hand-cut lead crystal, to harmonize with your bowl.

SAMA Finishes:
- Silver Finish $18.00
- Gold Finish $19.00

Express Collect, to C.O.D.

SAMA STUDIOS • 99-47 65th Road, Forest Hills, N.Y.

SHOPPING AROUND

A real log cabin big enough for children to play in and enter without stooping, is made of weatherproof cedar. It arrives in six, easy-to-assemble pieces, can be set up in a small yard or a clearing in the woods. 5' x 4' x 5'/2 high, $19.95 freight collect. Malcolm's, 526 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

The camper's cupboard keeps food above the ground, away from prowling animals and protected from insects. Set it up in three minutes by hanging it over a bough or across. Provides over 5-cu. ft. storage space. Wet the canvas and it's a cooler. Open, 24" x 28" x 12", collapses to 3½", $12.95, ppd. Ewing Sales, 5065 Noble Avenue, Van Nuys, California.

ADD CHARM TO YOUR HOME

or THAT OF THE BRIDE

with a SAMA STAND

Send outline of the bottom of your cut glass bowl—to WCII tell that a beautiful STAND in gold or silver finish, just right for a table or mantle centerpiece.

Gold Finish $18.00
Silver Finish $19.00

Express Collect to C.O.D.

SAMA STUDIOS • 99-47 65th Road, Forest Hills, N.Y.

Save your walls...NOT THIS

BUT THIS

with

NO-NAIL HANGERS

Strong adhesive on No-Nail Hangers permits them to be used on all surfaces—wallpaper, paint, wood, glass, plaster, tile or metal. Holds up to 10 pounds.

Easy to Use...Moisten and press against clean surface for several seconds, let dry 10 minutes...that's all you have to do!

24 NO-NAIL HANGERS only $1.00 postpaid. Send check or money order (currency sent at your own risk). No C.O.D.'s, please!

ROBERTS and COMPANY
4379 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 41, Illinois

"Meissen" ONION PATTERN LUNCHEON SET
Hand-blocked

Complete your enjoyment in the prized possession of your Meissen china with this especially fashioned matching luncheon set. Natural off-white Irish linen of superb quality, hand-blocked in exquisite detail in the distinctive onion design of traditional Meissen blue. Plate doylies 11 x 28, napkins 10½, x 24. 16 pcs. (Service for Eight) $32.00
48 pcs. (Service for Twelve) $48.00

Four weeks delivery, postpaid

Made to individual order, an exclusive creation of

GREENWALDS
Olive & Taylor
14 E. 56th St.
Saint Louis—New York
Enshrined in America's Most Historic Homes

...and in the hearts of women everywhere

Never was such a tribute paid to a bedspread. Morgan-Jones’ “Minuet” bedspread is now enshrined and being used on the actual beds of many of America’s historic personages... including Betsy Ross, James Monroe, Robert E. Lee, and John Marshall.

Could there be more dramatic evidence of the “Minuet’s” authentic character and beauty? Or greater proof of the care with which the “Minuet’s” original, dating from 1812, has been reproduced?

When will you own the “Minuet”? Use it on a traditional bed in white, or on a modern bed in a lovely crystal pastel! It is a bedspread to give you joy for years... and be handed on to your children—for their children.

Fully pre-shrunk and reversible. White or color, 96 x 110 or 82 x 110, fringed. Handsomely gift-boxed, $24.95. (Slightly higher in the West.)

Send for free leaflet, “The Minuet in National Shrines”
MORGAN-JONES, INC., 58 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK 13

“Yours for a lovely home”
"Welcome"  Your home itself breathes a welcome to guests when friendly Colorado Carnations grace a hall table, the radio, or perhaps a coffee table. What better way to lend substance to hospitality than through these long-lasting, fragrant flowers! And whenever you want to say "Welcome," "Happy Birthday," or anything else, do it with Colorado Carnations, because...

COLORADO CARNATIONS  Say it Best

COLORADO STATE FLOWER GROWERS ASSOCIATION

This trade-mark identifies the finer, longer-lasting Genuine Colorado Carnations.
Heisey Rose... enchantment in crystal

Sparkling and gay, this new Heisey etching will contribute more than its share to love and life and laughter 'round your table. You'll want this sentimental pattern in lovely hand-blown stemware for yourself. As a romantic gift, send one dozen roses... by Heisey. Request the new Heisey Rose folder to help you choose matching table accessories.

Write A. H. Heisey & Co., Dept. HG-5, Newark, Ohio.

THE FINEST IN GLASSWARE, MADE IN AMERICA BY HAND
Not for today alone—though its contemporary preeminence is marked—does Modern by Dunbar exist. But for the period beyond, when time will have added stature to its design, mellowness to its beauty.

WHAT IS MODERN? Send 25 cents for this 28-page illustrated booklet packed with Modern decorating ideas.
"I know from experience, Venetian Blinds should be custom-made"

—says smart homemaker

It's easy to see why: Columbia Custom-Made Venetian Blinds, for instance, offer you advantages you never find in ordinary blinds,

- individual window measurements by your trained Columbia Dealer
- tailor-made blinds that fit each window precisely
- choice of 15-room-matching slat and tape colors
- easy tape removal, thanks to "Clip-Grip" Fasteners at top and bottom

Yes, Columbia Custom-Mades offer you all these unique features for only a trifle more than the cost of ordinary blinds!

That's why smart shoppers look for the Columbia label. It guarantees finely enameled slats for easy cleaning, honey-smooth mechanism, and a decorative headbox that hides all working parts.

At your local Columbia Authorized Dealer, leading department and furniture stores, shade shops.

THE COLUMBIA MILLS, INC., 428 SOUTH WARREN STREET SYRACUSE 2, NEW YORK
In Every Woman's Heart

the rich, mellow beauty of solid mahogany holds a special place.
Lovely ladies... courtly gentlemen... candlelight... and the charm and
graciousness of colonial Virginia lend an aura of enchantment to solid
mahogany. Yet with all its traditions, it blends harmoniously
with the most modern decorations and accessories.

This New Arlington Group by Kling is outstanding in its traditional
design, its exceptionally fine construction, its beautiful, lustrous
finish. These are but a few of the lovely pieces in this popular
suite. Ask to see the New Arlington Group by Kling at the better
furniture and department stores. It is open stock, of course.

Send 25¢ in coin (no stamps, please) for big,
new illustrated booklet "Your Bedroom and
You." Contains many helpful suggestions
on bedroom decorations and arrangements.
Dept. HG5, Kling Factories, Mayville, N. Y.

Kling MEANS SOLID MAHOGANY, MAPLE AND CHERRY
SHOPPING AROUND

In the Meissen manner. An imported cigarette cup and ash tray are delicately decorated with an appliqué of forget-me-nots. The floral design is in traditional colors on a white background. The two-piece set is $3.95, postpaid, from Alfred Orlik, Inc., 680 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, New York.

A hose guide enables you to use your hose around shrubs and flower beds without fear of breaking off buds or plants. Hose slides across bird's back or moves easily around the rolling pipe on rod. Stick it into the ground, move it as you work. Aluminum bird mounted on 24" steel rod. $2.50 pfd. Hagerstrom Metalcraft, 42 Millwaukwe Avenue, Wheeling, Ill.

Lignum-vitae mortar and pestle, virtually indestructible, are useful in the home for pounding, crushing or blending cooking ingredients as well as being decorative in their own right. Can take a lot of abuse and still look the same. About 7" high, 5" across. $7.50, pfd. Carib Trading Co., 4020 Royal Palm Ave., Miami Beach, Fla.

"The Original was an old LifT Top Bean Bin"

A conservation piece that is usable in so many ways: as a Bar Serving Cabinet, Hatstand and Sewing Cabinet, a Telephone Stand, or ideal Money Stand. To make it for present living we have added 4 compartments under the top and a new humidity shield to a million old auction rooms. Dimensions: 35" stand. $37.50 inclusive. 40" wide. 15" high, 10" deep. Made in New England. P.M.R. West Rye $37.50. N.O.C.O.B.'s please send for new brochure of early New England reproductions. For boats and electric.

Build a Model of Your Dream House

Build a 1" scale model of your dream house with Plan-o-Blocks. In three dimensions, you can see it from every angle; alter it to suit your needs. Plan-o-Blocks are not a toy, but precision made: accurate enough for your builder to estimate costs. One set lets you plan and construct thousands of designs, one at a time. Or, if you have a design in mind, send sketch. We can furnish blocks needed to build model.

SPECIAL 19-day Trial Offer

Read $1.00—check or money order. Not sent postpaid. Money refunded if not so ordered for any reason. Help in prospective home owner or planner.

PLAN-O-BLOCKS

316 Capitol Bldg.
Binghamton, N. Y.

MAIL THIS MEMBERSHIP COUPON TODAY

NELMOR JEWELERS
901 BERGEN AVE., Jersey City 6, N. J.

Enroll me as a member of the Nelmor Sterling Club. Send me...please print clearly:

Name

Address

City

State

Mrs...Miss...Mr.

This membership card entitles you to...please print clearly:

Name...

Address...

City...

State...

Mrs...Miss...Mr.

This membership card entitles you to...

Plan-o-Blocks are not a toy, but precision made: accurate enough for your builder to estimate costs. One set lets you plan and construct thousands of designs, one at a time. Or, if you have a design in mind, send sketch. We can furnish blocks needed to build model.

SPECIAL 19-day Trial Offer

Read $1.00—check or money order. Not sent postpaid. Money refunded if not so ordered for any reason. Help in prospective home owner or planner.

PLAN-O-BLOCKS

316 Capitol Bldg.
Binghamton, N. Y.

MAIL THIS MEMBERSHIP COUPON TODAY

NELMOR JEWELERS
901 BERGEN AVE., Jersey City 6, N. J.

Enroll me as a member of the Nelmor Sterling Club. Send...

Name...

Address...

City...

State...

Mrs...Miss...Mr.
BEAUTIFUL MODERN TABLES
USE AS COCKTAIL TABLES, END TABLES OR EXTRA SEATING

Made entirely of rock maple and northern birch. Black lacquered top with natural finished legs—or may be had all natural finish.
24" x 18" top $11.95
48" x 18" top $15.95
60" x 18" top $17.95
All are 15" high. Prices include delivery guaranteed perfect condition, but add 10% west of Mississippi River.

Please remit with order. No COD's. Send 10c stamps for catalog of many other pieces designed by Paul McCobb, America's top flight modern designer.

FURNITURE CRAFTSMEN, Inc. Box 318
GARDEN, MASS.

FOOT STOOL

Attractive, sturdy, oak foot stool 11 inches high. The bottom is hand woven from durable round fibre. Keyed to Early American, but adaptable to many styles.

Mahogany finish: $5.75 ea. $10.50 pr.
Unfinished: 4.75 ea. 8.75 pr.
Shipping charges collect. No COD's, please.
Write for catalog. Dept. G.

REX CHAIR COMPANY
REX, GEORGIA

Hand Made
DROP

WALL TABLE

A delightful idea! You send us a snapshot of your house . . . and we'll hand-paint a handsome reproduction of it on top of a roomy cigarette box . . . also your initials on two ash trays. Of hand glazed pottery, this 3-piece set is only

$1.50 complete p.p.

Sorry, No C.O.D.'s

Elig
CONVENT, N. J.
Box 196

BAREFOOT SANDALS

Genuine Cowhide—Rubber Heel—Steel Arch Support—Stitched Penolone Sole—Front Strap Pulls thru Sole for Width Adjustment.

Sizes 1 to 12 No Half Sizes

Red, White, Green, Natural, Navy and Black

Stitch Size, Width and Color
Send Check or Money Order
Add 25c for Postage

TWYLA B. O'HARA
Box 578-A
Delray Beach, Florida

FRENCH TRAIL BRAIDED RUGS

"A Touch of Tradition"—Designed Especially For You

Choose the colors that blend with your decorating scheme—suggest your own pattern ideas—French Trail will hand-braid your rug exactly as you want it. Only finest, all-wool strips will be used; hand-woven with nylon thread. Finished rugs are soft, warm and luxurious. They lend a touch of tradition to any room. Round or oval sizes up to 10' by 26'. Long-wearing—No pad necessary—Guaranteed.

Send leaflet for color chart, edge patterns and descriptive literature.

FRENCH TRAIL INDUSTRIES • DEPT. B-D • ST. MARYS, OHIO

Spoon-Drip

KEEPS STOVE TOP CLEAN

You'll love this clever and colorful ceramic Spoon-Drip dish. Holds 3 large kitchen spoons—keeps your stove top nice and clean. Comes with hole in end, and can be used for wall decoration. Size 8½; inches long. Design is hand painted cherry pattern. Satisfaction Guaranteed! Order several for Gifts—Ideal for Mother's Day or June Brides.

only $1.69 No C.O.D.'s

Postpaid.

Send for our folder on annual gifts.

Abbott's
Fort Wayne Indiana

THE Courting Lamp

QUAINT LOVELY DECORATIVE USEFUL

—A real kerosene lamp with the delightful decorative charm of Early America. Sparkling crystal glass highlighted by the mellow gleam of brass finished chimney collar. 3½" high overall. A real comfort if the "lights go out"—and wonderful gifts too! Send for several!

Each only $1.35 Postpaid

Croydon China Co.

53rd & WESTERN AVEs. CHICAGO 20

HOUSE & GARDEN
**ARDON**

**Fisherman’s luck.** If he is a simon-pure fly fisherman, give him the magnetic box, which carries 50 flies un-crushed, $3.50. Or, if he uses live bait, get the ingenious live-bait box that has a double door — releases just one at a time. 6" long, 2 1/2" dia., $1.39, post-paid, from Jans, 163 Market Street, Palo Alto, Calif.

Especially for artichokes. This plate, divided in sections, holds an artichoke in the center, mayonnaise or hollandaise on the side, has lots of space for used leaves. Used as an hors d’oeuvres plate, glass or cup fits perfectly into center section. In chartreuse or dark green, $2.25, ppd. Garden and Patio Shop, El Camino and Churchill, Palo Alto, Calif.

**Magic Grease Shield**

**KEEPS SPATTER IN SKILLET**

Complete Protection to Stove Top, Walls, Ceiling, and Floor. Reflects and Holds Heat In Skillet. Same Shield Fits All Medium and Large Size Skillets. Made of Durable Bright Aluminum. $1.00 add 25c postage. No C.O.D.’s. Money Back if not Delighted. P.O. Box 90, Louisville, Ky.

**KIDS GOING TO CAMP?**

**NEED NAME TAPES?**

200 strong fabric $2.00

SAVE HOURS OF TIDIOUS SEWING

with these

**MIRACLE MARKERS**

10 SECONDS PRESSING with a hot iron and YOUR NAME IS ON TO STAY!

GUARANTEED to withstand washing and dry cleaning.

PREVENT LOSS AND MIXUPS

6 Dozen of each name

PRINT NAME PLAINLY

No C.O.D.’s, please.

M. D. LABORATORY PRODUCTS CO.

P. O. Box 169, Evanston, Illinois

**UNIT VALANCE**

The Only Cut-Out Wood Cornice That Will Fit Windows of Any Size

For that “built-in” lack of charm and permanence.

Add to them. Shorten them. Rearrange them at will.

(only about $1.50 for average single window.)

Hides unattractive rods, hooks and curtain ties. Designed in a graceful scallop curve to add permanent beauty to your windows. Appropriate in any style room. Comes ready to paint in your own colors or in kettry pine for a natural finish. Units slip together easily, stay put. Simple to hang, on wall or window frame. Slotted for drapery rods. Cut from kiln dried stock. Height 7”, depth 4 1/4”.

To order simply send length in full inches (no fractions) of each valance desired. They will be shipped to you in that size with ends and hangers supplied.

Price — 10c per inch front. State choice — clear pine or knotty pine.

Sent prepaid in U. S. Check or money order. No C.O.D.’s, please.

Also available — custom built cornices in 8 lovely designs at slightly higher cost. Writs for Free Files.

**UNIQUE WALL FURNITURE**

AMERICAN PINE REPRODUCTIONS

**Nostalgic Reminders, These**

Old Oaken Bucket Salts & Peppers $1 Pair

Tiny moss-covered nostalgic reminders brimming with realistic well water. Appealing and useful! Artfully colored on highly glazed pottery. 3/4 inches high. $1 the pair. Ppd.

**ROUND-THE-BEND**

**GIFT SHOP**

P. O. Box 592, Davenport, Iowa

**How to Win the Heart of Any Home Maker**

The ideal gift for shower, wedding, housewarming or just for yourself. A set of 3 ShurEdge Knives with famous "Frozen Heat" stainless steel blades and Pakka wood handles that fit every kitchen need.

AND—because of this amazing new tempering process, "Frozen Heat" (exclusive with ShurEdge) they are GUARANTEED never to sharpen for 5 years. Guaranteed serviced with each set. Wrapped in attractive Gift Package and shipped prepaid anywhere in the United States for

$5.00

HAMILTON HOUSE

BOX 573

PITTSBURGH 30, PA.

**PRIZE PIES**

*Desire an Authentic PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH Pie Plate*

Please HER on MOTHER’S DAY with a gay, useful setting for the special dessert! Completely OVENPROOF—10 inch diameter—charming Pennsylvania Dutch design in a choice of blue, red, green or black. Packed in an attractive gift box container and sent pre-paid anywhere in the E. A. A.

No C.O.D.’s, please

Price—10c per inch across front. State choice—clear pine or knotty pine.

Sent prepaid in U. S. Check or money order. No C.O.D.’s, please.

Also available — custom built cornices in 8 lovely designs at slightly higher cost. Writs for Free Files.

**How to Win the Heart of Any Home Maker**

The ideal gift for shower, wedding, housewarming or just for yourself. A set of 3 ShurEdge Knives with famous "Frozen Heat" stainless steel blades and Pakka wood handles that fit every kitchen need.

AND—because of this amazing new tempering process, "Frozen Heat" (exclusive with ShurEdge) they are GUARANTEED never to sharpen for 5 years. Guaranteed serviced with each set. Wrapped in attractive Gift Package and shipped prepaid anywhere in the United States for

$5.00

HAMILTON HOUSE

BOX 573

PITTSBURGH 30, PA.

**ENGLISH BONE CHINA**

**Table Lighter** with pink Moss Roses on turquoise, white or peach, gift Swiss insert $12.50

**Ash Tray** with Chippendale border, 4 1/4" to match $3.95

**Agred Creek**

600 FIFTH AVE., AT 53rd ST., NEW YORK 19
**SHOPPING**

Whistlers muddlers (what will they think of next?) are drink-stirrers with a real honest-to-goodness whistle on the top of each. Something new for people who collect novelties to enliven their parties, set of six, in useful plastic box, $1.95, postpaid, from Joe Smith Sales Co., Joplin, Missouri.

Stromboli! A tiny replica of the famous volcanic island with its molten lava flow, its fiery crater and little villages of lime-white houses at the base, smokes when used as an ash tray or incense burner. Made of ceramic, 5" x 3" high, $2.75, ppa., Hollywood Originals, Box 843, Hollywood 28, California.

**Sole savers**, little slip-on rubber that roll up and fit into a tiny plastic case are ideal for travel, for business girls to keep handy in a desk drawer or hostesses to give guests departing in a shower, $1 plus 10c post. Camailer & Buckley, 1141 Connecticut Ave., Washington 6, D. C.

**PROTECTO AUTO MATS**

Keeps car floors, front and back, ever NEW!

**6 PRACTICAL REASONS why PROTECTO is outstanding in value:**
- protects car mats and carpets from dirt, grease, rain and mud.
- heavy-gauge rubber—assures long-lasting wear.
- fits all makes of cars.
- lies perfectly flat or fits snugly over hump in front or rear.
- easy to install or remove for quick cleaning.
- fits all makes of cars.

**Hand-painted aluminum mottled finish, intricately etched, cold enameling and contrasting metal and hand-paint on a fine china background, all contribute to its exquisiteness and beauty.**

**Hand-wound guaranteed Lux motor—assures long life.**

- $9.95
- No C.O.D.'s

**NEVILLE'S 321 HIGH STREET BURLINGTON, N. J.**

**ROLLING TRAY TABLE**

It folds! It's featherweight! Less work for mother! This handy utility table saves many steps. Indispensable for indoor and outdoor service. Solidly built of non-staining aluminum. Three tiers 12" by 31", height 37".

Postpaid in U.S.A. $11.95

Send for "Tippler" Catalog 26

GLASSWARE • GADGETS • GIFTS • GIMMICKS

... in 5 minutes!

with QUADRUPLE SILVA-PLATE*, the remarkable silver-plating polish which contains pure silver. Just rub on with a cloth to restore worn Sheffield instantly and plate any article having a copper, brass, bronze, or nickel-silver base. Replates worn chromium (brass base). Won't wash off!

---OBTAINABLE ONLY FROM—---

Little Grey Gift Shop
Dept. TH, 120 Madison Ave., New York 28, N. Y.

Please Rush:
- bottles (8 oz.) SILVA-PLATE® $7
- bottles (4 oz.) SILVA-PLATE® $4
- 12 pkg. of 1/2 SILVA-CLOTHS $2
- 1 assorted check or M. O. for $1.

Save over $100 worth of plating with 8 oz. ECONOMY SIZE, $7 ($1 saving); 4 oz. $4 postpaid.

(Sorry, no C.O.D.'s)

FREE with every $7 bottle, one dozen SILVA-CLOTHS (handy applicator cloths).

*A trade mark. QUADRUPLE SILVA-PLATE® is the product tested and recommended by leading national supply houses (review on request).

**Lovelv JEWELER'S BRONZE PHOTO LOCKET**

Holds Four MINIATURES

**FREE Decorative floral monogram set on photo lockets, with each order.**

A gift—"tailor-made" for Mom, this Mother's Day. Personal and distinctive, yet precision crafted for lasting use. A fitting setting for photo of our loved ones that Mother will cherish always. Only 1 1/2" x 1 1/2" open (1 1/2" x 1 1/2" closed). It can be easily carried or set on dresser, desk, etc.

**Only $2.75 POSTPAID**

**FREE MOMENTUM LOCKET**

**FORREST ADDITON FLOWERY BRANCH, GEORGIA**

**43" High; 30" Wide; 16" Deep**

**Weight 70 lbs.**

Made of Select Poplar

**CHEST**

Finished—Birch, Walnut, Maple or Mahogany

Unfinished—Send check, money order, or specify O.O.D., for finishing. No cash check, money order or specifiy O.O.D. Please specify when place order.

**FREE**

**TRAY TABLE**

3½" Wide by 30" High, 10½" deep. Sent postpaid, $2.

J. J. ANTHONY Box 456 Milwaukee, Wis.

**REPLACE YOUR OWN SILVER**

with QUADRUPLE SILVA-PLATE®, the remarkable silver-plating polish which contains pure silver. Just rub on with a cloth to restore worn Sheffield instantly and plate any article having a copper, brass, bronze, or nickel-silver base. Replates worn chromium (brass base). Won't wash off!

**FREE with every $7 bottle, one dozen SILVA-CLOTHS (handy applicator cloths).**

*Trade mark. QUADRUPLE SILVA-PLATE® is the product tested and recommended by leading national supply houses (review on request).
The cigar bank is a pay-as-you-go cigarette dispenser. Every time you take a package, you drop coins into the slot, and when the last pack is smoked the cash drawer should hold enough to buy a new carton. Of silvery gray metal, in regular or king size, it is $1.95, postpaid. Breck's, 601 Breck Bldg., Boston 10, Mass.

Camper’s kitchen comes in a compact corrugated carrying case. Broils or tries without pans, using wind-guard screen as flat cooking surface. Control heat by four-level adjustment of pan that burrs wood, charcoal or coke. 18” x 11½” x 13” high. $4.95, p.p.d. Add 35¢ W. of Miss. Mason & Sullivan, 45-55 158 St., Flushing, N. Y.

With measured tread. If you have ever wondered how far you walk each day, this pedometer will give you the answer. Imported from Switzerland, it is about the size of a pocket watch. Of interest to sportsmen, Boy Scouts, ranch, farm or large estate owners. It is $8.95, postpaid, from Weed's, Buffalo 5, New York.

Interpret Today’s Trend
with
The Waterhouse Collection
of Historical
Wallpapers & Matching Fabrics

“Harding Leaf” is only one of the 17-18th Century wallpapers and identically matching chintzes which will bring yesterday’s charm and today’s smartness into your home. Sensibly priced for the discriminating.


FOR PRODUCTIVE USE
27th YEAR
In the Heart of the Nation's Capital
SILVER PLATING
BUFFING ... REPAIRS

Entrust your silver to responsible hands. Every Bromwell guaranteed silver restoring service measures up to an uncompromising standard of perfection. Antiques restored. Ask for our silverplating booklet No. 77. Write for estimates. Our references your bank or credit agency.

Spoons
Flatware and utensils made in Italy, of genuine cutlery stainless steel. Beautiful in style and size. Available in regular and also in sizes for gift giving.

Wooden Cooking Set
Craftsmanship and quality made in Italy, is one of the finest sets available. Sets complete with individual cutlery. Available in various sizes.

Only $1.95

REMARKABLE VALUE! Unexpectsly the “Quality buy of the year”. A popular colonial design exemplifying all the charm and beauty of yesterday’s handcrafts is provided by hand-cast treated glass shades, satin solid brass bases, lacquered to prevent tarnishing. Lensed LOVE LIGHTS, 11½” high. They will gracefully arrest decorative setting in your home.

We repeat again, only $5.00 a pair, p.p.d. Your satisfaction is guaranteed. If not satisfied return them within 10 days.

Arthur's
170 EAST FRONT ST.
PLAINFIELD, N. J.

Electric Hurricane Lamps
Only $5.00 Pair.

Handmade of best grade Tennessee kiln dried red cedar. A beautiful chest with high gloss lacquer finish and authentic design. Spacious interior 441/4” wide and 18'/2” deep. Full length dried red cedar. A beautiful chest with a tamper-proof lock. A gift cherished for many years by any bridc-to-brd. Something she’ll be proud of and / StO 9 St 

Handmade of best grade Tennessee kiln dried red cedar. A beautiful chest with a tamper-proof lock. A gift cherished for many years by any bridc-to-brd. Something she’ll be proud of and / StO 9 St 

J. B. HUNTER CO.
HARDWARE
83 SUMMER ST., BOSTON, MASS.
For Mouth-Watering Vegetables — cook 'em in our ASPARAGUS BOILER. Ideal for asparagus, corn, broccoli, spinach, beans. Perforated tray lifts by side handles, brings vegetables up intact and strained of water. Made of best quality white enamel, dark blue trim. 11"x74/"x51/". Holds 61/2 quarts. 3 pieces complete $4.95

MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Free delivery within 150 miles In N. Y. C., add 2% sales tax

Hammacher Schlemmer
145 East 57 St., New York 22, EL 5-4700

Send for our Spring Catalogue "G-1" showing what's new in housewares and entertaining

A Basket from Britain
This garden basket was handwoven by British craftsmen whose skill has been passed on to them through generations. An assortment of tools, hand-forged from finest English steel, and just right for your every garden need is included with every basket. Only $15.00 postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

The Hours Truly Shop
185 Humphrey Street
Marblehead, Massachusetts

Ice Cream Makin's — Our ELECTRIC FREEZERS spare the work and insure results. Just pour in the ingredients, plus ice and salt, and turn on the current. Keeps kids happy all summer long, keeps hostesses well supplied with America's No. 1 dessert. All freezers are Underwriter Approved. AC only. 1 quart size . . . $16.95
4 quart size . . . . . . $21.75
6 quart size . . . . . . $26.75

GOURIELLI
close shave for the well-groomed man
ACTIVE OZONE SHAVE-STICK
All-time favorite of the man with a tough beard, tender skin! Super-efficient, but gentle. Contains healing, soothing active ozone. 1.50. Mail and phone orders. PLaza 3-1200

GOURIELLI SALON, Dept. G-5, 16 E. 55th St., New York 22

When the Bride Comes Home...
Here's a gift that will get a warm welcome! Handsome doormat, made-to-order with the bride's brand new name, street number or other inscription . . . and the inscription is indelible. Of durable, easy-to-clean, top quality rubber . . . practical gift for your summer cottage too! Size 18 x 30 inches. 1/16 inch thick.

Block with white block letters . . only $10.00 pp. In U.S. Green, blue, mahogany or red with white block letters . . only $12.00 pp. in U.S.

Maximum of ten 11/2-inch letters or fourteen 1-inch letters per line or design maximum. Print name and colors desired. No C.O.D.'s please. Prices for special mat designs and sizes upon request. Add 50c postage west of Mississippi.

Norris Mfg. Co.
Hawthorne, New Jersey

SHOPPING

In N. Y. C., add 2% sales tax

FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 150 MILES
From England, imported by

Function, Fashion & Economy
Each piece has felt bottom. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

Hydra-stone. Top of box, spun copper.


A double standard for sugar and cream facilities passing and looks very handsome on a table or tea tray. This one, of good quality silver plate, is imported from England, measures 7 7/8" over-all in length, and the price for the three pieces, is $12.25, postpaid and tax included. Philip Collec of London, 9 E. 47 St., N. Y. 17.

In N. Y. C., add 2% sales tax

For Delivery in New York City, add 50c to postage. For delivery anywhere in U.S., add 75c to postage. Not responsible for loss in transit.

HOUSE & GARDEN

We're Not Crazy...
We're Actually Offering BRAND NEW SELECTED HARDWOOD BOOKCASES $5.95 EACH

Portable... Yes! Per a limited time you can get genuine, beautiful hardwood veneer bookcases in satin-smooth finish, suitable for living room, den or office. Ideal for books, encyclopedias, toys or whatever. Plus Free Bookcase Chipboard... no shipping. 10% hardwood through-out. Don't confuse this offer with knock-down furniture! Packed completely assembled in strong shipping case. Perforated finish, your choice:

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, MAPLE OR BLOND

Bookcase included. Please add 25c for postage west of Mississippi. Free delivery everywhere in U.S. on orders of two or more. Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back.

Flour, sugar, rice, baking powder, salt...

No CODs please

We're Actually Offering... BRAND NEW SELECTED HARDWOOD BOOKCASES

$5.95 EACH

HOUSE OF CHARM

199 Box Springs Blvd.
On the Road to Palm Springs
Riverside, California

HOUSE & GARDEN

$5.95 EACH

Write Mr. Briedel

REGAL BOOK COMPANY

505 N. Ervay

Dallas, Texas

FLOUR, SUGAR, RICE, BAKING POWDER, SALT...

No CODs please

For Delivery in New York City, add 50c to postage. For delivery anywhere in U.S., add 75c to postage. Not responsible for loss in transit.
AROUND

Modern design, of utter simplicity, is something new in salt and pepper shakers. The soft glove of polished sterling silver gives both to advantage in these functional shapes. The large set, 2" high, is $8; the smaller, 1½", $7, postpaid and tax included. Wayne Silver-smiths, 1924 McGraw Ave., New York 62, New York.

An old-fashioned teapot looks perfectly in order at five o'clock, filled with martinis or manhattans instead of tea. A novel and good-looking mixer, it is clear crystal and comes with a sterling spoon. $14.50 including tax on spoon. Add 50c post outside delivery area. Black, Starr & Gorham, Fifth Ave., at 48 St., N. Y. 19, N. Y.

T.V. Spare Chair

New! Quick, Comfortable Seating for Your Extra Guests

Easy to store—needs only 18" square of closet space. Neatly folds, takes only 1" more space for each additional chair.

Low—Spare-Chairs in front of sofas or other chairs mean everyone can see TV Screen.

Comfortable—hammock seats of washable plastic in popular colors, springy chrome frame.

$9.50 postpaid 4 for $35.00
Add $1.00 west of the Rockies

PETER ROBERTS
Box 85X Providence, R. I.

Fountain Centerpiece

A truly new electric fountain. Ready yourself for a host of comments as your guests watch the pulsating geyser falling in crystal droplets around the cone. This fountain is finished in satin chrome which is accented by indirect lighting playing on the surface of the water. Fill the bowl with flowers or greens and change the color of the light bulbs for new and exciting effects. AC current only, 12" bowl, 9" high. $25.00 postpaid. No C.O.D.'s, please.

PAGE & BIDDLE, INC.
Haverford 7, Pa.

COVERED CASSEROLES
Big and Little

Heatproof and handsome enough to place right on the table. It's that fascinating imported Tenals ware again that withstands any amount of heat, even a gas flame. Treat yourself and guests to the rare flavor of food cooked in earthware. Rich glowing brown background with designs in contrasting color.

Large Casserole in satin black wrought iron, 9½" high; 3½" inside, variety of designs. $7, postpaid and $1.50 extra to buy. Sent F.O.B. Cleveland. Cash, or money order to:

MRS. LETHA G. CORDREY
4071 Kansas St., San Diego 4, California

MRS. CHARLE ELLE, Palm Springs
DONNA HOUSE, Santa Monica

Let It Spatter

Fry Anything Spatter! . . . Spatter Shield keeps stove and walls CLEAN! . . . IT WORKS! . . . Folds into Cooky Sheet 9 x 10 inches. . . . Use In Trailer . . . Camping . . . TEEN-AGERS fry Hot Dogs and Hamburgers without mess . . . Extra room (over 12") . . . Hood box, ideal for salads, meat, fish, etc.

Expensive Gift Value

SERVING SET — $5.00 delivered. BUITENBEEKER modern design rich in its simplicity. Heavily Silver Plated on copper, extra large (over 12"), hinged box, ideal for salads, meat, fish, etc.

Unbelievable Gift Value

ATTRACTIVE HURRICANE LAMPS

only $3.95 the pair plus 25c del.

A most unusual to any room or table setting. Aluminum, 8½" square. Black wrought iron, 2½" high; 3½" inside, variety of designs. $1.00 postpaid.

Individual Coasters 5½" dia. 85c

(In Sets of 4 or more, 65c each)

Write for free booklet of selected merchandise

THE OLD MEXICO SHOP
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

ATTRACTIVE NEW COASTERS

Coasterettes make a distinctive, inexpensive gift and a smart, useful accessory for your own home. Coaster is always with glass or bottle, never fails off. Better insert in base absorbs moisture. Gracefully styled in clear plastic of assorted colors, with chrome plated spring clip.

BEAUTIFULLY BOXED SET OF FOUR
$1.75
POSTPAID—C.O.D. CHARGES EXTRA

THE PIG & WHISTLE SHOP
410 W. MICHIGAN AVENUE
EAST LANSING, MICHIGAN

Mrs. Charles Carroll, Palm Springs
Donna House, Santa Monica

T.V. Spare Chair

Quick Comfortable Seating for Your Extra Guests

A new type outdoor dispose-all unit safely and quickly burns garbage and trash in any weather. All refuse, damp, green, dry, or dry, is fully consumed. Scientific draft design completely eliminates fire hazard of flying ash, sparks, burning, blowing bits of paper. Intense combustion removes neighbor annoying nuisance of flying scraps, smoke, smell. Sturdily built to last for years. Nothing to get out of order. Needs no watching. Will not blow over. Will not destroy grass or shrubs. Ends refusen. burning and fire hazards to quickly pay for itself.

Measures 23" square at base by 40" high. Weights 23 lbs. Over 2 bu. Capacity. Recommended by the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. Price Reductions recommended by Fire Prevention, Fall price $9.95—nothing else to buy. Send P.O.B. Cleveland. Money back guarantee. Send check, cash, or money order to:

ALSTO CO.
Engineers Bldg., Dept. 0-5, Cleveland, Ohio

Joey A. Roberts
Box 85X Providence, R. I.
CASSEROLE DISH

In Earthware and Polished Copper

Cook right in the sturdy earthware dish—then slip it into the polished copper warming and serving bowl and serve right at table. Cover, or matching polished copper, has looped handle.

Unusual value at $8.50

Pereed Praz Yet Included

Alici Hi-Therks
9 West 57th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

You can have a
BIGGER REFRIGERATOR
for only $3 POSTPAID

with the handy new
Refrigarranger

Your present refrigerator or freezer too small for your needs? Cramped for shelf space—especially for leftovers? Nationwide survey reveals 36% of housewives want larger refrigerator or more shelf space. The newly invented REFRIGARRANGER saves buying new refrigerator, gives you much more shelf space by using space usually wasted. Keeps leftovers, salad ingredients, etc., conveniently together.

Saves time, space, food, work, dishes and nerves.

See how REFRIGARRANGER fits neatly along side of shelf. Occupies full depth between shelves. Easy to put in or take out.

REFRIGARRANGER consists of 6 unbreakable transparent Styron plastic containers with lids, set in partitioned wire basket. Each container holds 1 1/2 cupsfuls. Can be used for puddings, desserts, stewed fruits, vegetables, etc. Unbreakable, strong, easy to carry, wash and store.

JUST WHAT YOU’VE BEEN LOOKING FOR!

CRYSTAL COUPETTES

Distinruelished service for appetizers; sparkling crystal coupettes—the large outer goblet to be iced with crushed ice, the small inner glass to be filled with chilled seafood, mediledine, or fruit. A gift your hostess will cherish. Set of 4, $4.50 postpaid; set of 8, $8.50 postpaid.

Sea Food Forks

Intricately designed forks, silverplated on brass by Italian craftsmen. Use them for shrimp, cold meat, oysters, etc. 8 for $4.50 postpaid.

No C.O.D.’s, please. Write for Catalog H-50

THE SALT AND PEPPER SHOP
605 East 86th Street NEW YORK 21, N. Y.

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION

SIX WEEKS’ PRACTICAL TRAINING COURSE SUMMER SESSION

Resident Day Classes

Start July 6th. Send for Catalog S

Period and Modern styles, color schemes, draperies, all fundamentals. Faculty of New York decorators. Personal instruction. Cultural or Vocational Courses.

Home Study Course

Starts of own. Send for Catalog C

Some training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
515 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

CUSTOM BUILT

DOGGIE BED

YOUR DOG’S BEST FRIEND

This sturdy built Doggie Bed is a real size of furniture that actually draws on a room. It’s hand made and upholstered. Contains the same quality construction as in the finest furniture. It’s beautiful! These things fetch a lot more than $9.95 or $11.95.

Keep your dog off furniture

Comfort completely assembled

Special Doggie Bed Mattress $1.95 extra

Fast quality, cotton filled, indestructible, comfortable. Will fit bed you order.

Same training for those who cannot come to New York. Practical, useful and intensely interesting.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DECORATION
515 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

AVOID BATHROOM DRUDGERY with TOILETB

Now you can throw away that toilet bowl brush! Simply drop one Toiletball each week in the right hand side of your flush tank—your toilet will be kept clean at all times and free from stains and disagreeable odors. Will not harm septic tank. Non-poisonous if accidentally placed in mouth of child. 8 tablets—enough for 2 months.$1.00 plus 10c postage. No C.O.D.’s, please.

SPOTLESS COMPANY
1117-G N. Dearborn Chicago 10, III.

SHOPPING AROUND

A parade of poodles, chichi as can be, decorate these small square plates. Perfect for holding canapés at a cocktail party or as extra ash trays, they measure 5 1/4” and the design is hand-painted. Set of 4, $4.55; dozen, $13, postpaid, from Tatum, Inc., 707 Church Street, Evanston, Illinois.

An emblem pipe, inhald with insignia of any national society, is a unique and highly effective means of recognition. The pipe, curved or straight, is of excellent quality, imported briar in golden walnut finish, insignia in 10k gold, $12.50. With military insignia in silver, $7.50, ppd. Gaylord’s, 47 W. Elm St., Brockton 64, Mass.

CANS OF 6 UNBREAKABLE

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

The Briti will allow these lovely silver spoons, especially Heavy Silver on copper, to add a note giving appearance to the table. Prized to save you the middleman’s profit.

George II Plate—black, good looking, $10.00. Medium, provenance, $15.00. Two spoons, $25.00. Price $20.75. Our low price only $17 for both. Garrett Footed Chipendale Tray—Ivory handles, 9" long, $3.50. Price $3.00. Copper tray, 9" long, $3.25. Price only $2.50. ROYSTON SILVER CO.

2111 Liberty Hills Ave., Dept. S
Baltimore 17, Md.

AUTHENTIC REPRODUCTIONS

Your painting is quicker, easier and better with new “Spray-On-Paint.” Just press a button, paint goes on smoothly, evenly, much faster with than with brush. No muss, no brushes to clean.

Just push this little button to operate

SPRAY YOUR PAINT ON

SPRAY-ON-PAINT COMPANY
Box 23, Pleasant Ridge Station Cincinnati, Ohio

In any color, any shade you want. Comes in a variety of rich colors—Canary Yellow, Chartreuse, Black, Blue, Garden Green, White, Ivory, Chinese Red, Aluminum, Gold. Only $1.95 Postpaid for a 12-dr. can. Will cover 80 to 200 square feet. Sorry, no C.O.D.’s, money-back guarantee.

HANDBOKE BUSINESS

SPRAY-ON-PAINT COMPANY
Box 23, Pleasant Ridge Station
Cincinnati, Ohio
Please pick your favorite flower and color...

Martex Towels

They Do Wear Longer

Beautiful, absorbent towels embroidered the very special Martex way in exclusive Martex designs and color combinations. What a wonderful Springtime look they'll give to your bathroom. Two or three will do the trick, mixed with your colored or white towels. And being Martex, these embroidered beauties will bloom gaily for years. These and other embroidered floral designs in most leading stores.

Martex embroidered bath towels, about $2.29. Guest size, about $1.39. Washcloths, about 50c. Other lovely pastel colors and white. Other Martex towels from 99c to $3.50.
Be it a patch of terrace high above the noisy traffic or a spacious veranda in the country, Salterini NEVA-RUST® wrought iron furniture always sets the scene in dramatic fashion. Remember, too, that this is the only wrought iron furniture to carry with it a written guarantee against corrosion by rust.

Most of the better stores feature Salterini NEVA-RUST® furniture and we'll be pleased to send you the name of the one nearest you. Or, see your decorator.

Above
Table, No. 517 Side Chair, No. M709
Arm Chair, No. M709A Server, No. 522

Left
Lounge Chair, No. 601 Sofa, No. 600
Single Chaise, No. 602 Cocktail Table, No. 0529

Salterini NEVA-RUST® FURNITURE

JOHN B. SALTERINI CO., INC. • 510 EAST 72nd STREET, NEW YORK 21, N. Y.
Yes, you can afford this carpet luxury!

Bigelow's

"CHORALE"

Magnificent new weavers' masterpiece

about 10.95 sq. yd.

Look-again luxury at a guess-again price! That's "Chorale" for you. And we do mean you—if you yearn for the finest, yet have to obey a budget.

Rich sculptured effects you'll find in carpets costing plenty more! Made of finest imported wools, Bigelow-treated to keep "lively" through years of service. Two-texture effect formed of smooth wool yarns plus hardtwist yarns "Perma-set" to stay twisted, even under hard wear and wet shampooing.

Prove to yourself that you can have the kind of carpet you've dreamed of owning. Ask your Bigelow dealer to show you magnificent new "Chorale."

No matter what style you want, or what you want to pay, Bigelow gives you a wide, wide choice of unbeatable values! Convenient terms at most dealers'.

Consult "Bigelow Home Decorator." This booklet tells, shows how to achieve beautiful rooms. Get it from your Bigelow dealer, or send 25¢ to Bigelow's Home Service Bureau, P. O. Box 273, New York 46, N. Y.

Easy to suit your color scheme: Four most popular decorator shades: Beige, Green, Rose, and Grey.

Easy to suit your room-planning budget: For example, look! A 12' x 15' carpet of superb "Chorale" will cost you only about $229.50. 9' x 12' size for only about $137.50!*

*Slightly higher in the West.

Bigelow

Rugs and Carpets

Beauty You Can See... Quality You Can Trust... Since 1825
The sprightly spring nosegay above, and 27 other striking patterns in treasured Franciscan Fine China, are offered May 15 to June 17 at very special prices. Smartly gift-boxed place-settings...dinner plate, salad plate, bread and butter plate, cup and saucer...for as little as $9.75. It's a rare chance to start that long-wanted set of really fine china...worthy of a very special guest, yet so lovely and durable you'll want to enjoy it every day.

Prices for 5-piece settings, good May 15 to June 17 only.
"Home-Planned" Furniture—Designed For Living As You Want It... See Old Colony—and you'll see how it fits your dream of a home keyed to the friendly warmth of traditional American furniture! Its "Home-Planned" designs bring all the advantages of buying from open stock, plus a sensible flexibility that means fresh charm as you later add to living, dining and bedrooms. The Heywood-Wakefield emblem stands for authentic lines, staunch, native hardwoods and fine craftsmanship. Old Colony is proudly displayed by better department and furniture stores.

★ MAKES PLANNING EASY ★

Gladys Miller, decorating consultant, has packed this book with 16 pages of smart ideas for your home! Mail coupon with 25¢ for your copy today.

Heywood-Wakefield Company
Dept. HG-4, Gardner, Mass.


NAME

ADDRESS

CITY & ZONE

STATE
Floor Decoration  LUXURIOUS! VERSATILE!

Three-dimensional effects with the hand-carved beauty of custom design are so adaptable to many room schemes that they make Needletuft rugs wonderful investments. The design photographed, a bas-relief with alternating loop and clip pile, lends its light-and-shadow interest to modern or traditional settings. It is so versatile that it is being offered in a magnificent scope of eighteen different shades (four in green alone) to be correlated with every imaginable color scheme. Its rich texture exemplifies the quality of America’s premier line of decorative rugs; the comprehensive collection includes sculptures, romantic florals, plaids, textures in infinite variety, in cotton and in wool, in accent and room sizes. See them at finer stores. Write for the Needletuft Folio of Decorating Ideas. Cabin Crafts, Inc., Dalton, Georgia.

ONE OF A GROUP OF TEXTURED

Needletuft®

RUGS
SHOPPING AROUND

The anniversary clock, a beautiful and fascinating thing to watch, runs for 400 days without winding. Present it on a significant date like a birthday or wedding and the owner will remember to wind it annually. Of shining brass under glass dome 12" high. $57.50 ppd. tax incl. Alfred H. Glasser, 421 Madison Ave., N. Y. 17.

Twelve pairs of shoes travel in these lightweight cases, protected by separate compartments, all or part of which are removable, making room for handbags or other bulky articles. A roomy carry-all, only 3 1/2 lbs., is made of Scotch plaid, blue or brown duck or wheat canvas. $39 ppd. tax incl. T. Anthony, 751 Madison Avenue, New York 21.

From Cartier's Large Selection of Sterling Silver Gifts for All Occasions

Paul Revere reproductions of a sugar and cream service; sugar bowl 2" high, and creamer 3" high, $28.50 a set. The tray 9 1/4" by 6 1/4", $20. ... Federal Tax included

Illustrated booklet on silver flatware and other gift suggestions

FIFTH AVENUE AND 52 STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. Y. Plaza 3-0111

MASTERPIECES of Colonial America

Recapture the charm of that romantic era—with this wonderfully adaptable table by Hepplewhite, the Old Master. One of 250 Biggs Antique Reproductions of priceless 18th Century originals, handmade for you of selected Honduras mahogany.

BIGGS Antique Company, Inc.
900 W. MARSHALL ST.—RICHMOND, VA.
WASHINGTON*CHICAGO*ATLANTA*PHILADELPHIA (STRAW BRIDGE & CLOTHIER)
MASTER CRAFTSMEN SINCE 1890

STEUBEN GLASS

Wedding Gifts of the famous Steuben Glass are greatly admired and appreciated. This brilliantly clear crystal is made entirely by hand, in America. The handsome scroll foot bowl, luminous centerpiece for flowers or fruit, is also a useful accessory at cocktail time. Diameter 8"—$20; diameter 10 1/4"—$40. Postpaid within the U.S. Selection includes decorative and practical pieces. Inquiries receive prompt attention. ... Gifts beautifully packed in the well-known Steuben boxes.

718 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
Beautiful Platinum Decorated!

CARAFE

Made of Triple XXX Heatproof Glass—keeps coffee hot
• Stopper is durable rustproof aluminum with cork permanently attached
• Cool plastic handle
• Stainless steel band
• May be heated on stove with stopper removed
• 16-Cup capacity
• Attractively boxed in a gift carton

only
4.50
prepaid

no c.o.d.'s, please

PENN DISTRIBUTORS
P.O. Box 357, Long Beach, N.Y.

For FATHER'S DAY and BIRTHDAYS...
"For the man who has everything"

PROTECT-O-CLIP

Heavy Solid Sterling Silver
$5

INCLUDES TAX POSTPAID

The exclusive clip that GUARDS your money and SAFEGUARDS your check. The perforating roller protects the check against being altered or raised. Handsome as well as useful.

Send cash, check or M.O. No C.O.D.'s. Satisfaction guaranteed

PROTECT-O-CLIP SALES CO.
1512 Guilford Ave., Baltimore 2, Md.

FATHER'S DAY GIFT!

A modern Tie Rack that makes a smart gift for him on Father's Day. It's not only beautiful, but practical!

Individual clear plastic hangers slide freely on 15" chrome bar. Rich marbleized mahogany plastic back. Holds up to 50 ties! Gift boxed!

BELDING NOVELTIES CO.
1228 W. 111th St., Dept. 5
Cleveland 2, Ohio

Ironware, famous for retaining heat and cold, is the material of which these tureens are made. There are three sizes, each with a ladle, the largest for soup holds 3 quarts, $12.95, post. 35c. The gravy size is $5 and the condiment or jam size $3. Post. 25e on smaller ones.

James Stuart Gifts, 410 Delaware Avenue, Wilmington, Del.
AROUND

HANG 32 GARMENTS IN YOUR CAR — END PACKING TROUBLES ON TRIPS

This amazing Hang-All Auto Wardrobe Rack fits flush with the roof of your car above doors or windows. Does not obstruct rear view vision or touch doors or windows. Attaches in seconds to any make of model car — instantly transformable if desired. Stainless nickel-plated steel rack will support one hundred pounds of clothing full length. Makes travel so easy — no more bulky bags or checked luggage. Order today $3.95 postpaid. Money back guarantee in 10 days unless completely satisfied. Order now!

Members of the wedding are gaily depicted in bright colors on this hand-painted bowl, inscribed with names and dates. May be ordered with natural or white background. It is 8 1/2" in diameter and a significant wedding present for only $2.95, postpaid, from Stratton Snow, 604 S. E. Fourth Avenue, Delray Beach, Florida.

Return address and your name are printed on these post cards and check envelopes which simplify household correspondence. The post cards with hand-brushed borders in red or blue are $2 for 100; $3.50 for 200. Check envelopes with opaque lining, $2.50 for 250; $4.50 for 500. Delivery 2-3 weeks. Plummer Ltd., 734 Fifth Ave., New York 9, N. Y.

The pick-up tray is a real pickup in the morning with toast and coffee or in the afternoon with tea. Nice for people who like coffee in bed before starting the day, and for taking outside on cool summer mornings. Tray is birch, china in plastic or all-weather cloth, $9.95. ppd. Ward Phillips Co. 121 East Broad Street Westfield, N. J.

Gifts for Car Owners

AUTO MAP CASE—You’ll find the right road in a jiffy when your road map is neatly at hand in this map case with pocket. Fits all maps, $5.00. for 200. Check envelopes with opaque lining, $2.50 for 250; $4.50 for 500. Delivery 2-3 weeks. Plummer Ltd., 734 Fifth Ave., New York 9, N. Y.

Wonder Lamp

World’s Most Appealing Reading and Bedside Lamp

No longer need you disturb anyone when you read in bed. This sturdy lightweight metal lamp clamps to book cover... horizontal reflector adjustable to any angle assures complete shading of light... plugs into standard outlet. For superior to any similar lamp... ideal for baby crib and a hundred other uses. $2.95 postpaid. Send check or money order and no C.O.D.'s please.

THE Distinctive Gift

PERSONALIZED GUFF LINKS

These Personalized Sterling Silver Guff Links are rich and solid looking. Your choice of his name or initials in modern applied engraving. The ideal gift for father or any other discriminating man. $12.50 a pair engraved and gift boxed. Engraved free included. No C.O.D.'s please.

SILVERART ASSOCIATES

1525 East 53rd St., Chicago 15, Ill. Normal for tables of other distinctive gifts.

Decent Exposure for DAD and LAD in TERRY WRAPS

There’s solid comfort and sensibility from modesty in this haunchy terry shawl—wrap-around. Perfect for after bath, show or swimming. Adjustable at waist, secure enough to aline and stay put! Big deep pocket holds rain cover, cigarette keys, etc., or Junior’s name. Available in White or Multicolor Stripes of grey, yellow, orange. $1.50

MEN: WHITE $2.00

Boys: White $2.50

Striped $2.75

WAIST SIZES, 28 to 44

BOYS: WHITE

Striped $2.25

Waist Sizes, 28 to 44

Add $1.00 for Postage, please. Allow 10 days for Macrographing.

LORETTA STUDIOS

Dept. G, 307 Fifth Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.

MOTORING MAP MATES

MOTORING LOG 2.50

AUTO MAP CASE 3.50 7.50

COMBINATION 11.00

THE Easy Way!

Dremel Electric SANDER

POLISHER-MASSAGER

Only $14.85

Let Dremel Sand- Polisher do your busine repairing and polishing a job in 10 minutes. Takes all kinds of sandpaper, abrasive cloth or emery cloth. It’s as easy to handle, even a child can use it. Chromed, holystock, household use!

As a sander, it’s superior for getting a satin-smooth finish on warehouses, walls, furniture, etc. Straight-line (non-swaying) action cannot mar or scratch, as a polishing tool, it does professional job on furniture, cars, doors, all wood surfaces. Ideal for managing trim, molding, convex curves, concave curves... never needs oiling. Operates on 110-120 Y. AC.

MOONEY BACK GUARANTEE: Dremel Electric Sander is furnished complete with 6 sheets Garnet paper and 2 polishing pads, sent in $12.95 check or money order and no C.O.D. shipped postpaid, $2.95 for 200. Check envelopes with opaque lining, $2.50 for 250; $4.50 for 500. Delivery 2-3 weeks. Plummer Ltd., 734 Fifth Ave., New York 9, N. Y.

DREMD MFG CO. Dept. SP360-E RACINE, WIS.
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DREMD MFG CO. Dept. SP360-E RACINE, WIS.
Discontinued for years...

Wonderful WALLACE Sterling
is available once more.

We offer the illustrated flatware as well as the following inactive patterns for early delivery:

A Real Canterbury
MAGAZINE RACK

- Genuine Mistletoe (15's, 19', 19' high)
- Experts made, rich lacquer finish
- Four large compartments with handle
- Full length drawer
- Brass escutcheon

Mail order only. No COD's.

Money cheerfully refunded.

If you are not fully satisfied.

$19.75

RANS CO., 610 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5

New Unbreakable Mixing Bowls

- Set of 3 beautifully polished, unbreakable matched Stainless Steel Mixing Bowls. Each a smart, handsome decoration on your table—use as salad, fruit or serving bowls. Light to lift, durable! Stain and rust resistant... easy to clean! Excellent gift! Made by The Vollrath Co. $6.45 per set, postpaid.

ZODIAC CHARMS

Strikingly wrought by the skilled hands of the world-famous craftsmen

in the jewelry shop of Carl Anderson in Oslo, Norway. Jewel colors of Chrysand

maneled laid on gold-plated sterling silver base. Each of the twelve signs of the 12

Zodiac signs is available, ideal to wear on watch bracket, charm hand, book

chain. Men proudly display their birth sign on watch chain or suspended to wall or belt. Money back if not satisfied. Send order to our address or give date of birth.

$2.00, plus 50c F.D. Tax, postpaid anywhere.

New 24 pg. catalog of fine gifts.

Send 50¢ (applied to first order).

HOUSE OF CHARM

901 Box Springs Blvd., Riverside, Calif,

on the Road to Palm Springs.

PENNSYLVANIA
LUCERNE
PRINCESS MARY
TOILET

Antique
Washington
Georgian Colonial
King Christian
Rhythm
Somerset
Larspar

The factory deadline has passed. However, by special purchase, we have a very large stock of these desirable Wallace patterns

The factory deadline has passed. However, by special purchase, we have a very large stock of these desirable Wallace patterns

Important that your Wallace order be placed now

for your Immediate order at manufacturer's established prices.

Order...plus 15c postage

For rumpus room, bar, den, butler's pantry or powder room. Kiln dried sugar pine. 42 inches high. To fit any standard door opening from 28" to 36" wide.

Each lining covers 50 to 70 square feet.

For rumpus room, bar, den, butler's pantry or powder room. Kiln dried sugar pine. 42 inches high. To fit any standard door opening from 28" to 36" wide.

Complete with double acting hinges, shipped prepaid anywhere in U.S.A.

For rumpus room, bar, den, butler's pantry or powder room. Kiln dried sugar pine. 42 inches high.

For rumpus room, bar, den, butler's pantry or powder room. Kiln dried sugar pine. 42 inches high.

For rumpus room, bar, den, butler's pantry or powder room. Kiln dried sugar pine. 42 inches high.

For rumpus room, bar, den, butler's pantry or powder room. Kiln dried sugar pine. 42 inches high.

For rumpus room, bar, den, butler's pantry or powder room. Kiln dried sugar pine. 42 inches high.
AROUND

Automobile owners, for egotistical or practical reasons, will appreciate these license-sized plates personalized with their initials, or nickname (up to four letters). They fill empty front brackets or attach above or below state plate. Of steel, blue with white letters or vice versa, $1.95 ea. ppd. Gift Crafters, Blue Springs, Mo.

"Home Freezing for Everyone," by Alkire and Schuler, gives complete, up-to-date information on this new method of food preservation—what to freeze, how to prepare and cook it, what packaging materials to use and how to operate your freezer for maximum efficiency. Includes recipes and menus. $2. ppd. M. Barrows & Co., 114 E. 32 St., N. Y. 16.

Home- freezing for Everyone
by Alkire and Schuler

Wether you find pleasure in
time-screened tradition or in crisp
contemporary style, for soundest assurance of satisfaction start your search...

at Colby's
129 North Wa~ashed
626 Davis Street
J O H N A. C O L B Y & S O N S

HISTORICAL PLACE MATS
of Old Virginia
by Donald F. Carson

Mat You'll Welcome!
Handmade in Haiti; extremely durable!
Beauty at your feet for years with this sisal door mat. Adds distinction to any doorway, withstands wear and weather; maintains its natural good looks. Not a dust collector; just brush away the dirt that falls through the tightly knotted open waffle weave square. Measures approximately 20 x 30 in. Postpaid Send Check or money order. Sorry, no C. O. D.'s

MADE IN JAPAN

NEW

MIRACLE OPENER
LASTS A LIFETIME

Bucks County Reproductions
Box 123, Buckingham, Pa.

Paint-In-Oils
No expertise needed! Everything is included in the "Paint-in-Oils" Kit. Artist's choice of canvas (14"x17"), ready-mixed paints, artist's brush, instructions. Just paint in areas marked on canvas, and watch your masterpiece take form. soak in strokes. 5 NEW SUBJECTS TO CHOOSE FROM—Beech Villa (aerial), Monticello, Forest, Lime Grove—plus old favorites: The Bridge, Canal Boat, Italians, Honeymoon Sound, Quiet Waters, Poplars, Red Valley, Twin Pears, Twin Birds of Paradise. Each postpaid (no C. O. D.'s, please) $2.95

The Artisan Galleries
FORT DODGE, IOWA
New FLAVO-PERK
Automatic Coffee Maker

Just pour in water, put in coffee, and plug in. In less than a minute, its gentle, positive perk ing principle leaps into action to give you the finest brew imaginable. When coffee is done, its thermostat control stops percolating action and keeps coffee piping hot indefinitely. No watching, no timing--IT'S ALL AUTOM A TIC--portable, lavendar, ready to pour when you're ready to serve. Makes 10 cups. In gleaming aluminum, with graceful non-drip spout, 13 x 16 x 6. $9.95. Never before such wonderful convenience at such low cost!

WARD PHILLIPS CO.
1441-4, Merchants Mkt. Sta., Chicago 34, Ill.

SHIPPING

The thermosopic spray has a thermometer in the transparent shower head which shows the temperature of the water running through, so you can be sure it's just right for your bath, shampooing, rinsing, watering plants, etc. With transparent hose, $2.96, post.

Hamamcher Schlemmer, 145 East 57 St., New York 22.

Three to go picnicning.

These baskets, one junior size, one in between and one for a man-sized meal, nest together when not en route. They are made of bamboo strips in natural color with dark brown, and if you lined them they'd make good sewing baskets. Set of three, $6.95, ppd. Largest, 13 1/2 x 11". Southwestern Gifts, 630 E. Alameda, Santa Fe, N. M.

Quaint

PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH
PLACE MATS

Picturesque . . . practical . . . colorful . . . lovely to own or to give! A dandy gift cleans their lacquered surface in a JRY. Order Style #195I, Authentic black, heart and flower design. Set of 4. Order $1.00 Postpaid Order Style #929. Amish family group. Set of 6. Only $1.00 Postpaid

Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57 St., New York 22.

Personalized PURSE ORGANIZER

No more struggling search in your handbag. Works like a miniature filing system. Indispensible, beyond question a million dollar idea. Kits are in one convenient roll of transparent hose. $2.98, postpaid.

Hammacher Schlemmer, 145 East 57 St., New York 22.

PICTURE YOUR PLANTS

ALIVE ON THE WALL!

Brighten any room with these new DECORETTE FLOWER FRAMES

Decorate your walls, but don't worry about upkeep. By day, picture frames. By night, eye-catching flower globes. Flowers, colorful, illuminated, el torched, changeable, to brighten any room. For burnishing, GESSO finish, ADE 1952) $1.50-$10.50. DECORTEE FLOWER FRAMES, 32 Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
AROUND

The music of sleigh bells will ring a welcome to guests, announce dinner, cocktails or call children in at bed time. Mounted on a black wrought-iron bracket, they have a clear mellow tone and a set of three is $4.95, postpaid, and gift-boxed from Foster's Distinctive Gifts, Princeville, Illinois.

Japanese lanterns, festive lighting for lawn parties, ba­zzares, etc., are back again. The colorful papers are decorated with flower designs. Accordion pleated, they collapse to store flat. Smaller size, 12" high, 75c ea., 14" high, $1.50 ea. 10% discount on orders of 6. Ppd. Q. T. Novelty Co., Box 54, Murrey Hill Sta., N. Y. 16, N. Y.

DON'T FORGET that an insignificant spot on your wall can be made distinguished with a hand painted picture you can afford.

ARTIST OFFERS his signed water colors in hand finished frames 12 x 14 over all for $7.50 each, postpaid. Carnations, Magnolias, Roses, Chrysanthemums. Figures in red, French blue, rose, olive green.

ENJOY GREAT HARRINGTON, MASS.

Magazine Rack

So distinguished it will enhance a paneled library, this magnificent magazine rack is generously enough to hold all your periodicals. Palatially constructed of heavy gauge copper or brass, tastefully trimmed with embossed bands of brass, it has solid brass handles, is regally mounted on heavy cast brass feet. 73" wide, 15½" long, 12½" high. A gift to be remembered!

PREVENT dog shaker on you and your pets than water. Easy to use—just spray on. Works like magic. You don't smell it—dogs can't stand it and keep their distance.

I BISH $75 post 75c for sending. Write for Catalogue

Jennifer House

New Marlboro Stage

GREAT BARRINGTON, MASS.

Genuine Imported

Irish Belleek China

Sugar and Creamer

New beauty for your table, Irish Belleek China... known the world over for its delicate eggshell thinness, and beautiful Mother of Pearl sheen. So perfect to give. Order by mail today. Send check or money order $5.75 set (No C.O.D.'s please) Postpaid. (Also with Shamrock pattern, $6.75 set)

DAVIS & HAWLEY

"Jewelers for Over a Century"

196 Main St.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Convenience at your fingertips...

TELOSTAND

THE NEW PLASTIC TELEPHONE STAND WITH NOTE PAD

AND 1950 CALENDAR

Simplify your message taking by having your note pad always at your fingertips! Save your time and your patience with TELOSTAND, constructed with modern lines which complement beautifully your telephone design. Especially planned by telephone engineers, TELOSTAND is made of sturdy, lustrous plastic with a handy undershelf for the safe keeping of your notes, a pencil rest, and distinctive lock treatment which holds the stand securely to your phone. TELOSTAND keeps your phone table neat and attractive. You'll wonder how you've done without it at home, in the office!

ORDER TODAY!

ONLY $2.95

G. R. Willet & Company

Suite 2800

666 Lake Shore Drive

Chicago 11, Illinois

Please send me the new TELOSTAND in ...black... ivory... in the color of my choice.

Name.

Address.

City and State.

(Extra $1.00 to cover postage.)
SELECT YOUR DREAMHOUSE

From the new Home Plan Books

BEFORE YOU BUILD, send for the new Home Plan Books. A large variety of plans than ever before are featured in the new books.

The new Home Plan Books contain over 125 plans, including clever starter homes, and beautiful homes for any budget. The new Home Plan Books feature today's most popular plans for residential construction. Shaded footnotes show how your dreamhouse will be when used with the detailed plans, owner's manual, and room sizes.

Complete working blueprints are available for each plan illustrated, designed for beautiful, economical construction. NOW YOU CAN AFFORD TO BUILD THE HOUSE YOU REALLY WANT. The new HOME PLAN BOOKS are available as a complete frame or separate book construction.

From only $1.20 now for each book, with this ad

To HOME BUILDING PLAN SERVICE
2464 N. E. Sandy, Portland, Oregon

FOUNTAINS of LIGHT

The importance of your room will be emphasized and its beauty greatly enhanced by these glamorous electrified Fountains of Light. Each lamp has 27 sparkling glass crystal prisms cascading over a mirror-topped, gold-plated metal base. The last word in elegance for your mantelpiece, credenza, console, etc. Complete with bulbs. Overall height 14½".

$13.96 the pair postpaid

To MARCOS SALES, Dept. G
92 S. Sunnyslope Ave., Phoenix 10, Col.

you'll want WEST-COASTERS - 4 brilliant color schemes - gold, emerald, ruby, azure - 4 clever Western designs - nonstick, non-scratch, alcohol resistant plastic - order yours today!

BABY'S SUMMER BOWLS

The importance of your room will be emphasized and its beauty greatly enhanced by these glamorous electrified Fountains of Light. Each lamp has 27 sparkling glass crystal prisms cascading over a mirror-topped, gold-plated metal base. The last word in elegance for your mantelpiece, credenza, console, etc. Complete with bulbs. Overall height 14½".

$13.96 the pair postpaid

To MARCOS SALES, Dept. G
92 S. Sunnyslope Ave., Phoenix 10, Col.

WASHING MACHINE NOSE HINGE

SLIDE METAL NUTS

20-346

CHROMED BRASS WATER MIXER

$1.59

For Gilt Faucet
For Brass Faucet
For Gold Faucet
For Nickel Faucet

Hard Water and Cold Water are desired ingredients in these combination faucets. Supplied with all the desired ingredients in these combination faucets. Supplied with all the desired ingredients in these combination faucets. Supplied with all the desired ingredients in these combination faucets.

WATER MIXER

HARDWARE SPECIALTY CO.
Dept. H5
Harford 1, Conn.
Among the delights of living is your Koylon Foam Mattress, with its rich luxury for blessed relaxing sleep. Every night it is a delightful experience to stretch out your tired self on Koylon. It gently smooths away fatigue, cradles you, fits itself to you, literally floats you on a buoyant cloud.

Koylon is 85% air. There's nothing to interfere with the healthful, restorative repose that brings greater vitality tomorrow.

Ask fine stores for the wonderful story of Sleep on Koylon Foam.

STRAIGHT-LINE SUSPENSION on Koylon Foam gives relaxed, equalized support to both light and heavy parts of your body. Odorless, dust-free Koylon is non-allergic, cool, moth- and vermin-proof.

EXCLUSIVE KOYLON FOUNDATION, hand-tied 8 ways, is especially designed with correct crown and rigidity for use with Koylon Foam.

- Decorator damask cover identifies genuine Koylon.
- Stiff-fluffing Koylon pillows, fine brocade bath covers.
You Can Work Wonders With Wunda Weve

You'll find Wunda Weve is a special asset in even the most attractive rooms. Its wonderfully decorative texture and glowing colors put it in a class by itself among all other floor coverings.

Wunda Weve is a new kind of carpet, loom woven from long-wearing cotton fibres. Its range of exciting colors, from delicate Ancient Ivory to dashing Cherry Red, makes it easy to have just the decorative effect you want for any room in your home.

The Dining Room of "Four Winds" (shown above) sparkles with the dramatic simplicity of soft white walls, antique white sideboard, Turquoise upholstery, polished mahogany and gleaming, antique silver, with a Cherry Red Wunda Weve as the dominant and exciting accent. Note the flowing, random pattern of highlights and shadows formed by Wunda Weve's deep, cut pile.

You'll find Wunda Weve in leading rug departments everywhere. Select yours soon in just the color you desire, round or oval, standard room or scatter rug sizes. (If your rooms are extra-large or oddly proportioned, you can order a Wunda Weve to fit.)

Wunda Weve


"Four Winds", the Gladwyne, Pa. home of Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Barnes, 2nd, is delicately formal in theme—richly dramatic in color scheme.
Nothing takes the place of Genuine Leather for durability and distinction

—and in the smart new range of colors in which leather is now available, no other material for the upholstery of fine automobiles and fine furniture offers so much pleasure of possession...so much satisfaction in its use...
such a return in real value, for leather is more than worth its extra cost.

The Upholstery Leather Group
Tanners’ Council of America
100 Gold Street • New York 7
America's Finest Handmade Milk Glass

A TABLE SERVICE in milk glass dinnerware that will make any occasion a very special one ... cheerful, intimate and delightfully informal.

Many discerning hostesses will be glad to know that Westmoreland’s exquisite, handmade and hand decorated milk glass luncheon and dinner sets are again available as open stock. Matching place sets, hand painted in eight different fruit designs, or individual pieces may be purchased as required from your authorized Westmoreland Dealer. His name will be gladly furnished upon request.

WESTMORELAND GLASS COMPANY
GRAPEVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA
Here's the newest development in skilled hand printing emphasizing a new coloration technique, in a washable, vat-colored, preshrunk 50" fine cotton rep. Presented in a variety of impressive patterns and color combinations. Look for MM on the selvage when you seek the unusual in decorative fabrics, at the better stores.

MEAD & MONTAGUE

245 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 16, N. Y.
TRADITION... with a DIFFERENCE...

18th Century, yes... but with a subtle influence of the Far East... these superbly crafted, leather-top, solid mahogany tables are Cowen's contribution to today's most distinctively furnished homes.


Look for Tables by Cowen at the quality stores in your community.
SHOPPING AROUND

Roy Rogers and Trigger appear in four-color pictures on this set of dishes for children. A special feature is the autographed dinner plate. Five pieces are cup and saucer, cereal dish, fruit dish and dinner plate all for $2.98, postpaid, from S. Feldman Housewares, 1309 Madison Ave., N. Y. 28.

Hats, hats, hats. Whether you need a filing system for storing all the hats you own or just want to protect a few good ones, these "Hatainers" fill the bill. Interchangeable drawers hold hats up to 12 1/2" X 7" high. Willi rings for men's hats, folding stands for ladies'. Ivory fiberboard. $3.95 ea. Post. 35c. Lewis & Conger, Ave. of the Americas at 45 Street, N. Y.

A NEW CREATION IN HISTORY'S OLDEST ART

These new pieces by Von Briggle to commemorate our 50th anniversary are "thrown on the potter's wheel," then individual designs are applied by hand — each piece a true original signed by the artist. Fired in the luminous blues of Colorado's own turquoise skies. The beautiful piece pictured is 5 inches high and will be sent to you postpaid for $2.75. Will fit into any room's decor. Send for free folder of other designs.

VAN BRIGGLE ART POTTERY
COLORADO SPINGS 15, COLORADO

ELECTRIC BREAKFASTER

Wherever there is an electric plug handy you can . . .
• make toast and coffee at the same time
• make old-maid eggs quickly
• grill sandwiches
• heat beverages

Exactly what you need for . . .
1. OFFICE
2. BEDSIDE
3. THE TABLE
4. OVERNIGHT CABIN

It's a compact toaster and stove that will fit into any room. Made by the Burgess Company, San Francisco, Calif. $6.95 shipping charges extra.

BEAU MOND DISTRIBUTORS
Dept. No. 133 Lexington Ave. New York 16, N. Y.

Personalized with your own initial!

America's Finest
RUBBER DOOR MAT

Send me . . . Rubber Door Mat, at . . .
$5.95 with this initial . . .
Check or Money Order. We pay postage.

SEND ME . . .

CRAFT-WOOD PRODUCTS

CRAFT-WOOD PRODUCTS
ANDOVER, MASS.

BEAUTIFUL BOWLS

FROM ROMANTIC OAXACA
8 OF THEM PACKED IN A FINE FINE SIDE HAMPER THAT YOU WILL NEVER WANT TO PART WITH
ONLY $3.95 PREPAID

FOR FRUIT, CEREAL, SERVING, ETC.

Generous in size (4 x 2 1/2 in.) highly glazed and gaily decorated in yellows, greens and purples, these imported bowls beautify any table. A clever gift that looks as tho it cost half again as much.

The serviceable basket is handwoven of palm branches, right for picnics, fairgrounds. Holds neatly 4 baskets.

The Old Mexico Shop
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

PORTRAITS, Inc.
PORTRAIT CENTER OF AMERICA

Your choice of today's foremost portrait painters
460 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK
Lois Shaw
Helen Appleton Read

PINE MAGAZINE RACK

ONLY $1250 unfinished
$18.00 in wood, home plan
Beith's Orders, Stand Alone or Can Hang On The Wall. Measures 7 x 5'.
CHARM YOUR GARDEN INTO GROWING
This attractive, ornamental box casts a delightful spell over your gardening efforts. Trim to need when ground is damp— it serves as a kneeling bench whileyou work. Holds all your hand implements, gardeninguses, weed wackers, labels. Charmingly decorated with the Pennsylvania Dutch tally— symbol of growth and fertility. Box in light green with dark green ribbon and permanently scarred to top, sturdy, but light to carry. 11" high, 19" long, 6" wide. An inspired gift for gardening friends.

$4.75 postpaid • No C.O.D.'s
Franklin Workshop
Box G, Rohrertown, Pa.

POP GOES THE KEY when you turn off the ignition in the car. The spring action in the Key-ject automatically moves key, depositing it safely in your hand so you won't lock it in your car or invite car thieves. Other keys may be carried on accompanying chain. $1.95, ppd. Del Hagens of Westchester, Larchmont, N. Y.

Eggs prepared and served in these coddlers are simply out of this world. You can do soft boiled eggs, custards or for a luncheon entree, add a bit of ham, cheese, etc. Takes only a few minutes in boiling water. Of ivory china, coddlers are $1.50 ea. Wire stands for 4, $1; for 2, 75c; post, 35c. Alice Marks, 9 W. 57 St., N. Y. 22.

THE LOVELINESS OF CALIFORNIA
Ideal for your porch, terrace and spending lawn. This different outdoor furniture is made of beautifully designed Cypress by old-fashioned hand craftsmanship. Practical, trim, functional designs are featured. Each piece is treated with a preservative to stand all-weather conditions.

Order Littletree Cypress for graceful, beautiful, comfortable outdoor furniture.

3 pieces— write and 2 chairs. $24.90
By express add 84.

3 pieces— and footstool. $9.90
By express add $1.50

6 pieces—includes above 3 groups and an shown. $37.50.
By express add 3.50.

Immediate shipment. Send your check or money order direct to dealer write for shipping costs.

The Littletree Company
Dept. HG-4, WINTER PARK, FLORIDA.

P. O. Box 55, St. Louis, Mo.

G&S SALES CO. MANUFACTURERS

Buffalo Pipe and Foundry Corp.

Enjoy sizzling steak, hamburgers, hot dogs— piping-hot refi- ders, ham, cheese, etc. They taste best when cooked. Cook anything you want on your own outdoor fire- place built around this lower-priced grille unit. Bigged, cast-iron grille in 2 sections, extra large in size, is built to last. 21 1/2 lbs. Ideal for wood or charcoal.

Send For Free PLAN-IT-RIGHT Book . . . showing blueprints, smartest fireplace designs available, all with easy-to-follow building instructions. Or send $7.95 today—receive fireplace unit, plan, book, complete building kit this week!

OHIO STOVE CO.

69 S. Broadway
Westerville, Ohio
AROUND

Norwegian pot cleaners do a quick efficient job and polish at the same time. Made of hardwood bristles that somewhat resemble a whisk broom, they soften and improve with use. Easy on the hands as well as utensils. Two for 95c, postpaid, from Black & Co., Forest Hills 18, Long Island, New York.

The rest is easy. Whether you’re studying, transcribing notes, referring to two or three books at once, cooking, typing or reading in bed, the Red-Rite holds book open at proper angle while you concentrate on more important things, leaves hands free for writing, $3, ppd. Northfield Specialties Co., 215 Madison St., Northfield, Minn.

WASH YOUR CAR IN 12 MINUTES —
SAVE TIME
AND $$

NEW
FOUNTAIN BRUSH
WONDER WAND
CAR $3.95
WASHER
ORDER BY MAIL

Home and Garden Gifts
BRECKS
RELIABLE SINCE 1812
612 Breck Bldg., BOSTON 10, Mass.

Look at the price
— what a saving! Attach
"Wonder Wand" to garden
hose — wash your car in 12
minutes in your Sunday best!
Scrubs, soaks, rinses as it cleans!
Fits for itself in 2 or 3 washings.
Also cleans windows, walls, screens,
doors, boats. No ladder, no soap, no
pail. Long 4 ft. handle of strong,
leatherite aluminum alloy with big
soft bristle fountain brush. Satisfaction
Guaranteed.
"Best time and money saver ever!"
says car owner L. B.

ARTCRETE BENCHES
No. 2413 Curved Bench as shown
16" high, 35" wide, 54" long
PRICE $25.00 FREIGHT COLLECT
Straight Benches
Same design as No. 2413
No. 2412, 42" long
PRICE $20.00 FREIGHT COLLECT
No. 2418, 56" long
PRICE $23.50 FREIGHT COLLECT

ARTCRETE PRODUCTS CO.
Eagle & Lawrence Roads
DEPT. E, HAVERTOWN, PA.
Established 1918

ARTCRETE PRODUCTS CO.

FOR YOUR GARDEN
OR TERRACE

Fine Italian and English re-
productions...many piped
for fountains.

FLORENTINE CRAFTSMEN, INC.
470-482 First Ave. (cor. 38 St.)
New York 16, N. Y. 2-3926

For Lawn Parties

LAWNCASTER
INSERT IN GROUND
HOLD DRINKS
CHAIR HIGH!

Delight your guests with Lawn-
coasters for their drinks. Hold
drinks chair high, leave both
hands free. Prevent spilling
— move them any place.
Blossoms in 3 garden colors:
2 each of red, white, yellow
—leaves and stems are bright
green. Steel welded construc-
tion will last for years.

Set of 6
$7.85

scienfific watering!

AMAZING, NEW
SPRINKLIT
5 sprayers on 1 hose

Completely watrer Proven tools, shrubs, trees, narrow strips, irregular shaped
areas. Covers 1 to 2000 sq. ft. Sprayers turn on and off individually. Hose
at faucet from full volume of five sprays down to spraying volume. Unique hose
with sprayers turned off. 5 ft. Goodrich plastic hose; 2-solid brass sprayers. Weight
only 8 lbs. 1-year guarantee.

Order Now — In time for the heat.

Goodrich Kerosene Plastic — $17.95
Goodrich Ribbed Plastic — $14.95

Order No. NO. 3001

HUGO HOWARD SALES CO.
1650 M. Belmont Ave., New Hyde Park, N. Y.

Only JEWEL Electric Fountains
Bring You —
The "Music" of a Bubbling Brook
and the Beauty of a Rainbow

Nothing adds so much charm to your home,
pool or garden as a Jewet Electric
COLOR CHANGE FOUNTAIN

Sparkling streams of water are illuminated by be-
neath light beams of constantly changing colors,
with Jewet Fountains require no connection to water lines.
Just plug into nearest outlet.
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BLUEBIRD OF HAPPINESS
RIGHT AT YOUR WINDOW!
Peek-A-Boo Bird House
with "SEE-THROUGH" VIEWER!

- Prefabricated all-metal
- Baked-Enamel Finish
- No tools needed to assemble
- White and green with red roof
- Bill sharpener, wooden perch
- Adjustable entrance for BLUEBIRDS.
- Size: 9 V/4" by 12" by 5 1/2"

Dept. HI, 75 E. Wackor Drive, Chicago 1, Ill.

HANGCOCK IRON WORKS
450 W. Pike St. Pontiac 14, Mich.
Double take. These epargens are equally lovely as a pair of vases or, without the crystal tops, as candlesticks. The heavy bases are silver-plated. They stand 9½" tall and the price per pair is $19.70 including Fed. tax and postage. May be ordered singly if desired from C. D. Peacock, Inc., 101 S. State St., Chicago 3, Illinois.

Skewer-fork, a workman-like barbecue tool, designed with the clinching action of a harpoon, has a push button on the handle that automatically ejection anything held on the fork. Good for spearing steaks, corn, roasting frankfurters, shishkebob. Stainless steel, with heat-resistant handle 24" $2.95, p.p.d. The Bar Mart, 62 West 45 Street, N. Y. 19, N. Y.

Keep Your FLOWERS ALIVE IN THE TWIN-PAIL FLOWER GATHERER

FREE PLANS AND IDEAS FOR YOUR BARBEQUE

Enjoy the mouth-watering delight of barbeque charcoal broiled meats and true Western style living with your own barbecue this year! First, find out about the beautiful 1950 models of the famous BURR and SOUTHERN barbecues, charbroiler spits and other accessories...most popular in all the West.

Literature illustrates both Stationary and Portable Units with many unique features, such as adjustable fire box or grill for proper heat control, which have made expert chefs from dozens of enthusiastic BURR and SOUTHERN barbecue owners.

Write immediately to the West's largest manufacturer of barbecues and accessories.

Get your FREE PLANE AND MEAT HOOKS...

WALL BRACKET for FLOWER POTS 12" long, 4" h., 4" f., holds 4 or 5" diameter, Cast Aluminiu only. Painted White or Gold. $3.50

Send check or money order. Limited order. Free catalog on request. Immediate Delivery. | P.O. Box 97, Birmingham 3, Ala.

THE GADGETEERS BOX 172-OM • ORANGE • NEW JERSEY

Now charm for your home...

Picnics, beach days, driving or shopping...you'll treasure this handsome bag! Sturdy water repellent duck, embellished with your initials in calf.

Use it as a NuStle ALONE! These lower prices on this entire line are based on your use your own flower spray to slowly increase.

Send for catalog of other items. Immediate Delivery.

Max Schilling Seedsmen, Inc. Madison Ave. & 59 St., New York 22, N. Y.

One of the cleverest "tools" ever invented, this remarkable new container lets you take all the time in the world to gather and arrange your cut flowers. They'll stay GARDEN FRESH, without wilting or drying out, hours longer. Ideal for both long and short stem flowers.

$8.75 postpaid anywhere in U.S. Made by hyline instead of cellophane.\

Portable TOTE-TABLE for dozens of uses
Parties  Pattern Cutting
Hobbies  At Canning Time
Meals Indoors or Out Games

It's strong enough to stand on, yet Tote-Table can be carried like your luggage. Opens easily, locks securely- ready for use. Tubular aluminum legs are weather-proof and sturdy; top is wood-tone Masonite Preswood, proof against water, ink, alcohol. Edge has baked enamel finish, green or yellow. Convenient carrying handle, 30" high with top 30" x 22", $29.95; 24" x 60", $19.95.

Please send me:
Tote-Tables @ 29.95 color
Tote-Tables @ 19.95 color
Name __________________________
Street ______________________________________
City ________________ State ________

[ ] Check or M.O. herewith [ ] Charge my account.
For delivery in N.Y.C., add 2% tax.

LEWIS & CONGER
AVE. OF AMERICAS AT
45th ST., NEW YORK 19

A neat job is done by this new food shredder. Cover on the container prevents your scattering little bits and pieces all over. Simple and comfortable to use, it has a grater, shredder and slicer which are interchangeable in the plastic top. $2.95, postpaid, from Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Jr. steam shovel, the dream of tiny tot engineers, scaled down to tricycle size, fastens to the handlebars and operates just like a real one for sand-pile excavations. Made of aluminum with rubber handles on the "controls," it's $2.95, postpaid, from Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

SHIPPING

Stage your own PUPPET SHOW!

Colorful, unbreakable "Living Puppets" are fun for the whole family! Fashioned after Television and Comic Characters.

FOODINI 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.) — Popeye 1.25 (Comics) — Howdy Doody 1.00 (NBC TV) (ILLUS.) — Plunkett 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.) — Pinhead 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.)

FOODINI, Pinhead, The Lion, etc.—$1.50 per 6
Popeye, Howdy Doody, Howie Dondy, Plunkett 1.25 each

Colorful, unbreakable "Living Puppets" are fun for the whole family! Fashioned after Television and Comic Characters.

NAME & ADDRESS

BLUE RIBBON, 1440 Broadway, Dept. H-5, New York 18, N. Y.

Portable TOTE-TABLE. For Parties, Pattern Cutting, Hobbies, At Canning Time, Meals Indoors or Out Games.

LEWIS & CONGER
AVE. OF AMERICAS AT 45th ST., NEW YORK 19

A neat job is done by this new food shredder. Cover on the container prevents your scattering little bits and pieces all over. Simple and comfortable to use, it has a grater, shredder and slicer which are interchangeable in the plastic top. $2.95, postpaid, from Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

Jr. steam shovel, the dream of tiny tot engineers, scaled down to tricycle size, fastens to the handlebars and operates just like a real one for sand-pile excavations. Made of aluminum with rubber handles on the "controls," it's $2.95, postpaid, from Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wisconsin.

SHIPPING

Stage your own PUPPET SHOW!

Colorful, unbreakable "Living Puppets" are fun for the whole family! Fashioned after Television and Comic Characters.

FOODINI 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.) — Popeye 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.) — Howdy Doody 1.00 (NBC TV) (ILLUS.) — Chief Maahkii 1.25 (KOCH-1) — Lone Ranger 1.25 (KOCH-1) — Irvon Barrie 1.25 (NATIONAL TV) — Jolt, The Clown 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.) — Foodini 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.) — Howdy Doody 1.00 (NBC TV) (ILLUS.) — Popeye 1.25 (Comics) — Howie Dondy 1.25 (CBS TV) (ILLUS.) — Howdy Doody 1.00 (NBC TV) (ILLUS.) — Popeye 1.25 (Comics)

Colorful, unbreakable "Living Puppets" are fun for the whole family! Fashioned after Television and Comic Characters.

NAME & ADDRESS

BLUE RIBBON, 1440 Broadway, Dept. H-5, New York 18, N. Y.
AROUND

GENUINE COWHIDE HANDBAGS FROM OLD MEXICO

Authentic Tex and Aztec designs skillfully hand-crafted and finished in hand-burnished shoulder strap—exclusive designer styles. Choice of colors: black, tan, brown, green, red or black. State your choice.

INCA DESIGN—15" x 9½"; 4 compart.; only $19.00.

AZTEC DESIGN—8½ x 13½; 4 compart.; only $19.00.


O. K. BOEHM COMPANY, IMPORTERS
305 S. E. Baublits Drive, Pensacola, Florida

Now it's easy to take baby along! Relax on trips and visits. Take SLEEPY-TOT, the portable crib! Heads up! SLEEPY-TOT is a safe place when you are not with baby.

Take SLEEPY-TOT, the portable crib, on vacations or visits around town.

Baby stays safe. Baby sleeps soundly. Baby is happy. Baby is clean. No matter where you take SLEEPY-TOT, your baby is comfortable, safe, and happy.


SLEEPY-TOT

5th & Vine Ave., Santa Fe, N. M.

DeLuxe Gift Educational BLOCKS for Children 6 Months to 4 Years

1. Different letter on each block.
2. Different animated pictures on each block.
3. Scientifically selected bright colors of Dr. Seuss education.
4. Quiet, musical bells in each block.

Unlike any other educational block set, this one is made with real wood blocks, ruggedly built, non-toxic. Kept young children intensely entertained. An ideal gift. In attractive gift box. Postpaid anywhere in U.S.A. for only $2.49 per set. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Send check or money order to:

The Artisan Galleries
PORT DODGE, IA

SEERSUCKER SPREADS at May Sale Prices

Washable, wrinkle resistant seersucker—spread with white ruffles and bands...

perfect for city or country;

master's bedroom, children's and guest rooms. Lightweight; requires no ironing. Smart the year round!

Pink, light blue, peach, mauve, dusky rose and all white. Also in decorator colors: grey, forest green, navy and wine.

SHEETS,
72 " x 108 "

Formerly 9.50 . . . . New 7.95

Twin size, 96 " x 108 "

Formerly 11.50 . . . . New 9.82

King size, 120 " x 108 "

Formerly 19.50 . . . . New 14.92

Draperies to match . . . . 6.95

MAISON HENRI
The House of True Linens
613 Madison Avenue, New York 22, E.L. 5-5465

For that BOY of YOURS!

ADJUSTABLE STEEL STILTS

NEW! Just the thing for spring fun. Tubular steel stilts. Makes shifting safer...

. . . . teaches better balance.

Won't splinter or slip. Rubber-tipped top and bottom for use indoors or out. Adjustable from 8 to 23 in., 5½ feet high. Safe even for Dad, carries up to 200 pounds! Order your youngster a pair now! Dealers Want ed.

ORDER TODAY!

Send for free Gokey Sporting Catalog

GOKEY'S
St. Paul 1

MINN.

“SWEET GIRL GRADUATE”

An ideal graduation gift! (Collectors will love her, too.) She’s a darling 8” tall with hand-painted life-like features, and a dress under her graduation gown. Real hair wig. Movable arms. Gown in Black or White. Doll is unbreakable plastic, boxed and gift-wrapped.

$3.00 each, postpaid.

HOUSE OF DOLLS
SANTA CLAUS, INDIANA

Table Cloth & Dish Towels

They're all here . . . Blondie, Daywood, Daisy and Alexander — now in captivating colors on a table cloth and dish towel set! Here's a gift to delight the entire family. Ideal for showers—picnics—breakfasts. A dote scene right out of the all-popular comic strip. The set of kraft weave, die-fest cloth, 4 square and 3 towels 20" x 10", postpaid, $4.75.

Tablecloth only, postpaid, $2.75

The Artisan Galleries

Blondie Set

Table Cloth & Dish Towels

NEW! They're all here . . . Blondie, Daywood, Daisy and Alexander — now in captivating colors on a table cloth and dish towel set! Here's a gift to delight the entire family. Ideal for showers—picnics—breakfasts. A dote scene right out of the all-popular comic strip. The set of kraft weave, die-fest cloth, 4 square and 3 towels 20" x 10", postpaid, $4.75.

Tablecloth only, postpaid, $2.75

The Artisan Galleries

North Hollywood 1, California

For that BOY of YOURS!
New Gems for Your Den

Eye-catching gift for your den, for your favorite friend...perfect for Dad or "His Day."

- Genuine stoneware hand painted first name fired on permanently.
- Genuine china cigarette box hand-painted "Dad" or other name, plus 2 ash trays.
- 5-inch stoneware Stein with hand-painted first name.
- $2.25 ppd.

Cigarette box (2 x 4 inches, 1 inch deep) plus 2 ash trays...

"Suds-N-Rinse" SEMI-AUTOMATIC DISHWASHER

End dish-wiping and dishpan hands! Works like magic! Just attach to faucet and zip through the work without hands touching water or soap. For quick, foamy suds, release it for sanitizing. A miniature rock garden is something both children and adults will enjoy building and caring for. Kists come with timothy grass and lentil seeds which spring up in 4-5 days, and pears and complete props including a house, pagoda, pEBbles, and a mirror "lake." With metal tray, 9" x 12"; $2; 10½" x 13"; $3. Post: 35c. Reiss Bros., 54 E. 59 St., N. Y. 22.

Ably with the 5" high quality washer comes with each washer.

Just Press Button for Soap Release Button for Rinse

WASH YOUR CAR IN 10 MINUTES!

This light, 3 ft. aluminum QUIK-SUDS all-purpose WASHER with the 5" high quality brush. Cold water detergent tablets are contained in handle. Plastic grips for easy handling. Rubber bumper protects all surfaces. A generous supply of harmless detergent tablets comes with each washer. Fashions directly to your garden hose.

STERLING SILVER Personalized CUFF LINKS

FATHER'S DAY, graduation, birthdays...whenever the occasion...give a gift "he" can use and enjoy. These handsome cuff links with airplane post-markable back add a distinctive touch to every man's attire. Dressy, but completely masculine. Made of heavy sterling silver with his name applied in hand worked modernistic lettering. Links available with first or last name on both links, or with last name on one link and first name on other...please specify. Limit of 7 letters per link. Illustration actual size. Order today! For early delivery.

A Gift He'll Like...

Wild West show—quick shootin' desperadoes from the frontier are represented in these cast-lead miniatures. There is the Indian scout, wounded cowboy, etc. Each is made to straddle a boss or stand alone. Set of four characters and four horses $2.25, postpaid, from J. J. Anthony, Box 402, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin.

MAKE THIS REAL BARGAIN YOUR NUMBER TWO WATCH

How often have you decided not to wear your expensive Number One Watch when working in the garden or going to the beach for fear it might be damaged by water or sand? For such occasions buy our dependable and fully guaranteed watch. It is also a fine graduation gift.
Use **Glass**

to give your rooms a "positive" personality

The magic of mirrors and the glamour of glass are wonderful weapons for protecting the rooms in your home from any possibility of being dull, colorless, or uninterestingly neutral. For the proper use of glass immediately gives your room a pleasing, and definitely positive personality. Glass makes it colorful, spacious-appearing, and impeccably smart. The room at the right, for example, owes a great deal of its charm to the beautiful built-in mirror of Pittsburgh Plate Glass that covers the whole wall behind the chests. Why not use glass to dramatize the beauty of your rooms?

Room by B. Altman & Co., New York

**PERSONALITY PLUS** in a bathroom . . . thanks to four glass favorites: (1) lovely polished walls of Carrara Structural Glass; (2) a panel of handsome PC Glass Blocks above the tub; (3) a shower enclosure of Plate Glass; and (4) a deep-beveled Plate Glass mirror over the lavatory.

Architect: Henry W. Johnson, Roslyn, N. Y.

**FREE BOOKLET!** Packed with practical suggestions for using glass and mirrors effectively and inexpensively. Illustrated in color. Ideas for old homes and new. Send the coupon for your free copy.

**TO BE SURE** you're getting genuine Pittsburgh Plate Glass when you buy, look for this blue Pittsburgh Label.

**WHERE TO BUY.** Your department or furniture store or other local glass dealer can help you work out your ideas for using glass and mirrors in your home.

**PLEASE PRINT**

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company
2042-O Grant Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pa.

Please send me, without obligation, your free, illustrated booklet on the use of glass and mirrors in the home.

Name: ............................
Street: ............................
City: ............................
County ............................ State ............................

**PAINTS**    **GLASS**    **CHEMICALS**    **BRUSHES**    **PLASTICS**

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY
We're doing our housework the easier COSCO way

"Two-in-one" Step Stool—Why risk your neck on a makeshift ladder—when a COSCO Step Stool is so much safer, so much handier! Tested to support a ton. Rubber-treaded steps swing out . . . form a sturdy, steady, six-leg ladder that's instantly ready for use any place in the house. And best of all, your COSCO Step Stool is a wonderfully comfortable work seat, too—makes "sit-down" tasks of so many tiresome "stand-up" jobs. Model 4-D (above) has chromium finish, Dura upholstered seat (24" high) and back; all edges rounded. At leading stores, get one in your choice of five, favorite kitchen colors, $14.95*. Three other models, from $5.95.*

"Rollaway" Utility Table—Here's extra work and storage space for the kitchen, laundry, nursery or anywhere in the house. Top (17" x 24" or 16" x 22") and roomy shelves hold all your bulky appliances. Or you can use it as a mobile work center, hauling in one trip all the things you need for your work anywhere in the house. Finished with two coats of tough, baked-on enamel, in five gay colors. Model 8-C (above) is 17" x 24" x 31" high, with chromium legs, rounded edges, large casters. Get yours now at your favorite store, $9.95. Three other one and two-shelf models, one with roomy, full-width drawer, from $4.95.*

COSCO household stools, chairs and utility tables

12 pages of helpful hints for homemakers. Send 10c in coin to cover mailing cost. Write: COSCO, Dept. HG5, Columbus, Indiana.
Now, your dream of a colorful, more efficient kitchen can come true—for Chambers, originator of scientific range insulation, is first again with gay, smart new colors—at no extra cost! Best of all, the savings you'll enjoy in food and cooking fuel economy will PAY for your new Chambers—because Chambers' super-insulation retains heat that cooks for you WITH THE GAS TURNED OFF! It cuts from 1/3 to 1/2 off your present cooking fuel bills; conserves food, vitamins and flavor; keeps your kitchen cool; and gives you precious hours of extra leisure every day for the rest of your life. You owe it to yourself to see the beautiful new Chambers before you buy any range.

MAIL THIS COUPON
For Proof that a CHAMBERS Will Pay for Itself
Chambers Corporation
Shelbyville, Ind.
Please send me proof that the colorful new Chambers Range will pay for itself by cooking with the gas turned off, and enclose the name of the Chambers dealer nearest me.

THREE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES MAKE
THE WORLD'S FOREMOST WIFE-SAVER

THERMOBAKER turns the Thermosteel into an auxiliary oven—ideal for all light baking tasks. "It cooks with the gas turned off".

IN-A-TOP BROILER opens at stove-top height, forms big, double-size griddle that's perfect for short order party snacks.

TRIPLE-WALL OVEN INSULATION retains cooking heat other ranges lose. Bakes and roasts 80% of the time "with the gas turned off".

THERMOWELL takes pots off the range top. Cooks while the cook's away "with the gas turned off". Keeps food hot for hours.

ORIGINATOR AND MASTER-BUILDER OF INSULATED RANGES SINCE 1910
Chambers Corporation, Shelbyville, Ind.
You wouldn’t believe the difference these gay, summery awnings make in the appearance of a house... how colorful they are from underneath, their brilliant stripes and patterns as vividly colorful when you sit under them as they are in perspective... Let the beauty and charm of Otis Woven Awnings give your house “the Flattering Touch”... enjoy the cool shade they provide. Woven of 2-ply yarns, vat-dyed with fast-est obtainable dyes before being woven, Otis Awning Fabrics show “both sides alike”... are fully treated for water repellency and mildew resistance. Go to your local awning maker... ask him to make your awnings of Otis Woven Fabrics — lawn umbrellas and furniture coverings, too. Choose your pattern from his book of a large variety of Otis Woven Fabrics, in plain colors and a variety of stripes.

Sold through leading distributors everywhere.

Manufactured by THE FALLS COMPANY IN NORWICH, CONNECTICUT

McCAMPBELL & COMPANY, 40 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY: Selling agents
You can create an Amtico floor for any room's decoration—frilly or functional. With Amtico's 22 smart colors, you mix, contrast...design a floor that's yours alone. And have real rubber's comfortable resilience underfoot, plus unmatched fire-resistance and lifetime wear.

AMERICAN TILE & RUBBER COMPANY,
DEPT. HG-2, TRENTON 2, N. J.
In Canada—American Tile & Rubber Co., Ltd., Sherbrooke, Quebec
Gentlemen: Please send me free illustrated folder showing AMTICO'S decorator-styled colors.

NAME _______________________
ADDRESS ____________________
CITY ____________________ STATE ________
Good Grooming!

CANVAS AWNINGS

are the Jewels that
dress up your home...

YOUR HOME, no matter how inherent its beauty, radiates a new charm, a new glow of hospitality, a new sense of eye-satisfying completeness when groomed with Canvas Awnings. You count on greater cooling comfort and protection, too, as a matter of course. See your local Canvas Awning dealer. He has a wide and varied selection of fabrics, colors and designs from which to choose.

The Canvas Awning Institute, Inc., is organized to marshal every resource of art, science and industry in making available better fabrics, better awnings and better service.

THE CANVAS AWNING INSTITUTE, INC. and NATIONAL COTTON COUNCIL

“There is no Substitute for Canvas Awnings”
SHOPPING AROUND

Rope-textured plastic place mats are a joy to use. A damp cloth cleans them so they can be used over and over again. In adaptable colors, hunter green, ivory, cherry red and chartreuse, set of four (one color) is $3.50, postpaid, from The Salt & Pepper Shop, 445 East 86 Street, N. Y. 28, N. Y.

Down on the farm they’re using milk cans for lots of things. Decorated in Pennsylvania Dutch style, with bright colors on black or white, the 4½” size serves for planters or flower vases for the country table, $1.75 ea. The 2” ones are salt and pepper shakers, $1.10 ppd. Gifts of Character, 366 Madison Ave., New York 17.

Cape Cod capers give you a wonderful light-footed feeling and provide protection against hot sand, stones, etc. The ticking ones, $2, are good for swimming as they don’t hold water. The other, of Indian-head in blue, green, red or yellow, non-skid soles, $3.50. Send shoe size. Baby size, $2.

For College
For Travel
For Home
For Airport

Shredder and Grater-Slicer

The kitchen wonder for preparing salads, fruits, and vegetables in a jiffy! A half-pound of nuts, 10 pounds of shredded or grated cheese in resealable five-pound vacuum pack, 10 pounds of milk for cream, 10 pounds of butter for cream, 10 pounds of flour for cakes, 10 pounds of bread flour. Rubber handles, stainless steel blade, wooden box, net weight 2 1/4 pounds. Order by mail today $5.95.

ORDER BY MAIL TODAY $5.95
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER Postpaid
TWO-CUP COFFEE QUICKIE MAKES JUST ONE OR TWO CUPS OF FRESH COFFEE IN A JIFFY!

Fast heating electric element. For brewing a small amount of coffee. Great for pancakes, gravy, sauces. Condensed milk can be mixed with black plastic handle and sealed paterned with rubber seals and rubber bands. Makes one cup of coffee in 30 seconds. Postpaid $3.50.

New! TABLE MODEL “Handy-Andy” IRONING BOARD

For Home
For College
For Hotel
For Traverser
For Apartment

With reversible iron and ironing pad...

M. L. DUNN CO.
134 E. Third St.
Dayton, Ohio

FREE CLOTHES PINS WITH EACH ORDER

FREE FASHION CATALOG

Send your name and address today for our SPRING FASHION CATALOG, showing a wide selection of the latest fashions at money saving prices.

$1.95 postpaid

FREE CLOTHES PIN APRON

It is just ONE BIG POCKET, that opens on either side, that big pocket holds 3 dozen or more clothes pins and is cinched closed by a button. Handy-Andy Apron does not take up room in the pocket, but pin is held firmly in place, comes double duty as a shopping apron too. Red, Green or Blue, $1.95 ppd.

FREE CLOTHES PIN APRON

Either Item
$1.95 ppd.

NEW WASH DAY WORK SAVERS

WASH BASKET LINER

This rugged elastic liner fits an ordinary bushel basket and makes a wonderful Wash Day Liner. It is made of a durable elastic material that holds its form. Since a Wash Day Liner will be more used in order years to come. Red, Green or Blue.

CLOTHES PIN APRON

Either Item
$1.95 ppd.

FREE CLOTHES PINS WITH EACH ORDER

FREE FASHION CATALOG

Send your name and address today for our SPRING FASHION CATALOG, showing a wide selection of the latest fashions at money saving prices.

$1.95 postpaid

FREE CLOTHES PIN APRON

It is just ONE BIG POCKET, that opens on either side, that big pocket holds 3 dozen or more clothes pins and is cinched closed by a button. Handy-Andy Apron does not take up room in the pocket, but pin is held firmly in place, comes double duty as a shopping apron too. Red, Green or Blue, $1.95 ppd.

FREE CLOTHES PIN APRON

Either Item
$1.95 ppd.

NEW WASH DAY WORK SAVERS

WASH BASKET LINER

This rugged elastic liner fits an ordinary bushel basket and makes a wonderful Wash Day Liner. It is made of a durable elastic material that holds its form. Since a Wash Day Liner will be more used in order years to come. Red, Green or Blue.

CLOTHES PIN APRON

Either Item
$1.95 ppd.

FREE CLOTHES PIN APRON

It is just ONE BIG POCKET, that opens on either side, that big pocket holds 3 dozen or more clothes pins and is cinched closed by a button. Handy-Andy Apron does not take up room in the pocket, but pin is held firmly in place, comes double duty as a shopping apron too. Red, Green or Blue, $1.95 ppd.

FREE CLOTHES PIN APRON

Either Item
$1.95 ppd.

NEW WASH DAY WORK SAVERS

WASH BASKET LINER

This rugged elastic liner fits an ordinary bushel basket and makes a wonderful Wash Day Liner. It is made of a durable elastic material that holds its form. Since a Wash Day Liner will be more used in order years to come. Red, Green or Blue.

CLOTHES PIN APRON

Either Item
$1.95 ppd.

FREE CLOTHES PIN APRON

It is just ONE BIG POCKET, that opens on either side, that big pocket holds 3 dozen or more clothes pins and is cinched closed by a button. Handy-Andy Apron does not take up room in the pocket, but pin is held firmly in place, comes double duty as a shopping apron too. Red, Green or Blue, $1.95 ppd.
Travel Tie Case
Smooth Traveling for ties. Made of genuine tan saddle leather, keeps his favorite ties neat and wrinkle-free. Sturdy brass hanger disappears when closed, holds 12 or more ties. Handkerchief pocket on the outside. Handsome striped lining. $15.00 postpaid. Add S4 West of N.Y. No COD's please. State finish of bed and whether coil or box springs used.

BROCK & CO.
1712 N. Decatur Rd., N.E.
Atlanta 6, Georgia

New Grapefruit Knife

Hand Made Quality

Salty pretzels, made of ceramic, are appropriate salt and pepper shakers for beer parties, barbecues and add a light-hearted touch to informal country entertaining. Quite realistic looking, they are just $2 a pair, postpaid, from The Game Room, 1538 Connecticut Avenue, Washington 6, D.C.

Champion of Champions

The true story of Nornay Saddler, who won more Best-in-Show awards than any dog in history.

By DON REYNOLDS

- This famous smooth-haired fox terrier, lived a life of adventure unparalleled in the history of dog-breeding. His warm and touching story is authentic to the last detail in its description of the world of great dog kennels, shows, and trainers.

Built-in movies of Nornay Saddler Exclusive Flip-o-matic Pictures send Saddler into motion when you flip the pages. Many other wonderful photos.

Only $2.75

Order from
BANDON HOUSE INC.,

Freshen Up Your Home With These New Ed Springs Supports

No. 4 for WOOD RAILS

Banish forever those unsafe, dust-collecting bed slats. These patented Bed Spring Supports will never let your bed collapse; won't collect dust. They look springs securely, prevent spreading of rails. No. 4 fits any standard wood bed rail up to 1" thick. No. 3 fits iron rails. Made of heavy steel; felt lined to prevent scratching of rail. Fully guaranteed. No COD's please. State finish of bed and whether coil or box springs used.

NO. 4 FOR WOOD RAILS

Set of 4

$2.50 Post. pf.

YOURS CAN'T COLLAPSE WITH THESE NEW BEDSPRING SUPPORTS

$7.50 Postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

New Grapefruit Knife

Perfectly Instantly Separates the Grapefruit Sections from Both Sides of the Peel and From Seed and Navel. Quick-clean-easy. Ideal for cutting grapefruit halves, for in radishes, apples, etc. Stainless steel blade—enameled plastic handle. Simple directions included.

Only $5.00, postpaid

(see C.O.D. please)

CONKLIN PRODUCTS CORP.
Bldg. 761-B, 215 W. 7th St., Los Angeles 14, Calif.

HOSPITALITY PLATE

Exquisite Norwegian Rosemaling created exclusively for our famous Smorgasbord Shop. The motif was inspired by the "Finn for Home" (Thanks for the Food) or "Year's Good" (Be So Good) hand painted in glowing permanent oil colors on white beechwood. Durable, washable. New 10" size for bars, diners, parties. Shining gift for the bride or hostess.

$7.50 Postpaid. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

When ordering, please indicate motto desired.

Budlford Brothers Company

SAINT PAUL 2, MINNESOTA
HOS-P-I-TAL-L-1TY P-L-A-T-E
NEAREST BLUE RIDGE DINNERWARE!

**LIME LEAF** 20-PIECE SET

**ONLY $7.95**

**Complete Open Stock**

Here's our new triumph for your table—Blue Ridge's lovely Lime Leaf pattern is available in all the frozen-white sections of our snack shop. Charming combinations of the classic cream of everyday times, .. with the unusual busselings of its colleague patterns. .. Lime Leaf is equally at ease with Modern or Traditional decor, .. equally charming for informal family meals or dress-up dinners. Hand-painted with the same care and attention we lavish on every section of your table, Lime Leaf includes 4 Dinner Plates, 4 Bread and Butter Plates, 4 Dessert Dishes, 4 Cups, 4 Saucers.

**HARPET'S**

**WE send candy all over the World**

**Old Virginia Chocolate Shop**

A Name Respected for Quality

Dept. R, Durham, N. C.
Drip-proof strainer catches drippings from tea bags, leaves or boiled coffee—tilts when held over cup, swings back to level position when set on table or tray. It protects linen from stains, table surface from moisture. Of stainless steel with removable, easy-to-clean strainer, 8 1/2 ppd. The Mailway. 17 East 48 Street, New York 17.

Vanity of vanities. The Quinto, only 1" sq. x 3" long, combines five useful features under one cover. There's a make-up mirror, powder compartment with sifter and puff, lipstick case, perfume bottle and space for saccharine or vitamins. With 3 initials, $5, ppd. Frances Morris, 1016 Carroll St., Brooklyn 25, N. Y.

Iron lace-work andirons represent nearly a century of skill in casting New Orleans verandas, raillings and grilles. Of graceful and individual design, these are available in black or verdigris finish. 10" wide at legs, dogs measure 20". $23 1/2 ppd. col. from Hinderer's Iron Works, 1780 Prytania Street, New Orleans 13, La.
AROUND

Terra-cotta baskets, attractive containers for plants, are available in round or oval shapes, finished in turquoise glaze or unglazed natural red terra cotta. The round basket is 14" in diameter, 6" high; oval 15" long, 6" high. $10 each, unglazed. Glazed, they are $15.00 ea., exp. col. Erkins Studios, 40 W. 40 St., N.Y. 18.

Something to show for your time—a pair of needlepoint pictures—one of a little boy, the other, a little girl. The complicated part is already done so all you have to do is fill in the background. Required yarn and two mahogany frames, 6½" x 8½", with glass, are provided. $2.35, ppd. The Arti­san Galleries, Fort Dodge, Ia.

An electric clock becomes a decorative object, for wall or mantel, in this wooden case. Be­cause it is 12" tall. $16.95. ppd. The Art­ists W.T. A., 541 Madison Ave., New York 22, N. Y.

PEELPAINT TO BAREWOOD WITH ONE EASY STROKE

NEW ELECTRICAL TOOL removes 1 to 10 or more coats of paint from any wood surface so easy on cutting butter with a hot knife. No scraping, cutting, burning, sanding, or chem­icals. The new Lacro Paint Peeler instantly softens paint electrically and peels it off the surface clean to the bare wood with one easy stroke. It’s slower than a good toothbrush, but it’s a lot easier to do. Price $4.50 postpaid—nothing else to buy. Full money back guarantee. For immediate ship­ment—send check, or money order to:

LECTRO WELD, INC.
345 West 140th St., Cleveland 10, Ohio

WHERE DOES POP PARK HIS TEETH?

Here’s the GARAGE for sanitary, no-nonsense packing of false teeth. Can be filled with water, but art holes for vent­i­lation. Colorfully hand-painted pot­ttery, with lovely FLORAL KNOBS. Also available in MOM model or UNLETTERED.

GIFT SUPREME FOR GOLFERS—KADDY KIT!

In genuine natural bridle leather, saddle stitched. Holds 3 balls. Attach to golfer’s belt, out of his way; only 4 oz. KADDY KIT comes with 4 pens and pencil. Hand­somely gift packed.

Man’s: Wat. $5.00; Woman’s model (match­ing leather belt): $6.00. 3 INITIALS $1.00 EXTRA.

BREN LINDA
DEPT. W-1, 545 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

DRESS gloves for men and women...for daintier glove in House or Gar­den work.

SOLD BY MAIL—POSTPAID:

WATSOIITE COMPANY, INC.
R.D.1, Morrisville, Pa.

SHINE RAIN

Blue Magic Salt & Pepper Set $1.20. Blue Magic Del-Air...A cotta $1.99 Ppd. (For use in any container)

WHERE DOES POP PARK HIS TEETH?

Here’s the GARAGE for sanitary, no-nonsense packing of false teeth. Can be filled with water, but art holes for vent­i­lation. Colorfully hand-painted pot­ttery, with lovely FLORAL KNOBS. Also available in MOM model or UNLETTERED.

GIFT SUPREME FOR GOLFERS—KADDY KIT!

In genuine natural bridle leather, saddle stitched. Holds 3 balls. Attach to golfer’s belt, out of his way; only 4 oz. KADDY KIT comes with 4 pens and pencil. Hand­somely gift packed.

Man’s: Wat. $5.00; Woman’s model (match­ing leather belt): $6.00. 3 INITIALS $1.00 EXTRA.

BREN LINDA
DEPT. W-1, 545 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

DRESS gloves for men and women...for daintier glove in House or Gar­den work.

SOLD BY MAIL—POSTPAID:

WATSOIITE COMPANY, INC.
R.D.1, Morrisville, Pa.

SHINE RAIN
So typically Lerón
Gay with Gingham... Your bed and bath ensemble so beautifully created with monograms and borders of gay gingham applique in red, blue or green check.

Scroll pattern: Bath towel 5.25.
Single sheet 14.50.
Double sheet 16.95.
Guest towel 3.50.
Case 6.95.
(All prices include monogram and border)

Creators of fine linens and lingerie
New York • Paris
745 Fifth Avenue • Between 57th & 58th Streets • New York 22 • New York • Plaza 3-6700

Paul and Cortese Wallpaper Wax
- Protects treasured wallpaper against watermarks, smudges, dust, dirt and fading. Wallpapers properly treated with Paul and Cortese Wallpaper Wax can be washed readily.
- It is easy and economical to use. 1 qt. will do the average kitchen or bathroom. 1 gal. will more than do the average dining room, hall or bedroom. Qts. $1.95, gals., $5.95. Please add shipping charges of 20c for quarts and 50c for gallons. No C.O.D.’s. Send orders to Paul and Cortese, Inc., 1284 Union Ave., Memphis, Tenn.

Marc Antony
INTERIOR DESIGNERS
NEW ORLEANS

Vermont Pie Basket
Made to carry two pies, a layer cake or covered dish to church suppers, our old-fashioned Vermont pie basket is perfect for picnics, holds loads of sandwiches. Hand-woven ash, with tray, about 15 in. square. $4.50 ppd. Add 25c west of Miss. Vermont Crossroads Store, Waterbury, Vermont.
Strip cutting machine for making hooked rugs eliminates the time-consuming job of cutting even strips by hand with a pair of scissors. Available in either 1/4” or 1/2” width, it may be fastened permanently with screw or temporarily with clamp (both furnished). $9.85 postpaid from Eagle Products, Box 84A, Meriden, Connecticu.

The ladder-back chair of Early American origin is still going strong as the indispensable all-purpose extra chair, and in sets for dining room or card table use. Made of solid oak, with comfortable twisted fiber seats, similar to the old “rush bottom,” natural or finished in dark mahogany, $9.75, or unfinished, $8.50, exp. col. Rex Chair Co., Rex, Ga.

From the sun country come an ash tray and cigarette box of heavy Arizona copper, set with hand-painted tiles in festive colors and designs. In natural or antiqued finish, treated with scratch-proof lacquer, they’re $5.50 each, ppd. With 3-letter monogram, $6.50 each, ppd. Desert Sales, 2625 East Glenn, Tucson, Arizona.

NEW! Princess Tray and Silent Butler
Double insulated polished tinned bronze handles on brass steel, finished in spectable created enameled effect in each spool proof and chip proof. This smart and practical toy measures 11” x 10” overall, $4.50 prepaid. Use silent butler for gathering ashes or planting philodendron. 6”, diameter, $5.00 prepaid.
Both come in colors of: Ming Green, Fuchsia, Cascade or Chartreuse. Stoneware bowl if not delighted. No C.O.D.’s please.

Window Sash Need Painting?
Give a professional touch to that paint job on window sash, moldings, and trim of all kinds. Keeps the paint where you want it instead of smearing the glass or wall. No need to mask off surrounding areas. Made of light weight, tough aluminum. Can be left attached to the brush when not in use. Just slide it back out of the way.

Ice Lasts LONGER in Venetian Gems
Astounding New NO-DRIP Glasses!

You’ll find it hard to believe, but these exquisitely lovely unbreakable thermoplastic tumblers ACTUALLY remain dry on the outside—yet retain cold temperature longer on the inside! What’s more—coasters are not necessary because there’s no drip that moistens hands or spoils furniture! Extra-large 14 ounce size in eight different gem colors for party identification. Packaged in special carrying case for an ideal gift. You’ll want several sets at this sensationally low price!

FIRST TIME AT THIS LOW PRICE!

SET OF 8, GIFT PACKED
Mail Orders Rushed Postpaid!

$3.95

BERGERE, 518 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

The Pigeon Coop
1405 New York Avenue
Union City, New Jersey

Entertaining Gift
They’ll Love!

One of the gayest of gifts for bridal, weekend hostesses— housewarming parties! Sparkling brandy inhaler that has the enormous capacity of 140 ounces! Made of crystal-clear glass, distinctly cut with any two first names, it is appropriately dated to make it even more memorable. The brandy-inhaler beautiful... order yours today.

Send check or money order... $7.50 per.

3 x C.O.D.'s or money order.

TRU-TRIM PRODUCTS
Hammondsport
New York

Arizonas Homecrafters

Eagle Products

Rex Chair Co.

Desert Sales

Eagle Products

Hammondsport

New York

AURION

From American Beauty red, Madonna blue, emerald green or rust. Miniature 3 x 4 ins., $12.00—8 x 10 ins., $27.50—10 x 13 ins., $35.00—11 x 14 ins., $40.00.

Plummer, Ltd.
Dept. G, 734 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

Please send me free Gift Catalogue.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

FOGG-IT SALES CO.

P.O. Box 383

Downey 16, Calif.
GENUINE IMPORTED SHEFFIELD CUTLERY


$7.95
postpaid


$9.95
postpaid

VERMONT MAPLE SYRUP

A full 12 ounces of it, comes in an attractive handmade jug that you will save, when contents are gone, and use as a flower or candle holder. Jug is brown porcelain signed by craftsman. $2.25, p.d. Add 25c W. of Mississippi. The Vermont Crossroads Store, Waterbury, Vt.

SHELF-O-LET

A new freedom... no more cleaning toilet bowls...

SHELF-O-LET'S STERILIZING ACTION REMOVES ALL STAINS, SLIME AND ODORS.

SHELF-O-LET cleans toilet bowls automatically. Each flushing activates the SHELF-O-LET. No plumbing required to install it. Harmless to metal, woods, and human. Yes, it's safe to wash your hands or any other electric appliance.

Practically priceless. A thoughtful gift. Mom's Day or birthday gift. Orders direct from this ad. Specify color, payment by Check or Money Order—FOB Birmingham.

$9.95; 6", $12.95 ex-c. col.

GUARANTEED. Free folder.

KINNARD, INC. Little Falls, New Jersey
Callaway Rugs COMPLETE THE PICTURE

BUY COTTON
For lovely colors
Long wear
Washability
Economy

Frezette—classic design on low, hard twisted, long wearing woven ground. Non-skid; washable.
Pat. Pending

Lotus—thick velvety pile, tufted on heavy cotton; fast colors.

Calglazed Fibre—smart, practical, economical; Calglazed to give longer wear.

Callaway—over a quarter of a century leaders in fine quality casual rugs...at better stores everywhere.
Here's the roof that gives you more than roofing ever did before

**CAREY FIRE-CHEX SHINGLES**

Never before has such a value in roofing material been offered! Carey Fire-Chex shingles actually give you more than any material ever did before. Look at this line-up of values!

**BEAUTY**—offering copyrighted shadow-blend roof designs, called “works of art” by Uncle Sam, and striking solid colors in handsome, solid brown or stunning, rich “Velvet Black”, Fire-Chex Shingles make other roofing materials look flat, dull and obsolete.

**LAST LONGER**—no idle talk this, but exhaustive tests prove Fire-Chex are years more resistant to weathering than ordinary roofing materials. The many extra years of trouble-free service more than pay for Fire-Chex' slightly higher cost.

**FOR SAFETY**

A "Built-in Fireman"—a new patented, fire-resistant asbestos-plastic coating makes Fire-Chex up to 108 times more fire-safe than ordinary shingles. For this outstanding performance, Fire-Chex have been awarded the famous Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc., honored Class A rating. Fire-Chex are the only shingles ever to win this highest award for fire protection.†

Whether you plan to build or improve your present home, see Fire-Chex and you'll accept no other. Ask your friendly Carey dealer or roofing applicator to tell you about Fire-Chex Shingles, roofing that does what no Roofing has ever done before.

*Copyrighted 1950 by The Philip Carey Mfg. Co.*

---

**OTHER FAMOUS PRODUCTS FOR HOME AND INDUSTRY**

- Bathroom Cabinets and Accessories
- Ceramo Asbestos Siding
- Tri-Tone
- Asbestos Shingles
- Rock Wool Batts
- Other Famous Products for Home and Industry

---

**THE PHILIP CAREY MFG. CO.**

**CINCINNATI 15, OHIO**
New usefulness and charm for your home

- Want to modernize your bath or powder room? Make it better looking, more useful, smarter? Here, in a single handsome fixture, is the way to work an exciting transformation. The new Dresslyn lavatory-dressing table by American-Standard combines a lovely modern lavatory of genuine vitreous china, lots of counter space beside it, and lots of storage space below in the neat, ready-built cabinet. You have a wide selection of counter top finishes, a choice of colors and cabinet styles. For remodeling, the Dresslyn is available on easy time payments. See your heating and plumbing retailer who sells, services and installs.

FREE HOME BOOK. Shows how modern heating and plumbing can give your home greater comfort and beauty. Illustrated in full color. Send the coupon below for your free copy...today.

American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation
Please send me, without obligation, your 48-page HOME BOOK.

Name ________________________________

Address ______________________________

City & State ____________________________

In Canada: Standard Sanitary & Dominion Radiator, Ltd.
1201 Dupont Street, Toronto

Serving home and industry: AMERICAN-STANDARD • AMERICAN BLOWER • CHURCH SEATS • DETROIT LUBRICATOR • KENANEE BOILERS • ROSS HEATER • TONAWANDA IRON
A NEW PAGE IN LINOLEUM BEAUTY!

California Originals
a new linoleum by Pabco
styled for every room in your home...
in nineteen colors and designs!

Illustrated Sequoia Brown

Laguna Blue
Catalina Coral
Sierra Slate
Stanford Red
Sutter Gold
Coronado Green
Del Monte Gray
Desert Sands


THE PARAFFINE COMPANIES, INC.
New York 16 • Chicago 54 • San Francisco 19
SHOPPING AROUND

Girls with glasses can avoid misplacing them if they have a Spec-Toter to hang from their belts. In red, green, brown, blue or white top-grain leather, $2; or red, green or brown cobra, $3. Prices include post-age and 3 initials, in 22k gold. Spec-Toter Co., 6518 Selma Avenue, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Leaf us remember, ladies, that unintentionally forgotten gloves are often lost, so attach this golden leaf to your hand-bag. It has a strong clasp to hold gloves and also a coin dispenser that holds nickels, dimes, pennies or tokens—handy for bus fares, tips, etc. $2, postpaid. from Ellison’s, Box 264, Orange, New Jersey.

LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDING TABLE

The top rolls compactly round the legs. The canvas bag simplifies storage. Can be tucked into your car for picnics and fishing trips or used for the lawn, porch or recreation room. Size 20" x 35" x 25" high. Natural finish $7.85 ppd. Leaf Green, Ebony or Chinese Red $9.85. The bag is $1.50. [No C.O.D.]

WESLEY MFG. CO.
170 Sunset Terrace, Fort Worth 3, Texas

ESPADRILLES $2.60
Postpaid
For Men and Women
WONDERFUL FOR SQUARE DANCING
Sturdy, flexible cotton uppers; red, blue, green, brown, black, white. Tough fiber soles. Full sizes 4-11. Send stockinged footprint and shoe size. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s. Dept. HC.

FRED LEIGHTON, INC.
1514 Wisconsin Ave., Wash. 7, D. C.

AQUARIUM LAMP
You Make It!

Easily assembled in a few minutes. We furnish all material (less shade). Only tool needed is a screw-driver. Your friends, will be amused and envious. Can be used as aquarium, or simply fill with water and use as humidifier. Selected kiln-dried woods in solid oak or mahogany; with instructions for finishing wood as desired. Send check or money order, no C. O. D. We pay postage. Be sure to specify desired wood. $4.95 work $5.95 pair

U-MAK-KIT
406 Main Street
Aven, New Jersey

For a flawless make-up
PROFESSIONAL LAPIER MIRROR
To look your best, use the same professional Lapier Mirror selected by stars of stage and screen. Scientifically designed indirect electric lighting gives clear, even reflection without shadow. Finished in handsome polished chrome to lend beauty to your dressing table. $15 delivered to you; with magnifying mirror $19. Try it 20 days; if not satisfied, send it back and your money will be fully refunded.

ELDON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1015-B East 62nd Street
Los Angeles 1, Calif.

RUBBER ICE BARREL
Kneads few Victor. Some Victor are a natural insulator. Can’t break—but most are almost as bad. Files, are not really separate. Almost high—high and one-half radius. Just what you want—four pieces! No C.O.D.’s. In mint green or hot blue, only $4.95, ppd.

ALMA ROBERTS
18487 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif.

TRANSPARENT PLASTIC SLIPCOVERS
SAVE WORK!
SAVE TIME!
SAVE MONEY!

CHAIR COVERS ONLY
Make housework lighter, your home lovelier! Show off beautiful colors of your furniture with these transparent plastic covers. Custom styles custom-fit your furniture at fraction of usual slipperer cost. Save costly dry-cleaning too—use damp cloth, dirt disappears instantly! Watercolor Toilet 4-gauge virg iny plastic, nylon-stitched and crack-resistant. A necessity for your home! Order today!

Now Available
NEW COLOR MANUAL

Full-page swatches—split for comparison—make it easy to develop color schemes for your rooms. Over 100 selected, up-to-the-minute colors—some standard, some with exact mixing instructions. Includes color schemes, etc. Only $7.00 postpaid—send check or money order today. The O'Brien Corporation, Dept. D-4, South Bend 21, Indiana.

O'BRIEN PAINTS
DIAMOND JUBILEE 1875-1950

Send C.O.D. on 10 Day Approval
The Gleason Co., Dept. H-11
Port Chester, N. Y.
Please send the following Tuck-Ease Plastic Covers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Style A</td>
<td>for all High Backs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style B</td>
<td>for all Chair Sets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style C</td>
<td>for all Small Pipeless Suits, Dish and Heater</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style D</td>
<td>for all Chair Lounges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style E</td>
<td>for all Small Suits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style F</td>
<td>for all Small Suits</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style G</td>
<td>for all Chair Sets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style H</td>
<td>for all Chair Sets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style I</td>
<td>for all High Backs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style J</td>
<td>for all High Backs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Style K | for all High Backs | | |
| Style L | for all High Backs | | |
| Style M | for all High Backs | | |
| Style N | for all High Backs | | |
| Style O | for all High Backs | | |

S-105, S-125, S-135, S-155

Gleason pays postage if prepaid, otherwise C.O.D.

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE
The dog duster saves time and tempers of both humans and canines, distributes insecticide powder evenly through hollow tooth (even upside down) as you comb the coat of your pet. Red, yellow or green plastic, $1.50, postpaid, from Kenwar-Williams, Inc., Box 121, Stratford, Connecticut.

Reversible window fan pivots in its frame so it can be used to draw in fresh air from outside or as an exhaust fan without being removed from window. It moves 850 cubic feet of air per minute. Frame is aluminum, adjusts from 30" to 40", $14.95. Exp. col. from May Sherwin, 545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York.

Prized abalone shells are naturals for innumerable decorative and useful purposes. They're colorful, highly polished inside and out, average 6" across, and make unusual ash trays, desk or dressing-table trays, or howls for snacks. $2. each. Made into wall planters with metal containers, $4.50 each. Precious Shells, 1550 N. Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif.

MAP ASHTRAYS

4" pottery ashtrays designed in the shapes of the 48 States, District of Columbia and Hawaii. Hand-painted, under glaze, in pastel shades of green and gray. Each decorated with the State's flower, and, if you prefer, the name of the State and/or any town within it.

$1.00 each, postpaid
Set of four, $3.75 postpaid
Any person's name included, 50c extra per tray
No C.O.D.'s, please
ANNIE LAURA CERAMICS
BOX 289 DOWNEY 14, CALIF.

MAP ASHTRAYS

4" pottery ashtrays designed in the shapes of the 48 States, District of Columbia and Hawaii. Hand-painted, under glaze, in pastel shades of green and gray. Each decorated with the State's flower, and, if you prefer, the name of the State and/or any town within it.

$1.00 each, postpaid
Set of four, $3.75 postpaid
Any person's name included, 50c extra per tray
No C.O.D.'s, please
ANNIE LAURA CERAMICS
BOX 289 DOWNEY 14, CALIF.

USE ELECTRIC MIXER TO WAX, POLISH, SAND

with new slip-on TOOLZON

Save time, effort! Let your kitchen mixer wax furniture, floors, auto; polish silver, glass, brass, sand wood, metal, ceramics! Just slip on Toolzon (fits any mixer or money back). Zip—tedious work done! Includes lamb's wool buffer, sanding discs, and all attachments. Thousands in use! Postpaid.

TOOLZON
for kitchen mixer $3.00
Extra wool buffer $1.00

TOWLE MANUFACTURING CO.
BOX 265G, WALNUT CREEK, CALIFORNIA

SHOPPING

The dog duster saves time and tempers of both humans and canines, distributes insecticide powder evenly through hollow tooth (even upside down) as you comb the coat of your pet. Red, yellow or green plastic, $1.50, postpaid, from Kenwar-Williams, Inc., Box 121, Stratford, Connecticut.

Reversible window fan pivots in its frame so it can be used to draw in fresh air from outside or as an exhaust fan without being removed from window. It moves 850 cubic feet of air per minute. Frame is aluminum, adjusts from 30" to 40", $14.95. Exp. col. from May Sherwin, 545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York.

Prized abalone shells are naturals for innumerable decorative and useful purposes. They're colorful, highly polished inside and out, average 6" across, and make unusual ash trays, desk or dressing-table trays, or howls for snacks. $2. each. Made into wall planters with metal containers, $4.50 each. Precious Shells, 1550 N. Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif.

MAP ASHTRAYS

4" pottery ashtrays designed in the shapes of the 48 States, District of Columbia and Hawaii. Hand-painted, under glaze, in pastel shades of green and gray. Each decorated with the State's flower, and, if you prefer, the name of the State and/or any town within it.

$1.00 each, postpaid
Set of four, $3.75 postpaid
Any person's name included, 50c extra per tray
No C.O.D.'s, please

AMERICAN CERAMIC CO.
BOX 289 DOWNEY 14, CALIF.

SHIPPING

The dog duster saves time and tempers of both humans and canines, distributes insecticide powder evenly through hollow tooth (even upside down) as you comb the coat of your pet. Red, yellow or green plastic, $1.50, postpaid, from Kenwar-Williams, Inc., Box 121, Stratford, Connecticut.

Reversible window fan pivots in its frame so it can be used to draw in fresh air from outside or as an exhaust fan without being removed from window. It moves 850 cubic feet of air per minute. Frame is aluminum, adjusts from 30" to 40", $14.95. Exp. col. from May Sherwin, 545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York.

Prized abalone shells are naturals for innumerable decorative and useful purposes. They're colorful, highly polished inside and out, average 6" across, and make unusual ash trays, desk or dressing-table trays, or howls for snacks. $2. each. Made into wall planters with metal containers, $4.50 each. Precious Shells, 1550 N. Vine St., Hollywood 28, Calif.

MAP ASHTRAYS

4" pottery ashtrays designed in the shapes of the 48 States, District of Columbia and Hawaii. Hand-painted, under glaze, in pastel shades of green and gray. Each decorated with the State's flower, and, if you prefer, the name of the State and/or any town within it.

$1.00 each, postpaid
Set of four, $3.75 postpaid
Any person's name included, 50c extra per tray
No C.O.D.'s, please

AMERICAN CERAMIC CO.
BOX 289 DOWNEY 14, CALIF.
AROUND

Travelers’ aid. The World Travelers’ Electric Kit permits plugging American razors, radios, irons, etc., into the different types of outlet used in Britain, the Continent, etc. Consists of four adapters and 9’ extension cord. $2.50, postpaid, from ByMail Associates, 475 Fifth Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Enlighten your guests with a candleholder that bears a reproduction of the famous “Rules of this Tavern,” which include “no boots to be worn in bed,” “no more than five to sleep in one bed,” etc. It is 9½’ high, may be hung on a wall or placed on a table. Of tole-type metal with black finish. $2, post 15c. Lorenz, 137 Parkway Road, Bronxville 8, New York.

Take the floor for television viewing and be comfortable without obstructing the vision of others. This folding chair, also perfect for beach use, is made of lightweight aluminum tubing, covered in blue, green, red or yellow duck. $5.95 plus 25c postage. Beaumond Distributors, 133 Lexington Ave., New York 16, New York.

The exciting new Hollywood Shadow Box provides a charming setting to display china, glass, and silver. It gives the home a distinctive touch of beauty and style. 20” wide, 15” over-all height; 2½” frame, 10” inner clearance, 6½” deep. Made from selected woods. Available in following finishes: Chinese Black, Smart Natural, Soft Brown Mahogany, or lovely Honey Maple, with matching background. An all-occasion gift. Please specify finish. Price $7.95 postpaid. Send check or M.O. to CALIFORNIA IDEAS, P.O. Box 710, North Hollywood, California.

smart practical LETTER RACK

HIGHLIGHT your dinners and parties with this Newest of PERSONALIZED SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS

A perfect PERSONAL gift for MOTHER!

Solid block of crystal like PLEXIGLASS contains both species with an internally curved rose in true garden colors; all in one compact unit. Salt remains dry and free-flowing.

Print clearly name to be engraved and color desired (white, yellow, blue, green, pink and red).

$4.95 per matched pair (25¢ Single)

Name in Gold on toe

No C.O.D.’s please

MAY GLENNON
Box 98, Station C
Grand Rapids, Mich.

BABY’S FIRST SHOES transformed into CHINA-LIKE TREASURES!

Unique, dainty, exquisite—that’s the new PORCELYNIZED (R) process. It preserves every lovely scuff and wrinkle of Baby’s shoes under a permanent porcelain-like glaze of gleaming white, shadowed in choice of Blue or Pink, edged in gold, with hand-painted flowers for Dresden-like delicacy... for unlimited decorative use. Leather, felt, cloth, lace, crochet-work—all, except rubberized shoes, can be PORCELYNIZED. Delivery: 3 weeks from receipt of shoes.

$4.95 per matched pair ($2.95 singly)

Name in Gold on toe 25¢ per shoe

Send Shots with Check or Money Order (no C.O.D.’s or stamps) to:

Fifth AVENUE STUDIOS
543 Fifth Ave., Dept. H.G., New York 17, N. Y.

THE GOOSE GIRL

Our exclusive, hand sculptured glass vase of demure charm... an accessory to stand alone or hold your favorite short stemmed flowers...3½” high.

$15.

Add 50¢ for postage and packing outside delivery area

BLACK, STARR & GORHAM
FIFTH AVENUE AT 48TH STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

FIFTH AVENUE STUDIOS
543 Fifth Ave., Dept. H.G., New York 17, N. Y.

CORN HOLDERS

DESIGNED FOR DAINTIER EATING

STERLING SILVER HANDLES
STAINLESS STEEL POINTS

Here’s a practical and attractive gift! Set of six beautifully designed sterling silver corn holders with stainless steel points shaped to hold ears firmly. Overall length 2½”. Skipped post paid. Federal Tax included. For delivery in Tenn. add 2½% sales tax.

Orders Filled Same Day Received.

Geo. T. BRODNAX Jewelry Co. Dept. 15 Memphis, Tenn.

FAMILY POSTMAN

to keep mail, memos and telephone messages... its Chinese accent is correct in both contemporary and traditional settings. $7.50 postpaid.

MARY GLENNON
Box 98, Station C
Grand Rapids, Mich.
**Extra Closet Whenever Needed!**

**Space-X-Pander Clothes Master**
You have a handy extra closet in seconds whenever you need it! Having a party?—set up SPACE-X-PANDER in hall or foyer, or bedroom. Has rod for coat hangers, top shelf for hats and parcels, 4 hooks for umbrellas and handbags, foot rack for rubber and galoshes. Ideal for storing garment bags and out-of-season clothing. Perfect for summer homes.

Anyone can set it up and take it apart in a jiffy. When not in use, store away in small closet (weighs only 5 lbs.). Made of chrome-finished tubular steel.

Only $6.95 postpaid

Send check, money order. (No C.O.D.'s)

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER ON OTHER SPACE SAVING IDEAS

Money-back guarantee.

San-A-Lizer Corporation
1302 N. Wilton
Los Angeles, Cal.

**STOP THIS NUISANCE**

If you have a garbage pail that attracts flies, ants, dogs, cats, pests, you should buy San-A-Lizer—a cake that fastens inside the lid of your garbage pail in seconds without tools. San-A-Lizer completely deodorizes. Non-injurious. Send $1 plus 10¢ mailing costs for season’s supply (4 cakes) postpaid. Guaranteed.

San-A-Lizer Corporation
1302 N. Wilton
Los Angeles, Cal.

**BACKACHE SUFFERERS!**

This may be the very mattress you need!

Made according to Dr. W. S. Fuller’s specifications for those who need a firm mattress to keep the spine in alignment and relieve pressure on delicate nerves. Gives correct support for beautiful relaxation. Recommended to those subject to backaches. For best results use with coil-matched box spring. All sizes. Finest quality. Mattress, $35; box spring $45. F.O.B. factory. Write today for data.

DR. FULLER MATTRESS ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 604
Bloomington, III.

**PRESENTING THE LEDYARD DESK KIT**

containing

75 sheets utility stationery
50 cheque envelopes—deep blue lined for greater security
50 return postcards
50 gummed labels
50 shipping bags
all with your name and address attractively boxed

$4.95 postpaid

THE LEDYARD PRESS
429 Franklin Avenue
Hartford 6, Conn.

**For SPARKLING CLEAN WALLPAPER**
Use **EZ Grease Remover**

- **AMAZINGLY SIMPLE**
- **WORKS ON ALL GREASE STAINS**
- **ABSOLUTELY SAFE**

Now you can remove those ugly grease stains from your wallpaper. EZ Wallperse Grease Remover works like a "charm."

You simply apply a small amount of EZ to stains and then wipe it off with a clean cloth. The result: stains vanish . . . wallpaper is left like new. See for yourself!

**MONEY BACK GUARANTEE**

Send Check or Money Order for $1.25—Ez Style

No home with wallpaper should be without EZ Wallperse Grease Remover.

Wont be seen Colors
Non-Inflammable

DO-ALL CHEMICAL CO.
1457 B'WAY N.Y. ROOM 807-C

**KEEP SLIM and TRIM**

It takes only 5 Minutes to

CONVERT ANY OPEN COIL
SPRING INTO A DIVAN OR HOLLYWOOD STYLE

BED with 4 DENNIX LEGS

Put them on without tools. Just slide leg on and tighten thumb screws. Smooth, genuine hardwood with furniture finish in mahogany, walnut, maple or blonde. Matching washcloth with monogram with towels made in lovely shades of green, yellow, chartreuse, rose, blue, gray or flamingo. 24" x 46", $2.95 ea., ppd. Matching washcloth without monogram, 35c. Harry Rein Studios, 1146 North Sierra Bonita. Pasadena 7, Calif.

**SHOPPING**

In thirteen languages, these ash trays say “I love you” or “Cheerio.” Not only do they give the phrase, but the name of the country from which it comes. Of glass in two sizes, 4½" sq., $2.95 ea., 2½" sq., $1.65, postpaid. S. Christian of Copenhagen, Geary and Stockton, San Francisco 8, Calif.

**Kings-sized monograms**

Decorate these luxurious Cannon bath towels. Letters are 12" high, screened in colors to harmonize with towels made in lovely shades of green, yellow, chartreuse, rose, blue, gray or flamingo. 24" x 46", $2.95 ea., ppd. Matching washcloth without monogram, 35c. Harry Rein Studios, 1146 North Sierra Bonita, Pasadena 7, Calif.

**AN INVITATION**
When thousands of House & Garden readers order merchandise through SHOPPING AROUND every month—there are good reasons! They shop from the comfort of their homes . . . they choose from a nationwide selection of merchandise . . . they buy with confidence for they know SHOPPING AROUND advertisers agree to refund their money if they are dissatisfied.

If you have not already done so, we cordially invite you to join these readers in discovering the benefits of shopping by mail through SHOPPING AROUND.
AROUND

Thirst quencher. A beverage set in the hobnail pattern, an American classic, in milk glass, is refreshing and cool looking. It consists of a quart-sized jug and six 5-ounce tumblers, perfect for serving tomato or fruit juices or double martinis and manhattans. The 7 pieces, $5.95, ppd. The Joselyn, Box 147, Dedham, Mass.

Tie this for a bargain—yards and yards of ribbon—a whole box full of assorted colors, widths and patterns. The length vary and they aren't wound on spools, but they're all brand new and good quality. (Specify for hair ribbons or gift packages.) 150 yards, $2; 300 yards, $3, postpaid, from Green Gable Gifts, 304 Lenox Avenue, New York 27.

ANTS TO YOU

Here's an educational gift that will give you an adventure beyond your imagination. Live ants before your very eyes in this glassed-in, escape-proof village. Discover the village has workers, guards, engineers, soldiers, etc. Watch as they dig their tunnels and perform unbelievable feats. No one is too old to enjoy America's new hobby. Can be placed in any room. Also ideal for classroom and a pastime for the ill. Makes an adventure beyond your imagination. Live ants, and instructions for care furnished. Shipped hour pass like a minute. Size 5/4" x 1." Ants, please.

THE ANT KING

VILLAGE CRAFT SHOPS
144 East San Jose, Dept. HG-9, Burbank, Calif.

PRIZE WINNING
FLOWER ARRANGING
Made Easy!

Clever floral displays—yards without limit with the right flower holders—Daisy! Reliable weight and balance, plus designing that holds every stem and stem similar in place. 35 years exclusive specialization—34 styles and sizes for every need. Forest quality made. Win prizes tomorrow! Daisy Mfg. Co., 2288 Sunset Ave., Los Angeles 25, California.

AQUA-FLO Watering Pot with a Pump

Press the knob and out spouts a controlled stream of water. For hard-to-reach planters, etc. Solid antiqued copper, holds 1 qt. Ideal Gift. Postpaid.

De-Lighter

...A sterling banded and sterling topped table cigarette lighter. It will suit a bride, your dearest friend, your difficult person, the hostess who has everything, and certainly grace your own table. Good for dining tables—it is just 2" high—yet at home on your coffee table, or night table. Also, it is just $3.00 including tax.

No C.O.D.'s please.

EDITH CHAPMAN

50 Piciermont Avenue
Nyack, N. Y.

DE-LIGHTER

...A sterling banded and sterling topped table cigarette lighter. It will suit a bride, your dearest friend, your difficult person, the hostess who has everything, and certainly grace your own table. Good for dining tables—it is just 2" high—yet at home on your coffee table, or night table. Also, it is just $3.00 including tax.

No C.O.D.'s please.

“THE SEWING BASKET”

You'll find mending a joy with this beautifully designed sewing basket. It's roomy inside—large enough to hold all the socks, socks & sandals that could possibly need your attention. Handsomely decorative too—with the smart lines, fine finish that make it a tasteful addition to any room. Just perfect for floral arrangements—Removable legs make it ideal for carrying and storing. Finished in either maple or walnut. Height 21 1/2" Width 13 1/2"

$8.95 postage paid—sorry no C.O.D.'s.

Renard

Dept. 7, 545 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Soap Leaves

AMERICAN BEAUTY SOAP LEAVES are composed of leaves of paper impregnated with perfumed soap and bound in booklets for milady's handbag, school children, travelers, each sanitary leaf, used only once, gives a luxuriant lather without soap and is just $3.00 at 1000 yards! It's a per­fect pother's Day, anniversary or graduation gift for the outdoor man, the sports spectator or for the theater-goer. GLAMOUR-NAIL works wonders, because the labor­atory perfected formula contains the essential ingredients needed to repair this damage. Quick, easy steps, self-treatment does not mar manicure. About two months supply, by mail only $2.50 (includes Federal Luxury tax and postage).

Don't be embarrassed by split, cracked, brittle nails. GLAMOUR-NAIL is made especially to counteract the dam­ages caused by housework and officework. GLAMOUR-NAIL works wonders, because the labor­atory perfected formula contains essential ingredients needed to repair this damage. Quick, easy steps, self-treatment does not mar manicure. About two months supply, by mail only $2.50 (includes Federal Luxury tax and postage).

American Beauty Soap Leaves

Put the World in his Pocket!

THE PENSCOPE

There's more to be seen than meets the naked eye and Penscope reveals these hidden wonders! Sensitively designed with soft chrome finish, Penscope has a six-lens precision optical system which provides a field of view of 350 feet at 1000 yards! It is a per­fect Father's Day, anniversary or graduation gift for the outdoor man, the sports spectator or for the theater-goer.

Penscope—No Federal Tax MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE PAN-TECHNICS, Ltd. ENSIGNIAS 1 • CALIFORNIA

“YOU DESIRE

“YOU DESIRE

ANY NAME
YOU DESIRE

The perfect gift for that special little girl. Made of fine quality broadcloth, sizes 1 to 6. Washable, fast color, sanitized.

COLORS

- Pink-blue names
- Blue-pink names
- Aqua-main names
- Brown-main names
- Mauve-lavender names
- Lilac-purple names
- Kelly-main names

only $5.98

Also available—charming personal­ized orndiegi pinata. Colors same as above. Ideal for warm weather. Sizes 2 to 6. Washable, fast color, sanitized.

Send Check or money order. (No C.O.D.'s please.) Add 25c P.P. and ins. Allow 2 weeks for delivery.

HEXTOR'S
BELoit, WISCONSIN

Soap Leaves

AMERICAN BEAUTY SOAP LEAVES are composed of leaves of paper im­pregnated with perfumed soap and bound in booklets for milady's handbag, school children, travelers, each sanitary leaf, used only once, gives a luxuriant lather without soap and is just $3.00 at 1000 yards! It's a per­fect pother's Day, anniversary or graduation gift for the outdoor man, the sports spectator or for the theater-goer. GLAMOUR-NAIL works wonders, because the labor­atory perfected formula contains essential ingredients needed to repair this damage. Quick, easy steps, self-treatment does not mar manicure. About two months supply, by mail only $2.50 (includes Federal Luxury tax and postage).

Don't be embarrassed by split, cracked, brittle nails. GLAMOUR-NAIL is made especially to counteract the dam­ages caused by housework and officework. GLAMOUR-NAIL works wonders, because the labor­atory perfected formula contains essential ingredients needed to repair this damage. Quick, easy steps, self-treatment does not mar manicure. About two months supply, by mail only $2.50 (includes Federal Luxury tax and postage).
INSURE YOUR SLEEP

For greater comfort, Sleep Chart (compiled by Spring-Air) selects the individual mattress to fit your height, weight

TWO PEOPLE
each of average height, each approximately 150-175 pounds.

ONE PERSON
under six feet, weighing between 175-200 pounds.

TWO PEOPLE
each under six feet, each of whom weighs 200-225 pounds.

"CUSTOM-QUALITY" inner-spring mattress with matching box spring is recommended for the two people shown at the top, and also for tall man, left. Heavy couple, above right, will be most comfortable in separate twin-size beds which will provide individual contour body support.

ONE PERSON
under six feet, under 150 pounds.

TWO PEOPLE
each less than six feet; weight: 150 pounds or less.

ONE PERSON
under six feet, approximately 150-175 pounds.

"SPRING-AIR" zoned-comfort mattress with matching box spring is recommended for all the types above. However, if you are short and stocky, "Custom-Quality"—slightly firmer than the "Spring-Air"—may be the better choice to give you relaxation and years of service.

Figurines

by ROYAL DOULTON

All the enchantment of Old England is captured in these lovely Figurines. They'll delight your eye—grace your home. These—plus a wide variety of other captivating subjects (including historical Character Jugs) range in price from $2 to $75. Doulton Wares are distributed through selected jewelry, china and department stores. Write for the name of your nearest dealer. Enclose 10¢ if you want fully illustrated Booklet #19—or 25¢ for Collector's Book #27—largely in color.

Limited franchises now available to additional dealers

DOULTON AND CO., INC.
212 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.


SILKS & RIBBONS
OWD WILLYM

WILLIAM

EASTER DAY
DAYDREAMS
LADY APRIL

MONICA
DINKIE DOO
GOODY TWO SHOES
BO PEEP

SPRING MORNING
ROSE
LADY CHERISH

THE SYMBOL OF ROYAL DOULTON

INSURE YOUR SLEEP

For greater comfort, Sleep Chart (compiled by Spring-Air) selects the individual mattress to fit your height, weight

TWO PEOPLE
each of average height, each approximately 150-175 pounds.

ONE PERSON
under six feet, weighing between 175-200 pounds.

TWO PEOPLE
each under six feet, each of whom weighs 200-225 pounds.

"CUSTOM-QUALITY" inner-spring mattress with matching box spring is recommended for the two people shown at the top, and also for tall man, left. Heavy couple, above right, will be most comfortable in separate twin-size beds which will provide individual contour body support.

ONE PERSON
under six feet, under 150 pounds.

TWO PEOPLE
each less than six feet; weight: 150 pounds or less.

ONE PERSON
under six feet, approximately 150-175 pounds.

"SPRING-AIR" zoned-comfort mattress with matching box spring is recommended for all the types above. However, if you are short and stocky, "Custom-Quality"—slightly firmer than the "Spring-Air"—may be the better choice to give you relaxation and years of service.
THE "KARR" mattress with matching box spring is recommended for a child up to age 15, if of average height and weight. If child is tall, use Spring-Air's "Extra Long"; if heavy, use regular "Spring-Air."

"ORTHOPEDIC-TYPE" inner-spring mattress with matching box spring is recommended for especially heavy persons and those suffering backache or sacroiliac trouble. Good posture support is built into mattress.

ONE PERSON
over six feet,
over 200 pounds.

ONE PERSON
under six feet,
over 200 pounds.

TWO PEOPLE
one over six feet,
one weighing 200 pounds or over.

TWO PEOPLE
one over six feet,
each approximately 200 pounds or more.


Traverse like cloth!
Clare is gone . . . but you can see out.
Sun-resistant lacquer . . . easy to keep clean.
No dry cleaning . . . no moths . . . outwear cloth draperies.
Can be repainted if you later change your color schemes.
Custom made for your home in any color desired.
If your favorite store is not listed below, write direct to us.

Buffalo, Tropic Shop;
Chicago, Carson Pirie Scott, Tropic Shop;
Dallas, Neiman-Marcus;
Denver, Tropic Shop;
Detroit, Englander's;
Jacksonville, Tropic Shop;
Los Angeles, Ritts Co.;
Louisville, Stewart Dry Goods;
Miami Beach, Modernage;
Minneapolis, Levey, Inc.;
New Orleans, Maison Blanche;
New York City, Fifth Avenue Tropic Shop;
Pasadena, Bullocks Pasadena;
Phoenix, Dorrus-Heyman;
Portland, Ora., Meier & Frank;
San Francisco, City of Paris;
St. Louis, Sla. Baer & Fuller;
Washington, D. C., Tropic Shop.

Calhawain present...
BAMBOO DRAPERIES
A new treatment for your home

837-39 East Orange Grove
Pasadena 6, California
HEATING BY BASEBOARDS

You can warm the rooms of your house by metal baseboards. They get their heat from hot water or steam heating systems, can be used with a coal, gas or oil-fired boiler automatically or manually fired. Resembling wood baseboards, they take no wall space from furniture, give clean and even heat.

Radiant baseboard panels, of smooth-surfaced cast iron, are made with or without openings. Hot water or steam circulates through them from the boiler, warming them so they give off radiant heat (or radiant and convected heat) along the whole length of the metal surface. Panels are 8 inches high, 2 inches thick, 12 or 24 inches long and take less than an inch of floor space if recessed. American Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation.

Radiant-convection baseboards, a second type of unit, is for use where extra heat is needed. Of cast iron, heated by hot water or steam, it has an air inlet under its entire length, at the floor line. There are also air outlets on top. Cool air enters at the bottom, is warmed by passing over a series of fins along the back of the baseboard, emerges from the top outlets. This convected (air current) heat combines with the radiant heat. Crane Co.
Radiant and convected heat are provided by this unit, 7 inches high. It takes the place of a regular wood baseboard, is usually installed along outside walls. Hot water or steam, passing through its hollow cast-iron construction, makes it a radiant heating panel warming floors and walls by direct rays. Openings at bottom and top help to heat and circulate the air in the room. Baseboard is made in sections 2 feet long or longer. Burnham Corp.

Baseboard convector has a one-inch pipe with metal fins attached as its heating element. Hot water circulates through this element, located inside metal baseboard, and interlocking fins give heating efficiency. Baseboard (10" high, fits floor and wall snugly) has concealed air openings below and above heating element. Room air is directed in and out of baseboard, is warmed, gently circulated. Baseboard also gives radiant heat. C. W. Dunham.

Baseboard heating with a finned copper element, 3½” high, projects 2½” from wall. Installed along outside walls of house. Cool air enters at floor line, is warmed by heating element, flows horizontally out of upper slot to heat room. Metal molding (see sketch) has sponge rubber to seal wall irregularities and prevent streaking wall. Also includes channel to install damper where desired. 8' lengths and cut to fit rooms. Warren Webster & Co.

TO PAINT FLOORS!
Use KOVERFLOR Floor, Porch & Deck Enamel for a perfect tile-like finish on interior and exterior wood, cement, metal and linoleum. You will get a fresh, sanitary, washable surface that stands up to hard use.

TO PAINT DAMP CEMENT!
KOVERFLOR Rubber Base Enamel is designed to give real protection to damp cement floors that get rugged wear. It's quick and easy to use and in no time you have a glossy surface that retains its color and finish whether used on interior or exterior surfaces.

TO PAINT FURNITURE!
KOVERFLOR Decorative Enamel gives old or unpainted furniture a gleaming "color lift" easily and effectively. KOVERFLOR Transparent Finishes make it possible for you to stain and varnish wood in one operation.

KOVERFLOR beautifies and protects your property for years! It's quick and easy to apply — economical to use — dries rapidly and leaves a washable super-sealed surface. Because it's based on an exclusive compounded processed vehicle, KOVERFLOR acquires its great wear-resistant properties, super-elasticity and tile-like finish. Ask your local dealer or painting contractor about KOVERFLOR Enamels and KOVERFLOR Transparent Finishes.

AT ALL LEADING PAINT SUPPLIERS
STANDARD VARNISH WORKS
Makers of Fine Finishes Since 1870
NEW YORK CHICAGO
Colorado ... The Western Vacationland

Cloudless skies of deep blue arch behind a golden sun to cast intriguing shapes and patterns against the far-flung slopes of the Colorado Rockies. Here, mile after mile of natural alpine terrain conceals one of America's finest vacation playgrounds.

The spaciousness of the scenic west is in direct contrast to modern towns and cities following the footsteps of beautiful Denver and the grandeur of Aspen, Winter Park and Pikes Peak. Here, in this western domain of the cowboy is an enviable variety of activities.

This vast land of sunshine and shadows, which first gave up its secrets to the bold, hard-bitten pioneers pushing westward in "land-cruisers" fashioned of rough hand-hewn lumber and canvas, still challenges even the best of the modern day cowboys.

It is not at all necessary for the western vacationer to take along a bedroll or kerosene lantern. Although the challenge of the great west remains for exciting exploration, the hospitality of comfortable, modern living is unexcelled. Beautiful ranch houses and modern resorts cover this vast country.
Texas


Vermont


Virginia

Virginia Beach

The Cavalier Hotel


Williamsburg

Williamsburg Inn

The beauty of the 18th century awaits you in this re-created colonial community. Williamsburg is of interest to everyone. Tours through the historic buildings. . . . golf, tennis, swimming, lovely gardens. Modern hotels, colonial guest houses and inns. Write direct to Miss F. G. Barnes or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 658 5th Ave., N. Y. Circle 8-8896.

Bermuda

Somerset

Cambridge Beaches

A distinguished cottage colony comprising old Bermuda homesteads and small cottages set in twenty acres of colorful flower gardens, lawns and cedar groves. . . . for complete relaxation amidst the native charms of old Somerset. Private beaches, sailing, yachting and game fishing. Travel Agent or New York Office: 301 Hotel Roosevelt, Murray Hill 4-7305.

Puerto Rico

San Juan

Caribe Hilton

Newest and most glamorous hotel in the Caribbean. 300 delightfully air-conditioned guest rooms, each with private balcony overlooking ocean and tropical gardens. Outdoor swimming pool. Private beach. Year-round sports. Friendly Hilton hospitality. For reservations & information consult your travel agent, write direct or contact N. Y. Office, The Plaza, 5th Ave. & 59th St., Murray Hill 3-2240. Or any Hilton Hotel.

Bermuda

Everything to Live For...

Wide beaches or tiny coves for swimming...lazily sunning on soft pink sand.

Fast en-tous-ca tennis courts...tourament golf courses...sport at its best.

Riding leisurely through old-world streets...cycling down flower-lined lanes...driving, in miniature motor cars, along winding roads...taking the ferry to Paget, Warwick and Sandy's Parishes.

Bright, sunny skies...the wide blue sea breaking on pink, powdery sand...nights brushed with Stardust, perfumed with flowers...this is Bermuda. Here...in these semi-tropical Isles...care disappears on the flower-scented air...your life is serene, contented...here is everything to live for.

Pounds devalued in style

Padded by too much...too rich...wintering? You can slim yourself to a silhouette...feel spritely as a satyr...youthful as a striping...after a stay at The Gideon. Outdoors—golf, riding, sun-lazing, swimming. Indoors—all the amenities of country-house living. And, next door—buoyant, bubbling baths in Saratoga's mineral waters tone you, firm you, trim unwanted pounds away. Privately operated. For reservations or for free illustrated booklet, write Myron H. Woolley, Manager.

Vermont

Vermont

The beauty of the 19th century awaits you in this re-created colonial community. Vermont is of interest to everyone. Tours through the historic buildings. . . . golf, tennis, swimming, lovely gardens. Modern hotels, colonial guest houses and inns. Write direct to Miss F. G. Barnes or Williamsburg Reservation Office, 658 5th Ave., N. Y. Circle 8-8896.

Gideon Putnam

At the Saratoga Spa

Saratoga Springs, New York

Gideon Putnam


OVER 500 FARMS FOR SALE

Vermont Development Commission


Nothing like a Green Mountain Summer

Whether in your own home-in-the-country or in one of the hotels, inns or tourist homes for which the State is famous, there's nothing quite like the relaxing, cultural and friendly atmosphere of a holiday in Unspoiled Vermont. If you can consider home ownership ask for free book, "Vermont Farms and Summer Homes" (not illustrated), a prelude to a tour of discovery. For a scenic touring and vacation preview, ask for new color-illustrated Tour-Map Folder, your guide to a remembered outing. Vermont is a "must" in any New England trip.
"Crystal Leaf"

Another LIBBEY miracle—heavenly stemware at a down-to-earth price!

This incredibly lovely cut-glass is perfect for both modern and traditional settings. (Brides, please note!)

Practical—enjoy the luxury of using it every day! Rims are guaranteed: "If the rim of a 'Safedge' glass ever chips, we'll replace it."

Set of 4
of a kind, boxed, $2.50

LIBBEY GLASS
ESTABLISHED 1818

Copyright, 1950, Libbey Glass, Division of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo 1, Ohio
To House & Garden Readers . . .

It is with sincere regret, which we know all readers of HOUSE & GARDEN will share, that we announce the retirement of Richardson Wright, Editor-in-Chief of HOUSE & GARDEN for 36 years. With broad understanding, he guided this magazine, building it from modest beginnings to national stature. The flavor of the man, his knowledge, wisdom and geniality, have stamped this magazine and have won us friends across the U.S.A. and abroad. Our many readers will be heartened to know that, despite his retirement, he will continue to contribute to our pages. He is succeeded as Editor-in-Chief by Albert Kornfeld, who has served as Editor of HOUSE & GARDEN since 1946.

[Signature]
PUBLISHER
If one could get a composite picture of the perfect husband, according to most American girls—who are not already committed—one would find a tall, handsome, attractive, well-mannered fellow, good at sports, popular, not really rich perhaps but certain to become so in time. He is sighed over by other girls (but impervious to their charms), not only dances beautifully but never forgets birthdays and anniversaries.

Obviously, if all girls married men like this, the fat, shy, awkward, non-athletic, near-sighted men under five-feet-eight would have died off some time ago. As you may have noticed, they haven't. And the reason is that wonderful and mysterious thing called love. Moreover, the magical force that can add inches, straighten noses, enlarge eyes and flatten unruly ears, can also interpret boisterousness as boyish spirits, a chip on the shoulder as sensitivity, can confuse quarrelsome with mettlesome and turn shortcomings into rather endearing qualities. Since this is true, it would be sheer folly to offer a blueprint of the kind of man a girl should marry. One girl's benzedrine is another girl's
and besides, once love has flown in the window, no amount of argument or advice is likely to make much sense. I shall, therefore, confine myself to a few modest suggestions to brides on some practical details of married life that aren’t always covered by the books on etiquette or even the periodicals that are so rich in advice to young couples. (These suggestions are, I may explain, my own ideas, quite unsupported by any factual data or “figures show that—” stuff.)

The first item is a warning against too much bookkeeping, both material and immaterial. Family finances are a family affair, and a general agreement about the way money should be used is one of the firm foundations of marital contentment. Operational details such as a joint checking account, a budget, or a cash-and-carry policy are trifles beside the fundamental accord as to what is essential and what is non-essential—but very good fun. One couple may think that life is insupportable without a new car and will cheerfully make do with old clothes; another couple will ride in the subway to save money for a trip to Europe; a third may decide that a good address comes first. The main point is that husband and wife agree on the car or the trip to Europe or the correct place to live. “Her money” is another entry under this heading. There are still women who think that it is the husband’s part to support the family and that any money the wife earns is hers to spend as she pleases. This concept strikes me as not only shabby but dangerous.

But whereas the financial bookkeeping is pretty obvious, there is a subtler kind to which women seem to be a prey. This is a kind of spiritual balance sheet, and here are some of the danger signals. Watch out if you begin muttering to yourself, “I’ve given up bridge—or my old office luncheons—or my budding career as a dancer—for him, and what’s he given up?” or “Bill says we can’t afford a maid but I don’t see him offering to do without a secretary,” or even, “Why do I always have to be the one to get up first in the morning?” The fabric of a happy and lasting marriage need not necessarily be shot through with sacrifices. Adjustments, to be sure, but not sacrifices. And it’s better not to keep score of the adjustments.

His family may present a small hurdle. Remember, all mothers want their daughters to marry, and very few deep in their hearts want their sons to. They may not be as intransigent as an old lady I once knew who could never eat strawberries because her favorite son met his wife at a strawberry festival, but most of them have to be won over.

And the bride, being younger, and more resilient, and holding all the cards, is the one to do the wooing. At least make the effort. You’ve nothing to lose and a lot to gain. Who knows, you may find her delightful, and your husband will be much easier in his mind if his wife and mother are friends. His father is a cinch, you’re probably holding him in the hollow of your hand already.

And while we’re on the subject of family, do (Continued on next page)
be patient and helpful with any unorthodox cousins or uncles or whatever you’re acquiring by law. It won’t be very difficult and the chances are that you have some oddments in your own family that may need attention at some time. And here’s a point to bear in mind. Your fiancé may enjoy the most robust health, but sooner or later he’ll catch cold or sprain his knee or suffer some other infirmity. And when that happens he’ll be simply dreadful. Whether he’s the roaring type of invalid or the patient martyr, he’ll be the only person in the world who’s ever had such a cough or knee, and you must just be patient and nurseful and presently it will be over. About your apartment or house or trailer or whatever your shelter may be: by all means encourage your husband to take as active a part as possible both in planning and operation. If he flatly refuses, it’s not fatal, but if he has had some say in arrangement and scheme, in color and fabric, you’ll find him much more amenable at that distant day when the living room rug has to be replaced or you can’t stand those bedroom curtains another instant. Otherwise, he may get the regrettable notion that once a house is furnished it’s furnished, and that’s that.

It is customary in these servantless days for husbands to take a hand in the domestic routine and there’s nothing that pleases some men more than to be known as a good cook. But don’t be misled into thinking that he will want to do meals regularly. The best you can hope for is that he will have a few specialties. Make the most of these and be grateful. Be sure to have on hand the curry or saffron or other ingredients that he needs to exercise his art. And let your own housekeeping be so flexible that you can, when the occasion comes, forget the dusting, pile the dishes in the sink and whip off with him to a football game or a day at the beach. For the more you do together, the more fun it is. And it’s easier for you to be adaptable. You were trained for it from childhood (if you had the proper upbringing), or, if you weren’t, you can take to it. So make up your mind that you’re going to enjoy his friends, his games, his hobbies. You can’t have too many tastes in common.

A final admonition—mind your manners. The advertisements are full of warnings against the perils of dishpan hands and dull, lifeless, stringy hair, and they show what terrible things happen to wives who neglect tooth and nail, but all the grooming in the world weighs very little in comparison with plain politeness when it comes to harmonious and attractive everyday living. Beware of the common fallacy that home is the place where manners don’t count and a husband or wife is someone you can be rude to. Only the best behavior is good enough for daily use. And always remember that the business of marrying well does not end at the wedding, as the movies would have you think; it begins here.

_Take one good clear color . . . red_

Add black and white and you have the formula for this terrace dining room with its “theater backdrop” wall-to-wall curtains, its decoratively scaled white flowering shrub. The curtains are Kandell’s “Wheat” pattern, designed in Paris, made in the U. S. A. On the chairs is Kandell’s black, quilted chintz. Both are Everglaze, 36” wide, $1.30 a yard unquilted, $2 yd. quilted at Macy’s, New York and San Francisco; The Boston Store, Milwaukee; the Hecht Co., Washington, D. C. Elegantly wrought white iron furniture with an Edwardian air, by Lee L. Woodward Sons, is at Lammert’s, St. Louis; Wanamaker’s, Philadelphia; Hanmacher Schlemmer, New York. White rubber tile on floor by Danbury, at Sibley, Lindsay & Curr, Rochester, N. Y. Dress designed by Ceil Chapman, New York. Azalea rhuberjordiana “Snow Queen” developed by Bobbink & Atkins. For shopping information, turn to page 177.
Opposite: The bride’s mother entertains for her daughter’s bridesmaids and a younger sister peeps at the table. The table is set in a spirit of sentiment and gaiety with hearts for keepsakes and boutonnieres of Colorado Carnations. On it: Booths “Blue Peony” dinner plates, $17 a doz., Plummer, Ltd., N. Y. Heisey “Maryland” pattern, American hand-cut crystal champagne and water goblets, ea. $24 a doz. at Bailey, Banks & Biddle, Philadelphia. Gorham “Old French” sterling flatware, $28.25 for six-piece dinner size place setting, pair of salt and pepper shakers, $28.50 and sterling silver candelabra, Black, Starr & Gorham, N. Y. Irish linen damask tablecloth, 66” x 86”, with 8 napkins, $50 at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y. Furniture by White: double pedestal table $139, buffet $239, armchair $70, side chairs $60 ea. at Flint & Horner, N. Y.; John M. Smyth, Chicago; Mazur Masterpieces, Washington, D. C. Further shopping information is on page 197.

Above: After dinner, the guests see the wedding presents, set out on a long table, ready to be sent to the new home.
Cooking for two

by MARY GROSVENOR ELLSWORTH

You, as a bride, may think that cooking for two is your private tribulation... It's what sociologists call a "persistent problem"; it recurs when the children go off to school or camp, again when you finally marry them off, and it's always troublesome. Perhaps the best that can be said of it is that it's still lots better than cooking for one!

The nub of the problem is leftovers—they loom. You get bored with the obvious "short order" food... then comes the reckless moment when you fall for the butcher's blandishments and that "lovely" roast... and you're doomed for the rest of the week to penance and whittling away at its reproachful remainder. Even the monotony of hamburger and chops seems blissful after that. But there are other answers. The last time I found myself bogged down by the problem, I was rescued and restored to enthusiasm by the memory of a pair of felt slippers. They belonged to the maid, housekeeper and general factotum of a small family in Paris. They were brown-and-tan checked and they slapped when she walked. I left the house for school just as Leonie returned from the morning's marketing and I grew to know very well the sound of those slippers. I also grew accustomed to her small packages. After all, she was buying food for the entire day for three, and those packages topped by the long flute of bread, seemed ridiculously slight. As the months went by, curiosity and conclusive internal evidence gave me some insight into how that house was run—and it was this memory that rescued me in my last stage of eenie, meenie, steak or chops.

For Leonie never had any leftovers. She bought exactly what we were going to eat—no more, no less. Roasts appeared seldom, we had only such versions of the larger cuts as could be scaled down (Continued on page 205)
K.P.*

*Kitchen planning

Happy the bride who moves into a new house, especially if she finds the kitchen planned by the architect to key with the cost and size of her house, and her way of living. On these four pages and page 188, are 12 kitchens designed for houses ranging from 27,429 to 44,379 cubic feet.

KITCHEN PLANNING today combines the thinking of architects and of specialists in kitchen equipment and operation. At Windmill Farm, near Armonk, New York, H. Lawrence Coggins, Eldredge Snyder, Alexander P. Morgan, Polhemus & Coffin and Dewey Swan were the architects for 12 houses costing from $32,000 to $50,000. The kitchens, all different, are individually planned to suit the various types of houses and their sites. The same makes of equipment are used throughout, the number of pieces varies with kitchen size. Cabinets are by Kitchen Maid with Formica countertops. Sinks are by American-Standard; ranges, refrigerators and the majority of the fans by Westinghouse; automatic washers and dryers by Bendix; dishwashers by Hotpoint; floor tiling by Tile-Tex, bases by Koroseal and linoleum by Armstrong. Color is a vital factor in adding charm to these kitchens and gearing them to their pleasant country setting. To each house the kitchen adds, in the real sense, a "living" room. For further data see page 188.

1 All-white kitchen accented with country color

KITCHEN COUNTER SERVES DINING ROOM BUFFET

SERVING ESSENTIALS, china and linen, are stored at this counter which is the last stop before the complete meal is passed through to the buffet. This also serves as the return route afterwards, effects a double saving of steps, effort. At left, kitchen; above, dining room.
As hub of the house, this kitchen has four doors (see plan): top door is at foot of three steps to foyer (house is on three levels to fit a gentle slope); door, top right, leads to dining room; door at bottom right leads to a pine-shaded barbecue terrace; laundry door, left, is also service entrance. Sun floods this kitchen, through Thermopane windows. Curtains will be "Cardinal and Cherry Tree" chintz by Cyrus Clark, in sharp reds and deep greens against chalk white. These colors are accented by the dark woods of the Salisbury salad bowl, Finland House jars, Blue Rose china, a porcelain Madonna. They are repeated on the red and white "Splatter" linoleum. Plate warmer, Designed for Living, Inc., New York. Space savers: recessed refrigerator; range at end of service peninsula; to-the-ceiling-cabinets for occasional accessories, such as picnic gear.
2 Five House & Garden colors are set off by white

A PLANNING DESK with a view of terrace and wooded slope makes this large kitchen-laundry-breakfast room particularly complete. The architect, using a Colorier Album and H&G color chips, blended Ruby, Sprout green, Sandalwood and Pewter gray with red countertops, "Hedgerow" Glosbeen by Waverly and plaid upholstered chair made by Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair Company.
3 Gray walls for bright floors

L-SHAPED KITCHEN-LAUNDRY is striking example of how a small space can be used to the best advantage. By concentrating the kitchen section (see top of plan and photograph at right) in one end of the room and the laundry (bottom of plan and picture below) in another, two operations can go forward at the same time. But because all the distances are small, very few steps are involved. The laundry door opens directly to the driveway which not only saves extra walking, but also makes the room sunny, airy and constitutes a service entrance. Note in the plan the excellent placement of the various utility closets where they are readily accessible to the whole house.

4 Pale green with a watermelon print

For eight more kitchen plans, turn to page 188
How to recognize American glass

Whether the invention of glass came about, as Pliny declares, as the aftermath of a bonfire on a beach or, according to legend, through lightning fusing the bricks of the Tower of Babel, it is the one item which civilized peoples have consistently demanded. Its manufacture has always been difficult, attended by fires, taxes and occupational hazards. In the early American Colonies, glass-making was actually against the law, a fact which appears merely to have stimulated producers and buyers. The history of American glass is a constant sequence of struggle, failure and fresh start. The majority of the factories changed hands and names with regularity, ran for a few years only, losing craftsmen to rival enterprises, often appealing to the Legislature or organizing lotteries to support their tottering businesses. Glassmakers guarded their secrets by putting nothing down in writing. The total absence of catalog lists before 1825 makes this field an unhappy hunting ground for collectors. Furthermore, the same molds were often used in entirely different localities. It is to help our readers, as well as to stimulate their interest in a fascinating field, that HOUSE & GARDEN presents this Dictionary of American Glass. Since it is seldom possible to attribute specific pieces of glass to individual factories, categories on the first four pages are by usage rather than by maker. The last two pages, devoted to the best (Continued on page 209)
For the past 130 years, American handmade glass has been produced continuously in the region which is now the center of the industry: Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania and West Virginia. There are good reasons for this. Nearby are the world's largest beds of silica sand. The region is full of deposits of coal and natural gas to feed the furnaces. With such practically inexhaustible resources at hand, the old story of failure and fresh start which dogged early American glass-making has been reversed. The
ON THE TOP SHELF, left to right


MIDDLE SHELF, left to right


LOWER SHELF, left to right

Entertaining is a matter of ways and means

Lazy Susan table for an informal Sunday brunch, American style

Maple table by Unique Furniture Makers costs $70, has removable lazy Susan, matching captain's chairs, $25 ea., all The May Co., Los Angeles, Cal. Spode classic "Mayflower" pattern earthenware, Copeland & Thompson: breakfast plates, $26 doz.; cereal, $18 doz.; pot, $11.50, cup, saucer, $31 doz.; sugar, $7.20; creamer, $3.80; all Hudson's, Detroit. Duncan & Miller tumblers in the "Canterbury" pattern, $8 doz.; juice glasses, $7.20 doz., Garfinkle's, Washington, D.C. Six-piece place setting in Turtle Silver Co.'s "Classic Antique" pattern is $28.50 at Shreve, Crump & Low, Boston. "Fashionette" mats 79¢ ea., napkins 83¢ ea., North American Lace Co. at Altman's, Bowl, Mottahedeh, N.Y.

All prices approximate. Silver prices include Federal Tax.

An expansible card table adds comfort to a canasta party

Leatherette-topped natural birch canasta table, $40; folding chair, $12; tea wagon, $59, all by Ferguson at Hammerschmied Schlemmer, N.Y. "Shelledge" china, Onondaga. Finland Karhula crystal "Silja" tumblers, $6 doz.; decanter, $7, Finnish Art Shop, N.Y. "Tulipan" place setting by Frank Smith Silver Co. Napkins, $15 doz., from Schoenfeld Linens, N.Y. (For close-ups of silver and china, turn to page 181.)

Guests draw up to an oval tea table

Lunch for eight can be served on a drop-leaf table which folds down to a console


Late evening refreshments are attractive served on a modern version of a hunt table


Adjustable table, used high as a bar, low for coffee

You can’t do without cottons

High fashion, low cost

Summer freshness
plus durability

Neat and tidy
geometrics

Blue, a natural
with blonde furniture

Tone-on-tone prints

Stripes, narrow or wide,
on rough ticking or denim

Touches of gold,
painted or woven

Toweling by-the-yard
for curtains, slip covers

Complete gamut:
organdy to sailcloth

A single cotton for
the entire room

Cotton rugs with
a hand-loomed look

Elsie de Wolfe put chintzes into American living rooms. Today we cannot live without cottons in every room. Moving with the times, they give decoration a constant change of pace.

This year’s cottons have the fashion look. Some of them (page 132) you will buy in dress goods departments and use at your windows. Dress designers are bound to borrow others from decorators. Your living room may well wear the same colors you wear.

Give your living room (or bedroom) one cotton wall, hanging a print high, wide and handsome, from ceiling to floor, wall to wall. It needn’t be lined; it needn’t be on the window wall. Remember that there is really no saturation point for a good design. So don’t hesitate to repeat it, or a print planned to go with it, for slip covers. (Then wear it, too, if you like.)

Pick prints that are neat and tidy: plane geometry like stripes and polka dots, well-scaled botanical themes or swags. These, with their orderly arrangement, will involve a minimum of waste as slip covers. Large designs are invariably a problem to cut.

Give thought to texture when you shop for cottons. The number and types of finishes are infinite. Some have glossy, iced surfaces, cool to the eye, cool to the touch. No dust collectors they. If your taste turns toward traditionalism, consider the cottons with the fine, hand-loomed look of linen. But if your house is modern, your life spur-of-the-moment, denim or mattress ticking or toweling is for you. If you enjoy your share of luxury as much in summer as in winter, you can have it in cotton (and at cotton prices). There are cotton prints garnished with gold or silver threads and you can buy many cottons by the yard, ready quilted in herringbone or diamond or vernicelli designs. Translucent cottons, thin as silk, and wonderful unlined at windows, heavy cottons like sailcloth, are equally washable and equally agreeably priced.

Use cottons bravely. They won’t unbalance your budget. They will give you top fashion and, because they launder, an easy-going light-hearted summer.
Use cotton in related patterns at your windows, on furniture in a combination living and guest room.

Points for this cotton: it is woven in engaging, related designs. It can be kept fresh always (washes easily). The original investment is low (see opposite). This room proves how well it works.
Turn a sun porch into a garden room, gay and party-minded

Keyed to the decorative effect is Waverly’s “Malmaison” 48” Etruscan cotton and rayon, $6.95 a yard, through decorators. Its vivid background green (repeated on the sofa) is a cool foil for the greens of leaves and grass. Gay touches are wire chairs and a birdcage. Left: Brass candlestick, $15, Hammacher Schlemmer, New York.

Brighten a modern library with tone-on-tone yellows

In this room a restrained leaf design harmonizes with modern décor and Chippendale accessories. Material is Everfast’s Evershrunk 36” “Tone-on-Tone Longcloth,” $1 a yard at dress goods departments of Macy’s, New York; Hudson’s, Detroit; Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago. Shown also opposite with a black Rapallo chair; latter costs $45 at Piazza, New York.
Refurbish a country living room with smart, durable denim, its stripes running vertically.

In this all-purpose living room, the country mood is established by the blonde wood of the furniture, the clean color of the material. Man-tailored slip covers on sofa beds are made of Erwin Mills' 36" "Salute" striped denim, $1 a yard at Wanamaker's, Philadelphia; the May Company, Cleveland. The close-up at the right shows it with a green wood apple imported from Italy, $19.50, Piazza, New York.

All prices approximate.
Solve decorating problems
with toweling by-the-yard;
space problems with unit furniture

In a budget. Sew together 36" wide strips of Martex toweling
and make curtains. Underline them with split bamboo blinds.
The remarkable unit furniture designed by Britishers Robin
Clive Latimer and adapted for home consumption by Edmond
for Johnson-Carper. Choose a lively, textured cotton rug.
Six ways to arrange a room for round-the-clock living

The first home for thousands of Young Marries this spring will be one room, kitchen and bath. The obvious, necessary point-of-departure in settling this living room is a pair of beds which double as sofas by day (an excellent example is shown in the room opposite). Be sure that you buy the most comfortable ones that you can find. Then dress them in tailored slip covers so that they have a living-room look during the day. Where you put them will be dictated in part by the architecture of your room, whether you have a fireplace, whether you need to supplement closets with storage furniture, whether you are faced with a long, dull wall. The six arrangements below are geared to prevalent living-room plans and deal with all the main architectural problems. They also prove that you have a surprisingly large number of choices.

WITH NO FIREPLACE, why don’t you center a circular arrangement on a break-front (see plan) or storage units (such as those opposite)? Pull-up chairs complete the group.

WITH SPACE AT A PREMIUM, why don’t you devote your long wall to storage units and place your seating-sleeping group at right angles toward the center of the living room?

IN A LONG, NARROW ROOM, why don’t you line up your sofa-beds along one wall and interrupt them with a storage commode which also serves as a table for a reading lamp?

IF YOU HAVE LARGE CLOSETS, a small living room, why don’t you utilize a corner for sofa-beds at a right angle and leave the center of the room free for serving meals and for traffic?

IF YOUR ROOM IS FORMAL, has a fireplace, why don’t you flank it with sofa beds and buy small benches which can be moved up easily to seat larger groups facing the fireplace?

IF YOUR ROOM HAS TWO CENTERS of interest, a fireplace and a television set or record-player, why not have your sofa-beds back to back, exactly in the center, so you can face either one?

Opposite
This unit storage furniture, which won first prize in the Museum of Modern Art’s International Competition for Low-Cost Furniture Design, is two-tone, silver-gray walnut on ivory korina bases, with a “Synthetone” finish which resists stains. It has tubing supports of brushed brass. Johnson-Carper dressers 46” w., 20” d., 31” h., $125 each, and chests with hutch, 38” w., 20” d., 80” h., $142 ea. At Wayside Furniture Shops, Milford, Conn.; Kanzelmann-Esser Co., Milwaukee; The Hecht Company, Baltimore; Martex 36” toweling, $1.95 yd. in towel departments of Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago; Bullock’s, Pasadena; Lord & Taylor, N. Y. (Allow a generous lap in the seams and ample hems since it shrinks as towels do.) Walnut and linen cord armchair, J. G. Furniture Co., $96 at Bloomingdale’s, N. Y. Sofa-beds with single arms, designed by Martin Feinman, have foam-rubber mattresses and holsters, $150 in muslin at Modernage, N. Y. Beechwood lamp table, $75, coffee table, $58, Piazza, N. Y. Cabin Craft “Basketweave” rug, 9’ x 12’, $100 at Foley’s, Houston. “Bambino” natural bamboo blind, 90 sq. ft., Holland Shade Co. Accessories: Downtown Gallery, Young Books, John-Fredericks, Piazza, John Gerald, Incorporated, all in New York. Ronson “Crown” lighter, $11 plus tax, May Co., Los Angeles. Azalea indica Lambertus C. Bobbink, developed by Bobbink & Atkins. All prices are approximate.
Here is a good way to furnish a living room on a young budget

On the next three pages you will find basic furniture for your living room:

modern, traditional, provincial. Note the prices. We have looked behind the figures

on the price tags to make sure they are backed by sound values. In upholstered pieces such as sofas,
you want good workmanship and proper fillings. (Expensive upholstery materials, which

add to price, can wait.) By the same token, construction and woods are all-important

in the other pieces. (Elaborately detailed furniture can come later.) Essential also:

an extensible dining table which, like the occasional tables, will serve many purposes.

Below, his dressing gown, Bloomingdale's; her negligée, Bergdorf Goodman.
MODERN minded furniture is a ready answer to the problems of limited space confronting many brides today.

**KURT VERSEN** designed this lamp, executed in wood with a Fiberglas shade. Complete, $17.50, Waldron Associates, New York.

**CONSOLE table** by Extensole extends to 36" x 74", $100 at W & J Sloane, San Francisco.

**“CHERRY MODERN” dresser** by Crawford, 58" x 20", 33" h., $125, Sibley's, Rochester.

**“STOWAWAY” birch tables**, black legs, by Raymor, 14" x 16½", $4 ea. at New Design.

**SOFA** by Valentine-Seaver, 67" l., 34" d., 31" h., $159 in muslin at Gimbel's, N.Y.

**LAMP** designed by George Nelson has translucent white glass cylindrical base, white enamel frame, plastic shade, is $20, at New Design, N.Y.

**TABLE LAMP** has a flexible gooseneck stem, shielded shade, costs $30 at To-Day's House, Inc., New York.

**END** $133, loveseat $162, center chair $104 in muslin, Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair at Trask, Prescott & Richardson, Erie, Pa.

**SOFABEDS** by Pullman, 57" long, 35" deep, 31" high. Each half costs $219 in muslin. Sterling & Welch, Cleveland.

**DESK** by Sterling has a white oak base, a Formica “Realwood” top, is 24" x 48", 29" high, $159 at Modernage, N.Y.

**“TRA-TABLE”** by Herman Miller of walnut, molded plywood and chrome steel, 15" sq. Height adjusts from 17" to 29", $13 at Foley's, Houston.

**SOFA** by Valentine-Seaver, 67" l., 34" d., 31" h., $159 in muslin at Gimbel's, N.Y.

**“STOWAWAY”** birch tables, black legs, by Raymor, 14" x 16½", $4 ea. at New Design.

**SOFA** by Valentine-Seaver, 67" l., 34" d., 31" h., $159 in muslin at Gimbel's, N.Y.

**LAMP** designed by George Nelson has translucent white glass cylindrical base, white enamel frame, plastic shade, is $20, at New Design, N.Y.

**TABLE LAMP** has a flexible gooseneck stem, shielded shade, costs $30 at To-Day's House, Inc., New York.

**END** $133, loveseat $162, center chair $104 in muslin, Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair at Trask, Prescott & Richardson, Erie, Pa.

**SOFABEDS** by Pullman, 57" long, 35" deep, 31" high. Each half costs $219 in muslin. Sterling & Welch, Cleveland.

**DESK** by Sterling has a white oak base, a Formica “Realwood” top, is 24" x 48", 29" high, $159 at Modernage, N.Y.

**“TRA-TABLE”** by Herman Miller of walnut, molded plywood and chrome steel, 15" sq. Height adjusts from 17" to 29", $13 at Foley's, Houston.

**SOFA** by Valentine-Seaver, 67" l., 34" d., 31" h., $159 in muslin at Gimbel's, N.Y.

**LAMP** designed by George Nelson has translucent white glass cylindrical base, white enamel frame, plastic shade, is $20, at New Design, N.Y.

**TABLE LAMP** has a flexible gooseneck stem, shielded shade, costs $30 at To-Day's House, Inc., New York.

**END** $133, loveseat $162, center chair $104 in muslin, Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair at Trask, Prescott & Richardson, Erie, Pa.

**SOFABEDS** by Pullman, 57" long, 35" deep, 31" high. Each half costs $219 in muslin. Sterling & Welch, Cleveland.

**DESK** by Sterling has a white oak base, a Formica “Realwood” top, is 24" x 48", 29" high, $159 at Modernage, N.Y.

**“TRA-TABLE”** by Herman Miller of walnut, molded plywood and chrome steel, 15" sq. Height adjusts from 17" to 29", $13 at Foley's, Houston.

**SOFA** by Valentine-Seaver, 67" l., 34" d., 31" h., $159 in muslin at Gimbel's, N.Y.

**LAMP** designed by George Nelson has translucent white glass cylindrical base, white enamel frame, plastic shade, is $20, at New Design, N.Y.

**TABLE LAMP** has a flexible gooseneck stem, shielded shade, costs $30 at To-Day's House, Inc., New York.

**END** $133, loveseat $162, center chair $104 in muslin, Grand Rapids Bookcase & Chair at Trask, Prescott & Richardson, Erie, Pa.

**SOFABEDS** by Pullman, 57" long, 35" deep, 31" high. Each half costs $219 in muslin. Sterling & Welch, Cleveland.
TRADITIONAL furniture lends itself to graceful formal or informal living and entertaining.

**TUXEDO SOFA** by Heritage-Henredon has spring-down cushions, is 84” wide, 34” deep and 27” high. In muslin it costs $285 at Lord & Taylor, New York.

**LAMP** by Paul Hanson has a white, opaque glass column set in a polished brass base. Complete with the shade shown, it costs $28 at B. Altman & Co., N. Y.

**COLUMNAR** brass lamp by Roselle, with green shade, $10, Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago.

**DROP-LEAF** dining and general purpose mahogany table by Extensole is 24” wide, 60” long, has six fillers which extend it to 132”. With fillers, it is $168 at Hudson’s, Detroit.

**FOXE** mirror by Heritage-Henredon, of mahogany, tulipwood, satinwood inlaid with boxwood, $45 at Meier & Frank, Portland, Oregon.

**CHIPPENDALE** chairside lamp table by Mersman, finished mahogany, 20½” x 22”, 25” high, costs $25 at Barker’s, Los Angeles, Calif.

**ARMCHAIR** ($60 in muslin) and matching ottoman ($35 in muslin) by Kenmar, form a chaise. Both at Gimbel’s, New York.

**EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY** stow-away chest by Cavalier, 19” x 38”, 34” high in mahogany, costs $90 at W & J Sloane, N. Y.
PROVINCIAL design is engaging in the country and so adaptable you can use it in town.

**RECORD** cabinet by American Furniture Novelty Co., is cherry, 24" x 17", 29" high, $129 at The May Co., Los Angeles, California.

**MAPLE** desk by Whitney, 45½" x 26", 30" high, $149 and birch chair, 21½" wide, 20½" deep, 35" high, $26. Both are at Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.

**FRENCH PROVINCIAL** lamp made by Little Jones, has a simple white base and a green shade. Complete with the shade, it costs $14.50 at W & J Sloane in San Francisco, Calif.

**CHERRY** breakfront by Statton, 75" high over-all, $259 at Hahne & Co., Newark.

**PINE** trestle table by Habitant Shops, Inc., 36" wide, open; 18" wide, closed, 60" long, 29" high, $50; the two pine armchairs are $19.50 each. All at W & J Sloane, New York.

**STUDENT** lamp by Lightolier is made of tole and costs $22. Wm. Taylor & Son, Cleveland.

**NEST** of three maple tables by Whitney, 25½" h, over-all, largest 21" x 15", smallest 13½" x 11½", $57, Barker's, Los Angeles.

**TRADITIONAL** student lamp by Edward P. Paul, brass with green or ruby glass globes, $32, Dennison's, N. Y.

**WING CHAIR** by Heritage-Henredon, $175, muslin, Dayton Co., Minneapolis.

All prices approximate.
Wedding presents for a housekeeping trousseau

Six that cost under $5

- "EMERALD GREEN" set of 8 glasses designed by Freda Diamond for Libbey, $1.50 at Bloomingdale's, N. Y.
- ARTIFAX reproduction of William Harnett painting, *Music and Good Luck*, $2.95, at McCrery's, N. Y.

All less than $10

- PEWTER finish cigarette urn and ash tray by Tommi Parzinger is $8.50 at Black, Starr & Gorham, N. Y.
- SCALLOPED finger towels $2.50 apiece and hand towels $4.50 each are from Leron Inc. in New York.
- MAYONNAISE bowl and ladle made of pewter by Poole Silver are $7.85 at Chelton Inc., New York.

Good value and under $20

- "BUXILUM" 3-quart casserole has Pyrex insert and pie plate, costs $11.50, Emporium, San Francisco.

Four up to $50
The prices, on the opposite page, give you a range from small remembrances ($5 and under) to important additions to the bride's household trousseau (see gifts in the $50 bracket).

All are characterized by good design and serviceability.

**FOR THE GROOM**, a handsome brass corkscrew, imported from Italy, costs $2.50 at The Piazza, N. Y.

**DANIBOCA** glass dishes: the 4" $1; 6½" $1.50 and the 8½" $2.50 at Lord & Taylor, New York.

**FOOTED** glass candy jar by Viking, with top, is 9" tall, costs $3 at John Wanamaker, Philadelphia.

**DECORATIVE** and engaging strawberry dish, 9" in diameter, costs $4 at Alice H. Marks, New York.

**ITALIAN** pottery butterfly tureen, has a cover and plate, costs $7.50 the set at The Piazza, New York.

**PEPPER MILL** for the bride's dinner table, is copper, costs $7.50 at Designed for Living Inc., New York.

**FOOTED** glass candy jar by Viking, with top, is 9" tall, costs $3 at John Wanamaker, Philadelphia.

**FOUR** coin dot mats and napkins by Pauline Granichstaden, $10 the set at Saks Fifth Avenue, New York.

**LIGH**t, serviceable and handsome, this round woven tray which costs $6 is from Bonniers, New York.

**"PILGRIM" PEWTER JUG** for hot or cold liquids, made by Friedman Silver Co. $15 at Altman's, N. Y.

**PRACTICAL** and pretty, this round tray, made of tole, is hand-painted, $12 at Bergdorf Goodman, N. Y.

**CARVEL HALL** set of six steak knives with ivory handles is $19 at May Co., Los Angeles, California.

**"SOUTHPONT" MONOGRAMMED** bath towels by Martex, cost $17.50 a dozen at Liron, New York.

**COCKTAIL HOUR** dish by Frank Smith Silver Co., $39 including Federal tax at Peacock's, Chicago.

**FIVE-ARM** brass candelabrum designed by Tommi Parzinger, $50 a pair at Lord & Taylor, New York.

**STERLING CUPS** by The Stieff Co. are $14.40 apiece including Fed. tax at S & G Gump, San Francisco.

*All prices approximate*
Opposite

Flowered paving at Bramham Park, England

Giaccomo Leoni is thought to have completed Bramham in 1710 for Robert Benson who became, in the same year, Lord Chancellor, and was created Baron Bingley three years later. At Bramham, early double Peach Blossom tulips bloom among gray paving stones.

Two groups of English daisies, Bellis perennis, flaunt red, pink and white flowers. English primroses are used in clear yellows as well as mixed colors while forget-me-nots and bluebells add blues; aubrietas give masses of purple.

The flower beneath your foot

When you choose plants to set in pavings, look for special characteristics. Consider the texture and colors of foliage that will harmonize or contrast with the tones of the flagstones. Choose some fuzzy-leaved, low-growing gray-foliaged plants, such as mother-of-thyme, Thymus serpyllum, for extremely shallow crevices. This diminutive herb will stand much abuse in the way of walking. It has many branches which send down new roots at each joint, thus hitching it along among the stones. The wiry, slightly woody stems form neat tufted mats, and give off a nice aroma when you tread on them. The flowers are minute, in the species a purplish color, but there are many horticultural forms, one with white flowers (T. s. albus), one with red (T. s. splendens), one crimson (T. s. coccineus). Others are noted for their variations in foliage. T. s. aureus has yellow tones, while in the woolly thyme, T. s. lanuginosus, the entire plant has a hairy, grayish effect. You will want some plants with smooth, grayish blue foliage, such as Sedum sieboldii. (This and many of the rock garden plants given on page 145 are also adapted to terrace plantings.) Among the Sedums, you will find many plants with smooth and succulent leaves having different shapes, different edges. When Sedums bloom they have bunches of starry flowers, some varieties brilliant yellow, as S. acre, others in pinks, reds, and combinations of these tones. Some of the Sedums have wonderful maroon and reddish tones in their foliage, too. You can get a gray spider web effect from the Sempervivum arachnoides, one of the most unusual of the hens-and-chickens. Try others for other effects. The low species iris will give you short, sword-shaped bluish-gray foliage, lavender, blue or white flowers. Snow-in-Summer, Cerastium tomentosum, and the more rampant rock plants may be used, but will need to be clipped back if you don’t want them taking over the whole terrace. The rock cress, Aubrieta deltoidea, is good for purple tones, as well as soft gray foliage. For bright spring bloom, set in a few pansies and some English daisies (as in the photograph opposite). Taller plants, such as the tulips, must go in the plant pockets near the edge if you plan to use your terrace for dining and living as well as to look at.

Lay your flagstone terrace with care

Dig the excavation for your terrace 6" to 12" deep, according to the type of base you select. If you have light soil, a 2" to 4" layer of sand beneath the flagstones is sufficient. If soil is heavy, use a 4" to 6" layer of gravel beneath the sand cushion for proper drainage. Fill the plant pockets with 6" to 8" of good loam. As you set the stones, check the grade with a spirit level set on a straight edge.
CARPET-OF-GOLD ALYSSUM IN THE ROCK GARDEN AT THE FOOT OF WINDSOR CASTLE'S ROUND TOWER, BUILT BY EDWARD III

LAKE IN THE RECENTLY CREATED WILD GARDEN AT WINDSOR CASTLE PARK
Rock plants for beginners

by M. L. COONAN

The question: what rock plants should beginners try? has dogged my gardening life. It isn’t easy to answer without qualifications and counter queries. First, where is your rock garden? If it is one situated (as it should be) in an open, sunny place, it will be most suitable for the majority of rock plants. If, however, the only suitable place you have affords a minimum of shade, you must content yourself with a more limited list of plants (a subject in itself). What type of soil do you have? Plants that will thrive in open, sandy soil rarely do well in soil containing an abundance of humus. Again, plants which prefer lime will often succumb and pine away in an acid soil. What colors do you prefer and when do you want to see your garden in bloom?

Because of these variables, my basic baker’s dozen may not fulfill your conditions, but they have been selected and approved by a group of veteran, experienced rock gardeners as including some of the best and easiest plants for the beginner. These choices are presented on the premise that you have the usual open, sunny rock garden where the soil is moderately rich and well drained. For the best results, plan to have at least three plants of each variety you choose. Single specimens rarely succeed in making a satisfactory display during the first few years.

1. Alyssum saxatile flore pleno is a vast improvement on the single-flowered form of madwort and is quite as easy to grow as the single ones. It is not inclined to be invasive or to intrude on its near neighbors. A factor in its favor is that it sets no seed and is therefore neat in appearance all season. It grows moderately slowly in an ordinary soil that is well drained and it demands a place in the sun. In early spring it is smothered with fully double flowers of bright, golden yellow. Since it does not set seed, propagate from cuttings.

2. Arenaria montana is a very charming low-growing plant that may become somewhat too profuse in soil that is too rich. You may overcome this fault by lifting the plants every two years, dividing them and then replanting small divisions. It grows readily in ordinary soil, in an open, sunny position. In the spring, the entire plant is covered with hosts of open, white blossoms.

3. Aubrieta in any of its many varieties is a delightful plant, a “must have” for your rock garden. It hugs the contours of the ground and rocks with small-sized deep green foliage. Since Aubrieta is available in several flower shades, you can select the colors you prefer. It is not a rampant grower and never becomes a nuisance. Aubrieta grows very well in ordinary soil in a sunny position. In fact it is not in the least fastidious and will grow in light shade as well. In such a location, the sun is not so apt to fade or lighten the delicate color of the myriad blossoms which appear in spring.

4. Aster alpinus well deserves admission to the beginner’s rock garden as it is a very easy plant to grow in light soil, in full sun. It may vary from 6 to 12 inches in height, but, whether pygmy or miniature is most desirable, grows slowly. The daisy-like blossoms of light purple or similar shades are a joy in early summer.

Opposite

Windsor Gardens

The base of the Round Tower at Windsor, the site of a garden for many centuries, is at present a rock garden, created by Lord Wigram, private secretary to King George V. Hardy rock plants include such old favorites as Aubrieta, Campanula, Sedums, sun roses and saxifrages which form large mats. Gray-green foliage variations are everywhere, especially among the connoisseurs’ plants such as Onopordum acanthium (cotton thistle), Achillea umbellata, Antirrhinum glutinosum (creeping snapdragon) and the rare silvery-leaved shrub, Potentilla fruticosa monschurica.
The fruitful earth

Without any outside, human help, it takes nature—even under a good, healthy cover of grass, forest floor and other protective vegetation—from 300 to 1000 years to build a single inch of top soil. Erosion can remove it in a single year. Where soil has been blitzed by the drive of dust bowl winds, it takes less than a day. In this country, through indifference to conservation, our score of serious injury to essential land (crop-, grazing-, and range-land) totals close to 285,000,000 acres. Erosion by wind, flood, flash fire, gully washouts and neglect is seasonally attacking 775,000,000 additional acres. Once this land was arable and prime. Today the nation’s top technologists, such as Fairfield Osborn in his impressive book Our Plundered Planet, admonish us that 100,000,000 acres of cropland (once promising and fruitful) are now barren. It is almost impossible to restore this loss. Our only way of reclaiming it is by applying balanced chemical plant foods, compost, cover crop rotations, essential nutrients such as lime, phosphate, nitrates and potash plowed under to revitalize impoverished earth—thus building new layers of top soil on our farms and gardens. Nature, being our ally, responds readily to wise conservation. All of us who own even a patch of land are custodians of the future. Within this small (or large) realm we are all—like the George Greenhalghs in Berryville, Virginia—inheritors of earth. “Springsbury Farm,” shown here, was deeded to John Holker, first tenant owner, in 1787. Today you can see in this farm an outstanding example of provident management and sound soil reclamation by the Greenhalghs and their farm superintendent, Harry Turner.

Opposite

Mr. and Mrs. George Greenhalgh’s Virginia farm, “Springsbury” on the Shenandoah. Built in 1790, the house was enlarged by Perry, Shaw and Hepburn. English boxwood, wistaria distinguish planting by Ellen Shipman.
The Greenhalghs took title to the original 400 acres in 1936, later added about 600 acres. Since theirs is primarily a horse farm devoted to raising thoroughbred stock for racing and show purposes, about 350 acres of permanent pasturage had to be conditioned for grazing. This was a major task, for the farm was run-down, its minerals depleted. Many of the upland fields were gashed and eroded by gully washouts. Tests showed that the land could only produce about 20 to 30 bushels of corn per acre, or 11 bushels of wheat. With the aid of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, erosion was checked by laying out the hilly fields in contour planting strips. Gullies were filled in, seeded to bluegrass and white clover so that grass-covered hills could deliver rain water without loss of soil. All low and upland fields have been covered twice with lime at the rate of 2 tons per acre, plus periodic coverings of manure from the farm stables. The grasslands get a dressing of 20% superphosphate, at the rate of 400 pounds per acre, every three or four years. By this method of

A year-round working horse farm conserves grazing soil, builds resources for tomorrow's use

U-SHAPED PLAN creates motor courtyard, landscaped around tree in center.
A pair of lead eagles from England crown brick gateposts fronting main part of the old house. On the right side (as you enter) is a covered porch which looks out on green fields where thoroughbred hunters, mares and colts graze.

HERE THE GREENHALGHs enjoy eating out-of-doors from April to October amid daffodils, peonies, tulips, iris. Woodwork of soft pink harmonizes with weathered brick on which wisteria blooms.
STABLE YARD and stalls, built by Alfred Hopkins, are soundly related to sunlight, air, space. The Greenhalghs ride and show their own horses.

BOW WINDOW of breakfast-morning room has fine collection of early American flasks in amber, purple, blue, gold, red. The Greenhalgh parrot is king of the realm here, as are parakeets and canaries, housed in a Chippendale cage.

LEFT
RIVER SIDE OF THE HOUSE HAS TERRACES EDGED WITH FINE ENGLISH BOXWOOD
The Schley House was a tavern in 1770.

In 1931 Mr. and Mrs. Schley discovered Rocky Hill Tavern in Connecticut, moved it (with original pegged floor boards, ballroom and Palladian window) to New Jersey. Reconstructed by Peabody, Wilson & Brown, the house has an air of mellow peace, overlooks terraced lawns, brook, gardens.

Pastoral valley

Ripplebrook Farm’s green acres lie east of the Lamington River in Far Hills, New Jersey (called by agronomists the “Garden State”). Here Mr. and Mrs. Reeve Schley live the year round on about 150 acres of farmland. They grow fruits, vegetables and flowers in the rich soil and temperate climate, and entertain with gay and unfailing hospitality. The farm, watered by a brook, spreads through a pastoral, Triassic lowland valley where the loamy soil contains geologic deposits of marl. Nature, acting as her own soil chemist, has mixed this clay for aeons with calcium carbonate—a natural fertilizer for earth deficient in lime. To augment its basic yield, Ripplebrook’s fields are seeded with mixed Dutch white clover, rye, bluegrass, timothy. Plowed under, this organic food brings up surface nutrients, makes a good feeding zone for the Schleys’ Holstein herd and Suffolk sheep. To such well-organized methods of land-use, the earth responds with a continual refueling process. Planting around the main house—roses, daffodils, potted geranium and wisteria—gives hardy bloom all summer long.

Opposite: Pastureland picture: sheep

Crop placid meadows below the terrace

Grassland, soil, water and cattle contribute to the fertility of Ripplebrook Farm. It abounds in shade maples, white and black oak and fine tulip trees. A clean-tilled vegetable garden supplies the house and tenant farm. One acre is planted to fruit. Here the land serves as a respected and responsive host, shows everywhere the result of check-balance soil management at Ripplebrook.
Canada, coast to coast

Canada's contribution to the delectation of mankind includes such diverse elements as Canadian bacon, Canadian Club whisky, Canada Dry ginger ale, Deanna Durbin, Mary Pickford, Walter Huston, Raymond Massey, the Dionne quintuplets and most of the best hockey players in the world. On home ground, it also provides some of the earth's most majestic scenery (the Canadian Rockies), a bit of old Scotland (Nova Scotia), a bit of England (Victoria), a larger bit of old France (the Province of Québec) and endless quantities of fish and game. It is the third roomiest country on the planet, yet it has a smaller population than that of New York State. Stretching above the crowded cities of the United States, it acts like a vacuum, drawing Americans annually by the millions up to its mountains, woodlands, fields, streams, lakes and rivers.

Under the statistical circumstances, it seems pretty certain that if you haven't already been to Canada you will get there. You will visit it by train, plane, boat or automobile; on Canadian National and Canadian Pacific Railways, on Trans-Canada and Colonial Airlines (for transportation information see page 216). You will cruise up the St. Lawrence and Saguenay Rivers, drive around the Gaspé Peninsula, co-mingling with the fisherfolk, the gannet and the razor-billed auk; or through the Rockies on the new 200-mile road from Banff to Jasper, past the Columbia Icefield, the last remnant of a prehistoric ice mass which spread over western Canada about a million years ago. You will pamper yourself in hotels of baronial splendor or squat by a lake in a tent; attend the annual Stampede at Calgary, Alberta, or the Scottish clambake at St. Ann's, Nova Scotia; eat flapjacks floating in maple syrup or, in French Canada, a stew called *ragout de patte de cochon*; you will sail, swim; inevitably, you will fish. For detailed information as to the inducements of each province, please turn to page 213.
PASTEL CANNAS WITH THE SHEEN OF SILK

Cannas

GERMANIA, A NEW DWARF CANNA FROM ABROAD

Gladiolus

HELEN HAYES HAS WAVY-EDGED FLORETS

ASTRID: BLOSSOMS LIGHTLY RUFFLED
Anybody can grow gladiolus

When spring has faded into summer and with it the brilliant verdure of the garden and its host of spring flowers, your house and garden may benefit from the color the gladiolus provides. In August, when even humans wilt, a freshly opened spike of gladiolus can be as crisp and pert and fresh as a starched cotton dress. What is more, each day brings the opening of fresh flowers to replace fading ones and thereby gives you continual bloom for as long as a week on each individual spike. Not only is the gladiolus most highly regarded by all florists but affection for it amounts almost to a mania with gladiolus hobbyists. Hundreds of them have become hybridists and their diligent work during the past two decades has added materially to the beauty and development of these flowers. Today’s plant breeders have imparted attractive forms to the individual flowers, lent grace to the spike and added greatly to the color range. The gladiolus is now remarkable among garden flowers for its beautiful clear colors that include practically every hue, tint and shade of the spectrum except a true blue. They are agreeable flowers in the house and so varied you will like them in every room. When most of the florets have bloomed, you may cut the tips off and place them in a flat bowl to form a very attractive centerpiece for the table. The long-lasting qualities of the gladiolus commend it to gardeners, florists and their customers. Anybody can grow gladiolus. The purchase of good bulbs and a little care in planting, followed by some precaution against thrips, will induce a crop of magnificent bloom. Staggered planting dates will give you a succession of flowers that will last until the fall adds another spurt of life and colour to your garden. The usual time for planting gladiolus corms is May, after the ground has warmed up. The corms you plant then will blossom from late July through August. By making later plantings up to the first of July, you will have a succession of bloom (Continued on page 218)
When the oak leaves are the size of a mouse’s ear

Try this eyebrow system for an informal planting of versatile annuals

by JEAN HERSEY

If you are a this year’s bride with a new place in the country or a spot of ground in town, the chances are that you won’t have had a moment to think about your garden until you actually move to your new address. This is the ideal time to try annuals, especially if you sow their seeds directly on the spot where the flowers are to grow. Many of them thrive in spite of neglect, but with a small amount of care and thought they all grow furiously. Annuals flourish among perennials. They border walks, make a foreground to shrubs and cover the ground where spring bulbs have flowered. But best of all is a garden of annuals alone. You start by turning over a new leaf—as on New Year’s Day. As no set pattern of plants from previous years limits you, your plan and arrangement can be entirely different every year. Annuals are quick to grow, quick to flower. You want a garden one day, you buy it the next and plant it the next. In a week or two sprouts push up everywhere. Soon the first blooms open—and in what seems like no time at all you have masses of flowers. It’s a short life but a merry one for the annual. These are the plants that give their all as fast and generously as possible in order to produce, in a single season of life, enough bloom, and subsequently seed, to insure the future of the particular species. Annuals flower constantly from spring to Thanksgiving. A few varieties even defy the earliest frosts. They have almost everything to be desired in plants such as an assortment of colors, forms, fragrances, heights, textures. Not only do they make the easiest and quickest garden but the least expensive. A few dollars plant a space (Continued on page 221)
Choose your house walls for looks and durability

Consider texture, color and form, weather-tightness and upkeep, when you choose exterior wall materials.

You are faced with twin problems in selecting materials for your house walls: how well they strike the eye and how well they withstand the elements are equally important. Up to now these monthly articles have been mostly concerned with structure alone—with the durable construction of the foundations and framework which form the bones of the house. Wall materials, however, enclosing these bones, must be good-looking as well as soundly applied if you really want the best house for your money. Their character, color, texture, shape, size and scale do much to determine the appearance of the house you may live in and look at for the rest of your life. Consider color carefully—not just paint schemes but the variations possible in brick and stone, in stains and natural wood tones. Be aware of texture—of the many pleasing patterns that are possible with various shingles, stonework, brick and plywood panels and of ways in which they are combined and contrasted. Think of scale—of the size of boards, stonework or concrete block in relation to the height or breadth of the house. Consider well how different wall materials mix together and how they get along with the materials you use on the roof.

Give equal attention also to the practical values of wall materials, to their strong points and drawbacks. Our March article, "Your house is no better than its framework," explained the two kinds of wall construction for houses—frame and masonry. On the first you can use wood siding, shingles, plywood or fiber-board panels, metal, asbestos and asphalt composition materials as an exterior, surfacing material. You can also use brick and stone veneer or a stucco veneer. Masonry construction—solid brick, stone, hollow tile and concrete block—forms both the structural wall and the surface finish. Here are characteristics and qualities of all these materials:

wood: Shingles, plywoods and many kinds  (Continued on page 160)
PLYWOOD suits houses of traditional design, too, and may be used as horizontal, lapped siding, as shown above. Cut from standard size 4' x 8' fir plywood sheets, it is applied to the walls as 16" or 24" siding. The way this siding overlaps (by simple lapped joint in sketch above) gives strong shadow lines to this small house. Durable, waterproof, exterior plywood such as this can be readily painted.

SHINGLES still offer charming texture and color. Cedar shingles are now made in large sizes and applied in double layers to achieve the deep shadow lines and large-scale effect you see in the picture above. Asbestos siding shingles are made to simulate wood textures and are fireproof.

RUSTIC SIDING—flush boards laid horizontally over wall sheathing and studs—makes an attractive wall material. The boards are "rabbeted" into each other as shown in sketch at right. The "v" joints give narrow accent lines on the smooth surface of the wall. The wide boards in the picture above are redwood; they may be treated with colorless stains or oiled for a natural finish or varnished. They may also be painted or bleached. Note (above) how the white window trim contrasts pleasantly with the natural wood. Narrow boards may be used for horizontal siding, too, and wood may be pine or cedar. A virtue of wood-surfacing materials, like these, is their natural insulation value.

VERTICAL SIDING, of narrow, flush boards, increases apparent height of one-story walls. Boards are fitted together as sketched at right and have a narrow "v" joint for emphasis. Wide boards are used vertically, too, and require less construction time, but are not as well scaled to small wall areas of average small houses.
Exterior wall materials
that enhance your house—
wood, masonry or metal.

of siding—clapboards, batten board, shiplap, flush, horizontal and
rustic sidings are all used for wood walls. Each has the eye appeal and
the natural insulation value of wood. You can paint or stain them to
any color, though this means upkeep and maintenance. There are
many woods to choose from: cedar, redwood, fir, cypress, spruce, the
Western and Southern pines, etc. The use of well-seasoned lumber
and proper framing of it can minimize wood shrinkage and con­
struction can include fire-stops and other precautions. Impregnated
lumber which resists fire, rot, vermin and shrinkage may be had
today, too. So may new strong, waterproofed plywoods.
masonry: Brick, durable and attractive, suits both modern and tradi­
tional house design. You can use it as a solid, self-supporting wall or
as a facing veneer on a frame house. Various textures and methods
of bonding, and wide color range, give it interest. A wall must be
carefully laid and waterproofed to be weather-tight. Concrete
block, fireproof and economical in cost, makes a self-supporting ex­
terior wall. It can be grooved in ashlar  

(Continued on page 192)
STONE, laid in thin slabs suited to the small scale of the one-story wall shown above, is used for both chimney and wall. It unites the two effectively, prevents the chimney from standing out starkly. Rough-textured stone makes a suitably natural background for garden.

SOLID BRICK WALLS, relieved by granite pillars and lintels, form the sturdy structure of this house. Brick offers great variety—in colors, in sizes, in the pattern in which the bricks are bonded, in surface textures, in various types of mortar joints.

FIELD STONE presents a handsome and hardy appearance whether used for all house walls or contrasted with wood siding as shown above. Load-bearing stone walls must be thick enough—not less than 12 inches. Waterproof mortar should be used between the joints and expert workmanship is needed in laying the stone if the walls are to be weathertight and crack-free.

STUCCO or cement plaster serves as an exterior finish over concrete, brick or other masonry walls, over a frame house as well. It has color, strength, texture, requires a rigid structure underneath it.

CORRUGATED STEEL, used for flat and curved metal walls of this desert house, needs no painting and its brilliant surface is heat reflecting. Asbestos cement panels on the inside and outside of the house are inexpensive as well as fire-, vermin- and rot-proof. They have a natural silvery-gray finish.
Open season for good design

A new, year-round exhibit at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart brings you museum taste in household form

“Good Design” is the name of an exhibition sponsored by the Museum of Modern Art in New York and currently open to the public at Chicago’s Merchandise Mart. It was assembled by Mr. Edgar Kaufmann, Jr., of the Museum of Modern Art, and juried by Mr. André Girard, architect, and Mr. Meyric Rogers of the Chicago Art Institute. Although the Museum of Modern Art has been holding design shows since 1933, it never before collaborated with an industry to bring the latest and best examples of furniture, decoration and housewares before the general public. The show is planned as a permanent display, to be augmented in June by further pieces and changed at the end of each year. Charles Eames, adventuresome furniture designer, responsible for the settings, has made dramatic use of light and sharp, unexpected color. Groupings contrast the textures of new metals, polished woods, warm fabrics, brilliant glass. An interesting feature is the use of Thru-Vue partitions which enclose individual displays without breaking up the general sense of space. Though a majority of designers are American, nationalities range from Japanese to Finnish. Their products, many already shown in House & Garden, include a magnetic soap-holder and a 12-foot sofa. A cross-section of these pieces, also in Eames settings, will be exhibited at Carson Pirie Scott, Chicago.

To make the point that good design knows no date, the show included a number of old art objects, among them this polychromed thirteenth-century Spanish Madonna, left, borrowed for the occasion from the collections of the Chicago Art Institute.

NEW EXHIBITION TECHNIQUES DRAMATIZE MODERN DESIGN AT CHICAGO MERCHANDISE MART

13TH-CENTURY MADONNA
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More photographs on page 198

The chair above, designed by Ilmari Tapiovaara for Thonet Industries, Inc., knocks down for ease of storing. The square glass and metal table is made by Pacific Iron Products. Below, storage cabinets by Charles Eames for Herman Miller Furniture Co. combine blue and gray painted sections with plastic-coated plywood. Chairs (covered in "Chinese Coins" pattern), were designed by Eero Saarinen for Knoll Assoc. Inc. Striped pitcher by Stig Lindberg of Bonnier's. Fabric hanging at left is "Starry Pines" by Benjamin Baldwin and William Machado of Design Unit New York. Hand-woven wall hanging by Dorothy Liebes. Counter-weighted lamp from Finland House. Far right, Thru-Vue blind lent by Boyd Britton, composed of vertical fabric louvers which adjust to control light and provide privacy.
VENETIAN COLOR AND ELEGANCE: CORAL-PINK CHAIRS, A LEATHER-TOPPED TABLE, A BOLD FLOOR

SYMMETRY AND LOW HORIZONTAL LINES KEY THE EMPIRE DESIGN

MODERN THEME WITH CLASSIC REFERENCES
In the Venetian idiom

Add Italian chic and gaiety to your rooms with Empire furniture, dramatically designed after Venetian originals. Blonde and lacquered woods, foam rubber, brass and leather mottled like Siena travertine, are its hallmark.

YOUR ROOM CAN HAVE A VENETIAN SILHOUETTE

Turn for inspiration to the new Italian Empire furniture by S. J. Campbell, with its diversity of color and form. N. B.: The Venetian sofa in the living room, right, boxed to the floor; the formal cornice of the shelf cabinet, the polished sweep of the chair arms; the marbled design of the large leather table top. Sympathetic accessories (all from Mottahedah, Chicago), the architectural tole in the manner of Piranesi (by Howard & Schaffer) at the windows and the textured carpet (by James Lees) carry the scheme to a spirited conclusion. Furniture is at W & J Sloane, Los Angeles; F. G. & A. Howald, Columbus, Ohio; or to order through your decorator at John Stuart, Inc., N. Y. Shopping information is on page 220.

Opposite
YOUR ROOM CAN BE DRAMATIC

Try mixing Italian Empire furniture, a harlequin floor and modern materials. Note: The vigorous design of the side chairs; the felicitous curves of the table top; the horizontal lines of couch and tufted chairs; the covered frame of the side chair. Furniture designed by Jack Moore and Dick Pfeiferle of Hollywood, California.
MOUNT AIRY, one of the finest houses of the Colonial period, is copied directly from Gibbs' "Design for a Gentleman's House"

We are no longer Colonials

by JOSEPH HUDNUT

This provocative article was the opening talk at the Colonial House and Garden Symposium in Williamsburg this spring. Mr. Hudnut is Dean of the Graduate School of Design at Harvard University and author of the current book "Architecture and the Spirit of Man."

I am never long in Williamsburg without feeling a strong impulse to appear in costume. A handsome blue satin waistcoat fancifully flowered would, I am sure, become me: muslin ruffles bien brodées, a pair of gold garters for my breeches' knees, white silk stockings, and my perfumed hair tied with a plum-colored ribbon. It seems to me when I look about me in Williamsburg that the buildings share my mood. They, too, desire a fancy dress. These engaging and discreet palaces, dressed like the gentlefolk of their day at an afternoon assembly, kindle glamour like antique chinoiserie or a coach-in-four. I have only to look at their prim appraising windows, like so many pairs of raised eyebrows, to know what they are saying. "How ill at ease," they say, "is this gaffer from those buildings built in our day which we have costumed in masquerades as equivocal? Doubtless, if they could speak, their prohibition would be as apposite to such buildings as to me. The cynicism which they address to my phantom costume is addressed likewise to the churches and country houses which in my youthful days I laid upon the patient soil of Virginia. These wear their counterfeit frills as awkwardly as I and as little deserve an entree to a polite society. We should be grateful to the buildings of Williamsburg if for no other reason than for the tell-tale light they throw upon our modern imitations—nooWAY—Salmon's The Lon-
don Art of Building was copied meticulously at Westover, Va.

Illustrations courtesy Avery Architectural Library, Columbia University
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to my carefully studied replicas. What is there in the way of life to which they are relevant? Is there a mystery between life and architecture? a path, inaccessible to our instruments of precision, by which the one enters into the other? The Colonials were the sole authors of Colonial architecture—and we are no longer Colonials. It should be understood that I am not thinking of the pleasures of romance or of antiquarian discovery or of that delight in the faraway and long ago which lies in so rich a frosting over the streets and buildings of Williamsburg. I am speaking only of architecture.

The most conspicuous characteristic of life in the eighteenth century, when we compare it to the life of our day, is artifice. The eighteenth century was an age of artifice. The men and women who molded English—and Virginian—culture were, often unconsciously, trying to realize that ideal of well-being which had its birth in the artificial and ceremonial court of Versailles. The heaviness and pomp which had surrounded Louis XIV had ceased to exist, but the spirit of Versailles was continued into the conventions of polite living of the English aristocracy. London society was less grandiose than Versailles, its temper was more intimate, its mise-en-scène more chaste, but it was as clearly divorced from reality. Havested from the harsh inclemencies of economic circumstance, English society built for itself a neat and workmanlike architecture which set forth in the language peculiar to that art the engaging make-believe of a confident, guarded life.

This artifice of life and of art was sustained by a philosophy of artifice, universally accepted. Not the externals of life but its very spirit was artifice. Scholarship, without one glance at the humanity which surrounded it, addressed its researches to deductions from classical rules; science avoided the vulgarity of test tubes by measuring its discoveries against the universals of antiquity; literature and the stage dressed their respective muses in rules believed to be those of Aristotle; and the minor arts of conversation and letter-writing, of entertainment and dress, were equally guarded from spontaneity and formlessness by unwritten laws of deportment. The idea of what is beautiful, the model upon which taste must be formed, could not have existed in compartments aside from a habit of thought which was so universal. These were then, in truth, pure artifice.

I can best illustrate this relationship of art to life by a consideration of the most popular and characteristic art of the time. I mean, of course, the art of portrait painting. The ladies and gentlemen who look out with so much self-assurance from the canvases of Reynolds and Gainsborough are the very type and symbol of that fragment of England which created also her architecture. They are all decorum and pose, a true revelation of character being in the worst possible taste; all languor and fragile grace, health being a synonym for dullness; all elegance and contrivance, simplicity being uncongenial to rank and gentility. They conform to a polite artifice. Georgian architecture also set out to please, to decorate, to refine, to be proper where it is proper. Thus it is discreet, self-assured and without display. Also it is free of a naturalism more than surface-deep: free also of any connection with the spirit of man.

There is nevertheless an ingredient in architecture not clearly evident in portrait painting and which often blinds us (Continued on page 201)
SMALL GARDEN IN PARIS

You can create a sense of space in a town garden by capitalizing on light and shade, as architects Prevostau and Courcelles did for Princess André Poniatowski.

A FINE ELM SHADES THIS COOL RETREAT. BEDS OF BRIGHT BEGONIAS ENCLOSED BY NEAT EDGING ARE BACKED WITH A PRECISELY CLIPPED HEDGE.

WHITE IRON FURNITURE IS SET ON THE LAWN WHICH SURROUNDS THE SMALL POOL; AND WHITE GERANIUMS HIGHLIGHT THE WALL OF A CLASSIC TERRACE.

FRANK SMITH SILVER COMPANY
Gardner 7, Massachusetts...for over sixty years

Among people for whom tradition is a mode of living, to whom stark beauty is a fetish, and inspired value overshadows price, nothing less than the exceeding perfection of Sterling by Frank Smith will do...Preferred in homes of eminence the world over, Frank Smith creations achieve the ultimate in contemporary silversmithing.

Six-piece place settings in heavy and massive weights...$29.75 to $34.75, Fed. tax included

YOUR FRANK SMITH RETAILER
is prepared to help you combine the utmost decorative effect and versatility in your Sterling Service, modest though it may be. Ask him for your gift copy of "The Modern Hostess Set" in...
Admiral
WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER
OF TELEVISION COMBINATIONS

AMERICA'S SMART SET ...

DYNAMAGIC FM-AM RADIO

TRIPLE PLAY PHONOGRAPH (33 1/3, 45, 78 rpm) ...

16" MAGIC MIRROR TELEVISION

Exquisite in cabinet styling ...
engineered to outperform any set,
anywhere, any time ... with choice of
12 1/2, 16, or 19 inch picture tubes, Admiral
proudly offers the greatest values in
television today ... from $179.95 to $775.00.
These are facts convincingly
demonstrated by your Admiral dealer

ON TV! — "LIGHTS OUT", NBC, Mondays, 9 PM, EST
"STOP THE MUSIC", ABC, Thursdays, 8 PM, EST
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HOUSEHOLD SHORT CUTS

To get a bride off to a good start in her first kitchen, consider these well-designed new products.

PEARL-WICK

self-ventilating hampers made of STEEL-RIBBED DUROWEVE®

**Family Size**
- Up-right Hanger... only — $9.95
- Matching Waste Basket... $2.95

**Other Pearl-Wick Hampers**
- DURAMATIC Door or Wall Hamper — $2.98

Exclusive choice of the "GOOD AMERICAN HOME"®

PEARL-WICK CORP., Long Island City 2, N. Y.

PROTECT STOVE and worktops with Aristo asbestos mats. Two stainles-steel designs; ribbed for long wear; corners rounded. 17" x 19", $2.95; 13" x 19", $2.99; 9" x 9", $1.95. Round chrome mat. 49¢. Wanamaker's, N. Y.

TOASTMASTER waffle service: automatic waffle baker with non-sticking grids. Sprout green batter bowl and syrup pitcher of Franciscan ware, chromium ladle, walnut veneer tray, leather inlay. $27.50, Marshall Field.

PARFY FARE: heart shaped layer cakes, individual aspic, ice cream molds are readily turned out of this useful Mirro, aluminum set. Large size holds batter for regular 9" layer cake pan. Complete set, priced at $1.50. Macy's, New York.

A CLOTHES DRYER frees you from weather worries, backlifting work. Whirlpool's newest gas model is fully automatic with an electrically controlled pilot light, self-adjusting gas pressure regulator, ultraviolet lamp. $250. Abraham & Straus.
HERB CUPBOARD to grace a kitchen wall and initiate a novice in aromatic seasoning. Ten 1½ oz. assortment, three pints of favorite vinegars. Fine cupboard, 10½" x 14" by House of Herbs, costs $12 complete at Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.

POSTURE CHAIR for laundry or kitchen. Opens, folds with touch of the toe. Chrome finished tubular steel, padded back, seat of Boltaflex. Sold with GE ironers or separately, $9.95. Red or gray, Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis.

SMART MODERN CLOCK for kitchen by George Nelson. Self-starting, 14" in in plug-in or cord model. Red or white wood with black-hour hands, red second hand, $30. Bloomingdale's, N. Y.

FRIGIDAIRE's handsome new compact electric range for small kitchens is just 30" wide, has big, full-width oven, four fast-heating surface burners, $169.75. With timer clock, storage drawer, $199.75. From Bamberger's, Newark, N. J.

Our new electric marvel gets rid of all garbage problems!

AMAZING NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC DISPOSALL® CAN BE QUICKLY, EASILY INSTALLED IN MOST ANY PLUMBING SYSTEM!

1. So Easy! After scraping food waste into drain opening, you simply lock protecting cover with a twist to the left. Messy food wastes are out of sight, out of mind!

2. Now turn on cold water! This automatically starts action in Disposall hidden below. Food wastes are shredded into tiny bits—flushed away to sewer or septic tank.

THE DISPOSALL IS G-E DEPENDABLE!

15 years of pioneering by General Electric have made the Disposall as DEPENDABLE as only a G-E appliance can be. For the average family, the cost of an entire month of operation is just a few pennies.


DISPOSALL MEANS GOOD-BY TO GARBAGE—AUTOMATICALLY!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
A Special Price Event in DUNCAN'S LACE GLASS!

THE FAMOUS OLD SANDWICH PATTERN

Duncan's Sandwich Lace Glass is one of the most famous glass designs in America, patterned after the Early American glassware made at Sandwich in old New England. It was created by Duncan, a company whose glass is to be found in antique shows, in museums, in collectors' books on old American glass. See these best-selling Lace Glass items at these special prices at your department, jewelry or gift stores, or write to us for name of store nearest you.

*These prices in effect only until June 30.

THE DUNCAN & MILLER GLASS CO.
WASHINGTON, PENNSYLVANIA

YEW GARDEN IN PARIS

This small green garden, with its intricate patterns, is in the Faubourg Saint-Germain

THE DRAWING-ROOM WINDOWS of an eighteenth-century house look out on a garden, stylized in form and design, created by Russell Page, noted English landscape architect.

HIGH LATTICE encloses the garden, and provides a niche, right, for an Italian baroque figure. The creeper with heart-shaped leaves is Algerian ivy, Hederan canariensis.

YEW'S CLIPPED in a variety of geometric topiary forms, provide accent and interest in this formal garden. Seen from upstairs windows, gravel paths form an elegant pattern.
TO BRING OUT THE FULL AND LASTING BEAUTY OF EVERYTHING YOU GROW!

America's 3 great gardening aids

PRESENTED BY SWIFT & COMPANY

VIGORO


*Vigoro is the trade-mark for Swift & Company's complete, balanced plant food.

End-o-Weed

"Weed" your whole lawn in less than one hour with End-o-Weed. Kills over 100 different varieties of weeds without harming ordinary lawn grass. One application usually does it. Just dilute End-o-Weed with water and spray it on.

End-o-Pest

All the protection most gardens need against chewing and sucking insects and fungus diseases. No mixing. Comes ready-to-use in a cartridge-refillable dust gun... also in economy size for use in your own duster.
YOU CAN GROW WILD FLOWERS

You, like everyone who has a flower garden, are undoubtedly looking for an extra splash of color. Wild flowers will give it to you and they can be grown in your garden. It's merely a matter of knowing which flowers to select, when to transplant them, how and where to place them in relation to the rest of your garden and the conditions favorable to their growth. When you master these facts, you can grow almost any wild flower right in your own back yard, according to Dr. P. L. Ricker, retired Department of Agriculture botanist and president of the Wild Flower Preservation Society.

The rules for transplanting are simple, but there are two important "don'ts"; don't select a wild flower which requires an acid soil and don't try to transplant any flower while it is in bloom. The acid-soil lovers—such common flowers as trailing arbutus, pink lilyturf, hirnfoot violet, wild lupine, azaleas and rhododendron—can be grown, if at all, only after elaborate preparations. Even the experts have trouble with some of them, and you'll do well to leave them alone.

Next, it is always well to remember that wild flowers should be transplanted either before or after they have bloomed, preferably the latter. During the blooming period, and just prior to it, the flower is working overtime, using more than its usual amount of food to produce its blossoms. In the short interval between the time you take it from its natural garden to your own, it may lose more energy than it will be able to recover.

If you find the plant when it is in bloom, just hide your time until it sheds its petals. Then you can transplant it safely, and be assured of healthy blossoms next spring, and every spring thereafter.

Once you have selected a flower that doesn't require an acid soil, and have waited until it has shed its blossoms, all you have to do is dig it up and transplant it. In this stage care must be taken to see that the plant is not injured in any way.

To make certain that you get all of the roots intact, mark off a wide circle around the plant (possibly a foot in diameter) with your spade. This will guide your digging. Don't be afraid to dig deep. You will want to retain a good-sized chunk of the original soil with the roots.

When you have removed the plant from the ground, the next important step is to wet it down immediately. Place the plant, earth and all, on a newspaper and layers thick (so it will retain the moisture you add), and wet it down well, wrap it securely in the paper, and you're off for home.

Now, to get the plant set up in your own garden. Before you start digging again, consider the flower's natural habitat. You will want to duplicate it as nearly as possible.

If you found the flower growing in a densely forested area you will know that it does not require a great deal of sunshine and that the best location is the north side of the house. If the plant was growing in a partially shaded area, indicating that it requires some but not much sunshine, you can find a place for it on the east side where it will get the benefit of the morning sun.

If the flower was growing in a meadow, away from any type of shade, then you can plant it on the south side of your house or right out in the open, sunshine-blessed area of your garden.

Once you have selected the site for the flower's new home, prepare a hole—slightly larger than the section of earth which still surrounds your new plant, place the flower in the ground, fill up the gaps with some of the soil you removed from your own garden (making a slightly elevated mound to take care of sinking), wet the plant down again and you are all finished.

Wild flowers, for the most part, are sturdy, vigorous plants which require little care. If you have followed the transplanting formula carefully, you will discover that the new addition to your garden thrives easily and will present you with abundant, colorful blossoms year after year.

Some of the wild flowers which are easiest to transplant are listed below, according to sections of the country. Many of them overlap into other areas, and you can easily ascertain which of them grow in your particular state:

Northeastern: golden ragwort (yellow), violets (except blue), rue (yellow, white, purple), rock saxifrage (white), trillium (white, red), stonecrop (white, yellow), spiderwort (purple), butter-flyed (orange, red), bloodroot, hepatica, red columbine, Dicotianthus-breeches.

Southeastern: false dandelion (yellow), poppymallow (white, pink), sunrose (yellow), Drummond phlox (crimson), foxglove (pink), meadow beauty (bright purple), wild petunia (blue), celadine-poppy (yellow), wild coreopsis (yellow).

Western: California poppy (orange), blue columbine, larkspur (blue), beard-tongue (blue, purple, red), shooting star (pink), gilia (red), mallows (blue, pink, white), sulphur-flower (yellow).

Where to get wild flowers is an easily solved problem. The Wild Flower Preservation Society, of which Dr. Ricker is President, has long maintained that land-clearance has contributed most to the disappearance of wild flowers. If you look around your own town or city you will probably find an area being cleared for building purposes where you can get permission to dig up all the plants you want.

Or, go to one of your friends in the country. They'll be sure to have a plant or two (or more likely, a dozen) which

(Continued on page 177)
NOW!... a new way to safeguard your floor covering investment!

Because it's so fine, so durable, Nairn Inlaid Linoleum is...

DOUBLY CERTIFIED!

When you choose beautiful Nairn Inlaid Linoleum, you truly safeguard your floor covering investment. You are protected by the warranty of satisfaction guaranteed or your money back applying to every yard of genuine Nairn Inlaid Linoleum—doubly certified by the maker and your dealer. Only out-and-out quality makes this possible—quality in Nairn's rich, radiant colors that go through to the backing; quality in Nairn's restful resilience; quality in the extra smooth, soil-resistant surface. And quality in Nairn's exclusive Duplex Felt Backing that makes for greater satisfaction, better service in your home. Ask your dealer about Doubly Certified Nairn Linoleum today.

"Only Nairn Linoleum has the patented Duplex Felt Backing!"

"It ends your worries about the buckling, cracking and blistering that often mar ordinary linoleum when wood floors underneath expand and contract—as they normally do."

Nairn's patented Duplex Felt Backing is a built-in feature that eliminates the need for a separate felt lining under the linoleum. Always look for this distinctive backing!

NAYRIN INLAID LINOLEUM

Made by Congoleum-Nairn Inc., Kearny, New Jersey. Makers of Guaranteed Floor and Wall Coverings... Nairn Linoleum • Nairn Asphalt Tile • Nairn Self-Polishing Wax • Congoleum • Congowall
Romance of the Sea

A NEW WALLACE STERLING
DESIGN BY WILLIAM S. WARREN

William S. Warren, America’s foremost designer in sterling silver, has created in “Romance of the Sea” a pattern so imaginative, so complete in his conception of sculptured beauty, that it promises to become his greatest contribution to fine sterling silver design.

For his new design, the sculptor blends symbols of the sea into a continuity of lustrous silver beauty. The source of the design is found deeply down the stem where, in rich relief, is symbolized the swirling rhythm of Neptune’s beautiful sea gardens.

And deeply down the silver stem
The motif is the ocean’s gem
Gay flora flows in rhythmic swirl
Rich setting for the lovely pearl.

The swirling movement continues in the upward sweep of sparkling bubbles. Near the top, these gradually fade into the high luster of the graceful wave and delicate spray. Upon the wave rides a gorgeous shell to gloriously crown this romantic design.

You will find nothing else like “Romance of the Sea.” It is truly in the magnificence of a “Third Dimension Beauty” design. The sculptured, full-formed pattern is just as lovely in profile as from the front—and all the elements of the design flow delightfully around the precious silver, to complement and characterize the beauty of the back—where the completed motif ends with the graceful signature, “Romance of the Sea.”

We cordially invite you to see “Romance of the Sea” wherever fine sterling silver is sold throughout America. There you may also enjoy Mr. Warren’s other “Third Dimension Beauty” designs in sterling silver for your home—Grande Baroque, Stradivari, Rose Point, Grand Colonial and Sir Christopher. All are proud productions of Wallace Silversmiths, at Wallingford, Connecticut, since 1835.
they will be very happy to let you have. Too, there are any number of flower dealers, scattered throughout the United States, who deal largely or exclusively in native seeds and plants. A list of these nurseries can be obtained from the national headquarters of the Wild Flower Preservation Society in Washington, D.C., by addressing a letter to Dr. Ricker at 3470 Oliver Street. The list includes only those dealers who have been investigated and approved by the Society.

Now, one final "don't" for you to keep in mind. Don't dig any wild flowers that are rare. If you stick to the above list, supplied by Dr. Ricker, you need not feel guilty about the plants you transplant.

LOUIS STOCKSTILL

WILD FLOWER PAINTINGS

On the north and south shores of Long Island you will find many unusual wild flowers. Over 200 of these beauties have been painted in full color by Tabea Hofmann, well-known flower illustrator. Miss Hofmann has hunted down these wildings in open fields, woodlands, marshes and along the sandy dunes of the island. Her collection, recently completed, is on view May 27th through June 11th at Suffolk Museum, Stony Brook, Long Island, New York.

CHINTZ continued from page 112

Here is additional shopping information for the merchandise shown on page 113.

All prices are approximate.

FABRIC: Kandell "Wheat" and quilted solid color Everglaze chintzes, 36", w., $1.30 yd. unquilted; $2 yd. quilted.

FURNITURE: All by Lee L. Woodard Sons, in antique white wrought iron.
Dining table, 46" diameter, 26" h., $100. Armchair, 18" w., 17" d., 34" over-all height, $28 with seat cushion.
Cocktail table, 30" x 16", top, 18" h., $22. End table 14" x 4" top, 16½" h., $14.

FLOOR COVERING: Danbury Rubber Co., white rubber tiles 9" x 9", 75c sq. ft. installed at Stibley, Lindsay & Carr, Rochester.


"Baker" is a special kind of furniture . . . designed, built and finished to please those who appreciate the finest.

Baker Furniture, Inc.
CABINET MAKERS
30 MILLING ROAD. HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

For your copy of the "Baker Guide to Good Furniture," please send 25c to Baker Furniture, Inc.
**"Cambridge Arms"**

new, interchangeable table accessories in fine American hand-made crystal!

Now, for the first time, you can do "tricks" with your table or buffet centerpiece... come up with an entirely new and clever arrangement for every meal! It's all accomplished with unique "Cambridge Arms," the sparkling, interchangeable crystal units shown in the sketch below. Scores of different decorative settings, from simplest flower holder to elaborate multi-branch candlestick arrangements! See "Cambridge Arms" on display at good stores.

Send for these two valuable Cambridge Booklets

One booklet describes and illustrates many of the more popular "Cambridge Arms" settings; the other is the fascinating story of "The Art of Making Fine Glassware." Please send 10c for both booklets.


---

**TOAST THE BRIDE in Piper Heidsieck champagne from Renfield Importers, iced in a wine cooler by National Silver and served in "Etiquette" pattern, hollow-stemmed champagne glasses by Imperial. The individual wedding cake box, bride's place card, paper rose petals and streamers from Sherry's, N. Y.**

---

**Faced with a great occasion, it is an immemorial custom for a woman to bake a cake. This is undoubtedly the origin of the bride's cake. When your daughter marries, though you may be well advised to leave the actual baking to a professional, you will still have a round of parties to plan and a gathering of the clans to cope with. As there are details by the hundreds to attend to, take an entire, uninterrupted morning to plan the food and drink which you will serve. And if you can manage, make it a morning at least a month ahead of the wedding, so that you can have everything in readiness. Count silver, plates, glasses and linens. If you have not enough of all these, arrange to borrow from friends or relatives, or give your caterer a list of what you will need. Next, make out complete menus for the week of the wedding. Orders for cake, ice cream and the like should be placed as early as possible, especially if you want to have individual, monogrammed cake boxes made for your guests. Go over your cellar and decide what liquor you will need to add to what you have. At the same time, see if you have facilities for icing the champagne. This can be a real problem, especially in a small kitchen. You will want your house to look its best, so decide on what flowers you want and look over your vases. Tables and chairs for everyone are indispensable if you plan to serve anything at all substantial at the wedding reception. Your caterer can also provide these if he is notified in advance. The final inventory taking is in the kitchen where it is well to determine if your pots and pans are going to be ample to do the job which will be required.
THE GROOM gives his bachelor dinner at the Williams Club, serves Courvoisier cognac from W. A. Taylor with Canada Dry Club Soda. Highball glasses with Williams Club insignia and a 32-ounce brandy inhaler are by West Virginia Glass. The plate and the plaque belong to the Williams Club in New York.

SHIPBOARD FAREWELL PARTY calls for a round of Teacher's Highland Cream Scotch from Schieffelin & Co. and Huffman Club Soda. The "Washington Square" design 14-ounce highball glass is by A. H. Heisey & Co. The bon voyage bouquet for the bride is made of spicy pink and red Colorado Carnations.

No country in the world makes whisky just like it's made in Scotland. Barley is the principal grain of the Scotch distiller, whereas corn and rye are the principal grains in American whiskey. At Ardmore—Teacher's Distillery— whisky is made of malted barley by the slow, careful pot-still method of distillation.

No. 11 in a series of informative advertisements.

**TEACHER'S HIGHLAND CREAM**
The Scotch you know is always right

Blended Scotch Whisky • 86 Proof • Made since 1830 by Wm. Teacher & Sons, Ltd., Glasgow
Sale Importers: Schieffelin & Co., New York 3, New York • Importers since 1794
"My guests just ooh! and ah! when I switch on my... Decoralite by LIGHTOLIER

"I don't wonder because Decoralites are really new and exciting. As pictures they're simply lovely, and as lights they're so flattering to my rooms and my guests. I have one behind my bed too, for reading—simply marvelous!"

Decoralites are paintings on glass, by famous American artists. Concealed luminescent lamps with special Lightolier reflectors bring them to glorious 3-dimensional life—give soft, eye-saving light. A 3-way switch control permits you to use top, bottom, or both lights for fascinating decorative effects. Designs for every period, every taste, every room. From $16.95.

NEW! Decoralite Jr.
Smaller glass paintings—less light for reading, but charming accent notes—and only $9.95!

See Decoralites at your favorite department, furniture and electrical stores, or through your architect, decorator or electrical dealer at Lightolier Decorator Galleries, 11 East 36th Street, New York City...1207 Merchandise Mart, Chicago...12th of Folsom, San Francisco.


"Wilton" pattern, 6" dessert plates, left and on buffet above, cost $25 a dozen at S. & G. Gump, San Francisco.


"SHELLEDGE" white china by Syracuse, has intaglioed designs and is so thin as to be translucent. The 10" service plates, $14.50 doz., the cups and saucers, $17 doz., Macy's, N. Y. The knife in Frank Smith's "Tulipan" pattern is from a 6-piece lunch setting, $31.75 complete. Chippendale tray (lower left on page 128) $100, including Federal tax at C. D. Peacock, Chicago, Illinois.

GRACEFULLY designed with ball stems, these 10-ounce, footed pilsner glasses by Bryce Bros. Co. cost $13.50 the dozen at B. Altman & Co., N. Y.

KOSTA crystal decanter, left, is $38 and "Avon" pattern cordial glasses $36 doz., both by D. Stanley Corcoran from Georg Jensen.

 Prices approximate
No bride gloom...when the gift is lovely MELMAC® dinnerware

...Dinnerware molded of MELMAC is a perfect gift for brides. It lasts and lasts...thanks to its phenomenal break-resistance

Give a bride the new-type plastic dinnerware...and she'll never want to be without it! She'll never have to be, either. MELMAC's resistance to breakage is simply out of this world. And think of all the other things that keep a bride (and groom) in love with dinnerware molded of MELMAC! Delightful, molded-in color! Satiny texture! Such lightness! Ease and safety of washing, by hand or machine!

Dinnerware molded of MELMAC gives so much more, for so little extra. Give it to brides...get it for yourself. If none is now available at your favorite sources, write American Cyanamid Company, Plastics Dept., 30D Rockefeller Plaza, New York 20, N.Y.

MELMAC MAKES FRIENDS

Mrs. J. T. Duryea Cornwell, Jr., New Canaan, Conn., sets a lovely table with dinnerware molded of MELMAC.

Mrs. Wallace Preston, Brooklyn, N. Y., uses dinnerware molded of MELMAC for a friendly, gracious atmosphere.

MELMAC dinnerware

Smart To Buy...Smart To Give

Dinnerware molded of MELMAC is sold under the following brand names: BOSTONWARE, BROOKPARK, DALLAS WARE, DE VIN WARE, LIFETIME WARE, MALLO-WARE, MAPLEX, MELADUR, NORTHERN AIR-WARE, RESTAWARE, TEXAS WARE

MECHANICS OF LIVING

New equipment for easier housekeeping, a better house


FINGER-TIP CONTROL on new faucet mixes hot, cold water at a touch. Lift the single handle up and water flows. Press down, water turns off. Move handle left for hot, right for cold. Fits all standard basins. Ravenna Metal Products, Seattle.

SOFT LIGHT from this modern ceiling fixture is diffused at source concealed in cups. Light refracts from dome to floor for eye comfort. Brass or special finish. Ledlin Lighting, Inc., N. Y.

NEW G. E. LAMPS, for use in ceiling fixtures, direct two-thirds of light upward. Lower portion has enamel finish, prevents glare, directs one-third of light downward. 50-watt size, 40c. General Electric Company.
Like a "store" in your home

With a General Electric 11-cu-ft home freezer you can always have the food you want at hand—and save on food bills, too!

You can have meats, fish, vegetables, fruits—even pies and ice cream in this new General Electric Home Freezer. It holds up to 389 pounds of assorted frozen foods!

Imagine: No more last-minute shopping for you! No more problems and worries about what to serve unexpected guests!

You can buy choice garden-fresh foods at "sale" prices, and save as much as 20 per cent on food bills!

See the economy home freezers at your G-E retailer's. General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

Like a store in your home

With a General Electric 11-cu-ft home freezer you can always have the food you want at hand—and save on food bills, too!

You can have meats, fish, vegetables, fruits—even pies and ice cream in this new General Electric Home Freezer. It holds up to 389 pounds of assorted frozen foods!

Imagine: No more last-minute shopping for you! No more problems and worries about what to serve unexpected guests!

You can buy choice garden-fresh foods at "sale" prices, and save as much as 20 per cent on food bills!

See the economy home freezers at your G-E retailer's. General Electric Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

You want a freezer that will be dependable. The G-E Home Freezer has the same sealed-in refrigerating system as that used in G-E Refrigerators.

More than 2,200,000 of these dependable General Electric sealed-in systems have been in service in G-E Refrigerators for 10 years or longer!

General Electric Home Freezers are also available in 4- and 8-cu-ft models. See them today!

There's even a compartment for ice cream cones, and packaging materials! The G-E Freezer also has a locking latch, a temperature-indicating light and wide, removable baskets!

Your food freezes to zero degree within hours—and maintains that temperature. G-E gives you a dependable all-steel cabinet, special Fiberglas insulation, rustproof aluminum liner.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
HOW TO BUILD YOUR OWN COFFEE TABLE

The secret of success is using a paper pattern and a set of instructions.

GIVEN one rainy Sunday, a few spare evenings and a household tool kit, you can launch yourself on an absorbing hobby. Part-time carpenters—like amateur chefs—can achieve real results and with a little study you'll find you can measure wood specifications as neatly as you measure and sift ingredients for a new recipe. Your construction urge (plus a fine saw, file or plane, ruler and pot of furniture glue) can give you this attractive, easy-to-assemble coffee table, which also serves as a magazine rack. "U-Bild-It" furniture, developed by Dal Fabbro of Fabbro Products, is for hobbyists who like to putter with good results. Mr. Dal Fabbro's system answers every query before you begin. By sending 50c to the manufacturer at 110 West 84th Street, New York 24, N.Y., you will receive complete directions. The design, true details, exact measurements and a blueprint are figured out for you in advance. The size and amount of hardwood and plywood you will need are listed in the instructions. By the Dal Fabbro method no Gargantuan tool assembly is required. Hack saw, claw hammer (and bruised thumbs) are eliminated.

To build and give finish to your coffee table, you simply lay out the plan, follow the directions step by step, and point with pride to the final result.

SECTION IN ELEVATION SIDE

These fine stores feature famous "GLOSHEEN" for perfect color schemes

COURTSHIP ROSE

ALABAMA
Birmingham Burger-Phillips
Shelby's Bldg., Altoona

ARIZONA
Phoenix Burger-Phillips
Albertson's, Phoenix

ARKANSAS
Little Rock Garrett & Co., Inc.
Barnett's, Little Rock

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles Burger-Phillips
W. H. Block Co., Los Angeles

COLORADO
Denver Burger-Phillips
H. S. Heironimus, Denver

CONNECTICUT
New Haven Burger-Phillips
A. B. Wyckoff, Inc., New Haven

DELAWARE
Wilmington D. W. Cook

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington Burger-Phillips
Majestic, Washington

FLORIDA
Orlando Burger-Phillips
Shelby's Bldg., Orlando

GEORGIA
Alabaster Burger-Phillips
Majestic, Alabaster

ILLINOIS
Chicago Burger-Phillips
A. B. Wyckoff, Inc., Chicago

INDIANA
Indianapolis Burger-Phillips
C. H. Smith Co., Indianapolis

IOWA
Des Moines Burger-Phillips
Kansas City, Des Moines

KANSAS
Topeka Burger-Phillips
Stower's Furn. Co., Topeka

KENTUCKY
Louisville Burger-Phillips
Geiman's, Louisville

LOUISIANA
New Orleans Burger-Phillips
Louisianian's, New Orleans

MICHIGAN
Detroit Burger-Phillips
D. J. Guralnick, Detroit

MINNESOTA
St. Paul Burger-Phillips
L. E. Carter Dept. Store, St. Paul

MISSOURI
Columbia Burger-Phillips
Kansas City, Columbia

MISSISSIPPI
Jackson Burger-Phillips
R. H. Block Co., Jackson

MONTANA
Billings Burger-Phillips
B. H. White Co., Billings

NEVADA
Las Vegas Burger-Phillips
Shelby's Bldg., Las Vegas

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City Burger-Phillips
Westward, Atlantic City

NEW MEXICO
Santa Fe Burger-Phillips
R. H. Block Co., Santa Fe

NEW YORK
New York Burger-Phillips
C. H. Smith Co., New York

OHIO
Cleveland Burger-Phillips
Majestic, Cleveland
the magic color wand for your home

Select any enchanting “GLOSHEEN” pattern. In every one you’ll find glorious color schemes—magic blends of harmonious hues for your rooms. It’s easy to create your own decoration with Waverly’s brilliantly designed “GLOSHEEN” patterns, their correlated “Sister Prints” and matching solid colors. Easy to keep your rooms fresh and new looking, too, because “GLOSHEEN” is guaranteed by the Waverly Bond. Enjoy the truly worthwhile pleasure of “doing over” with beautiful, low cost “GLOSHEEN.”

*Reg. Trademark

---

WAVERLY Bonded FABRICS
division of F. Schumacher & Co.

We Aim To Produce The Best Possible Merchandise At The Lowest Possible Price

Waverly Bonded Fabrics, Division of F. Schumacher & Co.,
60 West 40th Street, New York 18, New York

Please send me your booklet “Color Your Home With Fabrics” for which I enclose 10 cents.

Name: ____________________________
Address: ____________________________
City: ____________________________
THE THINGS YOU HOLD DEAR... your husband, your home, your sterling... reflect the kind of person you are. They are a part of you. They shape the impression you make on others. That's why smart hostesses everywhere choose Westmorland Sterling.

This luxurious solid silver is fashioned by master craftsmen of long experience... and brought to you by a foremost maker of fine things for the home. A trained sterling silver specialist will show you the lovely, permanent Westmorland patterns—by appointment. You'll choose your favorite in the familiar, unhurried atmosphere of your own home.

And you'll learn how the convenient Westmorland plans help you acquire your own solid silver without waiting. Once you start your Westmorland Silver service, it just seems to grow, becoming more beautiful with the years. As your service grows, so does your reputation for excellent taste... because

The things you own— are you

WESTMORLAND STERLING
THE SOLID SILVER YOU SEE AT HOME—BY APPOINTMENT

© WESTMORLAND STERLING, NEW KENSINGTON, PA.

This ram's-head mark means highest quality in sterling silver.
MAY, 1950

REFRIGERATOR NEWS

Three of the newest introduce unusual automatic features designed to save you work

GE’s two-door has freezer chest with own temperature regulator; foot pedal for opening doors without hands; magnetic gasket for silent, sealed closing; tray releases number of ice cubes needed. 8 cu. ft. $400; 10 cu. ft. $450.

WESTINGHOUSE’s “Frost-Free” conceals a mechanical counter to keep tab on door openings. On 60th count, automatic defrosting is accomplished in a matter of minutes. Defrosted moisture evaporates. 9.6 cu. ft. costs $399.95.

SERVEL gas models, restyled with new, simple classic lines. Notched shelf levels, unusual swing-out, lift-out shelves make it possible to rearrange interior completely in 90 seconds. 6 cu. ft. about $299.50; 8 cu. ft. about $374.50.

Rooms are bigger yet EASIER to clean

... with Dunham BASEBOARD HEATING

Sound impossible? Well, it isn’t.

With attractive Dunham Baseboard Heating in your home, you have more room to arrange your furniture "as you’ve always wanted it." Space-consuming, dirt-catching radiators are eliminated.

You’ll spend less time, less effort in cleaning, too. No more hands-and knees "digging" under the radiators. Instead, you get a quick, effortless, corner-to-corner "clean sweep."

Because Dunham Baseboard Heating is more efficient, fuel bills are usually lower. Dunham Baseboard may be easily and economically installed in your PRESENT home or in the one you’re planning.

See your heating contractor today.

HOW IT WORKS

Air enters the attractive baseboard at floor level... is warmed by contact with scores of heated fins... then wafted gently away from walls into room.

Interesting NEW BOOKLET!

"Abundantly illustrated, "The Magic of Baseboard Heating" gives you all the exciting facts about Dunham Baseboard Heating. For your copy, just send 10¢ to C. A. Dunham Co., 400 W. Madison St., Chicago 6, Ill.

DUNHAM

HEATING MEANS BETTER HEATING

KITCHENS continued from page 121

ISLAND arrangement of the work centers, lines cooking equipment up on one side of a short, low partition and dishwashing on the other. This saves steps. The refrigerator is opposite and laundry at the bottom of the plan.

SMALL L-PLAN lines all cooking operations up continuously along two walls at right angles with refrigerator opposite. Short wall adjoining this could be used for a wall desk or compact table. The sink is under the wide window.

KEYS TO THE PLANS ABOVE

1 BREAKFAST ALCOVE, 2 CHINA, 3 GLASS, 4 LINEN, 5 SILVER, 6 UTENSILS, 7 CUTLERY, 8 PACKAGED FOODS, 9 REFRIGERATOR, 10 DRYER, 11 AUTOMATIC WASHER, 12 SINK, 13 RANGE, 14 FOODS, 15 DISHWASHER, 16 LAUNDRY MATERIALS, 17 UTILITY, 18 TABLE SPACE, 19 TUB, 20 LAUNDRY, 21 CLOSET, 22 SPICES, CEREALS, 23 SNACK, 24 LAUNDRY TRAY, 25 PORCH, 26 DINING AREA, 27 TRAYS.

K. P. continued from page 118

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise shown on pages 118-121. All prices are approximate.

All cabinets by the Kitchen Maid Corp. Prices as follows: two-door wall cabinets, $26.40 to $63.20; one-door wall cabinets, $21.50 to $51.90; 33" corner wall cabinets, $45.60 to $85; one-door base cabinets, $29.40 to $40.90; two-door base cabinets, $46.20 to $60.40; three-drawer base cabinets, $39.60 to $51.20; sink cabinets, $32.50 to $107; utility cabinets, $51.60 to $75.90; shelf units, $29.50 to $36.90. Available through Kitchen Maid Corp., Andrews, Ind., and Kitchen Maid Sales Co., N. Y. All sinks by the American Radiator and


Left photograph

Ironspoons, Russel Wright casual china 7" plates, 90c ea.; 5" plates, 80c ea.; Hecht Co., Washington, D. C. "Blue Rose" pattern china 6" plates, $1 ea.; 9½" plates, $1.70 ea.; tobacco jars, $3.45 ea.; straw-woven mats and basket; all from Finnish Art Shop, N. Y. Ellison & Spring "Arcadia" tablecloth, 54" x 54", $4; Fertig's, N. Y. Rosewood salad bowl, $22; 14" salad servers, $5.50; Salisbury Artisans, Salisbury, Conn. Norris Thermic Ray stainless.

(Continued on page 189)
steel double boiler, $7.45, May Co., Los Angeles.

Right photograph
Danish Silver "Ripple" pattern 6-piece dinner-size place setting, $51, incl. Fed. tax, H. Nils, N. Y. Chrome plate warmer, $50. Designed for Living, N. Y.
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Upper left photograph

Upper right photograph

Lower left photograph
Genoa Swedish stainless-steel "Thebe" pattern 6-piece place setting, $7.90 each at Hammacher Schlemmer, N. Y. Iroquois, Russell Wright casual china. Cyrus Clark Watermelon china, 36" w., $1.50 yd. at Lord & Taylor, N. Y. Dominion "Grid-O-Matic" table cook- er, $23.95, West Bend griddle set, $12.50, at Lewis & Conger, N. Y. Salt shaker, Dorothy Perry, Los Angeles.

Lower right photograph
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Upper right photograph

Lower left photograph
Genoa Swedish stainless-steel "Thebe" pattern 6-piece place setting, $7.90 each at Hammacher Schlemmer, N. Y. Iroquois, Russell Wright casual china. Cyrus Clark Watermelon china, 36" w., $1.50 yd. at Lord & Taylor, N. Y. Dominion "Grid-O-Matic" table cook- er, $23.95, West Bend griddle set, $12.50, at Lewis & Conger, N. Y. Salt shaker, Dorothy Perry, Los Angeles.

(Continued on page 190)

Smart—New—Styled for You...

WOODLAND ARTWARE BY HULL

This lovely double horn is just one of the 30 graceful, smart pieces of Woodland—now available at your favorite store. Gay hand-painted florals, in a choice of Dawn Rose or Harvest Yellow body pastels. Styled by THE A. E. HULL POTTERY CO., CROOKSVILLE, OHIO.

SO RIGHT EVERYWHERE...

molla, inc.
171 Madison Ave., N. Y. 16, N. Y.
Easiest-to-use Home Freezer ever designed!

New Philco design puts 70% of capacity above knee level

Holds 435 lbs. of Food! No freezer ever built gives you quite as much in design, features, and money-saving value as this magnificent new 12 cubic foot Philco.

Built so a woman can use it more easily, more conveniently, it has 70% of storage space above knee level, brings more food packages within easy reach without stooping. It has a front that slopes in to the base so you can stand closer.

It has 3 gleaming porcelain compartments with new easy-lift storage baskets and new plastic tray.

Temperatures as low as 15 degrees below zero permit sharp freezing in any compartment. Far and away the most advanced home freezer for ’50, this newest Philco sets a new high in freezer convenience, economy and value!

EH-121 — Illustrated above — $349.50*

PARALLEL arrangement of work areas in long, narrow kitchens, centers work and storage around refrigerator (top of plans) and cooking and laundry equipment (bottom). It leaves a good-sized corner for dining.

SEPARATE laundry, adjacent to kitchen, has its own closet for linen, etc. Good plan, fitted into asymmetric room, demonstrates soundness of placing main equipment strategically, grouping storage around it.

DISH WASHING and storage centers are lined up on wall adjoining corner dinner bench and table, in this kitchen. Food preparing, refrigerator, storage and laundry equipments are aligned on opposite (top) wall.

See all the great new Philco freezers from 4 to 30 cubic feet at your Philco dealer’s now!

PHILCO Famous Quality the World Over
AKTR-MF.Ai. cleanup is facilitated in this plan by having the dishwasher opposite the table. Generous windows make the kitchen particularly light. Closet opposite laundry is for linens and cleaning materials.

"HOLLOW SQUARE" kitchen plan makes good use of all four walls. Laundry is centered on lefthand wall beneath the window. At the top right is storage and dishwashing, food is prepared in area at bottom right.

VARIANT of the parallel plan, concentrates the work and storage areas at one end of the room, leaving the other free for dining or for children to play where their mother can supervise them while she works.

KEY TO THE PLANS ABOVE
1 BREAKFAST ALCOVE, 2 CHINA, 3 GLASS, 4 LINEN, 5 SILVER, 6 UTENSILS, 7 CUTLERY, 8 PACKAGED FOODS, 9 REFRIGERATOR, 10 DRYER, 11 AUTOMATIC WASHER, 12 SINK, 13 RANGE, 14 FOODS, 15 DISH WASHER, 16 LAUNDRY MATERIALS, 17 UTILITY, 18 TABLE SPACE, 19 TUB, 20 LAUNDROMAT, 21 CLOSET, 22 SPICES, CEREALS, 23 SNACK, 24 LAUNDRY TRAY, 25 PORCH, 26 DINING AREA, 27 TRAYS.

There are literally hundreds of colors of red between flashing ruby red and a delicate baby pink. And when you want to match a slipcover, rug or favorite vase, you want your paint color to be just right, not just "close!"

That's why Martin-Senour Nu-Hue Custom Colors are so important when you're planning your home decoration, or a new color scheme. Only Nu-Hue can match the precise shade, hue or tint you want in any paint color—prescription-mixed and ready-to-use in flat, semi-gloss or high-gloss finish paint of the very finest quality.

This new and improved method of paint color selection eliminates guess work, troublesome mixing and costly disappointments. Nu-Hue Custom Colors assure you just the color match or color harmony you want—in advance! And you can duplicate any Nu-Hue Custom Color at any later date!

See for yourself how quick, how easy it is to get any shade of any color at any time.

Ask for a demonstration of Martin-Senour's Nu-Hue Custom Colors in Paint at leading department, paint or hardware stores. Or write to us for complete free information.

MARTIN-SEHOUR
Nu-Hue
COLORS IN PAINT
THE MARTIN-SEHOUR CO.
Chicago • Los Angeles • New York
Manufacturers of Fine Finishes for Home & Industry
There's one window that's especially made to keep out cold, drafts, wind and dust—yet which opens and closes easily the year round! It is Silentite—first choice with folks who want more comfort in their homes, greater fuel savings, less dust and dirt—plus lasting satisfaction. (And all without extra cost!)

Curtis Silentite Windows have new, exclusive "floating" weatherstrips that provide a snug fit, yet permit easy operation. Made of wood, a natural insulating material, Silentite has the streamlined appearance that today's homes demand. It is precision made for quick installation, has no weights, cords or pulleys. You'll get more for your money with Silentite, the self-fitting insulated window.

For Better Casements — Silentite!
Here's a revolutionary improvement in casement design—the Curtis Silentite Pre-Fit Casement... much more weathertight than ordinary casements! Silentite casements provide draftless ventilation—won't rattle or swing in the wind. No exposed hardware—nothing to get out of order. Made in several sash styles.

PLYWOOD SIDING for house walls is made in 4-foot-long sections, 15¾" high, ½" thick. Large size speeds construction, reduces labor costs, creates minimum joints. Can be painted or finished in any way, has good-looking striated texture. It is applied as shown at right; nailed to sheathing with 2" lap to prevent water backing up. Joints are staggered and corners may be mitred. Weldtex exterior siding is by U. S. Plywood Co.

ALUMINUM SIDING, which won't warp, shrink or rot, is rust-proof and fire-resistant, made in 10, 12, 14, 16-foot lengths. It looks like clapboards, is 7½" wide over-all, for horizontal or vertical use and has a white, cream or gray finish. Each piece fits into groove of piece next to it, is nailed through flange. Corner pieces, right, show profile. Kaiser Aluminum Siding.

(Continued on page 196)
A WORKING FARM
continued from page 148

sound agricultural planning. "Springsbury," in addition to being a horse farm, can now feed, water, pasture and otherwise provide for about 100 Hereford steers and a flock of 150 Hampshire sheep. A herd of Berkshire and Chester White hogs supplies ham, bacon, sausage for the main house, meat for the tenant houses and a surplus which is sold through the local markets. A small herd of Jersey and Guernsey cows is kept. "Springsbury's" yearly average is 2500 gallons of milk, 730 pies of cream and 240 pounds of butter.

On this year-round working stock farm, the prime needs are crop land, grazing land, pasture land. To provide good stamina for brood mares and for a sustained yield basis it has proved to be the very best for livestock grazing.

This year-round working stock farm, the prime needs are crop land, grazing land, pasture land. To provide good stamina for brood mares and for a sustained yield basis it has proved to be the very best for livestock grazing.

The farm's sloping uplands and valley meadows lie in an ideal climate zone. Temperature is controlled by the Blue Ridge Mountains to the east, the Alleghenies to the west. There are no extremes of frost blight or searing heat since the Shenandoah Valley is not a humidity basin but has a fairly dry atmosphere, moderate in winter, with cool summer nights between the mountains and the river. This accounts only in part for the richness of "Springsbury" earth and its organic productivity. Mercurial, painstaking work by hand and tractor, by topsoil treatment, contour planting and the over-all management of vegetation eventually restored run-down land into productive soil of great vitality.

(Continued on page 147)
ONLY RUSCO
America's First and Finest all-metal Combination Window...gives you MAGIC PANEL VENTILATION

and a COOLER HOME...JUST LIKE MAGIC!

Your home will be 8° to 15° cooler with Rusco Magic Panel Ventilation. You can work, live and sleep in delightful comfort. You'll enjoy perfect ventilation, day and night, without danger of damage from sudden wind or rain storms...and be further protected by Rusco Positive Prowler-Proof Automatic Locking.

Solves your screen, storm sash and weather stripping problems forever.

Send the coupon or call your Rusco Man. Let him show you all the year 'round benefits and exclusive features of Rusco all-metal, self-storing combination screen and storm sash...how you can enjoy them at no actual cost.

RUSCO
THE F. C. RUSSELL COMPANY
DEPARTMENT 1-650 CLEVELAND 1, OHIO
World's Largest Manufacturer of Combination Windows

Transform your porch! Turn it into a charming year 'round room with a Rusco Porch Enclosure.

All-metal, self-storing COMBINATION SCREEN AND STORM SASH...backed by 14 years experience and over 5,000,000 satisfactory installations. When you buy RUSCO you buy guaranteed satisfaction—there is no substitute for experience and dependability.

Gentlemen: Please send me illustrated literature on Rusco Windows and name of nearest distributor.

NAME_________________________ADDRESS_________________________
CITY___________________________ZONE____STATE_________________
I own my home □ I plan to build □
1. Kitchen tools of stainless steel with ivory Catalin handles by Ace get a young homemaker off to a good start. Six-piece set and rack. $12.17, Macy's, N. Y.
3. Effortless one-hand beating is merely a matter of plugging in Mixette, the sturdy portable mixer with two beaters, three speeds. Flat base permits standing on end to drip into bowl. Weighs 2½ lbs., costs $18, Rich's, Atlanta.
4. Grape cluster copper mold, a new design to add to a wall hanging set, or to start a collection. $4.50, Epicure's Mart.
5. Canister set, exact replicas of old tea boxes, is handmade, hand-painted in a variety of pleasant designs: Hitchcock, calico fruit, ivy. This cock o' the walk can be ordered with yellow, white, red, black or green backgrounds, even matched to wallpaper. Order from Maxey Provinceals, Pipersville, Pa. Prices range from $5 for small size to $15 for two-pound container. Matching breadbox, $8.50.
6. Pastry blender for a light, flaky crust. $9.60, Macy's, N. Y.
7. Graceful oil-and-vinegar glass cruets in deep bottle-green, colorful raffia trim. $6 at Piazza, N. Y.
8. Carving set for the groom to use. Knife has hollow-ground blade. Both knives and fork designed to rest on safety holsters and ferrules, which prevent blade or tines from touching the table. Carvel Hall 3-piece set with plain ivory Luxtrax handle, $24; with silver filigree overlay, $31.50, Marshall Field, Chicago.
9. Cookie gun for one-handed trigger operation; presses out 6 different fancy shapes, thick or thin. Equally useful for cake decorating. $3.71 in aluminum with 9 design plates. Macy's, N. Y.
10. Ham-roast holder by Bridell is a carver's aid. Stainless-steel gripper studs hold meat or fowl firmly, prevent skidding. Tine tips double as serving fork. Chrome-plated, gift-boxed, $4.95; silver-plated, $7.50, Gimbel's, New York.
11. Swedish casseroles of ironware, enameled in white with attractive deep blue design. Small size holds 1½ pints, $7.25; large, 1⅓ qts., $9.50, Bonnier's, New York.
12. Fluted basket of natural straw adds grace and color to any table, fruit-filled for the dining room; vegetable-holder in the kitchen. $2.80 from Piazza, New York.
13. Household scale, modern style. Weighs the roast, checks the groceries up to 26 lbs. Easy-to-read dial. $5.95 at Gimbel's, N. Y.

All prices approximate

There's new beauty in oak floors today, beauty that will last a lifetime. Bruce has added smart, distinctive styling to the enduring charm of oak. Whether you choose the modern block design (above) or the colorful new Ranch Plank (right), your Bruce Floors will be one of the most admired features of your home.

Ask your lumber dealer, contractor or architect about beautiful Bruce Hardwood Floors for your new or modernized home. For new booklets in full color, write E. L. Bruce Co., Box 397-H, Memphis 1, Tenn.
before you make your lifetime investment in fine furniture... SHOP and COMPARE

That's the best way to make sure your final choice is truly satisfying.

But before you are through shopping, visit your local R-WAY company-owned showroom. Here you will enjoy browsing through individual rooms where attractive bedroom and dining room suites are displayed. Here you will find R-WAY's modern methods of merchandising — — combined with progressive manufacturing — — give you smart styling, superb quality and great value... all far in excess of the price.

So, come in and compare. Expert consultants are in attendance. Purchases may be arranged only through authorized R-WAY dealers.
A WORKING FARM
continued from page 193

The main house, guest house and stables are built solidly on the natural landscape, give an unbroken balance to the general planting plan. Shrubs around the main house include hemlock, flowering crab, cherry trees, fringetrees, Buddleia, Lonicera, Taxus and Philadelphia coronarius. A large vegetable garden with a variety of small fruits adjoins the house. Mr. and Mrs. Greenough have had great success with perennials such as iris, peonies, Artemisia, asters, chrysanthemums, phlox, Campanulas, Hemerocallis, lobelias, Sedum, feverfew, thermopsis and delphinium. Annuals for outdoor fragrance and indoor flower arrangements include petunias, zinnias, pansies, Salvia, sweet Alyssum and candytuft. Narcissus and tulips design the terrace borders. Two beautiful specimens of Magnolia grandiflora grow in the forecourt of the house. All the surrounding green landscape—with its handsome trees, boxwood, fields and grazing herds—is a testament to sound farm management and a feeling of responsibility for the earth itself.

BRIDE’S TABLE
continued from page 115

Here is additional shopping information for the merchandise shown on p. 114.
All prices are approximate.

FURNITURE: All by the White Furniture Co. Buffet, mahogany veneer top, 64" L., 22" w., 33½" h., $239. Double pedestal dining table 42" w., 64" L., mahogany veneer top, $319. Armchair $70; side chairs $60 each, 37" h., solid mahogany. At Flint & Horner, New York; John M. Smith, Chicago; Mazor Masterpieces, Washington, D. C.

Fabrics: Cheney Bros, turquoise silk taffeta curtain fabric, 50" wide $11.25 a yard, $7.50 a yard, available through decorators.


ACCESSORIES: Painting Summer Still Life by Eugene Berman. Knoedler Galleries, N. Y. One of a pair of covered Waterford crystal compotes $400 pair, A. B. Nesse & Co., N. Y. Anique French white & gold wire basket $75, Reed & Stevenson, N. Y. Filled with clear crystal fruit from Steuben Glass, N. Y. Brass heart paper weights $15 each, Bronzini Ltd., N. Y.

FLOOR COVERING: Danbury Rubber Co., black and white rubber tiles 9" x 9" squares 75c sq. ft. installed, Sibley, Lindsay & Curt, Rochester, N. Y.


Center of attention

Ferguson tested bridge sets
So popular for Canasta

Unusually beautiful in design and craftsmanship... FERGUSON Bridge Tables and Chairs are important guests at the most elegant social function. Yet, for all their grace and beauty, FERGUSON Bridge Sets are built to give exceptionally long and sturdy life. Each set is backed by a laboratory test proving resistance to alcohol and absolute stability under pressure of heavy weight. In light and dark finishes—and smartly upholstered in leatherette...FERGUSON Bridge Tables and Chairs are available in a variety of designs to complement the decor of your home. Look for the FERGUSON Tag of Quality—also found on fine occasional tables, game tables and cellarettes.

ferguson bros. mfg. co.
new york chicago

at leading furniture and department stores
THE ORIGINAL
WARFIELD by
Brandt
SO USABLE... SO ADAPTABLE

IT GROWS
AND GROWS
AND G-R-O-W-S

Fine for Family Feasts or Friendly Festivals. The original Warfield Table by Brandt is the most usable piece of furniture you’ve ever seen. All around your home, and all around the calendar, the Warfield meets every table need. With leaves down, it’s a super-useful console. At lunch or tea time, it becomes a perfect table for four, six or eight. For dinner or parties, it ex-p-a-n-d-s to seat twelve in comfort and there’s ample space for every place.

See the wonderful Warfield at your favorite furniture or department store soon. You’ll love its beautiful, durable finish, on selected mahogany, and be pleased with the moderate price.
OBLONG COFFEE TABLE designed by Edith and William Hernandez, New York. Top is oiled, honed slate; legs polished bronze. Made any size by means of telescope tubing. Knocks down for storing or shipping.

PIN-UP lamp with curved satin chrome stem which swings 180° horizontally, can be locked in place, extensible 24° with 29° overhang swivel. Base is cherry, bracket brass, reflector aluminum. Made by Nessen Studio, Inc.

TWO PUNCH LADLES, one with a curved handle, one straight, are made from golden-hued Dirilyte by the Dirilyte Company.

ON-TABLE designs, left, include long-handled knife, fork by Langbein; stainless-steel pitcher, covered jug, tumbler by Vollrath; linen designed by Russel Wright, made by the Simtex Mills.

NEST of five tables (shown also in April HOUSE & GARDEN) was designed by Edward J. Wormley for Dunbar Furniture Co. At the right in Sandalwood finish. Pushed together, the five can be picked up as a single unit.

Beauty for YOUR HOME...
Always in good taste...always styled to the color trend of the day...always adhering to manufacturing principles which have stood for over half a century...Strahan wallpapers are a thoroughly satisfying choice.

"Snow-brush", a handsome floral, achieves an important effect. "Tracery", a delicate pattern in pure line, is a wonderful background for multicolored fabrics and furnishings. The Chinese landscape, "Macao", lends depth and perspective.

Most people prefer wallpaper. Those who buy Strahan papers know that choosing the best is real and lasting economy.

THOMAS STRAHAN COMPANY
Chelsea, Mass.

Makers of Fine Wallpapers since 1886
Showrooms at 417 Fifth Ave., New York 16
Merchandise Mart, Room 1322, Chicago 54
Pick your type from these Balsam-Wool Buyers

(or have you a triple personality?)

Sensitive Sally

—shudders at the first autumn breeze—gasps at the thought of hot weather—finds that Balsam-Wool Sealed Insulation plays an important part in providing the ideal indoor "climate" in any season—warm in winter, cool in summer.

Finicky Frederick

—wants an insulation that has everything. Chooses Balsam-Wool because it is windproof, moistureproofed, highly fire retardant, lifetime lasting. Notes with pleasure that a Balsam-Wool job cannot be skimped.

Purse-conscious Polly

—wants extra value for every dollar spent for insulation—chooses Balsam-Wool because it pays for itself in fuel savings... and gives a lifetime return on the original investment!

You

—may be all three of these folks rolled into one! Then you have plenty of company—for thousands and thousands of home owners name Balsam-Wool as the best insulation "buy" for full-measure protection and fuel savings!

Mail the coupon for Free Illustrated Balsam-Wool Booklet!

Balsam-Wool

SEALED INSULATION

Wood Conversion Company
Dept. 113-50, First National Bank Building
St. Paul 1, Minnesota
Please send me free booklet on Balsam-Wool...
"Facts About Insulation for Your Home."

Mail to:

NU-WOOD
BALSAM-WOOL
TUFFLEX
Products of Weyerhaeuser

COLONIALS continued from page 167

THE GOVERNOR'S PALACE at Williamsburg, Virginia, was one of the first houses to have the academic character fashionable in London early in the eighteenth century. It has many competitors in England—and perhaps it was itself designed in London.

THE STAIR HALL at Carter's Grove, is one of the finest interiors of Colonial times. Richard Bayliss, an English builder, was brought over to design and build this stair.

THE FIREPLACE at Mount Vernon follows with marked fidelity the original in Batty Langley's *The City and Country Builder's and Workman's Treasury of Design*. Langley's work was one of the popular sources of Colonial detail.

(Continued on page 201)
to its essential meanings: I mean, of course, the relevance of Georgian architecture to the architecture of the ancient world. The spirit of London society so clearly exhibited in portrait painting of that era is overlaid in architecture by a veil of idea and method believed to be that of antiquity. A mode of design, discovered by Italian architects in the debris of Rome and by them obligingly reduced to codes and diagrams which could be brought to England—and to Virginia—in the portmanteau of travelers and students, was laid, under a veil of artifice, over English architecture.

Symmetry is the first principle of this mode of artifice. Symmetry, which is congenial to biological structures, is less congenial to buildings. Symmetry is an idea imposed on buildings by the intelligence of man. The art of the Romans was believed to have been symmetrical; the Romans had given a law to architecture; and symmetry therefore became a Georgian imperative, imposable in Williamsburg as in London.

The façades of the Capitol, of the Governor's Palace, and of the buildings of the ancient college named for William and Mary are all symmetrical: the doorway at the center, with windows of equal size evenly disposed right and left, chimneys answering to windows as a theme might be repeated and developed over the movement of a symphony. The harmonies of Williamsburg will bear comparison with the harmonies of Haydn. Gibbs, whose famous Book of Architecture was the Bible of Georgian architects, is at infinite pains to set forth an exact system of proportions "with the object of being a pattern to gentlemen in remote parts." In America the book had a wider vogue under the title Gibbs' Book of Architecture Simplified for American Use.

Proportion and symmetry were not the only elements thus generously provided by England for the less learned architect of the provinces. The British architects were solicitous also of detail. Campbell, who thought it more important that his "windows should be dressed in a Palladian manner" than that they should light his house, provided in the most explicit manner patterns of windows, doorways, cornices and chimney-pieces which the Virginians

(Continued on page 202)

Fine English brass for distinctive decoration and utility. The lovely hand rubbed finish, an exclusive "Peerage" process, is lacquered to prevent tarnish and requires no cleaning.

Send for booklet of other "Peerage" creations and name of your nearest dealer.

Look for the famous "Peerage" trademark.

S. P. Skinner Co., Inc.
225 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

Sole Agents and Wholesale Distributors in U.S.A.

**WHITNEY PLANNED SETTING**

There is nothing more charming than the warmth and friendliness of Whitney Maple. Nothing more evident of perfection ... perfection that stems from authentic design, selected woods, Heirloom finish and from the obvious personal pride of the skilled craftsmen who make it.

And, like the setting of a fine jewel, Planned Settings can lend further enchantment to the authentic beauty of your fine Whitney Maple.

**WHITNEY**

**WHITNEY PLANNED SETTING**

The Colonial charm of the Hollistua room is the result of:

**Furniture:** Whitney Maple
Server No. 7411, Arm Chair No. 7417
Side Chairs No. 7415
Cabinet No. 7415, Mirror No. 6251
Refectory Table No. 7415
Wallpaper: Imperial's "Burlington" pattern No. 604
Woodwork: Painted white

**Note:** Ask your local decorator or painter for an estimate on papering and painting your room.

**WHITNEY**

**WHITNEY PLANNED SETTING**

...in coin for my copy of "Planned Setting..."
For the room most personally yours . . .

MODERN

that adapts itself most distinctively to your special needs . . .

ALBERT MODERN

Typically Albert:
all-new functional headboard . . . spacious triple dresser. Bed shown, in Heather Walnut or Cordovan Mahogany Albertone finish.

Send 10¢ for booklet, "Designing Your Modern Bedroom," by Merton Gershun. Dept. HG

On display in your city's leading stores.

ALBERT FURNITURE COMPANY

Shelbyville, Indiana

COLONIALS continued from page 201

Ian might properly apply to his buildings. These and the designs of a score of other authors were taken from the plates of Italian masters, who in turn found them in the ruins of Rome.

The Colonial builder was thus spared all ennui of invention. When, in 1786, Ware discussed in his book the influence of materials and use on design, the book was pronounced "not quite gentlemanly." When to this he added the daring theory that an architect "should have at times a consideration for his own genius"—a heresy which, I am happy to say, occasionally colored the practice of Williamsburg—his book was no longer tolerated in the academy of architecture.

It is not difficult to explain the universal assent of architects—with only occasional rebellion—to these fashions of symmetry, proportion and Roman formula. The architect was in fact only assenting to a classicism which saturated the spirit of his clientele. The classicism which formed the surface of architecture lay just below the surface in every phase of Georgian life. It was integral to the fashion of the time; it was identified with etiquette and good breeding; it was artifice.

In Harrow and Eton the awe and respect of schoolboys for the Latin model in literature and in idea was so firmly established as to last through life. As statesmen, these schoolboys modeled their speeches on the speeches of Cicero; as scientists they tested their discoveries against the axioms of Greece; as philosophers they failed to observe that God acts less logically than Aristotle. In belles-lettres, Pope, Sheridan, Chesterfield, Lady Mary and Gibbon all intend to be classical; all explain their chilling sentences—calculated, heartless and perfect, like a Doric peristyle—with references to the antique model. Reynolds reduces even painting to a set of syllogisms: "Art is severe, its rules rigid." Gibbon, who "mistook himself for the Roman Empire," turns history into a monument. Dr. Johnson describes the mountains of Scotland as "diseased growths or unnatural swellings on the surface of the earth" which disturbed the idyllic serenity of classical landscapes; Richard Watson, Bishop of Llandaff, summed up the classical symmetry of Georgian morality in a sermon entitled "On the Wisdom and Goodness of God in Creating both Rich and Poor." He expressed his gratitude to God for having made woman inferior to man; these were elements in the Hellenic symmetry of the universe. Alexander Pope, law-giver to the Age of Artifice summed up its philosophy with the heroic couplet:

"Learn then for ancient rules a just esteem: To copy nature is to copy them."

To what extent was this classicism genuine? Only in this degree: it comprised in precise measurements a tiny

(Continued on page 203)
COLONIALS

fragment of an architecture which cannot be measured.

Classical architecture is not a reasoned architecture. It is impregnable to the assaults of the scientific spirit. It cannot be reduced to principle and formula. There is in classical architecture, as in all architecture, a mystery; a mystery not to be explained by a philosophy of design; still less by a science of counterfeiting. That which architecture expresses can only be expressed in the language of architecture; it cannot be translated into words, or into measurements, or into engravings—not, not even into lantern slides. This principle is just as true of the architecture of Rome as of any other.

The architecture of Williamsburg is not in any genuine sense classical; but that is not necessarily an impairment of its quality. No one today would measure an art by the yardstick of a time and place. They brought from England not their speech merely and their law, but their deep respect for the models and precedents of English architecture. If they turned to English books and not to the life about them for the thing to be done, the idea to be expressed, that was because they still looked towards England and cited up, not without pleasure, the thousand conventions of an English way of life; and who shall reproach them for so natural and so becoming a nostalgia?

Were these builders, then, unaware of the great drama to which Virginia was prologue and prophecy? Blind to the promise of their great adventure and their unique dignity? deaf to the mighty chords that announced the sweep and majesty of a new world?

Such an interpretation implies a curiously unadventurous mind in the builders of Williamsburg, an interpretation wholly inconsistent surely with the spirit of English enterprise. No doubt the men who planted English civilization along the River James were not conscious of all that was implied in their act and destiny, but they could not have been unmindful of new relationships in idea and conduct which were separating them from the civilization they had left behind. They were indeed laying the foundations of a new world and know, in part at least, their role in that mighty architecture.

Nevertheless it did not occur to them that a new art might be built, or ought to be built, upon these intuitions and their unique dignity? deaf to the mighty chords that announced the sweep and majesty of a new world?

(Continued on page 204)

continued from page 202

Note textured grain, staggered edges, and beautiful weathered appearance of these shingles.

American Colonial—

Most Popular

Asbestos ROOF ever developed!

★because—American Colonial Shingles last 40 years Plus*

★ because—they’re fireproof, rotproof, weatherproof!

★ because—not one has ever burned or worn out!

Just before the war, Johns-Manville introduced a new type of asbestos shingle—the most beautiful low-cost asbestos shingle in J-M's 90 years of roofing experience!

This shingle, called "American Colonial," is rigid—permanent as stone. It is an outstandingly better value in roofing shingles because it is made from materials that are practically indestructible—asbestos and cement. Johns-Manville American Colonial Shingles have all the charm and beauty of weathered wood, and they come in many pleasing colors to meet your preference or architectural requirements.

If you are considering a new roof for your present home, or plan to build a new home, we strongly recommend that you see your Johns-Manville dealer about this new development. Why not write us today for the brochure below?

*LAST 40 YEARS PLUS—Thousands of J-M Asbestos Shingles have now been in service 40 years and more. They're still as fireproof, rot-proof, and weatherproof as the day they were applied. No signs they won't last another 40 years or more! That's why we say American Colonial Asbestos Shingles last 40 years PLUS.

FREE Write today for a FREE copy of our full-color brochure, "American Colonial Asbestos Shingles." Address: Johns-Manville, Department JG-6, Box 290, New York 16, New York

American's Insured Wrought-Iron Furniture

Until you see beautiful SUNTONE, you'll never know how luxurious wrought-iron furniture can be—and at such moderate cost. The 5-pieces shown about $65 at leading furniture stores and furniture departments. Write for Catalog.

GEORGE KOCH SONS, INC.
EVANSVILLE, INDIANA

Send SUNTONE catalog to:

NAME _______________________
ADDRESS _____________________
CITY _______ STATE _________

Johns-Manville
BUILDING MATERIALS
Send for the attractive Kittinger Brochure showing other inspiring new pieces. Mail 25 cents in coin to

KITTINGER COMPANY, 1855 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo 7, N.Y.

Furnished in all essential items at leading stores.

Serenity...

an exclusive new pattern by Lotus

hand cut in polished rock crystal

★ A refreshingly new design of tranquil beauty that affords a graceful addition to an exquisitely appointed table. Serenity...especially created by Lotus master craftsmen for the discriminating hostess who wants sparkling magnificence in crystal to enhance the pleasure of delightful dining.

The Lotus Glass Co.
BARNESVILLE, OHIO

A magnificent wedding gift — to blend with fine furniture, to grace a stately wall.

Best of all, it's a life-time gift,
— it's a CHELSEA!

For 28 page catalog and name of nearest dealer, write:

"It's A Reproduction of an Original Simon Willard Banjo Clock!"

CLOCK CO.
THE ARISTOCRAT OF TIME
510 EVERETT AVE.
CHELSEA 50, MASS.

in these matters. The unity of feeling and imagining implied by such an awareness was not possible at a time when architecture was conceived, not as an art of expression, but as a fashion. The builders of Williamsburg had brought with them the habit of architecture as artifice and it remained artifice to the end of the century, untouched by the impact of new idea and the challenge of event. Architecture continued to exist, apart from the life of Virginia, walled in a clear and well-lit prison of English taste. That is why the builders of Williamsburg left in this corner of Virginia a splinter of England—and no trace of themselves.

We must not dispute about taste. We must not question the enthusiasm of those of our friends whose sensitive aptitude for selection finds expression in reproductions of Williamsburg's art and architecture. They, too, may be imprisoned in ideas. And surely a taste for imitations, either in architecture or furniture, is an innocent one—like a taste for the classical ballet. Heaven forbid that I should wither a single blossom of the arts which grow so reluctantly from our soil, however these may be nourished by ancient artifice. I suggest only that people should season their admissions with understandings. I am sure that no one will say their admissions with understandings. I am sure that no one will say that its relation to Georgian life is, to say the least, tenuous.

There are, as it happens, many people who desire a wider role for architecture than the celebration of an aristocratic era which, for good or evil, has long since taken its place in the abyss of history. We are no longer Colonials. Unless we are to leave unexhibited in our art the power and pageantry and spiritual depth of that wonderful world which surrounds us today, we must lend ourselves to progressions, unknown in Georgian times, which promise—not too confidently, I confess—a new architecture. In the meantime we should not deny ourselves the delights of Williamsburg. These will be more, not less, palatable to us if we taste them without that sauce of historical deformation and aesthetic cant—of an imaginary gallantry, luster and snobbery—of stuff-box, panniered skirt, and minuet—which, for reasons known only to themselves, the journalists of our day have poured over them. That is a timidous and unimaginative mind which does not penetrate below such sugar-coating.

We ought to visit Williamsburg as we might visit a museum. Here are museum-pieces of excellent rarity, exquisitely restored. Said Lady Drummond, while eating a fruit-ice: "What a pity that this is not a sin!" I would not make Williamsburg into a sin, however that might add piquancy to the enjoyment of garden clubs. Nor do I intend to add a moral. "Oh, Lord," said Lady Teazle, "you are going to be moral and forget that you are among friends."
to our family size and consumed in one sitting. I saw only one leg of lamb during the entire winter—when the whole family in its ramified entirety gathered for dinner at Easter and there were twelve at the table. She got variety by handling familiar foods in unfamiliar ways. It was a wonderfully varied table, an astonishingly economical one (I was paying my share, so I knew) and it certainly suggested a whole new approach to the small menage. Now, thanks to Léonie, I'm safe so long as I remember to invoke her memory every time I approach a butcher.

For that's the department where her philosophy has proved most fruitful. I'm never going to buy 2 eggs, as she would. But I'm certainly buying my meat cut practically to bite size—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monday</th>
<th>Tuesday</th>
<th>Wednesday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hearty soup</td>
<td>Baked ham slice</td>
<td>Pork chops in casserole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scallopini</td>
<td>Lima beans and baby onions</td>
<td>Baked bananas with orange juice pineapple sauce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad</td>
<td>Mashed yams with orange juice</td>
<td>Salad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate custard</td>
<td>Baked bananas with orange juice pineapple sauce</td>
<td>Polenta</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thursday</th>
<th>Friday</th>
<th>Saturday</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roulades of beef</td>
<td>Cream of mushroom soup</td>
<td>Roasted lamb shoulder chops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mashed potatoes</td>
<td>Fish fillets with red caviar</td>
<td>Broiled tomatoes and onions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salad</td>
<td>Pan-browned potatoes</td>
<td>Broiled potato slices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strawberry tart</td>
<td>Fresh pears in Curaçao</td>
<td>Fresh apples and cheese</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SUNDAY**

| Stuffed broilers | Salad | Ice cream cake |

(Continued on page 206)
SCALLOPINI OF VEAL

6-8 scallopini
Butter and olive oil
Salted flour
2 tbsps. sherry or Madeira
1/2 tsp. nutmeg extract
1/2 cup hot water
1 tsp. butter
Lemon juice

Get your butcher to cut for you from the loin or some equally tender cut, all clear meat in thin slices about 4” x 6”. Heat a heavy pan and grease generously with half butter and half olive oil. Dip the scallopini in seasoned flour and sear both sides, then reduce the heat a third and finish, turning till nicely brown on both sides. Take them out of the pan and put them in a warm place, then add sherry or Madeira to the pan, stirring till you’ve picked up all the brown from the pan. Dissolve the nutmeg in hot water and add it and the teaspoon of butter to the sauce. Let this reduce, stirring occasionally, till it looks exactly as a thin gravy should. Then add a quick squeeze of lemon juice and pour over the scallopini.

BAKED HAM SLICE

Those delicious boned and rolled hams are back in the market and a thick slice is ideal for two. Sear both sides, just for eye appeal, in a small, heavy skillet with a little butter. Then you can finish either on the stove top or in a 400° oven. Simply add enough milk just to cover the ham slice. Bring to a boil, and either reduce the heat or set into the oven, cooking till the milk curds are almost dry. Scrape out the delicious curds, serve them with the ham.

PORK CHOPS IN CASSEROLE

If you have been using packaged frozen vegetables all week and wondering what on earth to do with the residue, here’s the answer. If not, you can replace them with any left-over vegetable or raw sliced apples. In any case, brown each side of your pork chops in a hot pan, then transfer to a small casserole filled either with vegetables or apple slices. Season and simmer in a moderate oven for 45 minutes.

ROULADES OF BEEF

2 3/4” slices top round, pounded
3 slices bacon, minced
1/2 lbs. mushrooms
1/2 onion, chopped
Salt, pepper
1/4 tsp. parsley, chopped
1/4 tsp. French mustard
Worcestershire sauce
1 tbsp. butter
1/4 tsp. catsup
1/4 cup hot water

Beef extract
1 tsp. butter
Lemon juice

ROULADE OF BEEF

2 3/4” slices top round, pounded
3 slices bacon, minced
1/2 lbs. mushrooms
1/2 onion, chopped
Salt, pepper
1/4 tsp. parsley, chopped
1/4 tsp. French mustard
Worcestershire sauce
1 tbsp. butter
1/4 tsp. catsup
1/4 cup hot water

Beef extract
1 tsp. butter
Lemon juice

(Continued on page 207)

The Console Portable Typewriter Desk

A new idea in specialized convenience and decorative design for your personal desk. Choice of three styles.

You are invited to send for these Sligh Booklets

I INSPIRATIONAL SLIGH DESKS

are outstanding for their beautiful design, fine craftsmanship and thoughtful details for your convenience. They are America’s Handsomest Desks... proudly shown by fine stores.

Associated Companies: Grand Rapids Chair Co., Sligh-Lowry Furniture Company

Check booklets you want, send coins to:

SLIGH BOOKLETS

1661 Monroe Ave.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Mince your bacon with a sharp knife. Chop some of the mushrooms fine and add them and the chopped onion to the bacon in a frying pan. Cook for 3 minutes, then add chopped parsley, salt and pepper, the French mustard and a drop or two of Worcestershire. Cook for 3 minutes more, then remove from fire, cool a little and spread on the slices of beef. Roll them up the way a Boy Scout rolls his blanket and tie them with string. Season the outside with salt and pepper and put them with a tablespoon of butter into a frying pan to brown. Roll them over so they color evenly, remove them to a warm place and make the sauce. Slice and sauté in butter the rest of your mushrooms. When they are done, add catsup and beef extract dissolved in hot water. Add more water—up to half a cup—if the contents of the pan looks too "short"; any excess will cook off. Stir till you have picked up the flavors from the pan, then turn into the other pan in which you browned your roulades and stir again till that pan is clean. When the sauce has reached an attractive consistency, bring out your roulades, gently remove the strings and return them to the sauce. Reduce the heat to practically nothing and let them mellow a minute. Then swish in a teaspoon of butter and a squeeze of lemon.

COOKING continued from page 206

FISH FILLETS WITH RED CAVIAR

2 small fillets of flounder
4 tsps. butter
Salt, pepper
4 tsps. white wine
1 egg yolk
2 tsps. red caviar
4 tsps. cream

This is most simply made in individual shirred-egg dishes. Put fillets in 350° oven in the shirring dishes with a liberal tablespoon of butter apiece and a dusting of salt and pepper. Let them cook for perhaps 20 minutes, depending on thickness, while you make the sauce. You can be sure they are done when they have completely lost that translucent look. Stir together white wine and egg yolk. Melt 2 tablespoons of butter and add the wine and egg. Heat gently, stirring carefully, till mixture begins to thicken, and watch it because it will curdle if overcooked. Remove from heat, add the caviar and the cream whipped stiff. Check the seasoning—the caviar is sometimes very salty—and spread over the fish fillets. Run under the broiler till the fillets achieve a beautiful brown glaze.

BROILED SHOULDER LAMB CHOPS

WITH VEGETABLES

The quickest of dinners and one of the best. Tell your butcher that you intend to broil lamb chops and he’ll choose them accordingly. Shoulder chops should be cut a little thinner than luxurious loin chops. Slice raw potatoes (Continued on page 233)
PUT ONE-STORY CONVENIENCE IN YOUR Present HOME

That is just what an "Elevette", the original home elevator, does to any two or three story home. No more weary stairs to climb a dozen times a day. Step into "Elevette" and—whisk—there you are, safely up or down in a jiffy. Cost? Less than a new low-priced car.

Write for catalogue and name of nearest representative.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
2208 PAXTON BLVD. • HARRISBURG, PA., U.S.A.

is your home well dressed?

Interior Decorators tell us that a home without Curtains or Drapes is not "well dressed". PFAFF Sewing Machines feature the magic ZIG-ZAG DIAL which permits you to sew easily and quickly the Curtains, Drapes or Slipcovers you've always wanted. You need NO SPECIAL ATTACHMENTS . . . JUST DIAL YOUR STITCH for Straight or Zig-Zag Sewing, Cording, Appliqueing, Embroidery, Joining Materials Together Without Seams, Sewing On Curtain Rings, etc.

PFAFF’S MAGIC ZIG-ZAG DIAL

"Don’t Say Sew It . . . Say PFAFF It!"

For a FREE booklet and the name of your local dealer, write:
PFAFF Sewing Machine Corp.
39 Cortlandt Street
New York 7, N. Y.

CONTEMPORARY GLASS
continued from page 126

that no internal strains develop, thus making American handmade glass the most shock-resistant in the world.

Designers of American handmade glass watch trends in decoration in order to create forms in harmony with them. Many turn back to the classic patterns, such as diamond-cut, hobnail or lacy designs, which are ideal for use with American antiques. For a modern setting, there are simple, clean-cut forms which stress the purity and brilliance of the material. Color today plays a more important role than ever, with emerald green, chartreuse, ruby, amber and smoke among notable trends. Milk glass is enjoying a re-vival of its traditional popularity, some treated in the spirit of the old, some contemporary in feeling. The swirl technique is adapted to give grace to chunky tumblers. On account of today’s limited storage space, certain glasses are being designed to serve double uses, such as sherbet and champagne, wine and cocktail and so on.

About 80,000,000 pieces of glassware were made by hand in this country over the past year. In a mechanized age, it is surprising to record that this earliest American craft is gaining ground, having nearly tripled in volume over the past decade. What was once a luxury is now a household necessity, useful and decorative, synonymous with good living.

So easy it's fun to make triple pinch pleats

with Conso® SIMPLEAT

The wonder pleater tape

in demand everywhere, perfect for draperies, valances, doves of uses. Equally satisfactory for light or heavy weight fabrics. Simple and quick to make professional pleats. Just stitch SimPleat tape flat on marked lines—insert rod—pleats are finished. Tape is invisible from the front, stays stiff through washing or cleaning, iron flat. Available in 2", 2⅛" and 3" widths—15c, 25c and 25c a yard (slightly higher west of Denver). Buy in drapery departments, specialty stores or order direct.

1001 DECORATING IDEAS

Yours for 25c, beautiful, 50-page book, with color illustrations. How to decorate successfully, make slipcovers, etc. Get your copy in drapery departments, by mail. Write Dept. BE53.
contemporary products, show how today's American handmade glass is descended from classic forms, but with modern technological methods added.

The history of American glass is closely associated with the history of the country. Just two years after the original Jamestown Colonists established themselves in the wilderness, we read of the arrival in the New World of eight skilled craftsmen. With fine white silica sand available at the river's mouth, plus an unlimited supply of fuel, the outlook of the country's first industry seemed hopeful. There was a burst of business in 1621, when two Italians were brought over to manufacture glass beads for trading with the Indians. "Not to be vilified by too common sale," these beads for a while yielded a brisk trade in furs. But the Jamestown glass house, as glassmaking establishments were called, wasted away with the Colony.

The Dutch, always sticklers for household niceties, demanded glass from the time they landed in America. Maps of 1634 show that Fort Amsterdam (New York) had its glass house. Later Jan Smedes opened his shop on what is now William Street, probably specializing in heavy, utilitarian pieces, none of which can be definitely identified. Everett Duykinck, a solid citizen who arrived from Holland in 1638, kept the tradition alive by manufacturing, among other things, decorative coats-of-arms for the leading parishioners of the Dutch Reformed Church. About this time, too, Salem, Massachusetts, made a brief excursion into the glass business, probably producing a blackish-green product for bottles and crude bull's-eye window glass.

Probably the earliest "collectible" glass is what we now call the South Jersey type, which goes back to Caspar Wistar, an enterprising button-maker of Philadelphia, who in 1738 contracted to import four expert glass workers from Belgium. Wistar founded a colony along upland lines, as many other glassmakers were to do after him (Stiegel's Manheim was feudal, Doyet's Temperanceville was teetotaling, Amo- lung's New Bremen stressed culture). Situated on some 2000 acres of timbered land near Allouaystown, New Jersey, this factory had the distinction of operating continuously for some 40 years, thus establishing a recognizable type of work. Wistarberg went bankrupt in 1790, but its tradition was carried on by the Stanger brothers, reputed to have been Wistar apprentices, and later passed to South Jersey, which by 1840 numbered 28 glass houses and four cutting factories. South Jersey glass has breadth, solidity and balance, especially the pitchers. Green, pale to emerald, was a favorite color. A wave design in twotone whorls, a thread decoration, spiraled or used to outline "lily pads," a bowl shaped like an inverted Quaker hat are types from this region well known to collectors.

The most colorful and fictionalized character of American glassmaking is "Baron" Stiegel, a German immigrant (Continued on page 210)
with an unambitious title who, at the height of his fortunes, boasted of an income of £5000 a year. Having married the daughter of a Pennsylvania iron furnace owner, he soon began to experiment in glass and, on a trip abroad, brought back workers of various nationalities who were responsible for the diverse European styles seen in Stiegel glass. Some of it is almost indistinguishable from Bristol; the engraved glass is an imitation of eighteenth-century German; and the enamelled glass is obviously of Swiss derivation. Stiegel’s most celebrated color, a deep cobalt, has tempted many amateurs to attribute almost any blue glass to him. The Stiegel type, however, is distinctive in its sophistication. Copper-wheel engraving, colorful enamels, wine glasses with delicate air-twist stems are typical products. Manheim, the colony founded by Stiegel, housed as many as 110 workers and their families. The “Baron” liked to lord it around this community, driving in a coach with outriders, saluted by cannon from the summits of two medieval towers, serenaded by his own orchestra. His eventual bankruptcy follows the pattern of early glassmaking in America.

By the second half of the eighteenth century, the production of glass per capita of population was almost as large as it is today. Glass factories began to spring up wherever the necessary elements were present. The essential ingredient was silica sand. There were no waterways, good roads, or an abundance of fuel. If there were no waterways, good roads were a necessity to avoid breakage. Starbridge clay, an English monopoly, was needed for the melting pot. In addition to this, the factory owner frequently had to run the risk of smuggling in foreign workers whose entry England opposed because their products competed with her own export industry. As trade rivalries grew, glass eventually played a role second only to tea in fomenting the Revolution.

In 1733 the Colonists began to make rum out of French molasses instead of British West Indian sugar; the ensuing British Molasses Act not only abetted rum-running but materially helped the American bottle trade. In 1767, glass figured on the list of luxuries singled out for duty under the Townsend Act, a plan “for drawing a revenue from the Colonies without giving them offence.” British Mr. Townsend mistook his Americans. Impossible to enforce, the bill was later repealed.

Since its early days as Fort Amster­dum, New York continued as a glassmaking center, the Dutch houses proving reliable customers. Another picturesque figure emerges here, the Hollander Ludowik Bamper, who settled in the 1730’s in his own vessel, manned by African slaves. In partnership with three others, Bamper built a factory at a rural spot situated between what are now 34th and 60th Streets.

By far the most ambitious glass project of the eighteenth century, that of New Bremen, Maryland, was backed by German and American capital.
tal. John Frederick Amelung of Bremen was careful to get letters of recommendation from such prominent persons as Franklin and Adams before he embarked for the United States in 1784, bringing with him 60 artisans to establish a large-size business. Near Frederickstown, he bought 2100 acres and set up the town of New Bremen, complete with educational facilities, including music instruction for the families of the workers. This ideal colony was again doomed to failure. Although he had a glass service specially made for President Washington, and presented it to him in person, his plea for the New Bremen factory to be paid the $8000 Treasury loan was turned down. In 1795 New Bremen broke up, its workers drifting westward toward the new lands which were beginning to draw men away from the original states. Among the few sure attributions in American glass are two handsomely-engraved "pokals" (covered goblets) bearing the New Bremen name.

It is impossible in these pages to trace the history of every glass house over the century when glass-making was at its peak (1750-1850). Many were in operation only a year or two. Time and again factories burned, indentured workers ran away, free ones proved unreliable. Heart and lung ailments were frequent in a profession so arduous, were definite individualists. This is a specialty. Sandwich also made a great variety of pressed-glass tumblers, dolphin-pattern (half-less teacup) were a specialty. Sandwich factory turned out the popular lacy glass in an enormous variety of patterns and colors, all avidly collected today. Cup-plates (often used to drink tea out of in the days of the handle-less teacup) were a specialty. Sandwich also made a great variety of pressed-glass tumbler, dolphin-pattern candlesticks associated with the heyday of whaling, saltcellars and decanters. In addition, both blown and cut glass were manufactured here. Contributions to Sandwich are complicated by the fact that Jarves quarreled with his associates in 1858 and founded the Cape Cod Glass Works, whose products are practically indistinguishable from those of the parent factory. The Sandwich plant closed down in 1887.

(Continued on page 212)

Satisfy your urge for quality, beauty and economy with Hungerford solid Honduras mahogany

Think of it! Solid Honduras mahogany hand rubbed to a smooth lasting finish, finest craftsmanship, beautiful antique reproduction pulls, dust proofed throughout, and many other features for a price well within your budget. Three pieces shown approximately $249, slightly higher West. See Hungerford 18th Century in open stock at finer stores everywhere. Write today for free booklet. Dept. B-5.

Solid Mahogany by Hungerford, Memphis

Add New Glamour to your Table Settings!

So Smart! The sheerness of Madonna Organdies...the finest imported Linens...Eyelid Embroideries...Gay Ginghams, and many other colorful designs reproduced perfectly on plastic.

So Practical! A mat for every place setting, for place settings; for breakfasts, midnights buffets, card parties, banquets and formal dining. Mail coupon today.

So Economical! Saves laundry bills and work. Priced from only 25c to 75c each. Ideal as gifts

- See these Princess Place Mats at department stores, gift shops and variety stores everywhere.
- By the makers of All Plastic Stuffing Edge...pennies plastic shelf lining and edging combined.

meal: use every day, hundreds of days. Whisk clean with damp cloth. Need to lie flat. Of stainproof plastic.

Write for 32-page, full color booklet "TABLE GLAMOUR" Exciting new hostess guide, 50 clever ideas for place settings; for breakfasts, midnights buffets, card parties, banquets and formal dining. Mail coupon today.

Use Inexpensive, Laundry-Saving Princess PLACE MATS

- Guaranteed by Hungerford
- By the makers of All Plastic Stuffing Edge
- Pennies plastic shelf lining and edging combined.

PRINCESS PLACE MATS

The Ulman Co., Inc., 230 Fifth Ave., New York 1, N.Y.

Please send me your booklet, "Table Glamour."

I enclose 10c in coin to cover cost of mailing.
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GLASS continued from page 210
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CAMPBELL Cinema Creations

FEATURING MODERN ITALIAN EMPIRE

Designed by JACK MOORE & DICK PEPPERLE, Hollywood Set Decorators

S. J. Campbell co.

Factory: 1335 Altgeld Street • Chicago

Showroom: 1661 Merchandise Mart • Chicago

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVES

Showroom: 4th Ave. at 355 St., N.Y.

MATS

FULL COLOR BOOKLET "TABLE GLAMOUR"
Y es, here's new beauty for your pool—and real economy for you! It's RAMUC, the gleaming water-resistant enamel that eliminates expensive yearly paint jobs. It seals concrete surfaces with a hard, glossy tile-like finish—a satin-smooth finish easy to apply, easy to clean. RAMUC stands up season after season without chalking, peeling or blistering. And any of its 12 delightful colors will hold their original fresh tones indefinitely under the strongest sun.

Clear, flashing water!
Keeping pool water clean is a problem when algae (minute water plants) develop. But you can eliminate these unsightly growths easily with RAMUC. A small amount of algalac. a marvelous new liquid by the makers of RAMUC, quickly clears away all algae and prevents further growth. Will not stain pool finishes. harmless to skin and eyes.

Get complete information on the economical upkeep of your pool. Send 10c (to cover handling) for "Swimming Pool Handbook." Address the Inertol office nearest you.

Ranuc-Exalgae, Registered Trademarks

**Glossary**

The basic process of making old glass was as follows: the blower gathered a gob of molten glass at the end of a blowpipe. If he impressed this gob with a pattern, removed the mold and blew it to full size in the open, the piece is called expanded; if he blew it entirely in the open, it is free-blown; if he rolled a free-blown piece in a bath of hot glass, printing only the soft outer layer in a mold, it is called pillar-molded. Three-mold glass was blown into a full-size mold made up of three or more pieces hinged together. A lily-pad is a gob of glass applied to the outside of a piece for decorative purposes. A pokal is a covered goblet. Pressed glass was poured, not blown into a mold, the pressure applied by hand. Lacy glass is a form of pressed glass with a diamond-point pattern.

**Glass**

having, over some 60 years, virtually put glass on every table in America.

Kensington is another important name in the first half of the nineteenth century. Conducted by "Dr." Dyott, an exhibitionistic patent-medicine king who recognized the practicality of manufacturing his own bottles, this Philadelphia factory soon branched into other products, including the enormous carboys used for household supplies of cider or vinegar, and many fine historic flasks.

A boom to collectors is the fact that Dyott identified his glass with either his name or that of the factory. Kensington bottles bear portraits of Jenny Lind and Kossuth at the height of their popularity—examples of "Dr." Dyott's excellent sense of timing.

Students of American history are not always aware of the fact that Albert Gallatin, Secretary of the Treasury from 1801-13, was responsible for the first national expansion of the glass industry. Drawn westward by the promise of new lands, he founded a glass factory called New Geneva in western Pennsylvania, recruiting craftsmen from Ameilung's bankrupt New Berne, Pennsylvania, again. It is responsible for the major change which marks the turning point between the historic craft and the modern, large-scale industry. In 1802 Major Isaac Craig and James O'Hara opened an eight-pot factory on a Pittsburgh coal bank. In the 1830's the coal town of Wheeling, West Virginia, went into large-scale glass manufacture, one of its more effusive products the tomb of a glass-maker called Sweeney in the form of a mammoth punch bowl set in a pilastered, canopied glass niche. With the discovery of natural gas deposits, with an ever increasing population moving west, the glass industry over the nineteenth century gradually left the Eastern seaboard. Today it is concentrated in Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio and Indiana, close to the fuel sources needed for the twentieth-century's pure and brilliant glassware.

**American Artware Creations**

The unique American Artware Creations, Inc., product is a variation of the Pressed Glass Shadow Box and is made of durable, quality crystal glass. The product is a combination of art and function, providing a beautiful and practical display for a variety of items such as photos, awards, and keepsakes. The Shadow Box is made of clear glass and has a unique, trapezoid shape with rounded edges, giving it a sleek and modern appearance. The frame is made of metal and is available in two colors: silver and black. The Shadow Box can be used as a stand-alone display or can be wall-mounted for added versatility. It is an excellent choice for those who appreciate quality craftsmanship and want to showcase their cherished memories in a stylish and thoughtful manner.
Not just heat... but MOR-SUN indoor comfort!

- The most beautiful furnace ever built — the MOR-SUN — gives you more than just heat... it gives you complete winter air conditioning...
- Tempered air at the temperature you select... scientifically humidified and circulated draft-free air... clean air free of dust and pollen, continuously replaced from air all automatically... and all at low cost!

Yes, MOR-SUN gives you healthful indoor comfort!

So remember to call your nearest MOR-SUN dealer, or write us today... and forget your heating problems tomorrow!

MORRISON STEEL PRODUCTS, INC., BUFFALO 7, N. Y.

Plan a Better Kitchen with this HELPFUL BOOKLET

Now you can use your sterling silver every day without wasting hours repolishing it. To keep silver beautiful, simply store your flatware and hollow ware in Pacific Silver Cloth. It protects the polish by filtering tarnish out of the air. Lasts a lifetime!

MOR-RAM HOUSES, WHERE LASTING BEAUTY IS MADE OF STEEL

CANADA continued from page 152

Québec

Québec, as most people know, denotes both a province and a city. The latter, to enunciate another inescapable fact, is the home of the Château Frontenac, a commodious, austerely elegant hotel which it is practically impossible to approach without bumping into a calèche. You can tour the city in one of the little open carriages, or, if you prefer, in one of the brand-new sightseeing buses. Pleasant things to do: eat bouil­labaisse and perfect fillets in the little French restaurants; go to French movies; climb the Citadel for the view; have tea or dinner at Kent House a few miles out in the country on a cliff overlooking Montmorency Falls; and visit St. Anne de Beaupré. Down the St. Lawrence are Murray Bay and Manoir Richelieu, a hotel long adrift at mixing nature with the creature comforts. Further north is Tadoussac, where the Hotel Tadousac has leased a string of private lakes full of landlocked salmon known as ouananiche. If you travel around here by boat, you are apt to come across a hilarious body of water called La Baie des Ha Ha.

The Gaspé, for those who like the picturesque aspects of fishing villages, is hard to beat. The much-photographed rock at Percé can be enjoyed at first hand from the glass-enclosed dining room of the Hotel La Normandie, or from the inn, Au Ple de l'Aurore, which hangs on a cliff over the town. On nearby Bonaventure Island ornithologists will note the presence of the Atlantic puffin, a bird which looks as though it were invented by James Thurlber. The birds here would seem to be the only Canadian group which suffers from over-crowded living conditions, but they appear to be quite happy that way.

In the Laurentians many of the resorts change their personalities with the seasons. Among those which will soon open or metamorphose is Mont Tremblant Lodge, a modestly named resort, considering that it encompasses a Swiss-style village including a hair­dresser, a church, a lending library and La Boutique, a shop filled with English sportswear, as well as a swimming pool and three beaches on Lac Tremblant. In the shadow of Tremblant you will find the Manoir Pinetree, a small paneled inn where you are almost certain to run into somebody from Hollywood. On the flowered terrace of the Laurentide Inn at St. Agathe des Monts you are almost equally certain to see some honeymooners gazing dream­ingly at the Lac des Sables. Southward lives Ste. Adele Lodge, where Cochand and the veteran Chanteleer, while 45 miles north of Montreal on a mountain top is the Mont Gabriel Club where the Inn has a thatched roof kept in trim by a pair of goats. Lastly, in the foothills of the Laurentians is the Seigniory Club, an establishment that requires a member's introduction to get into, but is well worth the trouble. Its facilities take in almost every conceivable sport and there is even a fish hatchery to fatten up the minnows.

For urban comforts there is always Montreal, Canada's most sophis­ticated.

(Continued on page 214)
for "Quick-as-a-Bunny" Speed

"America's Finest Gas Range"

ROPER

KITCHEN MAID

for Quicld-duns

Exquisite Beauty • Exciting Features

YOUR NEW ROPEC COSTS

Less to Buy
Less to Install
Less to Use

GEO. D. ROPE CORPORATION • Rockford, Illinois

Excellent Beauty • Exciting Features

ROPER Automatic Gas Range. Roper's famous "Center-Simmer" top burners, big "Bake-Master" oven and "Roper-Glo" broiler give you super speed whenever you want it. Ask your ROPER Retailer about all of the time-saving "Crowning-Achievements." Use your new ROPER with any gas, including liquefied petroleum (bottled) gas. Write for Free Folder H. G.

For fast cooking you can't beat the new ROPER Automatic Gas Range. Roper's famous "Center-Simmer" top burners, big "Bake-Master" oven and "Roper-Glo" broiler give you super speed whenever you want it. Ask your ROPER Retailer about all of the time-saving "Crowning-Achievements." Use your new ROPER with any gas, including liquefied petroleum (bottled) gas. Write for Free Folder H. G.

Exquisite Beauty • Exciting Features

in Friendly, Permanent Wood!

They're a joy to behold, a thrill to be in, these lovely Kitchen Maid kitchens in smart, new, soft colors. Exclusively Flo-Line styled, with quiet aluminum drawers, doors with cushioned silencers—spacious storage compartments, each designed for a special purpose—these and many useful step-saving accessories will make you lose your heart to Kitchen Maid. Go to your dealer soon and see these gorgeous kitchens in color (or white). For a booklet showing 10 model kitchens with plans and a host of ideas, send 10 cents with coupon below.

Look for this sign in your dealer's window. It signifies his skill as a member of the nation's oldest kitchen planning organization.

KITCHEN MAID

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

The smallest province is not much bigger than Long Island. It sits by itself in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, separated from the mainland provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick by the Strait of Northumberland. In regard to scenery and accommodations it follows a pleasant middle course. In Charlottetown, the capital, in Summerside, Borden and all along the coast there are any number of small, quietly charming hotels. As in all Canadian provinces, there is always a place to fish.

NEWFOUNDLAND

The newest Canadian province is an island spanning the Gulf of St. Law-

(Continued on page 215)
For Those Who Cannot or Should Not Climb Stairs...  
Sedgwick Electric Stair-Travelor or Elevator provides a safe, energy-saving convenience. Readily installed. Endorsed by physicians and users. Nationwide representation.  
Write for Illustrated Booklet HG-2

Your doctor will tell you: Stair climbing is 10 to 14 times more strenuous than walking. Avoid this health hazard—by the push of a button you can ride! The Sedgwick Electric Stair-Travelor or Elevator provides a safe, energy-saving convenience. Readily installed. Endorsed by physicians and users. Nationwide representation.

Write for Illustrated Booklet HG-2

MAY, 1950

COOK OUTDOORS

—Build the Fireplace Yourself—around the Fyro-Grill Steel Form!

Enjoy serving family and guests with meals cooked outdoors. Use the Fyro-Grill as the form and build your outdoor fireplace around it, as simple or elaborate as you wish. Has removable steel grill, adjustable grate, draft control.

Send for FREE FOLDER showing 10 beautiful outdoor fireplace designs that you can build!

PRICE

$21.95

FIREPLACE HEATER & TANK CORP.

157 W. AUSTIN STREET, BUFFALO, N. Y.
open pool in the shadow of Mount Edith Cavell, have breakfast delivered to your cottage by room service on bicycles, dance every night, and twice a day watch a troop of friendly brown bears perform at the garbage dump.

If all of this sounds too civilized for you, get in touch with Fred Browser who operates chalets at Maligne Lake and Tonquin Valley for Canadian National. To reach Maligne you ride a one-way forest road, cross Medicine Lake by boat, then take a jeep to the camp-site, where you can sleep in cabins or tents. Neither place has telephones or electricity.

Much of Alberta is like the Wild West of the United States some years back. Its ranches are mainly operating ones, but they do take care of dudes. Places such as The Diamond Cross Ranch and the Kananaskis Ranch near Pincher Creek are simpler than ours and generally less expensive.

BRITISH COLUMBIA

British Columbia, on the west coast, has more ranches: the Unicorn at Horse Lake, the S Half Diamond Ranch at Skookumchuck and the Flying-U Guest Ranch at Caribou Road. It also has its share of mountains, glaciers, rivers and lakes, forests of jackpine and vast stands of giant cedar and fir. Along its coast is a sheltered waterway reminiscent of the Norwegian fjords and excellent for sailing craft and power boats.

At Victoria, the capital on Vancouver Island, there is scarcely a day when it is too cold for golf; roses are frequently picked at Christmas. Flower baskets loaded with marigolds, fuchsia and petunias hang from the lamp posts. Canadian Pacific's Empress Hotel is sedate, massive and smothered in ivy. Its Crystal Gardens offer tea, dancing and swimming in the largest salt-water pool under glass on the continent. There is a Poodle Dog Cafe and an immodestly but accurately named Old Charming Inn. All in all it's very British here.

TRANSPORTATION

Train: Two vast and celebrated railway companies, the Canadian National and the Canadian Pacific, cover all of the ten provinces, including Newfoundland, the newest. The Canadian National offers the Triangle Tour, a combined rail and sea trip beginning and ending at Jasper and taking in Vancouver and Prince Rupert, British Columbia. 

Boat: The Canadian National Steamship Company has eight 10-day cruises from June 16 to August 29 between Vancouver and Skagway, Alaska; minimum first class fare: $175. The same company has year-round 5-day cruises between Vancouver and Ketchikan, British Columbia; minimum fare: $87.

On the East coast, Canadian National has 5-day cruises beginning about May (Continued on page 217)
12 from Boston to Montreal and Halifax; minimum fare: $100.

The Canadian Pacific Railway B. C. Coast Steamship Services has 10-day cruises from Vancouver to Skagway; minimum fare: $175. Regular service between the same points takes 15 to 9 days, has fewer stops; minimum fare: $117.

The Canada Steamship Line offers a variety of cruises from June 3 to September 5. There is a 3-day cruise up the Saguenay River from Montreal; minimum fare: $47.10; a 5-day cruise up the St. Lawrence from Montreal stopping at Chicoutimi, Tadoussac, Murray Bay and Quebec; minimum fare: $92; a 5-day all-expense tour from Montreal to Bagotville with a 2-day stop at the Château Frontenac, Quebec; minimum fare: $42.50. "The Nova Scotia Short Tour" leaves Boston every Monday, returns on Wednesday; minimum fare: $42.50. "The Nova Scotia Short Tour" leaves Boston every Monday, returns on Wednesday; minimum fare: $42.50.

The Eastern Steamship Lines has "cruise-tours" from June to September. "The Mid-Week Special" leaves Boston every Wednesday for Nova Scotia, returns on Friday, stopping at Yarmouth, Old Fort Anne, Annapolis Royal, St. Mary's Bay Shore and Digby; minimum fare: $42.50. "The Nova Scotia Short Tour" leaves Boston every Monday, returns on Wednesday; minimum fare: $43. "The Week-End Special" leaves Boston every Friday, returns on Monday, is similar to other tours, but includes a motor trip through the Nova Scotia Lake Regions; minimum fare: $67.50. Longer cruise-tours are available, featuring extended motor coach travel throughout Nova Scotia and Cape Breton.

The Clarke Steamship Company has a 5½ day cruise from Montreal to the Gaspé coast; minimum fare: $90.91; a 7-day cruise to the Gaspé coast and Magdalen Islands; $109.10; another 7-day cruise to the north coast as far as Havre St. Pierre and possibly Nainashuan; $109.10.

The Furness Line has 11-day cruises to Nova Scotia and Newfoundland leaving New York about every two weeks the year-round; minimum fare: $180.

Air: Trans-Canada Airlines operates from the following cities in the United States: New York, Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, Seattle; and flies across the continent from Victoria, British Columbia, to Montreal, Quebec. Sample fares: New York to Toronto in 2 hours: $39.60, round trip; Chicago to Toronto in 1 hour, 30 minutes: $34.90, round trip; Montreal to Vancouver in 13 hours, 5 minutes: $326.50, round trip. Colonial Airlines flies from New York to Montreal in 1 hour, 45 minutes: $42.66, round trip; from New York to Ottawa in 3 hours, 40 minutes: $48.90, round trip. North East Airlines flies from New York to Montreal in 3 hours: $43, round trip; from Boston to Montreal in 1 hour, 55 minutes: $55.90, round trip. Fares subject to exchange and 15% U. S. Transp. Tax.

Hand-hewn from Tiffin's molten lead-crysal—a formula of matchless quality, clarity, radiance and strength.

Hand-shaped with consummate skill for perfect balance, easy, beautiful "lift" and grace.

Hand-cut with intricate precision into table jewels of fiery brilliance.

Karen

by The Tiffin Glassmasters—
one of the most fabulous and beautiful stemware patterns ever produced at its price! It's all news...the bowl shape...the low stem...the matchless radiance...the tiny price. Without import duty this comes to you...cherished patterns always available.

Exactly right for recreation room use.

Colorful, sturdy and comfortable, Tropique fits perfectly, too, into sun room, den and apartment living room.

See this fine furniture at the better stores. For name of nearest, write Dept. G.
GLADIOLUS
continued from page 155

that will continue until frost. Thus the flowering season can be regulated with a reasonable degree of certainty according to the time of planting, an advantage not shared by any other flower.

There are a number of different ways of planting gladiolus corms. Since gladiolus are primarily cut flowers rather than garden decorations, they are quite commonly planted in rows in the vegetable garden, although they may be used in a mixed flower border or in a bed by themselves. In any case, you should plant them in full sunlight in a well-drained location. If you plant them in rows, you may use either a single row with corms four to six inches apart or a double, staggered row, corms four inches apart on the diagonal, six on the straight. The trenches in which you set the corms should be four or five inches deep for large bulbs and somewhat shallower for medium-size or small bulbs, and will vary somewhat according to the consistency of the soil (see drawing, page 155). It is a good plan when you are planting to rake in a sprinkling of superphosphate on the soil, as well as to give the plants a light dressing of plant food along the sides of the rows. A good dressing of white sulfured superphosphate also. When you set corms in the mixed flower border, dig a circular or oval hole and space the corms four to five inches apart to form a clump, just as in planting tulips.

If a few corms each of a great many different varieties are put into a bed devoted entirely to gladiolus, set the corms six inches apart in the rows, with the rows right to ten inches apart. You will find this by far the simplest way to keep track of valuable varieties.

Some time after the bulbs have been planted, you will, of course, need to weed the rows or the bed, but it is best to wait until the sprouts of leaves are several inches high so you won't injure them or mistake them for weeds.

While thrips are no longer a problem in growing gladiolus, thanks to DDT, it is still advisable to dust or spray the plants at regular intervals of two weeks from the time the leaves are five or six inches high until the flowers start to open. Any good garden insecticide which contains DDT will serve the purpose.

About a month before flowering, use an application of a good complete plant food along the sides of the rows and rake it well. This will materially benefit the plants and improve the flowers. Of course, water during dry spells is vitally important; otherwise, the spikes are likely to be short and the flower buds fewer in number.

When the flower spikes begin to appear above the leaves, blooming time is 10 to 12 days away. Careful culture demands that the plants have some support at this period to keep them from being bent by winds or heavy rain. A stout twine stretched between stakes will serve the purpose (see illustration page 155). For the flower spikes begin to appear above the leaves, blooming time is 10 to 12 days away. Careful culture demands that the plants have some support at this period to keep them from being bent by winds or heavy rain. A stout twine stretched between stakes will serve the purpose (Continued on page 219)

Choose Cherry Blossom...

A breath of the Far East... captured and portrayed on fine American dinnerware by SALEM. Cherry Blossom is gay, exciting, new. See the complete service at your favorite store; 20-piece starter set only $8.95. Crafted only by THE SALEM CHINA CO., SALEM, OHIO.

Dinnerware of Distinction Since 1898
continued from page 218

both sides of the row will usually prove adequate for this purpose. Spikes in the mixed border can be easily staked with thin hamboe canes about three or four feet high. Loosely tie the spike to this support.

The best time to cut the blooms is in the early morning when the spikes have only two or three blossoms open. If you want to save the bulbs for another year, be sure not to cut off the flowers spike too low and leave three or four leaves on the plant to form next year's corn.

Dig up the corms in the fall, after the first heavy frost, usually by mid-October or mid-November. At that time you may cut off the stalks flush with the tops of the corms. Then spread out the corms in a thin layer in trays and allow them to dry. About a month after you have thus harvested them, clean the corms by removing the old, withered corms at the base of the new ones. Then store them for the winter in a cool, dry place well removed from any spot where frost might reach them.

It is impossible in a short article to give a full list of all the exquisite modern gladiolus in all color groups, but I have chosen a few at random from the hundreds tested in our garden which we found particularly appealing.

WHITE: Florence Nightingale, White Christmas, Lady Anne
WHITE WITH BLOTCH: Margaret Beaton
CREAM: Leading Lady, Lady Jane

LIGHT YELLOW: Crinkle Cream, Kathy Lee
DEEP YELLOW: Spotlight, Van Gold Buff: Sunspot, Patrol, Punctulus
LIGHT ORANGE: Daisy Mae, Janet Lee
DEEP ORANGE: Orange Gold
LIGHT SALMON: King William
DEEP SALMON: Spic 'n Span

SALMON SCARLET: Helen Hayes, Dieppe Scarlet: Redwing, Algonquin, J. V. Kenyonshurg
LIGHT PINK: Evangeline, Phantom Beauty
ROSE PINK: Topflight, Tisodi, Gen. Eisenhower

BLACK: Miss Wisconsin
PURPLE: Purple Supreme, King Lear, Dorothy Armstrong
LIGHT VIOLET: Silver Gull, High Life
MEDIUM VIOLET: Ranet, Blue Beauty
DEEP VIOLET: Abu Hassan

ROSE PURPLE: Burma
SMOKEY: Burley Bronze, Twinie's Margaret, Oklahoma

Small flowered types: Wedgwood, Lavender and Gold, Marcus, Brightside, Little Gold, Orange-town, Atom, Little Sweetheart, Capid

(Continued on page 220)
Here is the shopping information for the merchandise on pages 164 and 165. All prices are approximate.

**Upper photograph**

**Furniture:**
- Tortoise-shell leather top canasta table, 34¼" sq., $299, $335.
- St. Cloud chairs, 21" h., 22" d., 21" w., $100 each in muslin. Both are silver birch frames.
- Floor covering: Danbury Rubber Co., black and white tiles, 9" x 9", 75¢ sq. ft. installed.
- Accessories: Enamel cigarette box $16; orange ash tray $4; black ash tray $8. All at New Design, New York, N. Y.

**Lower left photograph**

**Furniture:**
- Desmond loveseat, 63" l., 35" d., 32" h., $244 in muslin. Desmat-tier armless chair, 33" l., 35" d., 25" h., $100 each in muslin. Both are silver birch frames.
- Cocktail table, tortoise-shell leather top, 48" l., 28" d., 14" h., $188. Percher chairs, leather seats, silver birch frames, 24" w., 23" d., 33" h., $188 each in muslin. Milan sofa, 105" l., 30" d., 33" h., $598 in muslin. Lamp table, brazi trim, leather top, 22" l., 30" d., 26" h., $124.
- Accessories from Mottoheled, Chicago.

---

**GLADIOLUS**

Especially worth mentioning are three outstanding novelties, introduced this year:
- *Neonata Rose,* a glowing fuchsia color; *Clarence B. Fortnum,* bluish pink; *Hamlet,* deep rich red.

In purchasing gladolius corms, it is well to remember that the largest size corms do not necessarily give the best flowers. Extra large, flat corms are apt to be old and are not as good as young high-crowned No. 1's (large) and No. 2's (medium size), which are listed by these numbers by most gladolius dealers. Medium-size corms can often be purchased at a considerable saving over large ones and practically always give just as good a spike although they flower a little later.

---

**VENETIAN IDIOM**

continued from page 165

Here is the shopping information for the merchandise on pages 164 and 165. All prices are approximate.

**ASSEMBLYIDES**

- Tables, $75 each, $115 each with shade. Kardux, New York.
- Cigar case, $180 in muslin. Cabinets, 32" l., 20" d., 26" h., $200 each.

**ACCESSORIES:**
- Pair of white Italian marble, wood base lamps, gold leaf trim, $115 each with shade. Kardux, New York.
- Acrolials made by William King, $75 at New Design, N. Y. Modern pottery bird cage $70, Mottoheled, Chicago.
- Large glass ash tray $10 and antique emerald green box $60, at John Gerald, Inc., N. Y.

**Lower right photograph**

Genoa pull-up chair, 63" w., 35" d., 25" h., $132 in muslin. Geraldine Funk written Venetian blind from Puerto Rico.

Page 165

**FURNITURE:**
- Modern Italian Empire breakfront, 54" w., 22" d., 90" h., $700. Cocktail table, tortoise-shell leather top, 48" l., 28" d., 14" h., $188. Percher chairs, leather seats, silver birch frames, 24" w., 23" d., 33" h., $188 each in muslin. Milan sofa, 105" l., 30" d., 33" h., $598 in muslin. Lamp table, brazi trim, leather top, 22" l., 30" d., 26" h., $124.
- Accessories from Mottoheled, Chicago.

---

**RUSTICRAFT WOVEN PICKET FENCES**

Imported and Domestic

A practical fence of great charm, which meets many needs. Available in two styles, either French Chestnut saplings (imported), or split Cedar (Domestic). Also in split Cedar (Domestic). Also in split Cedar (Domestic). Also in split Cedar (Domestic). Also in split Cedar (Domestic).

- CLEFT (4" space between pieces) or CROSS (pickets butted right together). Made in several heights. Easy to erect from the instructions we furnish. Never needs painting.

**Benefit from our 30 years experience**

Available: French. Pickup Fences, Woven Cedar Picket Fences (Domestic), Woven Cedar Picket Fences (Domestic), Woven Cedar Picket Fences (Domestic), Woven Cedar Picket Fences (Domestic).

**Send For Booklet**

Rusticraft Fence Co.
DAVID TENDER, 251 E. 35 ST.
N.Y.C.

---

**LUX-RIGHT**

**THE NATION'S BEST**

STEEL WINDOW WELL WALL

Standard for Good Homes Everywhere

The original and only areawall Hot-Dip Galvanized AFTER Forming. Every edge and surface protected from corrosion. No painting needed. No upkeep expense.

- One piece unit, ridges in - All basement rooms enjoy more light.
- Never cracks, crouches or pulls away.
- No painting needed. No upkeep expense.
- Complete range of sizes in 3 basic types: Streamlined: Straight and Round. Black and white tiles, 9" x 9", 75¢ sq. ft. installed.

The new Lux-Right Streamlined-Straight Type (see illustration) hornes beautifully with building lines. Standard Round Type available as hereafter.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER AND NAME OF DEALER

---

**FLURO**

Amazing New Invention Takes the Splash out of water! Only 89¢ at all stores

Slip it on any standard faucet for a bubbly soft stream instantly.

No more dish washer's burned or splattered food! Million of bubbles "aerate" bouncing, splashy water into a foamy, clinging stream. Crystal clear! Delicious! Vela-Flu water makes richer soups. Washes and rinses dishes faster, cleans—saves hot water. Cap detaches for vegetable spray.

---

**HOUSE & GARDEN**

**SPRING PAINTING**

**MADE EASY**

WITH THIS

**SENSATIONAL DROP CLOTH!**

This new drop cloth is clean, economical, PAINT - RESISTANT, DUSTPROOF. WATER REPELLENT. It has hundreds of other uses! Size: 3 ft. x 9 ft. $1.50

- PROTECTING FLOORS WHEN PAINTING
- COVERING FURNITURE
- UNDER THE CAR
- KIDDIES PLAYROOM

**PAINTING IS EASY WHEN YOU USE A PA-PA-**

**UTILITY COVER!**

- LARGER
- 10 ft. x 12 ft. Size $1.50
- AVAILABLE AT INDEPENDENT PAINT AND HARDWARE STORES OR CALL COUPON BELOW.

---

**HOBERT PAPER SPECIALTIES, INC.**

1721 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y.
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**SENSATIONAL DROP CLOTH!**

This new drop cloth is clean, economical, PAINT - RESISTANT, DUSTPROOF. WATER REPELLENT. It has hundreds of other uses! Size: 3 ft. x 9 ft. $1.50
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**HOBERT PAPER SPECIALTIES, INC.**

1721 Elmwood Avenue, Buffalo, N.Y.

**PAINTING IS EASY WHEN YOU USE A PA-PA-**

**UTILITY COVER!**

- LARGER
- 10 ft. x 12 ft. Size $1.50
- AVAILABLE AT INDEPENDENT PAINT AND HARDWARE STORES OR CALL COUPON BELOW.
For a Home of Radiant Beauty

Ka-na-ba

Waterproof WAX FINISH

Trying to cope with messy little fingers? Making the "old bus" do for one more year? Then, you'll love Ka-na-ba, the wax that gives a brilliant long-lasting finish that enhances the beauty of any waxable surface. SAFE FOR ALL CAR FINISHES. See your paint, hardware, department store— or write for folder.

CLEAN SURFACE PRODUCTS COMPANY
313 N. Desplaines St. • Chicago 6, Illinois

"It took 3 days to find Junior, last time we let him play on U.S. Rug Underlay!"

ANNUALS

continued from page 156

12" by 27", which happens to be the size of our annual garden on Cape Cod. Select the sunniest site for the annual garden; the more sun the happier they are. If you have less than five hours of sun a day, cut down a tree or else go in for low and shade-loving plants, for annuals would only languish. The ideal soil is light, sandy loam. Toss a few seeds into hastily scratched-up earth anywhere and a certain number of flowers are bound to emerge. But the better you prepare your soil, with plant foods, the more your annuals will give you in return. We personally prefer organic plant food to the chemical because it gradually curishes and improves the quality of the soil, while the chemical foods stimulate quick growth but leave the soil texture unchanged. Some of the latest scientific tests have shown that the use of both organic and chemical foods together is a good solution. If you belong to the too-much-of-everything school (as we do), decide how much you think you will need and then double the amount. All manure, whether cow, horse, duck, chicken or sheep, grows magnificent flowers. If it is well-rotted, you can scarcely find fault with it. Most low-growing, barrow load in a space six by six will give you flowers larger and lusher than the catalog pictures. On the market you may purchase prepared organic plant foods as well as chemical ones. Of these you need less. When some sort of nutrient has been dug into the soil and the ground turned over to a depth of one foot, rake it level and you are ready to consider the oak leaves. When they are the size of a mouse's ear it is time to plant your first annuals.

There are those who like their flowers formal, for whom a garden of neat symmetrical rows typifies something and gives most satisfaction. We have no quarrel with these gardeners, but we are different, we plant in "eyebrows," allowing these half scallops to range nonchalantly all through the bed. Not a row or a straight line marks our garden except for the picket fence that encloses it. This results in casual masses, tangled clumps of flowers, all with a keynote of informality which reflects our preferred way of life.

Many people believe in a planting rule of low-growing flowers in front, taller sorts in the rear. Logical and correct, but, we feel, a bit dull if carried out too consistently. If you cannot see every plant from any one spot, but must wander along a path to satisfy your curiosity, the garden is likely to be far more interesting. So occasionally let something tall reach in a casual eyebrow out towards the front of the bed while something low stretches back into seclusion among the higher plants. With what delight do you find certain flowers tucked away among taller sorts! Large or tiny, the garden then becomes a place of fresh discovery.

The secret of getting seeds to germinate...

MODERNIZE YOUR REFRIGERATOR

WITH DORAY DEFROSTER

The SHEPARD ELEVATOR CO.
2429-E Colerain Ave.
Cincinnati 14, Ohio

FREE YOURSELF FROM DEFROSTING

Win extra money in hours cleaning up

HANG ON WALL

PLUG IN THAT'S ALL

MODERNIZE YOUR REFRIGERATOR

WITH DORAY DEFROSTER

COMBINATION CLOCK AND DEFROSTER

Now you can modernize your refrigerator for $11.95 with DORAY DEFROSTER. Combination clock and automatic defroster with Telechron movement. Just hang on wall... plug in... that's all. Eliminates thick ice... removes thin frost each night while you sleep. Temperature raised 4° in 15 minutes. Prevents frozen meats and vegetables from melting during defrosting period. Keeps foods fresh longer... saves refrigerator, electricity, money, fuss. Dorary Defroster protected with written guarantee.

IDEAL GIFT FOR MOTHER'S DAY AND JUNE BRIDES
 הבאuerdo in Colonial Colonial Interior!

Are you a lover of the genuine in Colonial decoration? Then here's your rug . . . Colonial Braided by Amsterdam. It has captured the elusive Colonial authenticity of an old Salem "saltbox". Skillfully braided of new, clean, virgin cotton yarn (no filler or core is used), Colonial Braided Rugs combine the "loveliness and serviceability of an heirloom! Ovals: 24" x 42" to 9' x 12'; Rounds: 4' x 4' to 10'6" x 10'6". Brown, green, blue, or red (predominating color). A real value . . . $89.50 the 9' x 12' retail at Colonial Braided Rugs Amsterdam Textiles 222

Basic Motif for the Authentic Colonial Interior!

Are you a lover of the genuine in Colonial decoration? Then here's your rug . . . Colonial Braided by Amsterdam. It has captured the elusive Colonial authenticity of an old Salem "saltbox". Skillfully braided of new, clean, virgin cotton yarn (no filler or core is used), Colonial Braided Rugs combine the "loveliness and serviceability of an heirloom! Ovals: 24" x 42" to 9' x 12'; Rounds: 4' x 4' to 10'6" x 10'6". Brown, green, blue, or red (predominating color). A real value . . . $89.50 the 9' x 12' retail at Colonial Braided Rugs Amsterdam Textiles

See your authorized Amsterdam dealers — look for this trade-mark identifying genuine Amsterdam Rugs.

* Slightly higher west of the Mississippi
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The flower with a truly rural soul that pines near cities and factory smoke is the nasturtium. Perfect for the garden, for climbing fences or edging anywhere, it comes in all the tawny shades. Many varieties are fragrant as well. Not only do you enjoy its appearance and scent, but small leaves chopped into a salad impart a delectable flavor. If aphids should bother them, spray with nicotine sulphate (Black Leaf 40). Another yellow flower, and one that spreads ground-cover fashion, is Thunbergia. Its black-eyed yellow flowers are smooth and look as if they were cut from tissue paper.

Most fragrant of low-growing annuals is heliotrope. After the rain, at dawn or dusk, the aroma of these lavender flowers drifts towards you. Petunias come in every color and shade, size and shape. There is a double white petunia that is sweetly fragrant. Some have ruffled petals, some are smooth. There’s a petunia to fit any color preference, or location.

A wonderful low-growing plant is the African daisy going under the Latin title of *Dimorphotheca*. Its white petals have a peppermint-stick gloss and the black and orange centers are strikingly beautiful.

A good annual garden needs lots of blue for emphasis. Low-growing plants with blue flowers include ageratum with lavender blue fluffy flowers; lobelia whose electric-blue blossoms look like spilled ink among its fern-like green. *Torenia* is perhaps the most delightful of any, for deep in the heart of each white-throated blossom lies a miniature wishbone—perfect in shape and as if carved from ivory.

*Phacelia* is rightly called the “bee’s friend.” Three weeks from seed it is blooming with flowers the color of a deep October sky. All summer, at least every third flower flowers hosts to a fuzzy bumblebee. There is a cornflower called Jubilee Gem that is about the most intense blue of all flowers. The plant is low and compact and altogether desirable.

Veronica has great charm, stretching lazy heads of bloom out of the bed and resting flame, blue, lavender or white blossoms on the grass beside the garden. Portalacca has wide range of color. It will thrive in hot, sandy, dry places. Millions of small single and double flowers open wide-eyed in the early morning but close at noon. Dwarf philox also comes in an assortment of shades; the biscuit-tan and deep scarlet are our favorite combinations.

The Star of Texas has delicate tapering daisy-like flowers supported on pale green foliage. Grow it near Jubilee Gem cornflower for a most delightful effect. Marigolds and zinnias come in dwarf varieties as well as medium and tall ones. A lovely small marigold is called Signet. The dwarf French marigolds, mahogany and gold, are great favorites of ours. Zinnias for the border

(Continued on page 228)
ROCK PLANTS

continued from page 145

5. *P. auricula alpina* will represent the vast clan of primula and will uphold the honor of the primrose family in every respect. It grows slowly and does best where the roots are cool in the shelter of a large boulder or rock. The soil you use for it should contain a generous quantity of well-decayed leaf mold. The charming blossoms appear in early summer on six-inch stalks. On warm, humid days these flowers are delightfully fragrant. The range of colors is extensive and there are also varieties with a combination of colors. Go to a local nursery to see it and in order to make a discriminating choice.

6. *Campanula portenschlagiana* may seem to be a formidable name for the novice in rock gardening to master, but it identifies one of the finest of the vast race of dwarf bellflowers. It is often listed in catalogs as *Campanula muralis* and occasionally as *Campanula bavarica*. *Campanula portenschlagiana* (the correct name) is the easiest and best of the dwarfs in this family and grows heartily in any moderately rich but well-drained soil. It does equally well in very light shade or in sun. Remember never to let it become dry at the roots. Towards midsummer, the plant puts out numerous lovely purplish-blue open bells, so profuse they often hide the ample dark green foliage. It is more creeping than erect in growth and rarely exceeds four inches in height.

7. *Dianthus caesius* (now correctly *D. gratianopolitanus*), or Cheddar pink, will represent its many brethren. It is lovely, with grass-like, glaucous green foliage growing in tufts. Cheddar pinks grow some six inches tall and in midsummer appear the exquisitely fragrant, pale pink blossoms on moderately long, stiff stems. Each separate petal is delightfully fringed. These pinks do well in any well-drained soil into which you have dug some coarsely ground bone meal. They also require a sunny place. Since they grow fairly vigorously, the plants will become leggy in time. To avoid untidiness, after they have bloomed, judiciously trim them back a few inches. Very often they flower with (Continued on page 226)
Wherever trees lend grace and shelter...

Wherever fine trees lend grace and shelter to man’s home or land—there you are apt to see the familiar figure of the Davey Man.

He is a craftsman as painstakingly schooled for his chosen work as any true craftsman should be. He is a diagnostician, skilled in tracing tree troubles to their source. His concern for his “patients” is as deep and real as that of a family doctor—his hands as sensitive and sure in repairing the damage of accident or disease.

Whether you call him in for planting or pruning, for spraying or feeding, for suggestions or surgery—you can safely place your confidence in the Davey Man. For he belongs to an organization which, during three generations, has raised tree care to a science—an organization which, through performance, has long held undisputed leadership in its chosen field. If the Davey Tree Expert Company is not listed in your phone book, write us today.

The Davey Tree Man—Modern equipment... scientific materials... years of experience... an educational program that never ends—these are the tools that Davey Men use so aptly to keep your precious trees vigorous, beautiful—at a reasonable cost to you. Perhaps that’s why more people depend on Davey for the protection of their fine trees than on any other organization.
TORO helps you choose the right POWER MOWER for your lawn

REEL MOWERS. These power-packed Toro favorites give a velvety-smooth cut to fine lawns. Simple, rugged, easy to start and operate. LEFT: 21-inch Sportlawn with 1.6 Briggs & Stratton engine, ball-bearing mounted reel with blades of Disston tool steel. Perfect for average lawns. RIGHT: 27-inch Starlawn heavy-duty mower for large lawns, estates. 1.9 Briggs & Stratton engine. Floating axle, independent reel and traction controls. Nine other models to choose from . . . with 18-inch to 76-inch cuts!

ROTARY BLADE MOWERS. Power-driven spinning blade of these famous "Whirlwind" mowers grooms lawns evenly . . . cuts weeds, tall grass with equal ease! "Suction-Lift" action holds clippings in suspension while blade chops them to fine mulch. Can be sharpened with hand file. LEFT: Whirlwind 18-inch lightweight mows right up to walls, obstructions. Reduces hand trimming and raking. $99.50 plus freight. RIGHT: 22-inch Whirlwind . . . tops for all-purpose mowing on any terrain. Self or hand propelled models. Sturdy steel construction. 24 and 31-inch models also available.

SICKLE-BAR MOWER. The Toro Zipper slashes through weeds, tall grass, rank growth . . . trims smoothly, evenly . . . faster than 5 men with hand-scythes! 36-inch cutting bar with high speed clipping action. Self propelled by 1 1/2 h.p. engine. Fine for farms, resorts.

FOR COMPLETE FACTS about Toro, America's most complete line of power mowers with the finest repair and service system in the industry, see your nearby Toro Dealer. Or write: Toro Manufacturing Corporation, 3010 Snelling Ave., Minneapolis 6, Minnesota.

ROCK PLANTS continued from page 224

such abandon that the plants weaken and frequently die, exhausted. They set seed in abundance, so save the self-sown seedlings in order to perpetuate these beauties in the rock garden.

8. Gypsophila cerasioides is the best of this genus for the rockery, a choice and easy plant in any sunny spot where soil contains lime in some form. If this alkali is lacking, you may add it easily in the form of bone meal or ground limestone which should be well mixed with soil before you set the plants. This mouse-carr-gypsophila grows about four inches tall and towards midsummer the lovely white blooms appear, frequently marked with deep purplish-red streaks in the center of each petal. It grows slowly so you will not need to lift and divide it until after several years growth, when the centers of the plants become bare of foliage and the display of blossoms slows down.

9. Helianthemums demand the sunniest pinnacle in the rock garden where they can flaunt their delightful, open, salver-shaped blossoms in vivid hues. They are called sunroses, children of the sun, and no spot will prove too torrid for them. Well-drained ordinary soil is the sum of their desires and in return for this minimum requirement they will festoon themselves with sheaves of gay blossoms from midsummer onwards, lessening a bit as early autumn approaches. You have a wide selection of colors from pure white through light to deep pink, reds in many tones, canary to deep yellow and chrome orange, with a bewildering variety of intermediate shades as well. In addition to this wide range of vivid colors, they appear in single and double forms.

H. nummularium grows heartily but never crowds too much. When the last flower has faded, trim back the plants to 1/4 or 1/2 their former circumference. After a few years they are apt to become "leggy." When this time arrives, it is advisable to replace them with new young, vigorous specimens.

10. Phlox subulata in any of its several varieties is a real treasure for the beginner. From squat cushions of dark green, awl-like foliage, unlimited quantities of starry blossoms appear in late spring. Ground phlox thrives prodigiously in any good garden soil that is not too arid. A generous helping of leaf mold in the rooting medium will work wonders. In due time it may become a bit overgrown, but you can trim it into (Continued on page 227)
shape again with care, or you may lift and divide it either in very early spring when first growth is evident or in September. Pilea exalata is a native plant and perhaps one of the best American plants for rock-garden use. Its flowers are various shades of carmine, pink, lavender-blue and a superb white.

12. A single S. sieboldi has been elected to carry aloft the banner of the vast race of stonecrops. It is a good plant which does well in moderately rich but well-drained soil. It likes to bask in the sun. The manner of growth is fascinating. The six-inch stems are clothed with wedge-shaped foliage arranged with geometrical precision along their entire length. The color of the foliage is also pleasing, a glaucous gray-green with each separate leaf picoted with an edging of purplish-red or maroon. In September the dome-shaped heads of very densely packed individual florets of deep rose-pink appear. Some sedums are weedy and are fast growers but S. sieboldi is a slow-growing plant. Apart from the beauty of the flowers, the foliage alone should surely warrant its admission into every rock garden worthy of the name.

13. The group is complete with a choice from the enormous genus of Sempervivum. Here, too, you are confronted with the great difficulty of making a single selection from so large a number. Sempervivum triste, a form of S. tectorum, is suggested not only for its great ease of culture but also for the dual beauty of foliage and blossoms. From the basal tufted rosette of foliage appears the spike of blossoms like a cluster of claret-colored stars with a central cluster of yellow stamens. The foliage is a lovely deep ruby-red with a piping of jade-green on each leaf. Sempervivums, or houseleeks, require sunny places in well-drained ordinary soil. With little care the mother "hen" will soon be snuggling her "chickens" along the crooks and crannies of the rocks. Again it must be pointed out that they are delightful whether in bloom or not. These last two choices should merely be starters in your collections of these plants. Once initiated to the lure of rock gardening you will want to add many others to our easy baker's dozen.

CORRECTION
The painting of the Piazza di Spagna, which was reproduced on page 83 of House & Garden for April, is by Zena Ezersky, not Nancy Egan.
NEW Cyclo-Junior HAND DUSTER

Employs New "CYCLONE" PRINCIPLE for easier more efficient dusting.

PRICE $2800

Less 25 F. O. B. Middleport.
Send check or money order.

To better protect the things you grow from insects, mildews or fungus, buy the new CYCLO-JUNIOR today. It employs a new principle — one of an unusually large volume of air at low velocity. Results: a powerful air blast — not the mere whiffing of dust materials. Power is provided by an efficient, long-wearing crank mechanism. Operating for ease permits dusting entire yards or orchards. Comfortable wide-wale harness supports duster.

FREE LITERATURE. Write for special dust and spray guide.

HOLLAND'S
NEWEST AND MOST OUTSTANDING TULIPS

described and illustrated for you in a new, colorful Holland Nellis Catalog. None of the best most famous Tulip varieties is missing — many more now and exclusive — in the finest sizes in Holland Nellis Catalog. Also exclusive Daedalus and other producers. Send us your name and address data on the wonderful Tulip, or a postcard today. Emerick's Nellis Catalog — free.
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PRICE

Write today for our Nellis CATALOG illustrated in full color.
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FOOD MACHINERY AND CHEMICAL CORPORATION

505 Railroad Street, Prophetsown, Illinois

HAND AND POWER MODELS

ONLY ECLIPSE OFFERS ALL OF THESE FEATURES

1 Power driven wheels
2 Power driven heavy duty reel
3 Power driven sharpener
4 Five sharp durable blades
5 Oil tempered lower knife
6 Timken bearings in reel
7 Positive action clutch
8 Diamond roller chain drive
9 Goodyear puncture proof tires.
10 Briggs & Stratton 4-cycle engine.
11 Beautiful "all-weather" finish.
12 Fingertip controls.
13 Patented floating natural-grip, all steel handles.

WRITE FOR THIS FREE BOOKLET

It describes all the features to look for in a power mower... comes to you with name of your Eclipse dealer.

GRANDVIEW, WASHINGTON

JOHN H. MARBLE

Box 387-K

PRETTY AS A PICTURE

Frame the beauty of your flowers and lawn with Sikiti Wikit, the modern idea for flower or lawn borders. Make your own designs in any of the many attractive ways possible. Available now in lovely, gleaming white, or brilliant green.

You combine charm with protection when you use Sikiti Wikit. Each unit is 21/2" high, 12" wide. Made of 1/4" hardened steel, finished in oven-baked enamel for long-lasting attractiveness. Carton of two makes 24 feet of border, enough for the average flower bed.

WHITE OR GREEN $1.89 THE DOZEN (FORMERLY $2.40)

Available wherever garden supplies are sold; or order direct. Shipped in cartons of 2 dozen. Send check or money order for $4.20 (which includes postage) to: STIKIT WIKIT CO., 54 H. St., N. W. WASHINGTON 1, D. C.
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Do you want quick results?
Grow annual vines

Annual vines can do wonderful things for your place in the country, new or old, in one season. Because they grow and flower so rapidly, they can be relied on to soften harsh lines and beautify porches, terraces, archways, fences and walls and can be used to screen out unattractive areas. While you are waiting for perennials such as wistaria, climbing roses or Clematis which require several seasons to become established, grow annual vines which quickly relieve any look of barrenness. Some are rampant climbers reaching a second story in a single season; others will grow no more than 10 feet. Some are distinguished for their flowering habits, some for beautiful foliage and others for unusual fruits. All, with the exception of the Japanese hop vine, need sun. They are not fussy about soil. Some, like the nasturtium, bloom even better in poor soil. One of my favorites is Cobaea scandens, sometimes called cathedral bells or cup-and-saucer vine. It is a year-round performer for me. In the summer it climbs by tendrils over a porch and

(Continued on page 230)
ANNUALS continued from page 229

reaches a second-story window. Its pest-free foliage tinged with red is as attractive as its long-stemmed blue or white flowers which resemble cathedral bells. These grow lavishly. It is the one annual vine which needs an early start (March or April), as it requires a long growing period before it will bloom. The seeds are flat and about the size of a dime. Insert them edgewise (otherwise they rot), one to each five-inch pot. When the plant is four inches high, pinch out the center to make it branch. You can set it outdoors in May. Along in August, I make cuttings and so have plants to use indoors all winter. They quickly encircle a window frame, forming a lacy green border for a collection of house plants. They will bloom indoors, too, although not in profusion.

Two members of the ever popular morning glory family deserve to be more widely used. These are cypress vine, Quararattia penata, and cardinal climber, Quararattia coccinea. Cypress vine is a graceful climber with fern-like foliage. It bears quantities of star-shaped flowers, white or orange, and scarlet. The foliage of the cardinal climber is not as finely cut as that of the cypress vine. Its fiery red flowers, produced in clusters of five to seven blooms, are a favorite haunt of humming birds. Both vines grow from 10 to 20 feet. To hasten germination, soak the seeds for several hours before planting. Sow outdoors about mid-May. Although it grows not much higher than 10 feet, very few are more decorative than hycinth bean, Delichos. Amid bright green heart-shaped leaves, its white or purple flowers, which resemble (Continued on page 231)
ANNUALS

continued from page 230

small byacinths, grow abundantly. These are followed by attractive seed pods. Sow seeds outdoors in May and provide strings for plants to climb on.

An old-fashioned favorite which is worth your trying is the sweet pea. Now that much of the hazard of growing sweet peas has been eliminated by the introduction of the Cuthbertson strain of hybrids, these fragrant flowers should again become very popular. This new group is much more vigorous, with stands hot weather better and produces longer stemmed flowers in both pastel tints and dark colors. Vines grow five to six feet tall but you should give them support when plants are five inches high. Chicken wire or netting is fine for this purpose. Sow the seeds in the early spring in rich well-timed soil, for sweet peas, like garden peas, only do their best in sweet soil.

Perhaps you might like a double duty vine. Then try scarlet runner bean, Phaseolus, whose brilliant red pea-like blossoms are followed by edible beans. These taste best when half grown. (They are a market crop in England.) The scarlet runners need a trellis to climb on. Sow seeds outdoors when the ground is warm.

Without doubt one of the finest vines to plant in a hot, dry location, where soil is poor, is nasturtium Tropaeolum majus. If you plant them in rich soil, the vines run to leaves. Few vines offer such a wide choice of color or such excellent blooms for cutting. You can have flowers in single or double varieties, yellow, orange, scarlet, mahogany, salmon and pink. Some are scented. The vines will climb 15 feet and their round leaves are attractive also. Sow these seeds outdoors when danger of frost is past.

A dainty relative of the nasturtium is the canary bird vine Tropaeolum cannorhizens. It is a rapid climber which gets its name from its sprays of canary-yellow flowers paraded bird-like among its lobed leaves. Although it cannot be sown outdoors until the soil is quite warm, seeds can be started indoors in March and plants set out late in May.

Morning glories, Ipomoea, have long been popular. This is due to the fact that their culture is easy and they quickly transform a trellis or wall into something of startling beauty. Last year I saw a solid wall of the Heavenly Blue variety used as a screen. Along the base of this wall was a border of orange marigolds, and the picture it produced was a magnificent sight. Probably Heavenly Blue is the most popular color. Blue Star is a novelty, sky blue combined with deeper blue to form a star. Cornell bears crimson-red flowers having a border of white which starts to bloom when it only two feet tall. Scarlet O'Hara is a darker red and has the asset of remaining open longer than the other varieties. Although there is an excellent white variety, Pearly Gates, I like to plant moon flowers as white accents for my Heavenly Blues. Moon flowers belong to the same family but have the added charm of fragrant flowers.

(Continued on page 232)

PUSH BUTTON
glass trimming

Just switch on your Stanley Electric Grasshear and do all that back-breaking, knee-aching trimming in a tenth of the time. Trims grass evenly against stone walls, foundations, around trees, along paths, flagstones, borders, up and down terraces. Blade sucks grass into cutter head. Individually adjustable handle, light weight and perfect balance makes the Grasshear as easy to handle as a golf club. Operates from house current or portable generator. Write for folder. Stanley Electric Tools, 841 Myrtle Street, New Britain, Connecticut.

LIGHTWEIGHT
DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

So light in weight a child can handle it easily. Super durability built into every foot of withstand sun heat and weather. Pre-tested for quality—time tested for long life.

GUARANTEED

All lawn hose by Quaker is unconditionally guaranteed in writing against defects in workmanship and materials. QUAKER... guaranteed 15 years SURPRISE... guaranteed 10 years PHRED.... guaranteed 5 years QUI-ASTIC, guaranteed 5 years
ANNUALS
continued from page 231

THE COVER

Here is shopping information about the photograph by Horst on the cover. Stores are in New York. All prices are approximate. Damask linen 2½ yd. table cloth and eight napkins $55, Léon, Inc. Salt glaze bowl, c. 1820, $45, Bergdorf Goodman. Chope bohême glass $8.50, Baccarat & Porthault, Inc.

The bride wears a linen dress with embroidery on the skirt, from Hattie Carnegie, Inc. Pink geraniums and spring flowers.

DO YOU WANT BEAUTIFUL FIRST-YEAR BLOOMS?

USE ROSETONE

The Right Combination of Hormones and Vitamins for Radiant Roses

Rosetine encourages new roots and continued growth of old ones. Treated root systems become stronger, resulting in bigger, healthier bushes which bear the finest roses you ever saw. Here's how: mix Rosetone with water according to directions on package; soak bare-rooted plants for one hour before planting; water established bushes.

At your garden-supply store; or write AMERICAN CHEMICAL PAINT COMPANY - AMBLER, PA.

COPPERWELD

NON-RUSTING CHAIN LINK FENCE
never needs painting

Once erected you can forget about Copperweld* Fence. It is made from a special type of wire having a steel core and a thick copper covering. The two metals are inseparable, making the fence strong, non-rusting, permanent and good looking.

COPPERWELD STEEL COMPANY
Glassport, Pa.

WRITE TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG (handsomely illustrated)
COOKING continued from page 207

about a third of an inch thick, sprinkle with salt and put them under the broiler before you start the chops. Broil the chops fast, rare, and finish with salt, pepper and a dollop of butter. The halved tomatoes topped with the egg and 2 tablespoons of milk together. stirring to mix evenly. Season with a pinch of parsley and the onion, browned in butter, too. stirring to

STUFFED BROILERS
Stuffing for each half

1/2 slice whole wheat bread

Milk

% lb. boiled ham, ground

1/2 tsp. celery, chopped fine

1 tsp. (scant) chopped parsley

2 slices white onion, minced

Butter

Mixed herbs, ground bay leaf

1 egg

2 tbsp. milk

Soak bread in milk and squeeze fairly dry. To add this ham, celery, parsley and the onion, browned in butter and add the butter, too. stirring to mix evenly. Season with a pinch of mixed herbs and ground bay leaf. Beat the egg and 2 tablespoons of milk together and add a tablespoon or so of this to your stuffing to hold it together. It should be moist enough so it won't crack apart and fall out in cooking.

Brush broiler with melted butter, season with salt and pepper and put it under the broiler, cut side up for three or four minutes. Then reverse and give it the same length of time on the other side. Lay it in a baking dish, cut side up, and pile the stuffing into the cavity. Top with crumbs and bits of butter. Bake 1/2 hour in a moderate oven.

For other recipes mentioned, write to House & Garden.
UNITE' Buffet

Union-National's version of authentic French Provincial styling has an enduring grace that never tires the eye nor dulls the appreciation. See the brilliant Unite groupings at better furniture and department stores. Send two-cent stamp to Dept. G for booklet.

UNION-NATIONAL, INC. • JAMESTOWN, N. Y.

Magnavox
radio-phonograph-television

Magnificent tone, superb pictures and fine cabinets do not mean high prices for Magnavox. Direct factory-to-dealer distribution brings you these advantages for less money. Prices start at $199.50.

The Magnavox Company, Fort Wayne 4, Indiana

TURNTABLE

Light music for your lighter moments
from France, Ireland, America

OFFENBACH'S The Tales of Hoffmann, an opera fraught with plot and glorious, lilting melodies, has been recorded in its entirety on three Columbia LP records (Set SL-106; $14.55). It should serve to edify those who know only the Barcarolle and delight everybody but the most capricious musical snobs. The opera will but the performance suffers somewhat from the shrill voices of the three leading sopranos. It is otherwise excellent and always stylish, as a performance of Offenbach should be. The participating artists are members of the Paris Opéra and the Opéra-Comique, singing at the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées under the direction of André Cluytens, Raoul Jobin, in the title role, easily comes off with the singing honors, although the three edgy ladies mentioned above certainly know what to do with their vocal equipment, and it is always possible that these records have maligned their quality. Their names: Renée Doria (Olympia), Viny Boy (Giulietta) and Geori Boué (Antonia).

A platter of Trenet

On the jacket of the new LP record devoted to the Songs of Charles Trenet M. Trenet is listed as "tenor, with orchestra." This, to anyone familiar with his effulgent delivery, is like listing pot de crème au chocolat as chocolate custard. The amiable French singer may be a tenor for all we know, but we never think of his crooning, gurgling, chuckling and hoisting as being contained in so narrow a category. Trenet, like other popular singers who compose their own material, has been singing several of his songs for a number of years. Fourteen of them have been assembled here, and they sound as good as ever (Columbia LP Record ML-4275; $4.85). . . . The music of Alec Wilder, to deal with a really unclassifiable subject, is presented by Columbia on an LP record (ML-4271; $4.85) containing pieces played by the Columbia String Orchestra and soloists, conducted by Frank Sinatra; other pieces played by the Alec Wilder Octet. Mr. Wilder's music, in case you are not familiar with it, is derived mainly from popular forms, but is not tied down by them, and emerges as something not quite "highbrow" or "lowbrow." It's unique in other words, miniature in scale, more subtle than simple, and, as far as we are concerned, delightful. . . . Another delight, at least if you like Irish folk music, is Leroy Anderson's Irish Suite, issued by RCA Victor in a 45 rpm album (WDM-1338; $3.42). Mr. Anderson, an American, has done very nice things with such tunes as The Irish Washerwoman, The Wearing of the Green, arranged as a pizzicato ostinato, and even The Last Rose of Summer. . . . In another Victor 45 rpm album (WDM-1341; $3.42) Dorothy Kirsten and Robert Merrill join to sing highlights from Show Boat. It should make their followers very happy. We, however, are somewhat distressed by the air of thinly disguised gentility that characterizes the proceedings. When Miss Kirsten, for example, intones the phrase "Can't help lovin' dat man," we are uncomfortably conscious of an educated woman trying to sound uneducated. Intending no disrespect, we should like to point out that this problem never bothered the late Helen Morgan, whose teary voice is persistently memorable.

Prices include Federal Excise Tax.
Tell me more about **dékor**

grandest new decorating fabric in a decade!

**It’s smoother** feeling, smoother fitting, smoother sitting! Dékor’s silken-like texture never clings to you—it’s blissfully comfortable. Extra-strong cotton with a special washable Everglaze*. Dékor combines—for the first time—the luxury, plus the long wear you want!

**It stays neater.** Dékor is dust and wrinkle-resistant. Dirt can’t sift through. Dust brushes off. You can forget about fancy dry cleaning bills! Dékor is pre-shrunk, vat-dyed... launders like a dream.

**It’s lovelier!** Nothing tailors quite so beautifully as Dékor! Choose fashion-rich colors... fashion-wise patterns for every type of room. You can afford Dékor for slipcovers, draperies, bed spreads, many other decorative uses. Prints and coordinated solids. 50 inches wide, popular priced.

For every room, you'll adore Dékor!

By the makers of famous Kandell Chintz

---

*“A trade-mark signifying fabric finished and tested according to processes and standards controlled and prescribed by Joseph Bancroft & Sons Co.”*
SYMBOL OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

Since the sixteenth century, the world-famous Cellini Bowl, created by the greatest artist-craftsman of precious metals—Benvenuto Cellini—has stood as a symbol of the finest in craftsmanship among the art treasures of the world.

Today's treasures in solid silver tableware, Fine Arts Sterling, are also outstanding examples of artist-craftsmanship in the great art of silversmithing. Each Fine Arts pattern is correctly designed, gracefully styled and expertly finished. Each piece of Fine Arts Sterling is proudly embossed with the "Hall Mark of Distinction in Solid Silver," a silhouette of the world-famous Cellini Bowl.

Benvenuto Cellini displayed his masterpieces only at private showings. So it is today with Fine Arts Sterling. You will not find Fine Arts Sterling in stores. It is displayed only in the privacy of your home by carefully selected and specially trained Fine Arts Sterling Silver Specialists. Through these qualified men and women you may, by appointment and without obligation, see the beautiful Fine Arts patterns.

You may learn through their courteous counsel the importance of having heavy weight silver, not only in the teaspoons but in all the pieces, from the smallest to the largest—how you may enroll in the Fine Arts Cooperative Club and acquire extra place settings at substantial savings—how the silver savings plan makes it easy to own Fine Arts Sterling.

Fine Arts is now appointing additional Specialists in some localities. To inquire about joining the hundreds of high type men and women who now enjoy fascinating and profitable careers as Fine Arts Sterling Silver Specialists, use coupon below.

A full-color reproduction of the above world-famous masterpiece, suitable for framing, will be sent free upon request. It contains no advertising.

Fine Arts Sterling

THERE IS NO FINESTERLING SILVER THAN FINE ARTS